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**Indians treated disgracefully**

Pity the poor Indians. They lost the war and the peace.

But the Indians of the Northwest do not want pity. All they want is a fair shake. If they get it, they will have achieved an historic first in their relations with the government of the United States.

The most volatile issue is Indians fishing rights, a subject that evokes emotions so strong that the facts rarely are discussed outside a federal courtroom.

And not even one tiny bit of the blame can be assessed against the Indians. They've been willing to compromise from the beginning. But the successors to their conquerors, represented by the state governments of Oregon and Washington, won't give an Indian the time of day unless ordered to do so by a federal judge.

The courts have ruled that the Indians are entitled to an opportunity to harvest 10 per cent of the salmon in the Columbia River after the "conservation" of enough fish to ensure preservation of the run.

There's a great deal of difference between the opportunity to catch fish and the ability to do so. The fact is that Indians have taken no more than 12 to 14 per cent of Columbia River salmon runs since the legal battle started in the 1950s.

The Indians never would have come to court if the states had been willing to negotiate a reasonable settlement. But the refusal of the states to negotiate and the heavy toll on salmon runs taken by non-Indian fishermen downstream left the Indians with no alternative.

The decisions of U.S. District Judges Boldt of Seattle and Hovland of Portland upholding the provisions of the 19th Century treaties which gave the Indians their fishing rights. And the Boldt and

**WILLIAM BEBOUT**

**Capital Journal**

**Editorial Page Editor**

Bellomo decisions were upheld unanimously by federal appellate judges.

The states, however, ignored federal court orders with the same stubborn indifference they gave to Indian pleas to negotiate a compromise.

The states contend they must manage the fishery resource to protect it from ruin by both Indians and non-Indians. I have no quarrel with their fishery management. But it must be noted that salmon runs in many streams under state management have taken off sharply and there is no way the blame can be placed on Indian fishermen. It's doubtful some of the streams have been visited by an Indian fisherman since the days of Lewis and Clark. And no one contends seriously that the Indians are responsible for the decline in Columbia River runs. The fact is that Indian conservation practices, including use of modern hatcheries, are just as advanced and effective as those used by the states.

Rep. Al Ullman of Oregon, chairman of the House Ways & Means Committee, told the editorial boards of the Capital Journal and Oregon Statesman last week that the fishing issue must be resolved by negotiation or binding arbitration.

Ullman says he intends to introduce legislation in the next session of Congress to force such negotiations. If the states fail to sit down with the Indians and work out a realistic compromise, arbitration would result.

That kind of pressure wouldn't be necessary if the states would negotiate in good faith instead of crying hysterically at the mere mention of Indian fishing rights. The conduct of state officials in both Oregon and Washington has been and continues to be disgraceful.

But even Ullman seems to lack a real understanding of the Indians' grievances. He said that continuing reliance on the federal courts to achieve a settlement would lead to a "dead end."

There are three branches of government, he said, and Congress will "change the rules" if the Indians continue to use the judicial branch to get justice.

The Indians would not be in court, of course, if either Congress or the states had heeded their pleas for fair treatment under the treaties they negotiated in good faith with the federal government 100 and more years ago. And anyone who thinks the Indians got a good deal in those treaties is just plain stupid. To deny the Indians what little they have coming to them would be worse than stupid. It would be criminal.

It should be obvious that the states can afford to give up more than 12.14 per cent of the salmon runs to the Indians unless they would be willing, even eager, to settle for less than half the fish in the river.

If Ullman can achieve a settlement through legislation, that's dandy. It should have been done more than a decade ago. But Ullman and everyone else with a conscience should recognize that although the governments may consider the Indians a position of unchallengable political power, the full weight of justice and morality is on the side of the Indians.
Banking interests in Cherokee politics fuel tribal dispute

By BILL SAMPSON

The emergence of banking interests in Cherokee politics plus expectation of a $177 million dollar settlement for the tribe has fuelled a new tribal political controversy.

The Cherokee see in the midst of a political campaign to elect a deputy chief and councilmen. Most hostilites are going this month as results are to be announced in mid-November.

The banking issue has been raised largely by Tulsa James Gordon and Tulsa County Sheriff Dave Faulkner, both of whom oppose Sallisaw Mayor R. Perry Wheeler for deputy chief.

Wheeler has been endorsed by Cherokee Chief Ross Swimmer, whose position as president of the First National Bank of Tahlequah made the banking issue fair game in the campaign.

Gordon and Faulkner have been on the stump throughout the 14 northeastern Oklahoma counties in the old Cherokee Nation criticizing the influence of bankers on the campaign and proclaiming their independence of big money interests.

Three candidates are concerned — including the chief's father — and a high election official of the tribe have banking connections, in addition to Cherokee banking interests.

The Cherokee have been anticipating a financial settlement with federal government concerning the Arkansas River bed ownership matter since the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 1974, that the Cherokees and Chickasaws own the river.

The Arkansas River was appropriated by the government earlier this year to $177 million in a proposal for a $2.5 billion interest in the Arkansas River to provide a lease or outright payment for the property to be developed into a navigation channel by the federal government.

In response to an inquiry by the Tributes, Camp Chapman, assistant vice president, installment loans, Commercial National Bank, Muskogee, the Cherokees are an old line Cherokee family, dating many years back into tribal history.

Robert McSpadden, vice president, First National Bank, Vinita, McSpadden is a relation of former congressmen and one-time gubernatorial candidate of Cherokee and came to Indian Territory in 1838. McSpadden is related to the Rogers family of Cherokee. Chapman's father was the man who handled the issue of the bank and informed the Cherokees, who had been able to attract his interest in the tribe.

Robert McSpadden, another relation, is in charge of the Cherokee Nation.

Robert O. Swimmer, (Chief Swimmer's father), a board member of First National Bank of Tahlequah.

In addition to the candidates for elective posts, Tulsa Philip Miles, Jr., a member of the tribe's voter registration committee, has a key institution in tribal elections. Miles is a lawyer in the trust department of F&M Bank in Tulsa.

The interrelationships of these various Cherokee banking interests and their family and business connections are the topic of considerable discussion in the campaign and throughout the Cherokee Nation area.

For example, the board chairman of the First National Bank of Tahlequah is Peter A. Manhart. He was the head of a group of investors which acquired control of the bank in 1975. One of these investors was James R. Jones, before he was elected 1st District congressman. Jones' wife, Olivia, is on the bank's board.

Earlier this month, at Jones' request, the House Standards of Official Conduct Committee announced it had looked into the Jones' interest in the Tahlequah bank and informed the congressman he does not have to report his wife's bank stock holdings to the House.

Manhart married the widow of Keith Smith, longtime Jay lawyer, who, before he died in 1974, was director and general counsel for the Delaware County Bank. Jay, president and general counsel of the Bank of Local Grove, president of the First National Bank of Tahlequah and board chairman of the First National Bank of Sallisaw, all located within the old Cherokee Nation.

Smith's granddaughter was one-fourth Cherokee and came to Indian Territory after the Civil War with her husband, Lee W. Smith, who had been a captain in the Confederate Army.

Chief Swimmer takes issue with the Manharts being brought into discussions of Cherokee politics. He said: Why are they discussing all at? I am not personally privy to their business dealings outside of the First National Bank. They certainly do not affect the tribe or influence my decisions (as chief) in the least. I consider them as good friends and have been in conflict with them in the bank for two years.

"First National has been the tribal bank for decades, and I think the Cherokees are proud that their chief is president of the bank.

He also provided a list of 12 banks throughout the United States where Cherokee banks are deposited to avoid any question about deposits being concentrated in any bank...

Former Cherokee Chief W. W. Keutzer, retired president and chief executive officer of Phillips Petroleum Co., also is on the Tahlequah bank board.
Maine refuses to negotiate with Indians

Associated Press

AUGUSTA, Maine — Maine's attorney general rejected a request by a Federal civil rights agency yesterday to negotiate an out-of-court settlement to claims by Indians for 60 percent of the land in the state.

Earlier the Maine Advisory Committee to the US Commission on Civil Rights had offered its help in such negotiations, saying that the legal questions surrounding the Indians claims "could have dire results for the citizens of Maine."

A suit filed on behalf of the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indians' has thrown a cloud over the ownership of 12.5 million acres of land, forcing the cancellation of $7 million in municipal bond sales and threatening to dry up the source of mortgage loans in northern and central parts of the state.

"I believe it would be wrong to settle a case merely because the other side has been able to bring pressure to bear on the state in an attempt to win a settlement," said Atty. Gen. Joseph E. Brennan in a letter to the regional office of the civil rights panel.

Brennan repeated his stand that the Indian claims are without merit.

"My responsibility in this case extends not only to the tribes but to the one million non-Indian citizens of Maine," he said. "I do not believe it is responsible or fair for me to settle any claim, and thereby hand over public assets, unless I am convinced on the merits of the claimant's case."

Jacques E. Wilmore, regional director of the Federal commission, had sent a telegram to Gov. James B. Longley, the tribal governors of the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indians and Brennan. Wilmore asked for the negotiations and said related Federal court rulings have indicated that the Indians' case has merit.

The Indians have said they are willing to negotiate but have not put forth any proposals. They have placed the value of their claims at $25 billion.

"In our judgement continued refusal of the governor and the attorney general to negotiate this matter with the Indians could have dire results for the citizens of Maine," Wilmore said. "Already there have been indications that further delay will have a deleterious effect on the ability of some Maine communities to market municipal bonds. Banks may refuse to grant mortgages in the contested area, and the continued impasse may effect crucial funding by Federal agencies."
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tribal construction and loaning ven­

that failed financially.

Chief Swimmer has reorganized

tribal administration in an effort to

ac­

chief to tribal problems solved.

First PROGRESS has been made in

this regard: I have always believed that First National would be better off, as well as every other bank in the

area, if through our efforts, we could create jobs, train people and raise the per capita income of the Cherokee

in a one-year period. At the same time, the bank received all tribal deposits.

It is the long-term effect of what we are doing now that will help the Chero­

kees and their economy. Short term goals for banking interests are not part of my

there is no great conspiracy to

monopolize banking or any other in­

dustry. I am simply doing what I can

to make a contribution to a great race of people who have had a pretty rough time over the last 100 years.

"Anyone can put together a cast of people and come up with a mil­

ion plays, but in this case I am afraid this cast is simply not together."

Gordon, in his campaign for deputy

chief, focused on the banking people lost Monday at a Pryor coming where

various candidates for Cherokee official

spoke. He named a slate of candidates sponsored by Swimmer for Reposaic

Government and Indian publish­

party, Gordon was an unsuccessful can­

cidate for chief in 1979, losing to Swin­

mer.

"Nine of the 15 candidates on this slate are half inauguration Cherokee," Gordon said, "and not one is a banker. We are not taking the Cherokee Nation down that banker road."

He emphasized the Cherokee people's "right to know why and by what process their money is invested and spent."

BE CHARGED the former community

representatives program had been

brushed aside by Swimmer's appoint­

ment of a council last year in advance of this year's election.

He said the Cherokee, "once proud of their education and culture, have come to be viewed as too backward by other tribes because of Cherokee financial scandals during the past two years."

Gordon is endorsed Wheeler for

deputy chief, but says he is not sup­

porting any particular candidates for the council positions.

"Of the 40 people running for council, I am acquainted with 30 and feel that any of those would serve well," the chief said.

Swimmer took issue with Gordon and Faulkner over the banking candidates, saying:

"The question of my banking inter­

ests have been raised before and I am sure that Mr. Faulkner derives much of his commentary from this source.

Also, the Cherokee state banks about not having a banker among its number.

"Simply do not understand this sti­

fide. Most bankers enjoy the fact that bankers as well as other profes­sional people serve on their boards of
directors. But if you listen to Mr. Faulkner and Mr. Gordon, it seems in­

appropriate for a banker to work with the tribe."

"IS A BANKER unqualified to under­

stand the financial business of the tribe? Is a banker less qualified to

evaluate financial opportunities, advise tribal members regarding finances and

strive the proper and most rewarding

treatment of tribal funds? Is there an industry governed more strictly by law and

examined more regularly than banking? Clearly, the fact that bankers run for tribal council does not act to endorsement of the tribe."

First National Bank of Tablequah has a "correspondent" relationship with the Bank of Oklahoma in Tulsa. This is customary banking practice whereby larger and smaller banks in various areas of the state and nation provide mutual help and financial assistance in dealings where one or the other is not familiar.
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The Fishing War
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day that the FBI will enter the controversy.

"The Seattle FBI office has been ordered to investigate specific complaints regarding attempts to prevent Indians from exercising their fishing rights," said Ron Sin, an assistant to Pitkin.

Sin said that under federal law attempting to deprive Indians of their rights is a felony.

The tribal officers issued a call for an end to the "lawless conduct of commercial fishermen who have been defying state closure orders and threatening violence to Indians and state enforcement officers."

According to the Indian spokesman, "rabblerousers" among the fishermen have brought about a "near total breakdown in fisheries management on Puget Sound." They said this would have an unfavorable impact on Puget Sound salmon stocks "which will last for years."

As the Indian tribes made their announcement, there was another incident of violence on Puget Sound in the "fishing war."

Between 30 and 40 gillnetters encouraged six state Fisheries Department patrol boats in two incidents Wednesday.

A Coast Guard cutter and a helicopter were called out twice during the night, once to escort the state patrol boats from the mouth of Hood Canal and a second time to escort them south from the Mud Bay area of Whidbey Island.

The gillnet boats were making high speed "passees" at the state boats, threatening to ram them, according to Bruce Gruett, assistant director of field services for the department.

"It was a degenerate situation," he said.

There were some wild men out there.

He estimated that between 30 and 40 gillnet boats were fishing illegally near the mouth of Hood Canal.

Some fishermen said a tear gas cannister fired by a state patrol boat landed in one vessel, set fire to the ruin year and caused about $300 dam-
age.

According to Gruett, a state boat fired the cannister after a gillnetter made a very close pass at a patrol boat and the fisherman allegedly threw something at an officer.

The "fishing war" got its start after a landmark decision by U.S. District Judge George Boldt two years ago which ruled that treaty Indians have the right to take half of Washington's harvestable salmon.

This year, state Fisheries Department Director Donald Moos ordered Puget Sound closed to non-Indians for "fishing war" as a conservation measure.

Many gillnetters, who charge that the closure isn't a conservation measure when Indians are allowed to fish, and plagued by financial problems in a poor fishing year, have been defying the state closure order.

In their announcement yesterday, the Indian tribal officials said the reason for the poor run of cohos on Puget Sound at present is the fact that the cubs run was largely caught by non-Indian trollers off the coast during the summer.

The Indians said the trolls caught a record 1.3 million cohos this year off the coast. The Indians will end the Puget Sound coho season with a total off-reservation catch of 144,000 cohos, while non-Indian fishermen took 350,000 in Puget Sound, the tribal leaders said.

One Indian spokesman, Bernard Goble, of the Tulalip Tribe, said feelings are running so high among gillnetters that "our people are seriously concerned for their safety."

He said Indians in the Anacortes area are sleeping aboard their boats to prevent vandalism, some of which has occurred.

Indians and their children all over Puget Sound have experienced verbal abuse, according to the tribal leaders.

All fear for their lives because many of the commercial fishermen are carrying guns on their vessels, the tribal leaders said.

"No fish is worth a person's life," said Forrest L. Kinley of the Lummi Tribe.

Charging commercial fishermen have become so violent and bloodshed may be near, tribal spokesmen announced yesterday, the FBI has been ordered to protect Indian rights in Puget Sound's "fishing war."

The spokesman said that Indians have caught only 12 per cent of Washington's salmon harvest this year, and caught only 5 to 8 per cent in previous years, but they are being made "scapegoats" for the failure of salmon runs in Puget Sound.

The tribal spokesmen said a Lummi Indian research boat was fired on 13 times, reported attempts have been made by commercial fishing vessels to ram and sink Indian shits.

Indian net fishermen on river banks have been cursed and insulted by the public, and even football teams from Indian high schools have received racist insults from the stands.

"Thank God nobody has been killed so far," said Helen Knelle of the Lummi Tribe. "But I'm afraid somebody is going to get killed before this is over."

A spokesman for U.S. Attorney Stan Pitkin's office confirmed yesterday:
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Miller Indicted in Tribe Fraud

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — The former executive director of the Navajo Housing Authority was indicted today by a federal grand jury, which charged him with receiving $24,000 in kickbacks from a California investment firm.

The alleged payments to Pat Chee Miller, a Navajo, were from American Funding Corporation of Beverly Hills, the indictments said.

The indictments said Miller and three other persons named in the report caused investments of federal Department of Housing and Urban Development money with American Funding in return for kickbacks consisting of 1% percent of the total Housing Authority money invested with American Funding.

Miller, between June 1974 and January 1975, placed near $15.3 million of Housing and Urban Development funds with the firm for investment purposes.

The housing authority was established in 1963 to utilize Housing and Urban Development money for construction of low-rent, low-income housing on the Navajo Reservation.

Two more defendants, Arland B. Schaffer, vice president of Jusco Contracting Co., and Mervin R. Miller, were charged on conspiracy to defraud the federal government; misapplication of funds; and interstate transportation of money obtained by fraud.

Leslie J. Hadden of Gallup, N.M., was named as an unin­dicted coconspirator, said Atty. Gary V. Scales.

Bench warrants were issued for the arrest of Eldred and Schaffer.

A summons was issued for Miller, who resigned last April from the Navajo Housing Authority job he had held nearly five years. His annual salary was about $23,000.

Haddan, vice president-secretary of Window Rock Constructors Inc., arranged for kickbacks to Miller and Miller, Schaffer said.

Eldred said Hadden paid him $25,000 and did some of the housing construction work.

American Funding invested some of the funds received by the Housing Authority in 10-year government securities. All but nearly $5 million has been recovered.

Navajo Housing Authority has filed a federal court suit against American Funding, which was placed in receivership last March 22 by a federal judge in Los Angeles, for the unrecovered money.

American Funding paid $100,000 in interest on the Housing Authority loan.

Window Rock Constructors did some of the housing construction work.
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First Indian coordinator

Kiowa works to urge education

By RANDY NORDHEM

Cloris Satepauboodle remembers white preachers telling him when he was a boy in Oklahoma that Indian dances were sinful.

"When I was brought up," says the 39-year-old Kiowa, "being an Indian was something to be looked down upon.

"In order to be successful you shouldn't have to talk Indian, they used to say. The less you knew about being Indian the better.

"If you could marry a white girl you were closer to your goal," Satepauboodle spits out his tobacco and laughs.

"I married an Indian."

Satepauboodle was recently appointed Indian Education Coordinator for the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare's Southwest region.

It is the first such regional position in the nation.

Satepauboodle will be responsible for coordinating federally-funded Indian education programs for some 70 tribes in Oklahoma, New Mexico, Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana.

He says in his new job he hopes to reach the value of education to Indians.

"The Indian needs unity and the only thing that will unify the Indian is education. We need a common goal. We should be educated for the future."

Satepauboodle, who soon will submit his doctoral dissertation to Penn State University, says the Indian is divided by tribal differences.

"We still are a multitude of different people. Even though we look alike, there are great distances between us."

Satepauboodle also says Indian cultures traditionally have seen little value in formal education.

Although most Indians still live in rural areas, many are moving to the cities because they have lost the land given their families by the government near the turn of the century.

They come to the cities for work, but have no skills and can only be employed as laborers, he says.

"It's a matter of educating the first generation," Satepauboodle says. That generation, in turn, will instill the value of education into Indian children.

Satepauboodle believes the youth now in school may be the first generation.

He says the numerous federal programs are helping in the education of Indians.

"Things are beginning to pick up," he says. "But, we've got to produce."

Congress wants to know the effectiveness of the money it is spending for Indian education.

"The people in Washington want results."

Satepauboodle says his job initially will consist of familiarizing himself with the federal programs in the 5-state area. Then, he may make recommendations for change.

"I GUESS YOU could call me a troubleshooter."

He says the emphasis in recent years on the plight of the Indian has given rise to a renewed sense of pride among the Indians.

Satepauboodle, whose office is filled with Indian art and Indian music can be heard from his homemade cassette, stresses the Indian can maintain pride in his heritage and still be an educated member of society.

"You can live with two hats. You don't have to forsake one lifestyle to be successful in the other."
The chairman of the All Indian Public Council said Monday he wants withdrawal from schools of Indian children "in a possibility" if free lunches are denied by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).  Defin Lovato said, "Until we have been denied service, we have not been hurt. But once it happens, we will move. The council would wholeheartedly support withdrawal of children if that's the only alternative we have."

Lovato said the Indians have called the USDA's notice that lunches will be denied children who do not prove eligibility based on family size and income "a bluff."

NEW MEXICO officials Monday notified the federal government that it is extending the deadline for compliance with eligibility rules another month to Dec. 1.

The USDA had set a Nov. 1 deadline after notifying New Mexico last October that three world no longer be categorical approvals of Indian children as needy for purposes of receiving a free lunch.

Indians leaders objected to the change which requires eligibility criteria be met based on family size and income. Indian families have been encouraged not to comply with the new mandate by their leaders.

The state's notification of the deadline extension follows last week's agreement by the council in a suit against USDA. The suit seeks to stop the USDA from enforcing its eligibility ruling and charges discrimination.

JACK UNDERWOOD, assistant attorney general assigned to the State Department of Education, said the deadline for compliance "had to be extended because we didn't want to cut off any Indian children before we got our suit filed." He said it should be filed by the Dec. 1 deadline.

Rhodes urged better Indian medical care


Rhodes, who is running for re-election in the First Congressional District, said he will continue to push hard for federal funding to ensure efficient operation of existing Indian health facilities and create additional facilities for the future.

The congressman discussed the recently enacted Indian Health Care Act during a meeting of the Indian Health Advisory Board at the Phoenix Indian Medical Center.

He described the measure, which he co-sponsored, as "a far from a perfect piece of legislation but far better than anything we have had up to this point. It is a beginning."

Rhodes said he urged President Ford to sign the bill, which provides $45 new positions in the Indian health system and $27 million for new Indian health-care facilities.
Building That Turned Up In Flood Plain Legalized

By DON WARNE

Maricopa County supervisors today "legalized" the building erected in Mesa in violation of 1975 state flood plain regulations, after being told the owner otherwise would sue.

In other flood-related action, the board recommended that the Central Arizona Project's Orme Dam be placed at the confluence of the Salt and Verde rivers, and went on record favoring one flood control dam instead of two over Skunk Creek.

COUNTY OFFICIALS learned belatedly that Arizona State Tire Co. erected a building this year at 2333 N. Country Club Drive, Mesa, despite the fact that the structure will be under water in event of a 100-year flood.

The oversight surfaced when the owner of the adjacent property, Raymond Miller, requested a permit to construct an addition to an existing building on his property.

The request was turned down and Miller protested that the tire company structure had just gone up.

It was subsequently determined that the county's Building Safety Department had issued Arizona State Tire Co. a permit without checking to determine whether the site was in a flood plain.

THE COUNTY then revoked the permits for the tire company building. "I determined that the building did exist and the permits had been issued in error," Scott Clarke, county flood plain administrator, reported.

But when litigation was threatened county officials decided they had no choice but to have the supervisors take action to formally approve the issuance of the permits.

Clarke noted there was no evidence of wrongdoing in the original issuance of the permits, but said federal flood insurance in the county would be jeopardized if mistakes continue.

"We have taken steps to tighten procedures," he said.

SUPERVISORS WANT Orme Dam at its presently scheduled location, despite objections by environmentalists and Fort McDowell Reservation Indians. Supervisors believe alternate sites would not provide the Phoenix area with adequate flood control protection.

They opposed two dams in Skunk Creek because there would be an additional $4 million cost to the county.

Some Skunk Creek area residents prefer the proposed Adobe Dam there be lowered, with a backup dam built to contain flood waters.
Fort Yates Children

See Teacher Interns

Teacher Corp. internships were introduced at a recent American Indian Day celebration at the Fort Yates elementary school.

Interests were divided among those involved with Fort Yates' internships, which included curry Ledoux, Aria Eitherton, Linda and Paul Cameron, Eryk Crow Opal, Virgil Toikens and Lillian White Temple. Parents were invited on several programs including TeacherCorp. Films I and II and Policemanship.

Fort Yates elementary classes participated in the Indian Day celebration with displays of Indian legends, singing and dancing. Fry bread, soup and refreshments were served following the program.

Washington (AP) — The Supreme Court on Monday refused to hear an appeal by the Salish and Kootenai Indians of Montana that part of reservation land granted them in a 1855 treaty was unlawfully taken.

Tribal spokesmen said the breakup of the Salish and Kootenai tribes was given the reservation lands as part of the Treaty of Hell Gate in 1855. The reservation included the southern half of Flathead Lake, the bed and banks.

James M. Norman, who owns and operates a business adjacent to the southern portion of the lake, was sued by the Confederated Indian Tribe in 1973 when he began building a breakwater on the lake.

Tribal spokesmen said the breakwater denied Indians use of part of the lake, in violation of the treaty.

A District Court and later the circuit of appeals denied the Indians' right to prevent adjacent owners from building on the lake.

The Indians argued unsuccessfully to the Supreme Court that the lower courts had violated the integrity of the original treaty.
About Nonintercourse

When Wampanoag Chief Massasoit celebrated Thanksgiving in 1621 as a guest of the Plymouth Colony pilgrims, his tribe occupied an area that ran from Cape Cod north almost to Boston. Within 50 years, land-hungry colonists had forced the Indians into a corner of their territory, some 30,000 acres in an area known as Mashpee on the southwestern shore of Cape Cod. After another two centuries, the state of Massachusetts decided to turn the reservation into a town, and the Indians were told off their land, bit by bit. Today 500 Wampanoag are still living in Mashpee (total pop. 2,500), but new housing developments now surround the salt marshes and ponds that the Indians once relied on for scallops and quahogs. Mashpee's expensive ocean-front property is dotted with signs that shout PRIVATE, KEEP OUT! Standing on a windswept bluff above the ocean-front property is Mashpee Selectman Russell Peters. 47, president of the Mashpee Wampanoag tribal council. Peters observed that the leading Boston bond counsel, Ropes & Gray, refused to okay a $4 million bond issue for a new school. "I haven't set foot on this beach for 40 years, we will get this beach back."

That beach and then some. Provided, that is, that a young lawyer named Thomas Tureen can convince the courts to accept his theory about the Nonintercourse Act of 1790. This much amended act states that "any title to Indian land obtained without federal approval is null and void." Tureen's theory is that this act invalidated many subsequent land sales throughout New England. In Mashpee, specifically, a class-action suit filed in August demands the return of virtually the entire town to the Wampanoag. The suit, however, would allow householders to stay as long as they paid "fair rental values," which could amount to more than $1 million annually. Though the suit could drag on for years, the town was stunned to learn in September that the leading Boston bond counsel, Ropes & Gray, refused to okay a $4 million bond issue for a new school. Its reason: since Indian lands cannot be taxed, a Wampanoag legal victory could wipe out the tax base for paying off the bonds. Word spread quickly to local banks, which began shutting off mortgage loans. Says Mashpee Selectman George Benway: "Ninety-nine percent of all real estate transactions have stopped. Building funds have dried up. The whole town has stopped." Governor Michael Dukakis has already signed legislation to rescue Mashpee for the time being by guaranteeing the town's credit, but the Wampanoag case is only the latest battle in a new Indian uprising against the white man. Threatened this time in the courts. It started in Maine, where Attorney Tureen now 32, arrived from St. Louis with an interest in Indian legal problems. Last December a federal appeals court ordered the reluctant Justice Department to take on their case. and he recently reminded the department to take action by Nov. 15. The state attorney general's office insists that the Indians claim is "without merit," but the litigation has already weakened state and local bonds. Says State Treasurer Rodney Scribner: "We've been scampering around and plugging the leaks like the proverbial Dutch boy." Adds Milcreek Town Manager Michael La Chance, who saw two of his town's $500,000 borrowings collapse: "We're hoping someone will inject a note of common sense. Until that happens, it's an economic disaster.

Indian Offensive. Aroused by the possibilities of victory, other tribes are besieging Tureen with their demands. His eight pending suits now include the Narraganset claim to 300,000 acres in New York State, the Narraganset claim to 3,200 acres in Rhode Island and the Western Pequot claim to 800 acres in Connecticut. Says Tureen, who lives in a ranchhouse outside Calais, Me., and flies about New England in his own Cessna: "It's their land. Legally it's theirs, and they can have it back.

That prospect has some real estate developers in a rage, particularly in Mashpee, where the Indian offensive has hit closest to home. Others, however, have adopted a more philosophical attitude. "If the suit is successful, it is not going to make such a major difference," says local Attorney Richard Cohen. "The title of the town will change hands, and the homeowners will end up paying the same kind of 'rent' that they pay now under the name of taxes. What we'll end up with is a pretentious town, run by Indians."
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The estimated value of the property, which the Indians had handed over to the state in a series of ancient agreements $25 bil-
Cavett Returns
Indian Artifacts
To a Museum

By FRED FERRETTI

Dick Cavett has returned to the
museum of the American Indian four arti-
facts that the State Attorney General's
office charged he had obtained from the
museum unlawfully.

The pieces—a beaded Sioux war cap
and buffalo robe, an Oto buffalo robe
and a buffalo-hide shield—were the sub-
ject of a State Supreme Court motion for
a summary judgment. The court-ordered
return, the Attorney General's office last
July.

The court action grew out of the office's
two-year investigation of the museum's
acquisitions, investment and financial
policies.

The investigation has resulted thus far
in the dismissal of the museum's former
director Dr. Frederick J. Dockstader, the
resignations of six trustees and the begin-
ning of an inventory of the museum's
seven-million-piece collection.

Last July, in demanding the return of
the Indian pieces, Assistant Attorney
General Joel Cooper, who directed the
state investigation, accused Mr. Cavett
of "reckless indifference to the legality
of his transactions when the law clearly
requires a much higher standard of op-
portunity.

Mr. Cavett, through his lawyer, Steven
Landers, resisted until Thursday. Then he
returned the pieces. They were picked
up by a museum representative at Mr.
Cavett's East 72nd Street apartment and
taken to the museum's research annex
on Bruckner Boulevard, in the Pelham
Bay section of the Bronx.

Exchanges of Subpoenas

On Monday, as part of the agreement
for the return, the Attorney General's of-
fice and Mr. Landers will exchange expe-
sions to State Supreme Court—Mr. Cae-
vett will attest to the return and Mr. Coop-
er will agree to drop the motion for a
summary judgment.

A spokesman for Mr. Cavett refused to
comment on the arrangement except to
confirm that the four items had been
returned and that a court appearance was
scheduled for Monday.

Mr. Landers likewise confirmed the re-
turn: "When we talked with Mr. Cavett,
we came to a full agreement."

Meanwhile, the investigation of the mu-
seum's collection goes on.

The inventory, which was begun in
January and is estimated to cost $150,000,
is about one-third completed. It marks
the first attempt to inventory the vast
collection of Indian art and artifacts
brought together over its 200-year history by
George D. Hay, a collector who built his
fortune out of his Standard Oil Com-
pany enterprises.

The collection, which includes hundreds
of thousands of arrowheads as well as
prehistoric gold statuary, is regarded by art
historians and anthropologists as one of the
world's great museums.

Mr. Hay, through his accountant, Dr.
Dockstader, and the board of trustees
with mismanagement of the collections,
incorrect record-keeping, questionable
policies of deaccession, in which items
were removed from the permanent collec-
tion for sale or trade—and conflict of
interest.

Essential Subpoenas

On Monday, as part of the agreement
for the return, the Attorney General's of-
fices and Mr. Dockstader will exchange expe-
sions to State Supreme Court—Mr. Cae-
vett will attest to the return and Mr. Coop-
er will agree to drop the motion for a
summary judgment.

A spokesman for Mr. Cavett refused to
comment on the arrangement except to
confirm that the four items had been
returned and that a court appearance was
scheduled for Monday.

Mr. Landers likewise confirmed the re-
turn: "When we talked with Mr. Cavett,
we came to a full agreement."

Meanwhile, the investigation of the mu-
seum's collection goes on.

The papers charge: "Cavett's arrange-
ment with Dockstader to obtain the arti-
facts from the museum were as follows:

1. Dockstader, after obtaining certain pre-
Columbian artifacts from the Museum, Ca-
vett received a full tax deduction on those
items plus four plaque Indian artifacts,
three eagle feathers and two buffalo hides.

2. Dockstader would deliver to Cavett the
nations' collection of pre-Columbian arti-
facts for $3,735.

3. The collection, which includes hundreds
of thousands of arrowheads as well as
prehistoric gold statuary, is regarded by
art historians and anthropologists as
one of the world's great museums.

4. Mr. Cavett, through his accountant, Dr.
Dockstader, and the board of trustees
with mismanagement of the collections,
incorrect record-keeping, questionable
policies of deaccession, in which items
were removed from the permanent collec-
tion for sale or trade—and conflict of
interest.

5. Dockstader would show interest in a
piece that a dealer had—usually a
pre-Columbian art—and would notify
Mr. Cavett's accountant.

6. The dealer would deliver the piece to
the museum and pick up a check from
Mr. Cavett's accountant, who would then
notify Mr. Cavett's accountant.

7. Mr. Cavett, through his accountant,
would take steps to give items in his col-
lection a "gift" status. This was done in
connection with Mr. Cavett's un-
certain tax status.

8. One letter, attached at the court papers,
shows that gifts which initially cost $17,
100 were given to the museum subse-
quently valued at $39,735.
Forum to focus on Indian way of life

By PATRICIA FOOTE

Indians, before white people came, had the most perfect society, believe Barbara Means, an Oglala Sioux. That's because they had God, the Great Spirit, as head of their government and prayed for guidance before making any decision.

All could benefit by learning more about the Indian philosophy and way of life, agreed Yvonne Wavrow, a Cheyenne Indian. "The message Indians have to give is something really important." The two will share their views at a public forum, "Native American Women in Action: Many Voices, One Struggle," at 8 p.m. today at the University of Washington HUB auditorium. It is sponsored by the Campus Radical Women and the American Indian Movement.

Ms. Wavrow was convicted three years ago of killing a man. She has said, she believed she was threatening herself, her children and those of a friend.

HER CONVICTION her was reversed and a new trial ordered on the grounds that a taped conversation during which she reported the crime to the police was inadmissible as evidence. The Spokane County judge, before white people came, had the most perfect society, which he considered, she's gone on to win a slander suit in the State Supreme Court.

Ms. Means is a member of Native American Indian literature and creative writing at the University of Washington. She is from Wounded Knee, S.D., scene of the American Indian Movement occurrence in 1973.

Ms. Means, cousin of Russell Means, an AIM leader, helped to found the Ogala Sioux Civil Rights Organization.

Ms. Wavrow has become an activist since the shooting, which developed into a rallying point for feminists and those concerned with Indian rights.

She says it has been difficult to tell whether the oppression she faces is due to her sex or her race.

The difference was based on the stereotype that Indian women are promiscuous, and that if she didn't matter as much if they were raped, she said.

Ms. Means maintains that she never knew what assault was until she left the reservation in South Dakota, because the Sioux believe in equality.

Women always have been on the tribal council, although not in numbers equal to men, Ms. Means admitted. She said that many of the women did not have the educational level needed and that those with young children thought it important to remain there before becoming politically involved.

BOTH WOMEN plan to speak this evening on Indian parenting.

Indians, although they may not wear buckskin any more, still are transmitting Indian traditions and philosophy to their children as strongly as ever, Ms. Means said.

Her grandmother, she explained, told her to compare white and Indian cultures and take only the best from white society. To Ms. Means, that's education. In the course of her studies, she is comparing Indian literature - much of it written down incorrectly by whites - with the personal recollection of older Indians in an effort to correct it.

She plans to return to the reservation and use her education to teach and to write books for children.

Ms. Wavrow said that her speaking engagements and traveling work is a hardship because of her children, and she tries to limit the length of her trips for the sake of her family. But in her travels, she's given an even greater understanding of others' problems and feels she should help if she can.

"It's so essential, so necessary. It's necessary because of my children. If I'm going to help my children, it's got to be done."
BIA Turnaround Aids Indians, Executive Says

By Vandra Huber

Within the last eight years, there has been a revolution in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Indians are finally speaking for Indians, Morris Thompson, commissioner of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior, said Tuesday.

The Alaskan Indian was in Salt Lake City to participate in the 33rd annual convention of the National Congress of American Indians at the Salt Palace.

"The agency is 129 years old. But it wasn't until 1970 that the first person of Indian extraction headed the agency. Non-Indians have really run the show until the 1970s. Now, all but one of the top positions -- commissioner and six directors -- are Indian," he said.

Thompson, who has also been made in other areas. Tribal governments are now recognized as contractual agencies. The Indian Financing Act provides loans and grants to improve the economy of the tribes.

Erosion Reversed

"During the last six years, the historical erosion of the amount of lands owned by the Indians has been reversed. In 1971 the largest land settlement in the history of the U.S. was made, giving Indians 44 million acres in Alaska," he said.

The native of Tanana, Alaska, was critical of the recent controversy in the Indian community over a memo written by Howard Borgstrom, a federal budget examiner. The memo redefined the government's position with Indians. Indian officials at the convention Monday had termed it a detrimental method of terminating federal relations with Indians.

Mr. Thompson said the interpretation is a "complete misrepresentation of the facts and does not represent the way the government feels at all."

"Mr. Borgstrom was not in a policymaking capacity. The note expressed his views and is not the official statement of the department," he said.

Reservation Issues

Law and order on reservations, he continued, is the biggest issue facing the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He noted that the government has recognized Indian rights to set up their own court, police force, set grazing fees. But they have not resolved the question of jurisdiction over non-Indians.

"This is an issue that will have to be determined by Congress. Non-Indians were invited onto the reservations in the late 1800s without Indian consent but with the consent of the government. They feel that because they have no voice in tribal government, they ought not to be controlled by Indians," he explained.

Dave Berg, representing presidential hopeful Jimmy Carter, termed his approach to governing Indian affairs a conflict of interest. "The BIA cannot be a real advocate for Indians when they are representing both the Indians and the government seeking such things as Indian water rights. That's a real conflict of interest," the lawyer explained.

Impact at All Levels

He said Gov. Carter is pledged to having Indian input at all levels of his administration.

Bret Patterson, coordinator of Indian policies for President Ford, said that Indians, through the Ford administration, now have advocates in 21 offices in 21 agencies in Washington, D.C.

Since 1969 the budget of the Bureau of Indian Affairs has risen from $275 million to $575 million, he said.

Samuel Dejong, director, University of New Mexico Indian Law Center, criticized both presidential representatives, saying that if they are so concerned with Indian issues and want Indians to have a voice in their policy making procedures, "why then did both President Ford and Jimmy Carter elect to send two turkeys instead of Indians to an Indian convention?"

Mr. Deloria also criticized both presidential candidates' plans to increase national parks.
Dentist underdog in race against Evans

By DOUGLAS BREITBART

Melvin Takaki is a Pueblo dentist who would like to stay filling cavities and construct what he considers some long-neglected political bridges between Colorado's Third Congressional District and the federal government. To do this, Takaki, 38, will have to defeat six-term Rep. Frank Evans, D-Colo., Nov. 2.

Republican Takaki, the underdog, thinks his chances of winning are improving every day.

But Evans, while not writing off his opponent, figures Takaki would be well advised to postpone turning away dental patients until after election day.

Both men have spent much of October running around the massive Third District, roughly the southern half of the state. Toward the end of the month, however, the road tour to places such as Delta, Durango, Pagosa Springs, Alma, Lamar, Del Norte, Canon City, and Pueblo will give way to a home stand in Pueblo County, where about 30 percent of the district's voters usually are cast.

EVANS MESSAGE is simple and solid: You know me. I've done a good job. Let me continue.

Takaki's bid demands a little more groundwork. In an interview with the News, he explained: "My biggest problem is name recognition. There are people out there who don't know me. But we've started on the Western Slope, walking precincts and meeting people, and we'll continue with that.

"To complement a full schedule of fresh persona and stumpifying, Takaki has engaged a campaign staff of four paid workers and hundreds of volunteers.

"Terry Hallas, his campaign manager, said: "We've raised about $8,000, and we look forward to about $15,000 more coming in to us. A lot of it is used to pay for space in the media, but one of the most important uses of money is to get back out into the field, to try to do this distance.

"Hallas said Takaki and his staff have logged 80,000 miles by car and 21,000 by air since the candidacy announcement in February. Bill Ballas, who is directing Evans' campaign, said the 63-year-old congressman will be stumping the district until election day - reminding voters of his accomplishments and promoting the value of experience.

"HE'S NOT TAKING anything for granted," Ballas said. "He's got a full campaign schedule, working as hard as he always has."

Probably owing to the fact that the candidates are friends, their campaign to date have been uncommonly "classy," featuring a minimum of ad hominem and concentrating on issues and record.

The main issue appears to be economics, with particular emphasis on unemployment.

Takaki criticized his opponent for trying to solve unemployment problems with federally sponsored jobs rather than "real jobs."

Evans would like to see the Congress cough up billions of dollars to give everybody temporary jobs. Takaki said: "That sounds fine, but what does it really mean? If the Congress pays your salary, your job can be cut the minute that Congress decides that you've had it."

According to Takaki, the only way to solve the unemployment problem is to coax industry into southern Colorado.

Evans says he has been doing exactly that.

In a recent interview he pointed to his plans for an economic development region for the high plains area, including parts of southwestern Colorado. He said he and other legislators have proposed that $2 million be spent to set up an agency within the Commerce Department to coordinate and help finance local and state efforts to bring jobs into the area.

But he added, "If private industry can't provide jobs for all those seeking jobs, we can do one of two things. We can either allow these people to live off unemployment compensation, welfare and food stamps, or give them an opportunity to work through government jobs."

Evans said his idea of a good government-sponsored employment program would be one flexible enough to expand when jobs were scarce and he asked why when jobs became more abundant in the private sector.

Other economic issues that got batted around at practically every Evans or Takaki campaign stop were federal government's role in correcting economic problems and concentrate on more "natural" solutions.

"We have to stop driving small people out of business, and we have to encourage small private businesses to expand," he said. He said that if he is elected he will work for an amendment to the federal government that would encourage small businesses and other economic incentives to create new jobs.

Takaki criticized Evans for denying state's an important source of operating funds by opposing revenue sharing programs.

"We continue to differ in what the role of the federal government should be," Takaki said. "He has consistently voted against revenue sharing.

Challenging Republican Melvin Takaki

"My biggest problem is name recognition."

appearance are those of taxation and revenue sharing.

Evans said the accommodation of which he is proud during his most recent term was a "great passage of the Payments in Lieu of Taxes" bill. The bill, signed late Wednesday by President Ford, will reimburse counties for lost of revenue due to large federal acreage.

"THE CONGRESS has finally made up years of neglect with the bill," Evans said. "For years, the counties have been providing services on federal land, and in turn, received very little repayment. This new measure will provide about $8 million in "strings attached" funds for Colorado counties.

Takaki said he would rather criticize the federal government's role in correcting economic problems and concentrate on more "natural" solutions.

"We have to stop driving small people out of business, and we have to encourage small private businesses to expand," he said. He said that if he is elected he will work for an amendment to the federal government that would encourage small businesses and other economic incentives to create new jobs.

Takaki criticized Evans for denying state's an important source of operating funds by opposing revenue sharing programs.

"We continue to differ in what the role of the federal government should be," Takaki said. "He has consistently voted against revenue sharing ...
Rep. Frank Evans
You know me... let me continue sharing and have been very reluctant to release any authority to local governments...

EVANS SAID HE CONTINUES to oppose revenue sharing because federal programs seem to work better, but he added that he would agree to extend revenue sharing for three years because a sudden cut-off could cause unnecessary complications.

Another campaign issue that has attracted considerable attention, especially in rural areas, is gun control.

Takaki is opposed to new restrictions on ownership and registration of weapons on the grounds they would limit a right while failing to solve crime problems.

Evans said he believes strict gun registration laws would assist attorneys prosecuting cases involving firearms.

"Gun legislation isn't going to stop crime," he said, "but it would assist in the catching of criminals and would be helpful in court.

Takaki says the first thing he'd do if voters send him to Washington is find a way to cut the fat out of big government.

"WE NEED A complete reform of the review process in government," he said. "One of the first priorities is to have Congress clean up庞大. We have to see which federal government agencies are needed and which are not. There's a tremendous amount of waste in the bureaucracy of government."

Evans evidently agrees. Last May he introduced a bill in the House that would apply the Colorado "sunset law" concept to federal agencies. Sunset laws require agencies to justify their existence every few years or go out of existence.

Evans and Takaki, both Pueblo natives, agree that their race could be one, although polls have indicated Evans has the edge.

Evans, the senior member of the Colorado delegation, entered the House in 1964 after ousting longtime Rep. J. Edgar Chesser, a Republican. He hasn't had a close race since, when he ran against Republican Paul Bradley, and earlier this year he easily defeated William J. Grabendar in the Democratic primary.

Takaki formerly served on the Pueblo City Council and as mayor. He says his participation in Pueblo's non-partisan city government earned him the respect of voters from both parties.

WELDON SAID several influential Pueblo area Democrats are so impressed with Takaki that they've volunteered their time and services to his campaign. They include campaign chairwoman Nancy Baker and campaign treasurer Roger Harper, both of whom have forsaken their favorite party in favor of their favorite candidate.

Running against Evans and Takaki, but apparently attracting scant support, are independent candidate Henry Otsuka and La Raza Unida candidate Alfredo Archuleta.

Takaki and Evans have full campaign schedules between now and election day, with emphasis in Pueblo County. Only two mutual appearances have been scheduled - both on local television stations.

Takaki says he'll spend the remaining days making sure voters have at least heard of Takaki. Beyond that he'll try to convince them that his relatively recent entry into partisan politics makes him a cleaner, more objective candidate than his opponent. He'll promise repeatedly to go after big government with an ax and remember the plight of the unemployed when he gets to Washington.

EVANS WILL REMIND constituents of what he has done and what he is doing. Among his favorite topics are:

- The problems of farmers and ranchers. He has urged that Ford sign the Emergency Livestock Credit Act extension, which would make it possible for ranchers suffering bad years to get loans backed by the government.

- Water. "I'm greatly concerned that we continue funding the Colorado water projects so that our water can be put to a beneficial use in this state."

- Indians. According to Evans, campaign headquarters in Denver have asked for medical funds. Evans, fourth ranking member of the Interior appropriations subcommittee, inserted into the budget about $1 million for a new health clinic in Laguna and aid for a hospital in Cortez.

- Military spending. "The nation must retain a strong defense. However, I seriously doubt the need for the B-1 bomber and additional expensive and vulnerable nuclear aircraft carriers. Also, I believe the Trident submarine program should be slowed down. In my mind, one of our greatest defense needs is an accelerated naval ship-building program to replace our dangerously aging fleet."

ED GARDNER, Evans' Colorado aide, said about $25,000 had been raised for the campaign and that he expected about $10,000 more to come in during late October.

According to Ballin, Evans is going to win in the steady, driving way he has won in the past.

"The only thing that might arise to cause a problem is the general atmosphere of the public and the cynicism they have against Congress," Ballin said. "There appears to be a feeling among certain segments of society that the best way to accomplish things is by getting new faces. This, of course, we don't agree with.

According to Weldon, a Takaki victory might be almost as much of a shock to Takaki as to political observers - but victory is becoming more likely every day.

"I don't think Takaki even conceived that it was possible to win as a Republican in this district," Weldon said. "He's running against a six-term incumbent, and at first he didn't have visions of everything this thing through. But now it's gotten so we have a candidate who is standing out there saying, My gosh, it looks like we're going to win this thing. I can't believe it."

---

**Notes:**

- "WE NEED A complete reform of the review process in government," he said. "One of the first priorities is to have Congress clean up庞大. We have to see which federal government agencies are needed and which are not. There's a tremendous amount of waste in the bureaucracy of government."

- Evans evidently agrees. Last May he introduced a bill in the House that would apply the Colorado "sunset law" concept to federal agencies. Sunset laws require agencies to justify their existence every few years or go out of existence.

- Evans and Takaki, both Pueblo natives, agree that their race could be one, although polls have indicated Evans has the edge.

- Evans, the senior member of the Colorado delegation, entered the House in 1964 after ousting longtime Rep. J. Edgar Chesser, a Republican. He hasn't had a close race since, when he ran against Republican Paul Bradley, and earlier this year he easily defeated William J. Grabendar in the Democratic primary.

- Takaki formerly served on the Pueblo City Council and as mayor. He says his participation in Pueblo's non-partisan city government earned him the respect of voters from both parties.

- WELDON SAID several influential Pueblo area Democrats are so impressed with Takaki that they've volunteered their time and services to his campaign. They include campaign chairwoman Nancy Baker and campaign treasurer Roger Harper, both of whom have forsaken their favorite party in favor of their favorite candidate.

- Running against Evans and Takaki, but apparently attracting scant support, are independent candidate Henry Otsuka and La Raza Unida candidate Alfredo Archuleta.

- Takaki and Evans have full campaign schedules between now and election day, with emphasis in Pueblo County. Only two mutual appearances have been scheduled - both on local television stations.

- Takaki says he'll spend the remaining days making sure voters have at least heard of Takaki. Beyond that he'll try to convince them that his relatively recent entry into partisan politics makes him a cleaner, more objective candidate than his opponent. He'll promise repeatedly to go after big government with an ax and remember the plight of the unemployed when he gets to Washington.

- EVANS WILL REMIND constituents of what he has done and what he is doing. Among his favorite topics are:

  - The problems of farmers and ranchers. He has urged that Ford sign the Emergency Livestock Credit Act extension, which would make it possible for ranchers suffering bad years to get loans backed by the government.

  - Water. "I'm greatly concerned that we continue funding the Colorado water projects so that our water can be put to a beneficial use in this state."

  - Indians. According to Evans, campaign headquarters in Denver have asked for medical funds. Evans, fourth ranking member of the Interior appropriations subcommittee, inserted into the budget about $1 million for a new health clinic in Laguna and aid for a hospital in Cortez.

  - Military spending. "The nation must retain a strong defense. However, I seriously doubt the need for the B-1 bomber and additional expensive and vulnerable nuclear aircraft carriers. Also, I believe the Trident submarine program should be slowed down. In my mind, one of our greatest defense needs is an accelerated naval ship-building program to replace our dangerously aging fleet."

- ED GARDNER, Evans' Colorado aide, said about $25,000 had been raised for the campaign and that he expected about $10,000 more to come in during late October.

- According to Ballin, Evans is going to win in the steady, driving way he has won in the past.

- "The only thing that might arise to cause a problem is the general atmosphere of the public and the cynicism they have against Congress," Ballin said. "There appears to be a feeling among certain segments of society that the best way to accomplish things is by getting new faces. This, of course, we don't agree with.

- According to Weldon, a Takaki victory might be almost as much of a shock to Takaki as to political observers - but victory is becoming more likely every day.

- "I don't think Takaki even conceived that it was possible to win as a Republican in this district," Weldon said. "He's running against a six-term incumbent, and at first he didn't have visions of everything this thing through. But now it's gotten so we have a candidate who is standing out there saying, My gosh, it looks like we're going to win this thing. I can't believe it."

---
AIM Schedules Protest Over Alleged Incidents

PONCA CITY, Okla. (AP) - Members of the American Indian Movement (AIM) tentatively scheduled a rally here today in protest allegations an Indian was mistreated in the custody of Ponca City police.

In a prepared statement issued before meeting with the Ponca City police, Chief Norman Cobb had asked "Is this a police department that can do its job, or is it anything but a corrupt police department?"

The allegations of brutality were raised in an Oklahoma City news conference Tuesday by David Hill of the national AIM organization. He said an Indian was mistreated after being taken into custody by Ponca City police, and said three dead plant workers were being set for the rally.

In a prepared statement issued before meeting with the Ponca City police, Chief Norman Cobb had asked "Is this a police department that can do its job, or is it anything but a corrupt police department?"

The allegations of brutality were raised in an Oklahoma City news conference Tuesday by David Hill of the national AIM organization. He said an Indian was mistreated after being taken into custody by Ponca City police, and said three dead plant workers were being set for the rally.

In a prepared statement issued before meeting with the Ponca City police, Chief Norman Cobb had asked "Is this a police department that can do its job, or is it anything but a corrupt police department?"

The allegations of brutality were raised in an Oklahoma City news conference Tuesday by David Hill of the national AIM organization. He said an Indian was mistreated after being taken into custody by Ponca City police, and said three dead plant workers were being set for the rally.

In a prepared statement issued before meeting with the Ponca City police, Chief Norman Cobb had asked "Is this a police department that can do its job, or is it anything but a corrupt police department?"

The allegations of brutality were raised in an Oklahoma City news conference Tuesday by David Hill of the national AIM organization. He said an Indian was mistreated after being taken into custody by Ponca City police, and said three dead plant workers were being set for the rally.

In a prepared statement issued before meeting with the Ponca City police, Chief Norman Cobb had asked "Is this a police department that can do its job, or is it anything but a corrupt police department?"

The allegations of brutality were raised in an Oklahoma City news conference Tuesday by David Hill of the national AIM organization. He said an Indian was mistreated after being taken into custody by Ponca City police, and said three dead plant workers were being set for the rally.

In a prepared statement issued before meeting with the Ponca City police, Chief Norman Cobb had asked "Is this a police department that can do its job, or is it anything but a corrupt police department?"

The allegations of brutality were raised in an Oklahoma City news conference Tuesday by David Hill of the national AIM organization. He said an Indian was mistreated after being taken into custody by Ponca City police, and said three dead plant workers were being set for the rally.
Indians seeking removal

Members of the Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians are asking for the resignations of the tribal chairman and vice chairman.

Joe Lane of Portland, former tribal chairman, said the tribe, by a majority vote, recently approved an amendment to the tribe's constitution and bylaws saying no person can serve on the tribal council who is holding a salaried position with any federal, state or local government agency involved in a program serving the Siletz Indians.

Lane said tribal chairman Arthur Bassell works with the Oregon Indian Commission Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program and vice chairman Robert Siilion works on a Comprehensive Employment and Training Act manpower program.

Lane said those relationships raised a fear that conflicts of interest could be leveled against the tribe in future dealings with federal, state or local governments.

The tribe is engaged in a fight to have land recognized once more by the federal government. Lane is one of the leaders of the restoration movement.
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Custody of Indians is settled

A battle over custody of three Indian children whose parents had several years ago been awarded custody by the Utah Supreme Court

In a unanimous decision, the court again upheld the Third District Juvenile Court's decision awarding custody to Mr. and Mrs. Delton Tom, the children's aunt and uncle.

Justice Paul Crockett wrote the opinion. He said Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Baker, also the children's aunt and uncle, appealed a ruling by Judge Merrill Hermansen which gave custody to the Tom family.

The case involved a dispute over the children's domicile. The Bakers argued that the children should have lived in the state of Utah.

After hearing arguments and investigations by both homes, Hermansen awarded custody to the Bakers.

Crockett said Utah law provides the transfer of cases between jurisdictions as if the case had originally been filed in a certain court.

Regarding the lack of standing of the Bakers, Crockett said the court was dealing with a case involving a non-custodial parent, whose role is to be a responsible and legitimate source in the children's welfare.

On allowing the court to participate in the proceedings, Crockett said the court was given wide latitude in attempting to determine where the children should be placed.
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Indictments Sought In Navajo Fund Loss

By RICK LANNING

The U.S. Attorney's office asked a federal grand jury in Phoenix today to return an indictment charging conspiracy and misapplication of Navajo tribal funds against three persons connected with the defunct American Funding Co. of Beverly Hills, Calif.

An U.S. Atty. Gary Scales, a special prosecutor from the Justice Department's Washington office, said he expected "momentary indictments" against the accused, two of whom are former high-ranking officials under Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald.

AMERICAN FUNDING, an investment firm headed by executive Gordon Eldred, has been under investigation after some $10 million in federal funds designated for low-cost Navajo housing was given to the firm to invest. When Navajo officials asked for the money, the company was unable to come up with it.

The company was placed in receivership by a U.S. District Court judge in Los Angeles to freeze the remaining funds. Indictments have been returned by attorneys since April to get back the Navajos' money.

The indictments requested today by the U.S. Attorney's office allege eight counts of conspiracy, misapplication of tribal funds, and interstate transportation of stolen funds.

EARLIER THIS YEAR the Navajo Housing Authority sued American Funding for $1.5 million in funds that NHA said had been invested with the firm. NHA said the money, which it was unable to recover, had been illegally invested with the company.

Earlier this month it was revealed that Navajo Housing Authority sued American Funding for $1.5 million in funds that NHA said had been invested with the firm. NHA said the money, which it was unable to recover, had been illegally invested with the company.

Among those receiving finder's fees or commissions from the Beverly Hills firm were Pat Chee Miller and Leslie J. Hildreth, both of Gallup.

Tribal embezzler gets probation

A 21-year-old Navajo woman was sentenced in federal court Monday to four years' probation for embezzling $148 from the Window Rock Court of the Navajo Tribe.

Doris McLeecher, also known as Doris Bearsey, of Gallup, N.M., was sentenced by U.S. District Judge Carl A. Macone. As a condition of probation, she was ordered to pay restitution of $1,480 to $2,500, depending upon an accounting of funds missing.

The defendant pleaded guilty Sept. 13 to embezzling the $148 in an agreement with the U.S. attorney's office for dismissal of two other counts that accused her of embezzling an additional $1,324.

She admitted stealing the funds while employed as clerk of the court in October 1974. She no longer holds the job.

San Carlos police seize crashed plane and dope

SAN CARLOS - Reservation police Friday confiscat ed an airplane and some 1,200 pounds of marijuana that were aboard.

Everett Littlewhitewater, San Carlos tribal special officer, said the twin-engine Piper Comanche crashed landed on a mesa north of here Thursday, and the occupants fled. Police conducted an unsuccessful 24-hour surveillance, he added.

Authorities were not able to determine who owns the plane, valued at $31,000.

Littlewhitewater said one wheel and a landing gear were damaged.

Tribe's project office

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation will establish an office in Cortez, Colo. to direct construction activities on the Dolores Project, to control the flow of the Dolores River.

Cortez was selected because of its proximity to the two dams which are the major features of the project, according to Commissioner of Reclamation Gilbert G. Stamm.

"Development of the project will result in improved management of Dolores River flows, providing an increased water supply for industry and tourist trade and alleviating water shortages for irrigation," Stamm said.

The Dolores office will be a field division of the Western Colorado Projects Office, Grand Junction, Colo., which is responsible for the general administrative direction of project activities.

Construction is scheduled to begin during the summer of 1978 on the main dam, the McPhee Dam and reservoir.
Drinking Emotional Problem

GANADO, Ariz.—Emotional problems must be corrected before a drinking problem can be corrected. That was one of the central themes evolving from the recent Karl Menninger Mental Health Symposium held at the College of Ganado.

More than 100 symposium delegates from Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico agreed that more funds need to be allocated for alcoholism rehabilitation programs instead of creating or fattening government agencies catering to that problem.

COG Psychologist Peter G. Hmeldung, symposium chairman, said the series of lectures, and seminars appeared to give delegates direction on understanding alcoholism, particularly as it applies to the Navajo reservation, and how alcoholism as a problem related to emotional primary and secondary causes.

Principal speakers included Dr. Fred Snyder, chief of mental health services for the Navajo Area Indian Health Service; Dr. Donald Gatch of Rough Rock Demonstration School; Dr. R. Gonzalez, a Public Health Service psychiatrist; Ethelou Yazzie, director of the Rough Rock school; and Allan Y. Hill, director of the Ganado Alcoholism Program.

Jesus Alonso from Bureau of Indian Affairs Social Services in Gallup and Ernest Gonzalez from BIA Social Services in Farmington spoke on child abuse.

Indian school suit planned

Asst. Atty. Gen. Jack Underwood said today a suit would probably be filed in the next few days in Federal Court in Washington, D.C., on behalf of Indian school children and their families.

Underwood said the state would file suit on behalf of Leonard J. DeLayo, school superintendent, and the All Indian Pueblo Council.

The suit would ask that the U.S. Department of Agriculture be stopped from requiring that Indian families report their income and family size as a prerequisite to obtaining free lunches for their school children.

UNDERWOOD said the federal government has had the power to require the reporting since 1970, but has only now decided to enforce it.

The federal government has been accepting blanket certification of all tribe children, until now.

"It's a matter of pride for the Indians," said Underwood, "most of them are ashamed to report how little income they have."

Underwood said the state's and the Indians' objection is also that the reporting requirement violates the families' right to privacy.

IN ADDITION, "The Indians feel it's a charity thing that they are entitled to as wards of the federal government, which holds their lands in trust for them. Besides, 98 percent of the children would qualify anyway."

Underwood said the federal government is being "very hard-nosed about it."

The state is now paying for the meals, and wants reimbursement from the Department of Agriculture.
Elected Chief Feuds
With Choctaw Band

PHILADELPHIA, Miss. Nov 3 (AP) The tribal council of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians has voted to end the $20,000 salary of Chief Calvin Isaac in response to his efforts to enforce federal regulations on council members.

Isaac said earlier that some members of the council were employed by the tribal government in violation of federal conflict-of-interest regulations and must resign one job or the other by Nov. 30.

"Regardless of what you do here, I'll be here for the next 2½ years until my term ends," the 40-year-old university graduate said. "It may come as a surprise to you, but I'm not going to resign." Isaac was elected to the post in July 1976.

BPA, Indians Agree
To Fish Restoration

By TOM MALLISTER
Journal Observer Editor

WARM SPRINGS -- In what will be a test of its authority to allocate funds for Columbia River fish restoration projects, Bonneville Power Administration Director Don Hodel signed such an agreement Wednesday with four treaty Indian tribes.

The salmon-steelhead restoration project, at a cost of one-half million dollars with 20 per cent to come from the tribes and 80 per cent from BPA, is to be carried out through the tribes, which will identify treatable fish.

Catalyst for the venture was the recent recommendation by Gov. Bob Straub that BPA help pay for restoration of the Columbia River fishery, which still produces salmon and steelhead minimally valued at more than $73 million a year.

Signed for the Indians who met with state and federal officials at Kabe-nee-ta Lodge were Zane Jackson, Warm Springs Tribal Council chairman; Rich French, Halfmoon executive committee chairman for the Nez Perce Tribe; Les Minthorn, board of trustees chairman for the Umatilla Tribe; and Watson Tom, Yakima Tribal Council chairman.

A sense of urgency accompanied the memorandum of agreement between BPA and the tribes because the project must be specified and agreed to by everyone before Nov. 30 in order for it to be included in the next fiscal BPA budget.

Hodel said he considers the tribes as representative of government agencies and not just fishery users.

If the Bureau of the Budget and Congress pass on this pilot fish restoration project, involving funds out of BPA revenue, it will establish the precedent and make way for additional projects, said Daniel Schausten, assistant to Hodel.

Governors of Oregon, Idaho and Washington are studying a Pacific Northwest Regional Commission report in which an autonomous regional commission with complete responsibility for Columbia Basin salmon and steelhead research, management and allocation activities is proposed.

BPA fish restoration funds could be channeled through such an organization representing the whole Columbia Basin fishery, where it is currently fragmented between many state and federal agencies.

Schausten said BPA has no interest in involving itself in fishery regulation or allocation but only wants to increase the amount of money available for restoration and propagation.

Stout in his original proposal spoke of a $5 million-a-year mitigation fund from BPA.

Currently, BPA allocates $19½ million annually out of power revenue to maintain, operate and carry the interest on $300 million worth of fish facilities built into the Columbia River dams by the Corps of Engineers.
the problem facing Wyoming’s water future.

Senator Hansen was speaking to the Wyoming Water Development Association at its annual convention being held at the Ramada Snow King Inn in Jackson.

Hansen went on to point out that Indians of the Arapaho and Shoshone tribes and the Wind River Reservation want the water from the Wind River, ground water, and desalinated water.

The Wyoming Water Act passed many years ago gives the Indians the right to water that crosses or originates on their reservations.

SEN. CLIFF HANSEN
‘Ask for a permit’

**Water is state’s pressing problem,**

Jackson Sen. Cliff Hansen, R-Wyo., said he felt that the resolution of Indian water rights under the Waters Act was perhaps the most pressing problem facing Wyoming’s water future.

Hansen was speaking to the Wyoming Water Development Association at its annual convention being held at the Ramada Snow King Inn in Jackson.

Hansen went on to point out that another law, Section 404, gives the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers virtual control over all water in the U.S.

"It is inevitable that a ranter may have to ask for a permit to irrigate his land under the new interpretation," Hansen said.

The idea behind the law was to prevent only navigable waters to protect agriculture, fishing and other activities.

Hansen said that an attempt of legislative change of Section 404 failed by one vote but another attempt at change will be made by the next Congress.

These attending the session applauded when Hansen said that "The Wyoming State Legislature knows better than the U.S. Congress or any bureaucratic official what is really needed in Wyoming."

Hansen was referring to the amount of energy in Wyoming and beyond.

"We should give our vast supply of energy to the nation for its use, but not at any cost," Hansen said. "Wyoming has a right to have the land put back the way it was found."

Hansen was a hard-rn in speaker for the convention which began yesterday and runs through today. About 150 persons from Wyoming, all interested in the use and management in Wyoming’s water, attended the session.

**Indians claim rights**

Jackson “Indians claim rights” coming from the Reservation on Indian water rights can spell trouble for farmers in Fremont County and further downstream in the Big Horn Basin.

State Engineer George Christopholos said the Wyoming Water Development Association that the Shoshone and Arapaho Indians claim all the water that runs into, out, through, under or over the Wind River Reservation, including any benefits from cloud seeding or water desalination projects.

"This really leaves us up in the air," he said. "It not only stops future water project planning where Indian claims are involved, but it raises a question for existing projects."

Christopholos pointed out that the proposed Westside Project to sprinkle desert lands above the Big Horn Basin was blocked by Indian claims. Already, he said, the Bureau of Reclamation cannot release larger blocks of water from Boysen Reservoir for the project until the Indian claims are settled in court.

Christopholos and others endorsed the “administrative approach” to settling the issue, which was outlined by Jack Horton, assistant Secretary of Interior for land and water resources. Horton said he expected an announcement by Interior Secretary Thomas Kluge of steps to work with Indians to develop their own water projects on reservations.

"But I doubt that we can have trail successfully with the Indians," said the State Engineer.

A former state engineer, Floyd Bishop, said Horton: "I concur in the approach, but I do not share your optimism." Christopholos also noted that federal claims to Wyoming water cloud future planning for water storage projects.

Horton announced that the Interior Department will confer with Wyoming and Montana governors on any renewal of options taken by energy firms for water stored in Yellowtail Reservoir on the border between the two states.

The companies have already been notified that when their options come up for renewal in 1979, they will be referred to the governors of the two states for action, he said.

Horton recalled that the government sold the options for Bureau of Reclamation water without consulting the states originally, and that no environmental reports were filed. Sale of water from Boysen and Yellowtail reservoirs has been criticized by agricultural interests, but energy firms have not exercised any options on date. The assumption was that the water would be transported to the Powder River Basin of Wyoming and Montana for giant coal conversion plants, but escalating costs and political uncertainties have delayed plant construction.
78-Man Tribe
Fights to Keep Its Reservation

BY MICHAEL KNIGHT
TRUMBULL, Conn., Nov. 7—The state's smallest Indian reservation won the first round here last week in a fight for its survival when state officials decided that a one-quarter-acre suburban plot did indeed belong to the Golden Hill Tribe.

The state's ruling, which rejected a competing claim by a neighboring landowner and reaffirmed an Indian claim to the land that dates to 1559, was greeted by the Indians with a nightlong revel of singing, drumming and dancing around a tepee.

When the dancing ended at dawn and temporary calm, work resumed on a house that reservation leaders plan to make into a regional center of Indian culture and activism.

"We have always maintained that this was reservation land, and that we owned it," said Aurelius Piper, a Golden Hill tribe member who is also known as Chief Big Eagle. "Nobody can come along with a piece of paper and say that it doesn't exist."

Claim Filed by Lawyer

Mr. Piper took over the leadership of the 78-member Golden Hill tribe in 1974 and began efforts to expand a 1/4-acre reservation land that had been "sold off" by the state roughly a century ago and 80 acres is what is now the heart of downtown Bridgeport, which had been taken by force several hundred years ago.

But even the remaining quarter-acre was threatened in July when a Waterbury attorney who owns a building next to the reservation filed claim to the land and then offered to sell it to the state.

The claim by the attorney, John Carl Kucej, came days after the only hours on the reservation had been turned down to make way for a new cultural center and resulted in halting construction while the state conducted a title search on the property.

Indians Occupy Land

Late last month Mr. Piper and a band of other Indians from across the country moved into a house on the reservation—rather than let the land be contested and unoccupied—and began a series of spiritual ceremonies, dancing and praying for the safety and preservation of the reservation.

"Now that the state agrees with us that this is our land, we can go ahead and make this a gathering place for all Indians," Mr. Piper said after the decision was made. "My uncle never wanted this place known as an Indian reservation and just wanted to live and die in peace, and we respect our elders. But now these changes have happened and the national mood of Indians has changed."

Mr. Kucej, who could not be reached for comment, is expected to pursue his claim in the courts in what could be a long battle retaking the tribe's history and its sometimes stormy relationships with the early settlers.

In addition, the tribe may sue Mr. Kucej over a driveway that the Indians claim, according to Roger Smith, a nephew of Mr. Piper, who is tribal coordinator for the state's Indian Affairs Council.
BIA tells tribes how to take over

BY FLYNN J. ELL
Of The Gazette Staff

American Indians who would like to take over the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the region of Indian Affairs may have their day in court.

About 10 years from Montana, area, according to the BIA, may be subject to suit in Billings last week to find out how to get to pay the BIA.

The Parker case is the new federal policy called "Indians Self-Determination."

LaFollette Butler, a BIA staff member, considered questions from the audience, and then moved to the board to talk about the new policy, which would be the beginning of the BIA.

Butler said the policy was formed under the Indian Administra-
tion in 1979 and calls for the takeover of BIA programs by tribes.

Inervation programs such as range management, education, and Indian affairs systems now open to non-Indians would be turned over to the tribes, he said.

Butler estimated it would take several years for BIA funding programs to be placed in Indian hands of tribes, and that a new program requires a new strategy for solving the BIA.

Under Indian law, up to 10 percent of BIA-funded programs would be placed in Indian hands of tribes, and with a small amount of BIA administrative support.

Butler said an entire employment program on a reservation is now staffed with federal employees.

The tribe can say it wants that program and set a priority for training people to work on the reservation in such areas as small business.

And Indians have the right to return the programs to the BIA if they can handle them, he added.

The change of program comes about through what Butler calls the "contracting mechanism."

As it is, the BIA contracts for various tribal services and can end it with non-Indians. Indians could do likewise but will probably choose to train and use their own people.

Butler said an entire employment program on a reservation is now staffed with federal employees.

The tribe can say it wants that program and set a priority for training people to work on the reservation in such areas as small business.

Butler said opposition to the new policy is varied including fears by some Indians that the real motive is "termination."

Other reasons he cited are inter-tribal bickering on who would have the power to award grants to tribal members and per-

Indian, too, who is now holding federal jobs on the reservation, would lose those plush positions and take their place in line for new positions.

Butler said it is too early to say how well the new policy is being accepted by Indians, nor has much impact been made on actual contracting.

But tribal leaders attending the Billings conference are learning how to manage contracts and grants procedures, Butler said. The next step is clear.

Arrest of Indian hunters may open treaty question

BY FLYNN J. ELL
Of The Gazette Staff

The arrest of four Crow Indians Sun-
day for alleged game violations may have open the door to the BIA's treaty plans.

A spokesman for the Crow Indian Nation, said in Billings Thursday that the arrest of the four by a Montana Fish and Game ward-
nen was due to "an act of intimidation at the Fish and Game Department in viola-
tion of treaty rights."

McFadyen said the case will test the ancient treaty.

The four men, Joseph Poule, Wayne 

Von, David and Byron Wilhite, were arrested Sunday by Elmer Young, a 

Fish and Game officer, who charged them with poaching deer and illegally trapping game animals.

Young said he was on the lookout for the four men shooting at deer while traveling to the reservation boundary near Tule Creek.

When arrested, the men had two deer kill in their possession. Von, Young said.

Butler said the case will test the deer on the reservation and were taken them home.

They are poor people and were broke for food. That's why they couldn't trap the deer," McCurdy said.

The Crow spokesman said that the treaty, stating that the Treaty of 1868 guarantees Crow hunting rights.

In the 1868 treaty, Indians agreed to settle in a permanent location. But the treaty gave them a "right to hunt on the unoccupied lands of the United States so long as game may be found there, and as long as peace subsists among the whites and Indians on the boundary of the hunting districts."

A spokesman for the Montana Department of Interior, said the treaty is still in effect be-

cause it contains an ancientulation.

The Crow believes the language applies to all occupied and unoccupied lands, as well as "unoccupied prairie land," a term which is not clear to him.

McCurdy said permits are held with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, charged with protecting Indian interests, but were not met with surprise to see the game permit.

When Bear Don't Walk, a practicing Crow attorney in Billings, was given decision he has been able to purchase the treaty hunting rights in Montana, he added the U.S. Constitution, but not the U.S. Sup-

BIA revenue.

Indians have been required to obtain permits for transporting game across the reservations, where it is argued to be a violation of the Crow attorney said.

But even that is not required by law. Don Wright, a Blackfoot tribal mem-

ber, who is the BIA's game officer for Montana, said he did not know if the Crow treaty is valid.

But Wright said permits to transport game are a "convenience" to both Indians and game officers used to verify that game is killed on the reservation.

Bear Don't Walk said the permit re-

quirement in a throwback to the days when Indians were going to get all the reservation in the way of "he's a good Ind-

ian," he said, "he's okay to let him go."

Wright, in affirming the BIA author-

ity to arrest non-Indians on Indian owners" reservations, explained said the pe-

riods of 1832 to 1882."

Wright said permits to transport game are a "convenience" to both Indians and game officers used to verify that game was killed on the reservation.
The Navajo Division of Education, in coordination with different universities, is seeking applicants to participate in professional development programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels in areas of natural resources, engineering, medicine, agriculture, and education.

Interested persons may also apply for a separate agricultural program sponsored by the Navajo Tribe, New Mexico State University and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation.

Universities involved in the professional development programs include the University of New Mexico, museums; Arizona State University, job; New Mexico State University, engineering and agriculture; Colorado State University, natural resources; and University of Arizona, doctorate in education. NDE, and various foundations have implemented a scholarship assistance program to aid students in financial need. Students may contact NDE to explore different sources of assistance.

The Navajo Agricultural Leadership Program also is seeking eligible men and women to high schools that apply for the program. Also eligible are persons who have passed the GED test, those currently enrolled in college or Navajo with college credits or related work experience.

The program is designed to fit the individual needs of the student. A combination of study and work-related experience is alternated six months each. The student is then paid when working as an intern and receives scholarship assistance from NDE while studying on campus full-time.

The program intent is to prepare the individual upon graduation to assume management, professional and scientific positions for the development of Navajo tribal agricultural resources. Under the program, the student may also concentrate on related courses of study including crop production, soils, and fertility, irrigation, farm machinery and equipment.

Further information and applications for both programs are available from Dillon Platero, Director, Navajo Division of Education, Box 109, Window Rock, Ariz. 86515; phone (405) 674-4515, ext. 122.

---

Scholarship Programs Announced

Arizona Republic

Federal Ban On Imported Jewelry Asked

TUCSON, (AP) - Declining sales in turquoise and Indian jewelry are due to cheap foreign imitations have authentic dealers voicing a federal ban on imports of Indian-type jewelry.

Mark Bahti, a jewelry dealer here and new president of the Indian Arts and Crafts Association, said the group decried at its recent meeting in San Diego to pursue the ban.

BAHTI and others said that would be the way to help those involved in making and selling authentic Indian jewelry. They said business has fallen off drastically because of the foreign goods.

"I have cheated the whole market," Bahti said. "I have seen the aura from Indian jewelry. People worry about it, so they don't buy at all."

While he and others blamed the foreign imports for falling business, an official of the federal Indian arts and crafts board said there are other factors.
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"IT'S A FASHION trend and it will drop off," said Geoffrey Stamen. "Next year, it may be Hungarian peasant blouses. Those things happen."

Dealers here said sales this year are 10 to 20 percent lower than they were in the boom years of Indian jewelry, 1972 to 1973.

In that time, the Arts and Crafts Association and dealers estimated southwestern sales near $1 billion annually.

While dealers in authentic Indian goods expressed worry, a business consultant said that the decline mostly will affect the imports and dealers in cheap goods.

"It is our feeling that those individuals not in the market prior to this surge will probably be the ones to fall by the wayside," said consultant Frank Meenow of Albuquerque, N.M.

"IT WAS FEEL that those established dealers and craftsmen selling authentic Indian arts and crafts would be the ones to survive," he said.

The association will ask the President to use his powers to stop unfair foreign competition, Bahti said.

But members said a total ban is unlikely, although it could emphasize their problem and lead to stronger federal enforcement of laws banning misrepresentation of products as Indian crafts.

---

AIM Plans Protest Wednesday

PONCA CITY (AP) - The American Indian Movement (AIM) plans a protest rally Wednesday afternoon here against alleged police brutality.

Officer Tom Montgomery has been accused of brutality in the Oct. 22 arrest of Edward calls Him, 21, an Indian resident of the Ponca City area.

Calls Him was arrested on a public drunk charge, but has been released after posting bond.

Police Chief Norman Collett and City Manager Leon Nelson suspended Montgomery after the allegations were made by the Ponca City chapter of AIM.

Offiit said the incident has been under investigation since Oct. 22, when Calls Him entered the St. Joseph Medical Center here and complained of injuries he said he received in jail.
Apache blockade of supervisors vowed in reapportionment fight

By RYAN REINHOLD

ST. JOHNS — After today's general election, Apache County may be heading for a showdown with its new Board of Supervisors.

Even though the new three-member board does not take office until January, some residents are talking about blocking the courthouse to prevent its first session.

The conflict stems from the recent court-ordered reapportionment of Apache County's supervisor districts, which, in effect, will automatically put two Navajo Reservation Indians on the board.

And because reservation Indians are exempt from state and county taxes and fees, these two new board members will be setting tax rates and making laws that will not affect them or other Indians, said local attorney Mitchell Platt.

"A bunch of people here are so upset about this they are ready to take action," said Merle Harper, a Springerville pharmacist. "And if that means blocking the courthouse, then I hope to hell there is no block-aid."

"And don't think we are alone in this because Navajo County could soon have the same situation that we have here," said Harper, who also owns a pharmacy in Holbrook, the Navajo County seat.

Taxes will be the chief concern of residents in Apache County, said Platt.

'We saw what happened in nearby Chinle where the school board dominated,' he said.

Continued on Page B2
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And by reservation Indians, voted a ridiculously high tax rate of $20 per $100 valuation," he said. "They did this because they didn't have to pay the taxes anyway. But after the big taxpayers like Arizona Public Service protested, the tax rate was lowered to $2 per $100.

"If the taxes here get too high what choice do these businessmen have but to leave?" Platt said. "In that case, I doubt that anybody would want to buy property here because of the high taxes.

"Perhaps the Navajo Tribe would then acquire the property by just paying the back taxes. That would give them all of our county, which seems to be what they want anyway," he said.

Dividing Apache County by giving the Navajos the northern half and creating a new county in the Anglo-dominated southern half is one possible solution, Platt said. "Another solution is to terminate the reservation system in Arizona and divide the Indian land equally among the Indians," he said. "The third proposal is to prohibit Indians who are exempt from taxes and fees from participating in our local government."}

Harper said he favors doing away with the reservation and giving Navajos full citizenship, "but that includes the responsibility for paying taxes like everybody else," he said.

The new supervisors will be Louise A. Descherry, District I; and Arthur N. Lee (District II), who won their primary races, and the winner of today's election in District III, either Raymond Griswold or Dan Smith Sr.

Mrs. Descherry, Gray Mountain and Smith are Navajos.
Navajo Vote
77 Per Cent

By SCOTT SANDLIN
Daily Times Staff

SHIPROCK — Navajo voters turned out in force during balloting in Tuesday’s elections, tipping the balance in some county elections if not in the federal and state races. Turnout in the three Shiprock precincts, with 2,575 persons registered to vote, was 77 per cent, two per cent above the high 75 per cent turnout in the rest of San Juan County.

"It’s the best turnout I’ve seen in 20 years here," said Brother Florence Mayrand, an election judge.

Judges at polls at Valley Elementary and White Rock Camp reported some early, minor trouble with voting machines which delayed opening polls for half an hour or so. Voting went smoothly, they said, with a steady flow all day. Some voters—about 10, according to poll clerks—were turned away because of what they said were late registrations. Other problems arose from imprecise registrations, particularly at Precinct 2 (boarding school), said presiding judge Mrs. Taylor McKenzie.

In one case, a young man from Toadlena attending school in Shiprock found himself unable to vote in Shiprock after an apparent misunderstanding during registration—and 50 miles from his polling place with a class to attend.

In another, poll clerks required identification of a woman before producing her polling slip, although identification is not required unless a registration is contested.

Herb Collins, voting machine repairman from the county clerk’s office, had a full day of it, keeping watch over machines in Shiprock, Waterflow and Kirtland.

Other county figures keeping watch over persons keeping watch over the reservation during polling included Undersheriff Dan Sullivan, District Attorney Tom Hynes, Democratic County Chairman Charles Hughes and ex-Gov. Tom Bolack.

Waiting
Bitsie Hatathley Yazzie rested placidly on a bench at the BIA boarding school in Shiprock during a lull in voting Tuesday.
Indian Youth Group Meets

When Bicentennial planning was beginning five or six years ago, it did not look like Indian people would have much to look forward to, a Bureau of Indian Affairs official said Saturday.

"A lot of us were saying we really had nothing to celebrate," said Clydia Nahwooka, special assistant to the Bureau of Indian Affairs Bicentennial coordinator.

Ms. Nahwooka, special assistant to the BIA commissioner, said that changed when the federal Bicentennial funding was made available to Indian groups to stage Indian-related Bicentennial projects.

"There have been some substantive things done with the money, she said, including the establishment of cultural programs that will continue on well after the Bicentennial year is over.

When Ms. Nahwooka, participating in a conference of the United Nations Indian Youth at Oklahoma City University, said Indians are pleased that the Bicentennial was not allowed to be solely a "white American celebration."

With the inclusion of Indian projects, she said, "I think it's (the Bicentennial) been a helpful thing" in white-Indian relations.

About 300 young people from around the state are participating in the conference sponsored by the relatively new organization.

It was formed last November by 10 Indian tribes in an effort organizers hope can develop a national base.

UNITY is designed to help Indian youth build a "process for the stemming mental, social, physical and spiritual fitness."

Executive Director J.R. Cook said the organization is not linked with other Indian groups such as the American Indian Movement, and hopes to be able to co-exist with AIM and the others through mutual "respect."

"UNITY is an organization for Indian youth to do something for themselves," he said.

Another participating in the conference, Joseph Johnson, an aerospace engineer at the Johnson Space Center, Houston, said the Indian culture is "a culture that perhaps is more misunderstood than most."

He said Indian youth should learn to live in modern society while maintaining their own culture.

Ft. Lauderdale News, 10/28/76

State Files Suit Against Seminoles

The state has filed suit in Broward County Circuit Court against the Seminole Tribe of Florida Inc. to determine whether or not the Indians must pay certain state taxes.

The suit filed yesterday on behalf of Gov. Reubin Askew and his cabinet claims the Indians owe $8,420.32 in various taxes which they should have been paying under the Florida corporation laws.

The suit claims the Indians should have been collecting taxes on the retail sale and rental of tangible personal property to non-Indians, the admission tax imposed on the value received from the admission of non-Indians to the Indian reservation of any amusement facilities, the amusement tax imposed upon the value from renting, leasing or letting any real property to non-Indian.
NIYC Office Moves Location

The National Indian Youth Council Indian Employment and Training Office has moved from its former location at 101 S. Locke to a new office at 608 S. Behrend.

The move was made to be closer to Navajo job seekers, according to Lucian Anthony, Farmington office director.

Anthony, who has worked in community development and employment assistance in San Juan County for several years, said the office offers work experience programs, vocational education training and on-the-job training in addition to the Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) projects.

Counseling is provided in the office as well as in the field.

Anthony, who says he maintains a close working relationship with Navajo CETA offices in Shiprock, makes referrals directly to Navajo Tribal Employment Service and training programs as well as assisting Indians from the Shiprock area in finding jobs in Farmington.

Special projects are also included in the NIYC-CETA program. Anthony assists area employers in fulfilling affirmative action goals, as well as drawing up program plans for Indian employment.

He also makes regular visits to schools, encouraging Indian students to stay in school and to seek higher education and training.

A survey on Indian employment opportunities and needs is also part of Anthony's activities.

Among program goals, says Anthony, are: developing Indian projects and helping with the organization of the Indian community for the benefit of all people.

Persons with requests or persons wishing more information on programs may contact Anthony at 327-0541.

Apaches Vote To Oust Chief

DULCE (AP) — The Jicarilla Apache Tribal Council voted unanimously to oust Tribal Council President Charlie Vigil, who has held the council leadership position eight of the past 12 years.

The action climaxed a political controversy that has been simmering for months. The New Mexican of Santa Fe reported in its Wednesday editions.

The newspaper said accusations against Vigil, 56, included malfeasance, gross neglect of duty and misconduct reflecting on the dignity of tribal government.

He was elected last July by a disputed two-vote margin over Hubert Velarde. There were two recounts before the tribal election board certified Vigil the winner.

Vigil was not available for comment.

But his wife, Jan Vigil, said her husband's life has been threatened twice in telephone calls.

She spoke to a reporter shortly after being released from jail. She was arrested Saturday by tribal police on charges of failing to support dependent children and resisting arrest.

Vigil was released on Sunday in the winner.
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Special Indian Programs Begin

By Jim Largo

Marie Gabaldon, 15, who lives in the North Valley, was one of the first to take guitar lessons Wednesday from Frank Corn at the Indian Youth and Recreation Program located in the Mitchell building of 412 Fruit NW.

Marie said it was her first time to sit with a guitar on her lap and place her fingers on the strings. "He taught us how to use our fingers, and we learned three chords," she said about her teacher.

She is one of many city Indian high school students who go to the newly established recreation program held in an old building. "He told us we will learn little by little," said Marie.

She thinks it will not take long for her to play well. "The teacher is easy to learn from," she said. She is learning to play for her own enjoyment. Guitar lessons are held every Wednesday.

Ramona F. Wilgus, coordinator, said the program is one of several programs just beginning at the Mitchell building. Her program is sponsored by National Indian Youth Council, 201 Hermosa NE, and Albuquerque Urban Indian Center, 510 Second NW.

NYC obtained $27,000 from Community Development funds to have Mrs. Wilgus run the program, and AUIC rents the building from the city for $1 per year.

Tom Heidelberg of NYC said funding is for one year, but leaders hope the programs will be continued for several years either with funding from the city or other agencies.

Programs in addition to guitar lessons include arts and craft classes, tutoring, movies, and general activities such as billiards, ping-pong, and library services.

The Mitchell building is also used by APS "School on Wheels" program. It holds classes for dropouts during the morning hours. During afternoon, most of the students need something to do. A few have jobs.

Several Indian students participate in the School on Wheels program. Heidelberg said the students get credits for taking the courses. Mrs. Wilgus, a Hopi and Isleta Pueblo Indian, teaches reading in one of the classes.

Mrs. Wilgus has been a teacher in APS for 10 years. She was recently appointed as coordinator for the youth program at the center. "We hope there will be parent participation," she said.

She explained that the building will be left open on Sundays for parents or other Indian organizations to use for meetings. She hopes to start an adult program soon.

Next Wednesday she will hold an adult organizational meeting at 7 p.m.

The next day, Thursday, she will hold a youth club organizational meeting at 7 p.m.
"Flights' Pay Went to Tribal Official"

By Howard Graves, Albuquerque, N.M. (AP) — Bank checks used to pay charter air service statements were converted to cash and paid to a top Navajo tribal official, The Associated Press learned.

The estimated $6,000, after being converted to cash, was paid to the executive at Window Rock, Ariz., the Navajo capital.

The checks were paid by TG&E Gas & Electric Co. to Atsidi Aviation, Inc., of Gallup.

The recipient of the money hasn't been publicly identified.

Those who participated in the transaction declined use of their names.

The checks were subpoenaed by a federal grand jury in Phoenix. No indictments have been returned and no charges have been filed related to the checks.

An Aug. 31, 1973, dated TG&E check for $3,336 was converted to $100 bills and given to a courier.

A second TG&E check, dated Nov. 2, 1973, for $3,000, was cashed at a Gallup bank, according to knowledgeable sources.

One of the couriers said he appeared before the grand jury, which has been looking into alleged financial irregularities on America's largest Indian reservation.

A special Justice Department task force and the Federal Bureau of Investigation appeared before the grand jury.

Davis and TG&E vice president said they were billed for 500 hours of charter air service at $120 per hour. No knowledge of what happened to the company checks after they were mailed to Atsidi.

Davis and TG&E vice president Thomas B. Via Jr. have said the company was billed by Atsidi for 30 hours of charter air service at $120 per hour.

A special Justice Department task force and the Federal Bureau of Investigation appeared before the grand jury.

Chairman in Dark

ALBUQUERQUE (AP) — Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald says he knows about utility company checks reportedly converted to cash and paid to a Navajo official in what he reads in the newspapers.

And MacDonald, speaking Thursday at an Albuquerque news conference, said, "As far as I know, the whole matter is in the hands of the grand jury." MacDonald, according to the Atsidi ledger made available by TG&E to a reporter, says he知道了 about utility company checks reportedly converted to cash and paid to a Navajo official in what he reads in the newspapers.

TG&E was building a 345,000-volt transmission line across Navajo lands in northeastern New Mexico in 1973.

Davis said he told the grand jury that TG&E construction crews were encountering "difficulties" and "obstacles" from some Navajos.

The company asked MacDonald to visit the protesters in the 18-mile corridor and explain the utility's position.

Davis said MacDonald agreed to make the trip if the company paid for the trip.

"I don't know to this day if they did or if they did not take the trip," Davis said after he appeared before the grand jury last month. "But we were able to build the line." Davis and Via have said repeatedly that the checks were sent to Atsidi and not to individuals.

The flights were made by tribal officials, including MacDonald, according to the Atsidi ledger made available by TG&E to a reporter.
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KYAKUPKAPAPA - About 25 Hopi traditional leaders gathered here Sunday, Oct. 24, and voiced strong opposition to the proposed $5 million settlement the Indian Claims Commission has offered the Hopi Tribe.

The meeting was scheduled for the purpose of Hopi Chairman Albert Sekaquaptewa and Hopi Agency Superintendent Albert Sekaquaptewa to explain the issue of why the Hopis were being asked to accept or reject the proposed settlement of the Hopis claims.

However, both officials declined the invitation of the traditionalists in formal letters stating their reasons.

In a letter dated Oct. 24 addressed to both the chairman and superintendent, which was signed by four traditional leaders, it stated:

"Mr. Sekaquaptewa and Sekakuku:

We, the undersigned Hopi traditional hereditary Kikmongwis, religious leaders of One-Horn and Two-Horn Societies and representatives from the majority of traditionally-established Hopi Pueblos, have met with our Hopi people in Kyakunovi and read your letters.

We all regretted very much that both of you stated in your letters that you would not come and meet with us today. We have given your letters serious consideration.

We found that Supt. Sekaquaptewa in his letter of Oct. 22, 1976, stated, "I do not wish to prematurely make my personal views known so as not to unduly influence anyone." As an official of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) you have no business meddling with our Hopi affairs.

We have learned that you are not telling the truth in your letter for we now know that you have already held a meeting with government Hopi employees and some people from First Mesa. You have already "unduly influenced" some of the people you talked to in Keams Canyon.

In a letter by Sekaquaptewa of Oct. 22, 1976, stated, "I feel constrained at this time to respectfully remind you that the harshness of your words and the same calling with which you indulge yourselves are contrary to the dignity and self respect of true Hopi leaders and disrespectful of the high office that Mr. Kewanyawma holds and that Mrs. Lansa claims."

It is clear to us that Sekaquaptewa's attempt to make the Hopis believe that he does not indulge in harshness of words, name calling and unduly criticizing Kikmongwis and religious leaders or anyone who speaks for them.

He also stated in his letter that, "I offered to publicly debate this question with you or your spokesmen on television just in the past few days, and you refused."

On Oct. 21, 1976, some of us spoke on television with Sekaquaptewa on the issue of the proposed settlement of John S. Boyden. We discussed what the Hopis would do with the United States government in offering us $5,000,000 for lands that U.S. government took away from the Hopis and never paid for.

We did not refuse — we were there on Thursday night. Again Sekaquaptewa is misleading.

Following our sincere consideration of the proposed settlement and other related issues, we have been asked by our religious leaders and people that:

1) As Hopi Kikmongwis, we strongly oppose this proposed settlement of John S. Boyden and that we will never sell our sacred homeland.

2) Both Hopi Supt. and Chairman of the Tribal Council Abbott Sekaquaptewa be informed by letter that there will be no voting by any Hopi on Oct. 30, 1976 on this proposed settlement, as was scheduled.

2) We have just been informed about this proposed settlement of John S. Boyden's 5 years ago and none of the Councilmen have up to the present time, fulfilling their duties by fully explaining this vital issue, it is too late for any Hopi, especially traditional elders, to fully understand this lawyer's written language within two weeks. Therefore, there must be no voting on this proposed settlement at this time or in the future.

4) On Oct. 30, 1976, there will be a Women's Religious Society performing in Shangapwaya Pueblo and not our religious Hopi leaders all have asked that this National Ceremony be respected by all Hopi people, by members of the Council and the BIA.

5) Since the majority of the people in traditionally-established Pueblos have never accepted the Hopi Tribal Council Constitution and By-Laws, never signed a contract or contracts of John S. Boyden's and have never sent anyone to the Tribal Council, we will never accept the $5,000,000 by voting, as we do not vote.

6) It is your responsibility as servants to the Hopi people to do what the Hopi people want and not what you want. Since you both have refused to face our people face to face on this vital issue, we will now take action to have both of you resigned or removed from your positions.

You have failed to fully inform the Hopi people on things that concern this very land, way of life and religion of our people.

Instead of obtaining the aboriginal land of our people, the Tribal Council and BIA went along with attorney John S. Boyden to make our landmine smaller and smaller.

Back the Hopi Tribal Council and John S. Boyden are getting rich while the Hopi people are becoming very poor, money-wise. This must stop now.

We demand that you both inform all Hopi people everywhere that there will be no voting on this proposed settlement on Oct. 30, 1976. This is our decision and the decision of our One-Horn and Two-Horn Religious Society leaders.

Mrs. Miss Lansa, kikmongwi of Orchel Claude Kewanyawana, kikmongwi of Shangapwaya
Nad Nayatawaa, kikmongwi of First Mesa
Gay Koechaftewa, religious leader,
Indian Medical School Construction Starts at Former Community Center

By SCOTT SANDEN
Daily Times Staff

SHIPROCK — With the pigeons and pigeon droppings cleared from the attic and sports equipment stored in the basement or covered with tarps, renovation of the Shiprock Community Center is in full swing.

The community center is not just receiving a facelift, however. The changes being implemented now are Phase One of a total project that will convert the one-time community center into the American Indian School of Medicine (AISM).

All first-phase renovation is being financed through grants and monies, says Philip Longhurst, director of Planning and Development for the Navajo Health Authority and AISM, despite initial hopes and plans to receive an appropriation from Congress for the school.

Longhurst said the medical school planners will again seek funding from congress in the next legislative session. The AISM appropriation was stricken from the Indian Health Care Improvement Act passed this month while the bill was still in committee. The fear was that the medical school funding might jeopardize the entire bill, executive dean Dr. Taylor McKenzie said earlier.

Phase One for the community center-turned-medical school calls for extensive renovation and addition of a library and office space.

Longhurst said AISM received a $15,000 grant from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, $5,000 from the North Foundation, and $7,000 from the Navajo Tribe's revenue-sharing funds.

As with any monetary gain, said, there are some strings attached. The Kellogg Foundation designated its funds be used for the medical school library, and the North Foundation, an affiliate of the drug manufacturing firm, earmarked its monies for building renovation.

The $150,000 renovation was contracted to Zuni Construction Co., an entity of Zuni Pueblo and the low bidder. Of the remaining funds, about $70,000 will go for library equipment, most of the rest to architects' fees and the remainder for the renovation.

The renovation, Longhurst says, will be used primarily for office and library space.

"We won't have any need for classes for a couple of years," he said.

Meanwhile, stacks will be going up in the library and books going up on the shelves. A library which has been growing since NIH's inception in 1971 and is now housed in Window Rock, Ariz., will be moved to the Shiprock site.

The library, being converted from the community center stage area, will be equipped with a security system, to detect persons entering the room.

 Physicians in residence at the Shiprock hospital, AISM staff members and other health professionals in the Shiprock area will probably find use for the medical library before students actually arrive on campus, Longhurst said.

The gymnasium floor will undergo repair, but remain at its present size, with office and space cleared from the former spectator area.

When the first students arrive at the fledgling medical school, Longhurst所说, the gym will be converted into a instructional area.

Just when the first students arrive, however, questions for the school administrators.

The AISM master plan calls tentatively for first stand-alone and North Arizona University in Flagstaff to study basic sciences, second-year students study at one of three Arizona hospitals under consideration: Maricopa County Hospital, the Veteran's Administration Hospital and the Indian Health.

The initial loans also visited the Shiprock Hospital this month for an accreditations inspection there. And, since the AISM program was tied to the Shiprock hospital, the school's accreditation will be dependent upon the hospital's.

Admission criteria have not yet been formally determined, Longhurst said. The standards will be drawn up by the academic dean, Dr. Jasper McPhail.

"About all we know," Longhurst said, "is that Indians and others who agree to practice in the reservation and other rural, deprived areas will receive preference for admission."

While executive dean McKenzie was projecting a 1976 entering class during the planning stages three years ago, Longhurst now says a 1979 class would be the earliest possibility for students starting at the Flagstaff campus, and 1982 or 1983 for the Shiprock residency.

"Probably for the first two years we will take only six students," he said.

"After we get up and running, we may take transfer students as well.

Phase Two of the school construction would include additional renovation of the building and expansion of the medical library; Phase Three would see construction of housing units for faculty and students.

With the 60 acres withdrawn...
Reservation White Man's Park

LIVINGSTON, Tex. (AP) — Lester Battie, his stomach bouncing over his belt buckle, flashed a smile and told visitors to the Alabama-Coushatta reservation, "When you get aboard the bus have a ticket, money, or your scalp ready."

During the bus tour down a narrow, winding road deep in the Big Thicket of Southeast Texas, Battie said, "There aren't any men left here who can say they have learned to live with us. They only hide white."

A group of young Indian men and women don the colorful costumes of long ago and perform the traditional dances of the tribe.

One said, "It beats cutting timber for a living."

Others guide tourists through the Indian museum, serve hot dogs and cheeseburgers at the restaurant or sell jewelry, pottery, and toy tomahawks in the gift shop.

There's a miniature train that wiggles through the underbrush and beneath the tall pines, giant oaks and fat maples, a replica center and an outdoor theater.

The Alabama-Coushatta have turned the 4,560-acre reservation into an amusement park, using the white man's ways to provide jobs, build new homes and eventually become self-sufficient.

Billboards dot roadways throughout Southeast Texas advertising the reservation. There are commercials on Houston television stations.

The buildings resemble a western fort far more than an Indian encampment. That's been the idea. The hundreds of youngsters who dash across the grounds playing Indians around the center.

Roland Puncho, 32, director of the tourist section, said, "Once long ago our people went to the federal government and said, 'we need some help, but don't help us too much.' That same feeling exists today.

The tribe now receives state aid and is under the direction of the Texas Indian Commission. Puncho said, "With the tourist attractions, which brought 300,000 visitors last year, we are getting closer and closer to the day when we will be self-sufficient, paying for all of our needs."

Emmett Battie, the assistant chief of the 300 tribesmen said, "We have made a deliberate step forward, but it is a step. While we are a tourist attraction, we are showing visitors the culture and the life of the Alabama-Coushatta.

We are trying to become self-sufficient in this program, we are teaching non-Indians to know us, to understand us, and learn something about us."

Puncho pointed to a rusty colored creek that flows across the reservation and said, "An alligator nests there and if hungry can be brought to the surface with a whistle—a bit of outdoor knowledge for the tourist—and an attraction to bring the visitors back should a gator fail to appear the first time."

Before the seven-member tribal council decided to move into tourism, it considered a lumbering operation and a furniture factory.

"It wouldn't work," Puncho said. "The tribe was reluctant to cut the trees and feared pollution. They have a great love for the forest and the wildlife."

In the woodlands of the reservation—if you walk only—deer can be seen grazing, a big owl in a tree, and a raccoon scrambling down a branch.

Both campsites are available along the banks of a fish-stocked lake, the tribe attempts to extend its attractions from the one-day visitor to the week-long outdoorsman.

Asst. Chief Battie was asked if the approach might work for other Indian reservations where money and employment are problems. He answered, "We cannot relate to other reservations. Perhaps it could work, perhaps it couldn't."

"It wouldn't work," Puncho said. "The tribe was reluctant to cut the trees and feared pollution. They have a great love for the forest and the wildlife."
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Navajo court rules on Pasture

WINDOW ROCK — A Navajo tribal court judge Friday, Oct. 22, granted a permanent injunction against the Hopi Tribe prohibiting any fence construction in the Pasture Canyon Dam area located east of Tuba City.

The hearing was unattended by representatives of the Hopi Tribe. According to Larry Ruzow, a member of the Navajo tribe's legal council firm, Hopi counsel John Paul Kennedy told him the Hopi Tribe would not attend the hearing because they did not recognize Navajo court jurisdiction over the area.

Raymond Tso, Navajo tribal prosecutor, however, told the court that Navajo jurisdiction over the area was established by the federal government's Bennett Freeman of 1972, which stated that both tribes must consent to any construction in the area.

The Pasture Canyon Dam area was the scene of a confrontation between the two tribes in late July. A fencing project initiated by the village of Moenkopi around the reservoir was removed by Navajos after the Navajo tribal court issued a court order claiming the fence was unauthorized.

Members of the Hopi Tribe started the fence construction, according to Ruzow, because they claimed they were protecting their water rights from damage caused by Navajo livestock wandering into the area and from Navajo dumping garbage.

The fencing project was subsequently dismantled by Navajo police after the court order was obtained, and no fencing has resumed since, according to testimony Friday by Dwight Marable, Navajo Area special officer for the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).

Judge Merwin Lynch told the court that a permanent injunction was being granted in order to "preserve peace in the Pasture Canyon area." He stated that at an earlier hearing held in August, where a preliminary injunction was granted against the fencing, testimony showed that Tuba City residents were planning to tear down the fence on their own and that there would be "irreparable harm" if the injunction was not granted.

Prior to issuing the injunction, Lynch said "testimony indicates that the BIA did nothing about the fencing and has no plans if it should begin again."

Val McBratney, BIA reservation program officer in Window Rock, who served as acting Navajo Area director July 23-28, testified that he issued an order on July 23 for the "unauthorized fence construction" to cease. On July 28, after the fence had already been removed, he ordered that no action be taken "to remove or do damage to the fence, except under instructions of the secretary of interior," adding that the "area director is pursuing appropriate administrative and judicial action in connection with the fencing."

When the prosecuting attorney asked McBratney what action he had taken to see that the fence was not damaged, he said he had sent people to the judicial department, but since the fence had already been torn down, no action was taken.

Canyon Dam

Graham Holmes, of the Office of Navajo Land Administration, said the more than one-mile-long pasture canyon area in 1954 was set aside for "Navajos and such other Indians as have settled thereon." In 1966, Hops from the nearby village of Moenkopi were declared by the Interior Dept. solicitor to have some interest, as yet undefined, in the area, he added.

According to Ruzow, both tribes have traditionally used water from the Pasture Canyon reservoir.
By HOWARD GRAVES
AP Staff Writer

Bank checks used to pay charter air service statements were converted to cash and paid to a top Navajo tribal official, The Associated Press has learned.

The estimated $6,600, after being converted to cash and paid to a top Navajo tribal official, The Associated Press has learned.

The checks were paid by Tucson Gas & Electric Co. to Atsidi Aviation, aerial service, via a tribal official.

The recipient of the money is not known.

NAVAJO TRIBAL Chairman Peter MacDonald today denied any knowledge of the alleged transactions.

MacDonald said in Albuquerque, "I only know what I read in the papers about the matter. As far as I know, the whole thing is in the hands of the grand jury." He also said he could not identify the persons allegedly involved in the transactions.

"I participated in one or possibly two airplane flights sponsored by Tucson Gas & Electric," MacDonald said. "None to Farmington and one, I think, to Tucson." MacDonald said he made the flights to discuss a proposal by the utility company to build an electric transmission line across Navajo Reservation lands.

He said the company also made flights onto the reservation to deliver checks to various Indians to pay for rights-of-way across their land.

The checks were paid in 1973 to a federal grand jury in Phoenix. No documents have been returned and no charges have been filed related to the checks.

AN AUG. 21, 1973, dated TG&E check for $3,580 was converted to $3,580 in cash and paid to a top Navajo tribal official.

A second TG&E check dated Nov. 7, 1973, for $3,580, was cashed as a cash refund, according to knowledgeable sources.

ONE OF the couriers said he appeared before the grand jury, which has been looking into alleged financial irregularities on America's largest Indian reservation.

A special Justice Department task force and the Federal Bureau of Investigation have been conducting the probe since last January.

The U.S. attorney's office in Tucson declined comment on the check-cash transactions.

FOUR TG&E executives appeared before the grand jury Sept. 23. One of them, Board Chairman Luther Davis, said in recent interviews that he had no knowledge of what happened to the company checks after they were mailed to Atsidi.

Davis said TG&E vice president Thomas Via Jr. have said the company was billed by Atsidi for $5,500 of charter air services at $500 per hour. Via said Bill Moore, at the time an assistant to MacDonald, asked TG&E to pay the charter plane fare.

DAVIS AND VIA have said repeatedly that the checks were sent to Atsidi and not to individuals.

The flights were made by tribal officials, including MacDonald, according to the Atsidi invoices made available by TG&E to a reporter.

TG&E was building a 345,000-volt transmission line across Navajo lands in northwest New Mexico in 1973. Davis said he told the grand jury that TG&E construction crews were encountering "disturbances, threats and opposition" from some Navajos.

THE COMPANY asked MacDonald to visit the protesters in the 78-mile corridor and explain the utility's position.

Davis said MacDonald agreed to make the trips if the company paid for them. "I don't know to this day if they did or did not take the trips," Davis said.

Davis said after he appeared before the grand jury last month, "But we were able to build the line."

VIA, IN AN earlier interview, said Moore had told him MacDonald went to chapter house meetings to explain the project.

Moore, a non-Navajo, at one time managed a tribally owned motel in Window Rock. He also formerly managed a Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise store in Window Rock.

DAVIS AND VIA said TG&E paid Atsidi for charter air services on four other occasions between May 71, 1973, and April 1, 1974. They said those payments were "for purposes other than MacDonald."

Via said all Atsidi billing statements "had to be identified for trip purposes so that we knew they were in conjunction with our business and not for some other business.
By HOWARD GRAVES
AP Staff Writer

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - The former executive director of the Navajo Housing Authority was indicted today by a federal grand jury, which charged him with receiving $43,000 in kickbacks from a California investment firm.

The alleged payments to Pat Chee Miller, 31, a Navajo, were from American Funding Corporation of Beverly Hills, the indictments said. The indictments said Miller and three other persons named in the report caused investments of Department of Housing and Urban Development money with American Funding in return for "kickbacks consisting of 1½ per cent" of the total Housing Authority money invested with American Funding.

Miller, between June 1974 and January 1976, placed nearly $13.3 million of Housing and Urban Development funds with the firm for investment purposes.

The housing authority was established in 1963 to provide housing and Urban Development funds to Indian tribes. The term "Indian" includes any Indian tribe, together with the members thereof, as defined in the Indian Organization Act of 1956. The indictment also named A. Gordon Eldred, American Funding's senior vice president, and Mervin B. Schaffer of Los Angeles.

Miller, Eldred and Schaffer were charged with conspiracy to defraud the federal government, misapplication of funds from an Indian tribe organization and interstate transportation of money obtained by fraud. Leslie J. Hadden of Gallup was named as an unindicted conspirator, and Asst. U.S. Atty. Gary Scales.

BENCH WARRANTS were issued for the arrest of Eldred and Schaffer. A summons was issued for Miller, who resigned last April from the Navajo Housing Authority job he held held for nearly five years. His annual salary was about $21,000.

HADDEN, vice president-secretary of Window Rock Constructors Inc., arranged for meetings between Eldred and Miller, Scales said. Scales said Hadden paid inside tax on what the defendants termed the kickbacks.

He said Hadden first met Eldred through Schaffer, vice president of Juce Construction Co. of Los Angeles. He said Hadden had met Schaffer while trying to arrange financing for Window Rock Constructors, which is based in Window Rock, Ariz., the Navajo capital.

THE EIGHT-COUNT indictment also named A. Gordon Eldred, American Funding's senior vice president, and Mervin B. Schaffer of Los Angeles.

Miller, Eldred and Schaffer were charged with conspiracy to defraud the federal government, misapplication of funds from an Indian tribe organization and interstate transportation of money obtained by fraud. Leslie J. Hadden of Gallup was named as an unindicted conspirator, and Asst. U.S. Atty. Gary Scales.

BENCH WARRANTS were issued for the arrest of Eldred and Schaffer. A summons was issued for Miller, who resigned last April from the Navajo Housing Authority job he held held for nearly five years. His annual salary was about $21,000.

HADDEN, vice president-secretary of Window Rock Constructors Inc., arranged for meetings between Eldred and Miller, Scales said. Scales said Hadden paid inside tax on what the defendants termed the kickbacks.

He said Hadden first met Eldred through Schaffer, vice president of Juce Construction Co. of Los Angeles. He said Hadden had met Schaffer while trying to arrange financing for Window Rock Constructors, which is based in Window Rock, Ariz., the Navajo capital.

Jury indicts Navajo
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Continued on Page A-3
Indictment accuses 3 of misusing $13 million in Navajo funds

Miller, who contacted by a reporter refused to comment on the indictment. Eldred and Schaffer could not be reached.

According to the indictment, the three defendants and Hadden devised a scheme in which Miller, Schaffer and Hadden would share in kickbacks totaling 1.5 percent of the amount invested by NHA with American Funding. NHA receives its funds from the sale of notes guaranteed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. The funds are intended for the construction of low-cost housing on the Navajo Reservation.

The indictment said Miller caused $13,297,161 in NHA funds to be invested with American Funding from June 17, 1971, to Jan. 30, 1975. In return, Miller received $212,322 in kickbacks from Hadden, who was reimbursed for the payments by American Funding, the indictment said. The amount of kickbacks paid to Hadden and Schaffer, if any, were not outlined in the indictment.

More about Navajo fraud charges

Continued from Page A-1

In March this year, American Funding was placed in receivership by a federal judge in Los Angeles after NHA filed against the Beverly Hills firm to recover $1 million that had been invested and not repaid.

American Funding had returned about $8 million to the tribe before the corporation was placed in receivership. NHA will lose in excess of $45 million on the balance of the $13.5 million due and owing, according to Assistant U.S. Attorney Gary Scales.

Miller stepped down from his $70,000-a-year post April 10 after he and two other Navajo officials were told by Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald either to explain their dealings with American Funding or resign.

The other two officials did not resign, and there is no evidence of criminal wrongdoing against them, according to Scales. The two are Marshal Toone, tribal operations director, and Carl Tachee, NHA board chairman.

It has been alleged that Miller and the others accepted checks totaling $115,000 from American Funding, reportedly as personal loans for stock investments, but executives of a Farmington, N.M., bank said the checks were never cashed.

Miller, Eldred and Schaffer, if convicted, face a maximum sentence of five years in prison and a $10,000 fine on each of two conspiracy counts, 10 years and $10,000 on each of three interstate transportation counts and five years and $5,000 each on the conspiracy counts for misapplying tribal funds.

money obtained by fraud and conspiracy to defraud and commit an offense against the United States.

Leslie Joe Hadden of Gallup, internal manager of Window Rock Construction, was named as an unindicted coconspirator.
Jack Anderson and Les Whitten

Battle Over Alaskan Wilderness

In the name of civilization, white Americans have pushed the Indians off their hunting grounds and herded them onto reservations. The only wilderness left open to them is Alaska's vast, frozen tundra and timberland.

By act of Congress, this vast open territory was granted to them in 1971. The Alaska Indians, Eskimos and Aleuts were declared the rightful owners of Alaska's wilderness.

Their ancestors had roamed this harsh country for centuries. The Supreme Court supported their right to the region in an 1867 decision. Then in 1971, a giant consortium of oil companies, known as Alyeska, prepared to build the Alaska pipeline.

The company, in clearing the right of way for the pipeline, found the authorities neutral over who owned the Alaskan wilderness. The 1971 act was supposed to have settled the issue.

But the federal bureaucracy, as usual, pointed out in the past, doesn't always pay attention to the laws that Congress passes. The Interior Department has shown a decided reluctance to implement the act.

The department has been receiving pressure from the same selfish white interests that have succeeded in subverting Indian treaties in the past. The big-game hunters and recreational interests fear, not without cause, that the Natives will limit the hunting on their land.

Business and political circles also are money over the economic power the Natives will wield if they finally gain control of their vast acreage. Already, 11 federally funded, native corporations have been set up to determine how best to develop the land.

The Interior Department, therefore, has been obstructing the transfer of the Alaskan wilderness to its native owners. Congress gave Interior the authority, for example, to rezone certain easements. The purpose was to provide the general public with rights of way across native territory.

The department stated, upon this provision to issue drilling blanket easements on the entire coastline of Alaska and around all inland rivers and lakes. The dispute over this action has become bogged down in litigation.

It's an old, sad story. Time and again, the federal government has signed treaties with the Indians, that guaranteed millions of acres but delivered only thousands.

At this moment, protected white interests are illegally washing off the life-giving water of tribes in various parts of the country—including a government that systematically wastes on its commitments.

Wyoming Indians to get HEW grants

Associated Press

The U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare has earmarked nearly $330,000 in education grants for Arapaho and Shoshone Indians in Wyoming. Some $50,000 of the money will go to St. Stephens Indian School south of Lander, $32,000 to the Wind River Indian Education Association Inc.; and $43,730 to the Arapaho Education Committee in Fort Washakie.

The grants represented only three of 43 HEW grants totaling $4.5 million that went to Indian tribes in the six states that comprise the Department's Region VIII—Wyoming, Colorado, Montana, Utah and Dakota.
Like old ghosts, the mistakes of the past continue to haunt us. An interesting item caught our attention last week about a lawsuit in Maine which has significant consequences for the West. Indians may legally own two-thirds of the State of Maine and yet now they are doing battle in court to prove it.

This possibility, raised in a lawsuit that seemed insignificant, even ludicrous, four years ago has suddenly blocked the sale of millions of dollars of municipal bonds, cast in doubt the ownership of private lands and whole towns, and has thrown the state government into consternation.

The suit on behalf of the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indian tribes charges that their ancestral forest lands were illegally bargained away to the local white authorities in violation of the Federal Nonintercourse Act of 1790.

Like all litigation this case is bound to drag through the courts for years but already the Indians have won a significant victory with the finding that the ancient Act does indeed apply to the Maine tribes.

Claims in the suit center on more than 12 million acres of land, valued at $25 billion. The litigation is one of several suits filed in the nation on behalf of the Native American Rights Fund, an Indian advocacy organization based in Colorado.

Indian givers

Regardless of the outcome of this particular action, it certainly is representative of the trend to come in Indian affairs all because of the imperfections of white man's law.

The federal government in the years ahead is bound to spend thousands in the West alone in trying to clear up the mess created by the Great White negotiators of here.

Here in Wyoming the claims of the Wind River Indian Reservation to all water running into, out, through, under or over tribal lands is bound to be headed for a major court battle in the months to come.

This particular dispute could spell trouble for farmers in Fremont County and further downstream in the Big Horn Basin.

Ironically, we're learning in the Bicentennial year just how imperfect the reservation system really has been. Indian-government relations is a major theme of James Michener's epic work, Centennial.

He aptly explains that a major downfall of the white man's treaties in the 1800's, and it follows, all through the nation's history, is simply that the federal government didn't know what kind of resources it had in its midst.

He cites the example of the Treaty of 1851 presented to the Plains Indian tribes at Fort Laramie.

The end result of this massive gathering was the fact that the government promised to pay the total Indian community an annuity of $50,000 for fifty years.

The treaty was also divided in large segments and allocated to individual tribes.

The Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes ended up with a generous slice of the wind burned pie and the treaty in effect meant for these two tribes alone that 6400 Indians now own in perpetuity some 90 thousand square miles or more than 57 million acres. Thus each Indian received 14 square miles or about 56,000 acres for a family of four.

Needless to say such an agreement didn’t last very long. "Why was so much potentially valuable land given to the two tribes in 1851?" Michener asked.

Because, he explains, "whites believed the plains to be a desert which could not be farmed. Indians were convinced they were useful only for the buffalo." "As always," he points out, "when the significance of the natural resource is misunderstood, any land settlement must end in disaster."

At least in this respect let's hope history doesn't repeat itself for the sake of all parties concerned.

What’s really occurring is that the Indians have reversed the role of "Indian giver" to work, at last, for their own interests.

"By no means would we give up this land again," remarked one Indian involved in the Maine affair. "Actually we didn't make the law. They made it."
HUD questions
Crow payments
to building firm

By FLYNN J. ELL
Of The Gazette Staff

A $60,000 payment to a construction firm by the Crow Tribal Housing Authority has been questioned by tribal members and auditors for the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Some tribal members say the payment may be only one of a number of questionable expenditures made by the tribal housing group.

"This thing is just partly exposed," said tribal delegate Bud Fritzler Wednesday. "There's a lot more coming — they've even found people on the payroll who don't exist," Fritzler said.

Doyle LaVerdure, head of HUD's Office of Indian Programs in Denver, said in Billings Wednesday night that HUD has just completed the first audit of the housing authority in seven years, but he characterized the audit as only "allegations."

LaVerdure, in a meeting with Crow Chairman George LaVerdure, was in town following a meeting with Crow Chairman Patrick Doyle LaVerdure. LaVerdure made the report in September and sent a copy to LaVerdure. LaVerdure declined to comment further on the audit.

"Then, Shell's cowboys will come riding out of Young's Creek with a per capita for the Crows that they're being given the run around," Fritzler said.

Bull earlier in the day at Helena declined to comment further on the $60,000 overpayment reported by his assistant William E. Hallett, who made the report in September and sent LaVerdure a copy.

HUD LaVerdure said, has funded programs in excess of $5 million at the Crow Reservation during the past seven years.

Tribal members are demanding audits of tribal, federal and Bureau of Indian Affairs funds. Fritzler said the payroll is being given the run around. Fritzler said the payroll is being squeezed into a re-negotiated coal deal with Shell Oil Co.

The audit errors, Crows claim that homes constructed on the reservation are poor in quality.

Jerry Manus, Billings HUD representative, denied that charge, too, saying that homes are being inspected and approved by the tribal administration. Fritzler termed the audit errors "kickbacks" and blamed the BIA, which he said is charged with overseeing the housing authority's business.

The housing authority is scheduled to handle $1.5 million for building 75 new homes on the reservation in a contract awarded to G & R.

Fritzler said the Crow members are being short-changed by disappearing funds.

Fritzler termed the $60,000 error a "kickback" and blamed the BIA, which he said is charged with overseeing the housing authority's business.

The housing authority is scheduled to handle $1.5 million for building 75 new homes on the reservation in a contract awarded to G & R.

Fritzler said the Crow members are being short-changed by disappearing funds.

The $60,000 in question is only the tip of the iceberg in a game in which the Crows think they are being given the run around. Fritzler said. Fritzler said.

Fritzler said the Crow members are being short-changed by disappearing funds. Fritzler said.

Fritzler said the Crow members are being short-changed by disappearing funds. Fritzler said.

"We have commitments from Mansfield, Metcalf, the General Accounting Office, and the BIA in Washington to help us in any way they could if we got this audit done," Fritzler said.

During a special meeting of the tribal council on Oct. 19, the tribe had passed a 289 to make the audit effective in an overall audit.

"If we get the audit done, it will be yelling, 'Hi ya, Silver and raking for his check,'" Fritzler said.

...
Maine Indians told:

'Be patient'

I urge the governor of Maine to reconsider his decision to halt negotiations with the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Indians.

Their class-action suit alleges that 12 million acres of land were stolen by the State of Maine. In 1970 a federal law was enacted that insists that the government must approve all treaties involving Indian land. The land-stealing treaties of 1794, 1796, and 1818 were signed without federal approval, thus violating federal law.

For thousands of years the native Americans were caretakers of their Mother Earth, while in only 400 years we have brought this land to the brink of disaster with nuclear holocaust, DDT, animal extinction, radiation and other maladies stemming from our general disregard for our environment.

On one hand, we have had for centuries a group of people telling the Indians to be patient and to trust the white man, act peacefully and through the courts. On the other hand we have a group of native Americans who have seen their mother beaten for hundreds of years while struggling to maintain a culture of their own.

The State of Maine is telling the Indians to forget the courts and negotiations and is handing them resource-depleted scraps.

The people of Maine should support the dislocated Passamaquoddy and Penobscot and educate their misguided governor as to who is the best caretaker and legitimate owner.

PATRICK J. O'CONNOR
Amherst
Indians make ‘good’ welders

A large group of Indian youths are learning the welding trade at a private Tulsa school and the owner says they have a “natural” ability to perform the work.

Noel Adams, owner of Tulsa Welding School, said he is training 33 of the young men, many placed by the Area Employment Assistance Office in Muskogee.

International pipeline construction firms are providing high pay and other incentives to attract welders willing to stay a sufficient amount of time, often in remote areas, Adams explained.

Adams said the demand has caused the school to teach three shifts per day, five days a week.

He said 82 per cent of all students are graduated from the school course, which runs from five to 16 weeks.

Sioux to be honored today

Participants in a conference on Indian education will have a ceremony in Mankato, Minn., today to honor 38 Sioux Indians who were hanged in the aftermath of the 1862 Sioux uprising in Minnesota.

The ceremony will be held on Main St., near where the gallows were erected in 1862.

The weeklong conference is being held in the Twin Cities to discuss alternate schools controlled by Indians and to focus attention on the recent cut in federal funds used specifically for educating Indian children.

Funds have been cut from $55 million to $40 million. The two Indian-run alternate schools in the Twin Cities—the Heart of the Earth Survival School in Minneapolis and the Red School House in St. Paul—rely heavily on federal funds.

Funds have been cut from $55 million to $40 million. The two Indian-run alternate schools in the Twin Cities—the Heart of the Earth Survival School in Minneapolis and the Red School House in St. Paul—rely heavily on federal funds.

The Minneapolis school, which has about 95 students, received grants this year totaling $240,000.

The St. Paul school, which has about 100 students, received $210,000, according to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

Other grants in Minnesota went to the Mille Lacs Reservation at Onamia ($148,000), the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe (two grants totaling $182,500) and the National Indian Education Association in Minneapolis ($133,000).

The conference is scheduled to end this weekend with powwows Saturday and Sunday and suppers both nights with traditional Indian foods. The meal Saturday will be at the Union Gospel Mission in St. Paul and Sunday at the Native American Center at 6 p.m.
Ray Tracey: Indian for Indian kids to cheer

When I was growing up in the Shadow Butte area of northeastern Arizona, the other kids went to see western movies like everybody else.

"We saw those Indians up there on the screen portraying a medicine, burning houses, shooting the whites with bows and arrows, and when the trumpet blew and the U.S. Cavalry came galloping to the rescue, we Indian kids cheered for the good guys. The whites.

"I was always asking my dad to take me to the movies as I could play cowboys and Indians. Everybody wanted to be the cowboys, nobody wanted to be Indians ..."

The handsome, young man with the Indian eyes relailed. Then smiled. "We were making inroads through the eyes of the white man and we were winning."

Tracey was in 21 new with 24 years of college work toward a civil engineering degree and two films toward a career in the movies behind him. But he still remembers his fear he experienced when his parents decided it was time for him to leave the reservation and go to the white man's school in Kayesville, Utah, in the Latter-day Saints placement program for youngsters.

"I had the same problems any minority kid has — there were so many of them and only one of me. I felt I wasn't as good as the white kid. My foster family was very good to me. It was still awfully hard for a young Indian to be thrown into a completely different world."

In re-impact he realizes "We saw it pretty gross for the Navajo reservations. We had a fantastic school system for such a remote area. You could get a good education if you wanted it, and my parents pushed me to do my best in school. Still the best training and the best grades in the worst don't make you too sure of yourself in a new environment. It took me a long time before I adjusted out of it and started going after things in school. Joining clubs and going out for athletics. I ended up vice president of the student body."

"It took me all that time to realize people are the same ... it's the individual who puts him, not a situation. While kids had been trying to be friends. I just wouldn't let them because I felt different. Actually I became popular because I was different."

"Finally I made peace with myself. I realized there are some whites who just don't like Indians, but people are generally good and just care what's in your heart."

When he started college, he found milliary Indian friends who wanted to stick with the Indian ways. "No Indians is going to forget what has happened to the past. The militaries have their place. I'm not saying Indians still a fair shake in the field treatment. But I have learned to like the white man's words. What's past is past. My culture is today. If I take the best from Indian tradition and modern technology, I can be my own man and hopefully do anything I want."

WHAT HE WANTS is as much a question to him as many other young men of his age. He had planned to be a civil engineer, followed in the father's footsteps, until a chance meeting led to a screen test and a leading role in "The Great American Indian" a couple years ago. "I was the kid who never watched TV in the evening and helped having his picture taken and here I am, an actor."

Hast 'made the title role in "Joe Panther" premiering in Denver, Sunday, December 15th, across the state. What had started a "kick" has taken on a new importance.

"I'm serious about film career. It's shaky business that I've all for new things, so see and learn and do. I still want to get that engineering degree but first I want to see what happens with this. I'm going after as fast as I can."

He hasn't been back to the reservation — doesn't plan to go back. "but my dad's proud of me. My mom. well, she is more educated needed. She keeps saying, "When are you going to get out of the movies and get on with your education?" My dad cool. I like my dad."

HAP ALREADY GOTTEN some hassling from his in-laws friends... expects more. "I know I'm going to get feedback, but I want to get positive. It. There are always two sides of an issue. If you live in the past, you'll end in the past. I want to live in the future. I want to be a winner. I don't want to die wishing I could have tried something."

"Besides, I think these movies help the Indian cause. They show Indians and whites are pretty much the same. A lot of people on reservations have rough but whites do about that? This way I can help a few kids by showing another Indian is trying to make good."

Besides, we have some whites can cheer for an Indian instead of the cavalry.
BIA Job Actions Inept,' Says CSC

In a blistering condemnation of Bureau of Indian Affairs' handling of personnel actions as merit promotions, recruitment, equal employment and illegal detailing of employees, the Civil Service Commission lashed the agency's job personnel services unit as "inept, totally ineffective and ruinous for a headquarters establishment."

This is the thrust of a recent CSC evaluation report, which also accused the personnel services office of having met with "a complete and total breakdown" in its efforts to fill vacancies in BIA, an agency of the Interior Department.

Deficiencies in BIA's personnel servicing, as spelled out in the commission's evaluation report, follow:

- The placement process is "poor."
- There are long delays in completing job processing actions.
- Qualifications of prospective employees are poorly evaluated.
- Merit promotion program operations are fraught with violations.
- Recruiting is ineffectual, particularly with regard to Indians.
- The servicing personnel office "is inept and almost totally ineffective -- ruinous for a headquarters establishment."
- Staffing level and mix of jobs are not related to the work that must be done.
- The level of expertise is low, essentially it is a clerical operation.
- Technical guidance is not available to the job servicing unit from the bureau's personnel management division.

In view of its findings, the commission recommended that the servicing personnel office be placed under BIA's personnel management division, since managers do not trust the servicing personnel office in critical or key areas.

Among other weaknesses uncovered, the commission noted that although BIA has available most of the information necessary to project manpower needs, the agency possesses no complete manpower planning system.

In conjunction with the budget process, input is obtained from tribal sources concerning future needs of BIA-provided services.

This information is used by program officials to determine the future level of services to be provided while taking into account anticipated appropriations.

These data are translated into projected manpower needs to ensure that the right numbers of people with the necessary skills and abilities are available throughout the organization to carry out the BIA mission.

CSC noted, however, that "this information is not transmitted to the personnel management division for dissemination to operating personnel offices."

Consequently, their offices are unable to respond "in the most effective manner to the needs identified."

"Thus handicapped, it is not surprising that recruiting efforts have been ineffective and are not meeting BIA central office needs," CSC said.

BIA's recruiting needs are somewhat different from those of other federal agencies.

This is because the legal mandate of Indian preference and what CSC described as "the uniqueness of the BIA mission" tend to narrow the potential labor market from which the bureau may draw.

CSC was told by numerous BIA officials that "it is extremely difficult to attract Indian candidates to Washington, D.C."

CSC contended, however, that "these difficulties and constraints only underscore the need for a more active approach to manpower planning and recruiting."

"The absence of a unified manpower planning program and the ineffectiveness of recruiting efforts have resulted in a failure to obtain people with the necessary skills and abilities to fill key positions in the BIA headquarters office," CSC said.

As evidence of this failure, CSC cited statistics which show that at the time of the evaluation, there existed 15 vacancies in BIA headquarters, "an extremely high percentage -- over 25 percent -- of total positions."

CSC noted, for example, that the position of support services officer, GS-13, has been vacant since September 1974, or more than two years.

Regarding the merit promotion program, CSC said that the results of questionnaires and interviews with BIA employees indicate "an extremely low number of employees believe that promotions are given fairly in BIA."

For instance, only 15 percent of employees responding to the commission's questionnaire believed that promotions are given fairly, compared with a governmentwide average of 30 percent.

Although acknowledging that this can be traced in part to the effects of Indian preference on promotion opportunities, CSC noted, nevertheless, that "the fairness of promotions rank low among Indian employees also."

"This is not surprising in view of the nature and number of promotion-related procedural and regulatory violations found by the survey team," the commission said. "These violations have had a net effect of reducing opportunities for employees to compete for promotion."

CSC also rapped BIA for improper use of details of employees.

The commission's survey team uncovered 22 instances of employees illegally assigned to other positions for extended periods, more than 30 days, without appropriate documentation.

Such action, said CSC, was in violation of the requirements of Federal Personnel Manual Chapter 300, subchapter 18, which stipulates that any detail exceeding 30 calendar days must be documented in the employee's official personnel folder.

Details which extend beyond 20 days may be approved in advance by CSC. The commission noted that 15 of the 22 detail violations involved situations requiring prior approval from CSC.
Regarding Indian preference and staffing practices, BIA officials sought to vilify the Indian preference practice as being the major deterrent to a merit staffing program within BIA.

CSC disagreed. "It is not Indian preference per se which has caused the problems," said CSC, "but the lack of a comprehensive and definitive policy on how Indian preference is to be administered in the context of merit staffing practices.

"Nor has there been any wide issuance of EEO policy guidance or dissemination of information, particularly on Indian preference and its interrelationship with the overall EEO program."

- ANDRONICOS.

Also, CSC noted that "there has been no EEO training provided to supervisors, managers or employees during the past 12 months."

For example, some vacancies have remained open because no qualified Indians had applied while other vacancies have been filled by non-Indians, "with no apparent attempt to recruit Indians," the commission noted.

"This causes a ripple effect on staffing programs, as evidenced by high number of vacancies, long delays in filling positions and excessive use of details," CSC said.

The commission also leveled sharp criticisms of the agency's equal employment opportunity program, charging that it is characterized by a lack of support by top management and little acceptance by supervisors and employees.

Employees expressed disbelief to CSC interviewers that there was even a program in existence and that the prevailing view at all levels is that EEO and Indian preference are incompatible.

"Overall, little attention is given the program and even less interest is shown in developing positive action in response to requirements," the commission said.

Even though there are 531 minority group employees out of an agency employment total of 432, CSC contends that BIA efforts are inadequate in recruiting and developing Indians, other minority group members and women.

The commission also found that there exists no upward mobility program in the agency, even though 43 percent of Indian employment is concentrated at the GS-2 through 7 levels.
15 Papago Indians Nab Smugglers

Five more Papago Indian patrol officers have been hired by the U.S. Customs Service to help patrol the smuggler-ridden 60 miles of U.S.-Mexican border near Sells, Ariz.

The new recruits bring to 15 the number Customs has assigned to the area, which lies within the Papago Indian Reservation.

Previously, non-Indian Customs officers faced difficulty disguising their presence, negotiating the desolate terrain and communicating with the Papago tribe members who speak an unwritten language almost impossible for outsiders to learn.

U.S. Commissioner of Customs Vernon D. Acree appointed seven members of the Papago tribe as Customs patrol officers in 1974. Later, their number was increased to ten.

Since their appointment, the Papago Customs patrol officers have made 63 drug seizures totaling 27,116 pounds of marijuana. There have been 45 arrests, with 24 vehicles and 16 horses seized. Many of the horses have been put to work with the Customs Service in the Sells area and at Lukeville, Ariz.

Indian Arts For Women Are Planned

"INDIAN Fine Arts - A Female Perspective," jointly sponsored by the Oklahoma Arts and Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, D. C., will be presented at 7 p.m. Oct. 29 in the University of Oklahoma Stovall Museum, 325 Asp, Norman.

Aiding with the fine arts program is the Norman-based "New Sooners," an organization for women and their husbands who are employed by the university.

Spokesmen for the group, Sharon Garcia, said the event will be geared toward the Indian woman.

"There will be two parts to the program. Lucillia Wise will give a talk on 'Appreciation of Indian Creativity' and students from Concho Indian School will give readings of their own poetry," she said.

ON DISPLAY will be original paintings by five female Indian artists. Mary Adair Horse-chie, Sharron Ahtone Harjo, Ruth Blalock Jones, Virginia Skroud, Carrie Wahnee (who paints under the name "Water Girl"), and Mary Breser Young.

The paintings will be on exhibit on the second floor of Stovall and the "New Sooners" will be available as tour guides. The artists will be present to discuss the paintings.

Lo, The Poor Indian!

REMEMBER the crying Indian of tv commercials? Well, the warrior moved to tears over the littering habits of Americans has done his job well.

At least that's the opinion of the container and packaging industry which sponsored the Keep America Beautiful campaign, of which the warrior was a part.

The Indian and other efforts to spotlight litter problems prompted three States to ban non-returnable containers from even being used.

Tuesday, four more States will vote on measures to halt the use of non-returnables. The results of the vote in Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts and Michigan could well determine the direction of the "battle battle" in the U.S.

Both sides have won some skirmishes in the war and basically are angling economics. The container industry contends the ban of non-returnables would cost 82,000 jobs and the industry millions in no longer needed machinery.

But the Environmental Protection Agency said such a ban nationwide on throwaways would save the equivalent of 115,000 barrels of oil a day and provide 118,000 jobs for recycling activities.

Regardless of the outcome, the weeping warrior isn't anymore. His industry sponsors want to run a tv commercial of him smiling over the success of cleanup campaigns and coincidentally show there is no need for anti-throwaway laws.

The EPA and the National Wildlife Federation dropped out of the anti-litter campaign over this, calling the proposal an industry front.

Lo, the poor Indian! He can't win, even when he does win.
Charlie Knows His Trade

ROOSEVELT NATIONAL FOREST, Colo. (UPI) — When an old-time tourist marched out of a trading post and tried to get him about Indian jewelry, Charlie Eagle Plume threw him out and closed early for the 1975 season.

"I ain't never hit old ladies," he said. "They fight dirty and I ain't as young as I used to be."

If there is one thing Charlie knows, it is Indian jewelry. Charlie was sitting in the back of his shop, grading a long Indian-style wig he wears while on his winter lecture circuit. At his feet sat a huge black bobcat, who watches over his wares.

"It's Sawyer_ARGS," he said. "Fifteen Indians to be tried over hunting, Wilmington Park. You come up here I figure you want to look at the mountains, not signs. I try to be inconspicuous." He sat in the tiny room, a flannel, punch-over man with a large nose and dark black hair combed straight back. He worked on the wig, chain-smoking cigarettes as he talked.

"Got to clean this here wig up for my lectures. Got to look neat, clean and sexy."

The shop is only open from June to December. Charlie begins traveling throughout the country lecturing to any group that will pay to hear him.

Recognized Expert

Despite his cantankerous nature and tendency to spin tall tales, he is a recognized authority on the artifacts and jewelry of the Navajo, Hopi and Pueblo Indian tribes.

"I'm a damn good talker," Charlie said. "I say things in my lectures that would drive a man outta town. They'd drive him out on a rail."

"But I wear this here wig, see, and an Indian costume and I can get away with it. I'm one-quarter Blackfoot, one-half German and a quarter French, but they look at me and say he's just an Indian."

During the three-month tourist season, Charlie operates his trading post with the help of part-time workers. He says he has an estimated $3 million worth of artifacts and jewelry in his shop. Each year in September, he packs it up and ships it to a nearby storagehouse for the winter.

"The other $1 million worth of stuff I'll give to a couple of kids who take over my costume and I can sell and get away with it."

Fifteen Indians Deny Charges Over Hunting

Special to The Sentinel

Hayward, Wis. — Fifteen Indians pleaded innocent in Sawyer County Court here Friday to charges involving violations of various Wisconsin hunting, fishing and safety regulations.

Trial dates for the suspects, all members of the Lac Courte Oreilles band of Chippewa Indians, were set for late November and December.

A motion for change of venue was submitted for those requesting jury trials. Atty. Gene Potratz, representing the Indians, said that the suspects could not receive a fair trial in Sawyer County.

An earlier motion submitted by the defendants to dismiss the charges because Indians retained hunting and fishing rights on lands ceded to the US in various treaties was dismissed by County Judge Alvin Kesley.

"All people off the reservations should be treated equally," Kesley said. His decision earlier cleared the way for the 15 Indians to be tried in his court.

Some of the violations occurred more than two years ago. The most recent was last April.

Charges include possessing deer or fish out of season, hunting with an artificial light, possessing a loaded firearm and taking fish from a fish refuge.
Minorities Increase In College Classes

WASHINGTON — (AP) — Minority enrollment in the nation's colleges and universities rose 11.7 per cent between 1972 and 1974, with major strides in private colleges and universities, the U.S. Office for Civil Rights announced Thursday.

The government survey showed that while enrollment in public institutions actually decreased during the two years, from 3,986,450 to 3,964,292. While enrollment in private schools rose modestly from 1,405,862 to 1,448,368.

MINORITY STUDENTS represented 11.9 per cent of the total higher education enrollment in 1972 and 12.1 per cent in 1974. During the the two-year period, black enrollments in private schools increased by 27.9 per cent, Spanish-surnamed by 105.4 per cent, Asian-Americans by 32.7 per cent and American Indians by 6.4 per cent, the agency said.

Total minority enrollment in 1974 was 567,836 in public institutions and 227,301 in private institutions.

Across the board, American Indian enrollments were up 2.3 per cent from 33,219 to 34,692; blacks up 19.2 per cent from 499,460 to 593,500; Asian-Americans up 8.7 per cent from 67,062 to 72,527; and Spanish-surnamed up 20.8 per cent from 138,831 to 167,417.

The one exception to the trend was in graduate schools, where enrollments of American Indians and Asian Americans declined over-all.

IN PRIVATE professional schools, American Indian enrollments were concerned. Custer made his last stand gallantly. MOD may very well see the American Indians have fought in many wars for the ideals of this great country. Many died, large numbers disabled, many highly honored and decorated. What greater love hath man that he lay his life on the line for his neighbor or friend? Indians owe allegiance to the United States of America, not citizen-organized groups who are concerned with the loss or gain of self-preservation. I hardly think Fort Peck reservation would want jurisdiction over non-Indians. We couldn't build a jail quite that big.

Contrary to belief, Indians do pay federal income tax on earned income. Trust income, enrollment on the reservation have prospered very well. Also, I haven't seen any starving farm-ranchers lately. MOD speaks of the Homestead Act. Non-Indians and lobbyists were responsible for making this possible. The American Indian could only abide and Fort Peck Indian reservation has been gutted up since. Yet we have survived.

MOD wields supremacy over Indian treaty laws. Article II, section 1, part 3 gives Congress the power to make treaties, not only with the Indians, but foreign powers also. MOD defies this portion of the U.S. Constitution, reference MOD declaration of purpose. Article III, section 2, gives the judicial branch of government the power to resolve these treaties.

The MOD organization has shed new light on the true feelings of their group as far Indians are concerned. Custer made his last stand gallantly. MOD may very well see the American Indians make his last stand for the Indian is a true warrior.

Ray K. Eder
Center named after recovered alcoholic

By MARJORIE JONES

Six years ago an Athabaskan Indian looked through the bars of his padded cell in the city jail, so ill that his future was questionable.

Yesterday he stood in front of the new Indian residential-treatment center at the Cedar Hills Alcoholism Center in Maple Valley and heard County Executive John Spellman dedicate it in his name.

"It's quite a surprise," said Ernest Taylor as Spellman shook his hand. "I had no idea you were going to name it after me."

The Ernest Taylor Residential Center will provide intensive care to Indian alcoholics, long considered a major need. There are 32 beds for men and 12 for women.

"We're not segregating Indians as an ethnic group," Taylor said. "We're segregating the problem which we recognize as the No. 1 problem among American Indians."

THE $200,000 center for Indians is a new 96-bed long-term facility to be opened in January were funded by Referendum 23. The total cost will be about $1 million, with 25 per cent coming from the county.

"Lack of understanding of Indian ways, cultural heritage and lifestyle has hampered treatment," Spellman said. "With the opening of this facility an important missing link is added to King County's comprehensive treatment system."

Spellman cited Turner's leadership in getting the center established.

Turner, 46, came here in 1966 for treatment of tuberculosis. When he recovered, he became a barber, but he also became an alcoholic. In the mid-1960s he hit Skid Road, working only occasionally when he sobered up. Finally his health again was affected.

In August, 1976, when he was arrested, a woman physician in the city jail suggested Turner ask the judge to sentence him to Cedar Hills.

"I did and it saved my life," Turner said.

TURNER, DETERMINED to help other Indians, went to the University of Utah to take a course designed to help Indian alcoholics. Returning here, he put together an alcoholism program through the Seattle Indian Health Board.

For the past three years he has been director of the program. He will supervise activities at the center.

Turner is chairman of the National Indian Alcoholism Advisory Committee. He also coordinates activities of the Thunderbird Fellowship House, a halfway house for Indian alcoholics and an information-and-referral agency on Skid Road.

Racial bias claim made on housing

By Teresa C. Fitts

A public housing commissioner today accused the Oklahoma City Housing Authority of "gross discrimination" by not providing homes for more American Indians and Mexican Americans.

Out of 2,300 families living in homes or apartments subsidized by the federal government in Oklahoma City, more than half are black, and only 15 are Indian, commissioner Louis F. Danforth told a board meeting today.

"According to the 1970 census, the ratio of blacks to Indians (in Oklahoma City) is 4 to 1, yet in public housing, blacks occupy 51.1 per cent of the units, and Indians six-tenths of 1 per cent, and Chicanos and Orientals three-tenths of a per cent," Danforth said.

"These figures prove, to me at least, that there is gross discrimination in the system and that this situation should be remedied immediately."

Danforth proposed that government funds provided under a new rent subsidy program be utilized to increase the number of non-black minorities in public housing.

The Native American Center in Oklahoma City has complained of housing discrimination to the U.S. Office of Housing and Urban Development.

The center, which has asked HUD to investigate the housing authority's policies for evaluating minority applications for housing and to require the authority to hire a special counselor to work with Indian applicants.

Bob Gardner, of the Indian Training and Employment Program, told commissioners today they also should allow an Indian to sit on the board.
presently is a deputy who claims Fish has demoralized the department.

Since being appointed, Fish has come under criticism for his actions during a shootout Feb. 3 of last year that resulted in the deaths of John Wabunscud Jr. and Arlin Pedman.

A state Justice Department probe cleared Fish in that matter.

He also was cleared of an allegation that he was intoxicated while breaking up a drinking party in Kenesha about a year ago.

Nine of his deputies also were cleared.
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Group asks release of Indian

About 50 members of the Native American Solidarity Committee (NASC) and their supporters marched to the Canadian Consulate in Minneapolis Monday to demand the release of Native American activist Leonard Peltier.

Peltier, a Sioux from Grand Forks, N.D., has been imprisoned in Vancouver, B.C., since February. The United States has asked for Peltier's extradition to stand trial for a murder in a June, 1975, shootout at the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota in which two FBI agents and one Native American were killed.

Cathy James, a member of NASC's national coordinating committee, read a statement asking for Peltier's release and political asylum in Canada to Canadian consul John H. Bailey.

She explained that two other Native Americans charged in the same case were acquitted this summer and charges against a third were dropped.

But Bailey assured the demonstrators that their statement would be considered when Peltier's appeal comes up later this month and that a copy would be forwarded to Canadian Minister of Justice Ronald Basford, who would make the final decision if the matter is not resolved in court.

"We'll just have to wait and see now," Bailey said.

But according to NASC member Karen Northcotte, NASC has no intentions of waiting.

The organization's 26 chapters will hold demonstrations in several cities and gather petitions and sponsoring speakers. A people's tribunal also is being organized, Northcotte said, "to expose and challenge the role of the FBI in oppressing native people."

At a press conference Friday, James said Peltier's case has received a lot of support in Canada. But his chances of winning the appeal, she explained, would be helped by similar support in the United States.
Indian Activist Lashes Out

at Hometown Ponca City Police

PONCA CITY - In his first visit to his native Ponca City since being released from prison, Indian activist Carter Camp lashed out at the local police force during a rally here Wednesday.

The afternoon rally, which included Camp and other American Indian Movement leaders, was held to protest alleged police brutality in Ponca City.

City officials and the FBI are investigating allegations that a 24-year-old Indian man was beaten while under arrest on a public drunkenness charge. Neither of the investigations is complete.

"I knew we had a lot of things wrong here in Ponca City," Camp said. "But when these police, these pigs, brutalize my brothers then it's time to come home."

Camp was recently released from a federal prison after serving 14 months for his participation in the Wounded Knee seizure and occupation in South Dakota.

"I'm perfectly willing to have another Wounded Knee in Ponca City if that's what it takes for justice," Camp said.

City officials have temporarily suspended the police officer involved in the arrest of Edward Calls Him, said Marion Van Huesen, assistant police chief. An internal investigation by the city of the Oct. 22 incident is expected to be complete by Monday.

Van Huesen said the internal investigation is being hindered because Calls Him, who was reportedly treated Oct. 22 at a Ponca City hospital, has not given a statement to police.

An AIM spokesman said Calls Him would contact city officials Thursday. AIM members, city officials, and the five-member city commission met here early Wednesday to discuss how to stop alleged similar incidents from occurring in the future.

Mayor Kenneth Holmes said a grievance committee or council that will be appointed by the Indian people will be established "so we can build the bridges and not dig the gullies between our people."

"I think we will have a healing process that comes out of this," Holmes said.
much of the Navajo reservation is desert scrubland. During the hot summer months, it is rare to find water in the streambeds, baked and cracked from the blazing sun.

But in the mountainous areas, the juniper forests are cool and green.

The chief form of transportation is the pickup truck, often bashed by the cracked ruts. Only 4 percent of the reservation's roads are paved, mostly by the Federal government.

There is nothing tangible to prevent the Navajo from crossing the reservation border to try to make their way into investigations of the tribe's finances.

No one pays property taxes, for the Navajos do not own their land. The tribe does. Only those who live in tribal housing pay rent.

Characteristics and customs distilled by the Navajo culture — alien to the crowded and competitive life of the rest of the United States — hinder the Navajo's way into the white man's world.

Navajos teach their children deference and cooperation. They try to teach their decisions by consensus.

In the white man's world these characteristics come across as extreme shyness, lack of competition, indolence. Non-Indian teachers find that children will neither ask questions in class nor volunteer answers.

The is enough tribal and Federal scholarship money available for every Navajo who wants to go to school to be able to do so on a full scholarship, said Thomas Jackson, president of the College of Navajo, a private junior college on the reservation. But he added that few do.

"If you've been herding sheep all your life, the possibility of your dreaming to be an airplane pilot is very remote," he said.

Virtually every Navajo, from shepherd to secretary, still participates in the ceremonial "sings," part religious ceremony, part medical and part social.

Friday Kinlichee, 21, is a Navajo medicine man. He specializes in the Night Way, or Yellihi, a ceremony for mental illness. Medicine men specialize in only a few of the more than 50 ceremonies, for they are complicated. In the nine days of the Yellihi, Kinlichee will sing 576 songs and supervise four sand paintings and four ceremonial dances.

susie black has six children to raise in this kiva one-room hogan. A small barrel converted to a stove provides heat. Light streams through the smoke hole and door. There are no windows.

The metal beds, overstuffed armchair, wooden shelves and gas stove look out of place on the dirt floor, against walls of skinned juniper logs. A tiny propane tank is stuck into the mud that covers the outside of the hogans.

Susie Black must travel 20 miles over rutted dirt and sand roads for water and supplies.

change of power

On March 12, 1966, President Sukarno of Indonesia turned over his power to anti-Communist Lt. Gen. Suharto.

Many houses of Navajo-land are not much better than Susie Black's hogan. Only 18 percent are large enough for all their inhabitants (usually six or seven), and have water, electricity and access to a road, according to Bureau of Indian Affairs figures.

Navajos live in this large desert reservation because it is their ancestral homeland, because they were born here, and because the government put them here.

much of the Navajo reservation is desert scrubland. During the hot summer months, it is rare to find water in the streambeds, baked and cracked from the blazing sun.

But in the mountainous areas, the juniper forests are cool and green.

The chief form of transportation is the pickup truck, often bashed by the cracked ruts. Only 4 percent of the reservation's roads are paved, mostly by the Federal government.

There is nothing tangible to prevent the Navajo from crossing the reservation border to try to make their way into investigations of the tribe's finances.

No one pays property taxes, for the Navajos do not own their land. The tribe does. Only those who live in tribal housing pay rent.
Explore Arizona

How to see Havasupai

For the less hardy, Grand Canyon Helicopters, P.O. Box 486, Grand Canyon, Ariz. 86023, provides service into the canyon. Individual rates are determined by the number of people taking the flight. Each aircraft has a seating capacity of four persons in addition to the pilot.

The Havasupai Indians first settled in the Grand Canyon around 1200 A.D. They traded with other tribes, such as the Hopi. Father Francisco Garces, a Spanish priest, found his way into Havasu Canyon in 1774. He was probably the first European to make contact with the Havasupai. Spanish missionary efforts failed and the Havasupai continued to live happily — and separate — from the rest of the world.

Their sanctuary was finally penetrated in the second half of the 19th century — by cattlemen, prospectors and loggers. A small reservation was established in 1882 but the Havasupai continued their separate existence. It is only in recent years that many outsiders have found their way into Havasu Canyon.

For additional information write the Arizona Office of Tourism, 1700 W. Washington, Phoenix, Dept. H, 85007.

For those riding down, reservations for horses must also be made in advance. Payment for all services should be made in cash. Riders need carry only a camera, canteen and similar items needed for the trail. Transportation from Hualapai Hilltop to Supai Village by saddle or pack horse is $25 per animal round-trip or $20 per animal one way.

A limited number of motel-like accommodations are available. These include beds, linen and bath. A communal kitchen with dishes, cooking utensils, gas stove and refrigerator is located in the building for the use of all guests. Rates are modest. A tribal store offers staple groceries, fresh meats, fruits and vegetables at reasonable prices.

For the hardy, Grand Canyon Helicopters, P.O. Box 486, Grand Canyon, Ariz. 86023, provides service into the canyon. Individual rates are determined by the number of people taking the flight. Each aircraft has a seating capacity of four persons in addition to the pilot.

The Havasupai Indians first settled in the Grand Canyon around 1200 A.D. They traded with other tribes, such as the Hopi. Father Francisco Garces, a Spanish priest, found his way into Havasu Canyon in 1774. He was probably the first European to make contact with the Havasupai. Spanish missionary efforts failed and the Havasupai continued to live happily — and separate — from the rest of the world.

Their sanctuary was finally penetrated in the second half of the 19th century — by cattlemen, prospectors and loggers. A small reservation was established in 1882 but the Havasupai continued their separate existence. It is only in recent years that many outsiders have found their way into Havasu Canyon.

For additional information write the Arizona Office of Tourism, 1700 W. Washington, Phoenix, Dept. H, 85007.

For those riding down, reservations for horses must also be made in advance. Payment for all services should be made in cash. Riders need carry only a camera, canteen and similar items needed for the trail. Transportation from Hualapai Hilltop to Supai Village by saddle or pack horse is $25 per animal round-trip or $20 per animal one way.

A limited number of motel-like accommodations are available. These include beds, linen and bath. A communal kitchen with dishes, cooking utensils, gas stove and refrigerator is located in the building for the use of all guests. Rates are modest. A tribal store offers staple groceries, fresh meats, fruits and vegetables at reasonable prices.
Black River region has
great fishing

It isn't too late for river bass fishing and the spot-of-the-month definitely is Black River which divides San Carlos and Fort Apache Indian reservations.

The two most successful Arizona fish introductions in decades have been stripers in the Colorado River and smallmouth bass in Black River. I'll leave it to your own pet fishing fancy which rates highest.

This time of year, thoughts swing to beautiful Black River where foliage has turned to crimson and gold and bronzebacks are foraging for food in a crisp and clear river.

Black River is strictly a backpack adventure and the toughest routes will lead you to hottest bass action. You can catch small bass until your arm gives out using muddler minnows and streamers or, by casting spinning lures like the Mepps and Z-Ray.

Such was the case for Phoenicians Bill Bob Whitaker and Steve Carey, Chuck Raines, and Stan Eissinger. On a recent three-day trek into the depths of this unscarred canyon with towering cliffs rising 600 feet above the river, they caught and released batches of pound-size bronzebacks. They went in from the Fort Apache side, dropping into the canyon above Bonito Creek. They reported ideal weather and stream conditions. These conditions should hold up well into November. As waters chill, smallmouth action increases until

temperatures turn icy and the metabolism rate of the smallmouth slows down for winter.

The last week in October and early November are hard to beat in Black River. This is especially a good time for large flyrod streamers and topwater popping bugs. The traditional Calmac bug remains one of the deadliest for late-season smallmouth action.

Although Bill Carey and his party scored well on tiny plugs, most fish are caught on Mepps spinners than any other smallmouth enticer. Favorites are evenly divided between those with bucktails and the standard version with red plastic tail.

Black River remains one of the truly wilderness backpack fishing streams in the state. Chances are you will see black bear, deer, bobcat and perhaps even a mountain lion on a two- or three-day hike. You actually are more apt to see bear tracks than human footprints along wildest stretches of the stream.

There are several well-defined trails leading into good fishing water, but the best results are found where you reach the stream by following game trails. I've fished the river five times and always found poorest fishing around the established trailheads.

If all this has whetted your fishing appetite, here are a few tips to remember: use lightweight backpack gear and keep your load to a minimum; hiking boots are a must for hiking in and out, but canvas shoes are the ticket for wading once you hit the stream. They alert for rattlesnakes—even scorpions—and carry a first aid kit.

One last suggestion, pick yourself up a Fort Apache Indian Reservation small game permit because pine flats flanking the canyon generally play host to heavy flights of bandtail pigeons.
FUND CUTBACK HURTS LOCAL INDIAN EDUCATION

BY TERRY TAPUYA
President, Indians into Communications

"For the First Americans the past has often been stained and shameful. In the last few years your hard work and the cooperation of our federal government have dramatically turned this tide. Today, the future for Indian children is full of new found freedom, opportunity and self-fulfillment. I commit myself unequivocally to the kind of coordinated effort that will continue this trend in the years ahead." The above quotation is from President Gerald Ford's recent letter to the National Indian Education Association.

Indians are used to hearing fine words from high places ... but we live daily with the actions of administration rather than the words.

The reality is that Native Americans have accomplished a great deal toward improving their educational situation in spite of the government rather than because of it. For example, in Washington State for 1975, the ratio of non-Indian teachers to non-Indian students is nearly 23 students to one teacher. "The ratio of Indian pupils to Indian teachers is 139 to one," according to the last annual report on Indian education, prepared by the Superintendent of Public Instruction (SPI).

Little can change in Indian education if we do not have Indian educators in the school system. Unfortunately, the federal government sees more in numbers than in needs. To the federal eye, there is a teacher surplus. But out of 60,000 (FTE) certified positions in the public schools, 193 are Native Americans," reports Harold Patterson, from the SPI's office. Patterson (a non-Indian) supports Native American recruitment into education. Indian teachers would serve "as role models for Indian children and combat alienation," he said.

The cutback in federal funding to education in general, continued Patterson, "does not relieve us of the responsibility of dealing with the imbalances that exist. Native Americans are not only a racial entity, they are political entities as well. They have special rights which are based on constitutional law which guarantees the treaties. One guarantee was education."

One of the local programs severely affected by cutbacks in fund is the Indian Teacher Education Program (ITEP) at the University of Washington. Headed by Willard Bill, a Duwamish-Muckleshoot Indian, ITEP has lost its federal money. The program provides a training ground for teachers of Indian students and a resource center for the Indian community. In the past the program has operated by providing services to paraprofessionals, including teacher aides going to community colleges, who could then transfer into the ITEP undergraduate component at UW, and finally enter the ITEP graduate program. Graduate ITEP students serve as community resource people and staff for the ITEP center.

Ford also stated in his letter to NIEA: "The progress of the '70s toward establishing a firm base from which to build quality education programs for Indian children will not go unnoticed. As educators, parents and laymen actively participating in this vital effort you are to be commended for your energy and success in the past few years. My administration is solidly behind your endeavors."

ITEP has a proven record of accomplishment and the general support of the community. ITEP has no more federal funding.

Bill Daisy, a student in ITEP has said, "they took a few years out of 200 to provide for Indian educators. Now they don't see it as a priority any more."
Indian Opportunity program director cites gains

By Kathy Callahan

The Oklahoma Department of Health, Education and Welfare; The Office of Minority Business Enterprises in the Department of Commerce, and by a grant from the Ford Foundation. Mrs. Hayden, a full-blood Comanche, says the OIO has been better known, the public will feel less threatened by the office.

"There is a positive view by the public toward us," Mrs. Hayden continues. "That wouldn't be the case if we didn't do anything; we are viewed as an organization which gets things done. We might have been feared for a while because we were an unknown factor. Now what we have done is more evident.

"Some tribes in Oklahoma have felt threatened by this program," she adds. "And, the majority of the staff is female. The tribes really don't have to fear us as much as they used to. The youth programs have been successful; there are people working at our centers who formerly were in the programs."

The OIO has set up centers throughout the state - Lawton, Holdenville, Ponca City, Stillwater, Weatherford and Wright City.

"These centers are there for all people," Mrs. Hayden says. "In particular, we want to make Indians aware of what programs are available to them."

A comparison cannot be made between the OIO programs and those of a similar nature in other states, she contends.

"We are farthest along here in a lot of things. We are moving toward having more tribally oriented Indians, and this can be beneficial. But, these are in the urban areas aren't tribally oriented. When dealing with federal funding, the urban Indians are pitted against the 'reservation Indians,' which divides us even more.'

"Recently, a lot of people have claimed 'Indian' ancestry, when they have minimal Indian heritage," she continues, "more so on the East coast than locally. This partly is due to the Indian Finance Act passed in 1974."

FOR TWO YEARS, Mrs. Hayden directed the Associates for Indian Opportunity program in Washington. Later, she was with a HES program for one year, before returning to OIO.

"I am having the opportunity to do the type of work I was wanting to do." As OIO director, she also is the president of the companies owned by the OIOC and, since the office receives federal funds, Mrs. Hayden must spend a lot of time visiting with government agency officials. She describes herself as being a 'tough task master.'

"That work is somewhat unstructured. I have to be able to move and do things on my own." There are allotted 50 people on the paid staff throughout the state. The local centers have volunteers and actively seek more volunteers. The board of directors is composed of 41 Indians and non-Indians, who meet four times a year.

"Nine members of the board comprise the executive committee, which meets once a month. The staff is working with the local groups to provide training and technical assistance for the centers. "We work with the tribes on basic counseling, the use of resources, and how to remove the barriers which keep Indians from getting services. "Some feel they have a identity with an Indian person for that person to like them, by saying 'I am related to an Indian princess.' I don't need that. I accept people as they are."
Indians wind up meet

By Twila Van Leer

Deseret News staff writer

"Justice through Sovereignty," the theme of the convention of the National Congress of American Indians which ended at the Salt Palace Friday, was supported by action on a number of resolutions.

Delegates from 113 tribes have considered several areas of government Indian relations and developed resolutions intended to reestablish the tribes as independent entities within the United States.

The resolutions will be considered during deliberations of an Indian Policy Review Commission in Washington, D.C., which will make recommendations to Congress on Indian policy.

It was the consensus of delegates that the Bureau of Indian Affairs should be abolished and replaced by an agency on which Indians would have more power, possibly with cabinet status.

In a resolution on tribal government, the delegates reaffirmed their contention that the federal government has no right or authority to limit Indian tribal organization, and that federal responsibility is primarily to protect the rights of Indian tribes to continue to exist as sovereign, self-governing bodies.

In the resolution, the Secretary of the Interior and the BIA are excluded from any authority except in the exercise of trust responsibilities. Under terms of the document approved by delegates this week, Indians would have sole jurisdiction of all lands and people within their boundaries, with right to tax, regulate land use and natural resources.

In meetings regarding jurisdiction, intergovernmental relations, health and welfare and natural resources, the NCAI representatives have repeatedly urged that federal funds be directed to tribes without going first through the states in which they are located.

The tribes also will seek legal recourse against infringement on trust rights and responsibilities, either through the Department of Justice, or, in cases of conflict of interest, through U.S. payment of fees for lawyers and other private counsel.

Delegates heard a report Friday from a committee which has studied the provisions of Title 26 welfare benefits. The provisions were unacceptable in their present form, a panel told the delegates.

Suggestions for refinement to benefit Indians and recognize the sovereignty of tribes included providing for funding direct to the tribes rather than through states, basing of grants on need, rather than on percentage of the population, simplified accounting procedures.

Trust income should be exempted in determining eligibility for health and welfare programs, delegates agreed. A separate social services act to deal with specific Indian welfare and social needs will be sought.

The delegates also approved an international, intertribal pact to monitor agencies which handle adoptions and to trace children adopted out of the tribes contrary to tribal policy.

These children fail to learn their identity as American Indians, panelists said, and do not receive other benefits they would if not adopted outside the tribe.

The convention also agreed to persist in obtaining a $420,000 Health, Education and Welfare grant to assess social and welfare needs of Indians. The grant was promised, but has never been forthcoming.
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A pattern of revived Indian rights is emerging in eastern Oklahoma. It can be seen in several developments during 1976. They include:

1. The startling $175 million appraisal of the Arkansas River bed property owned by the Cherokees. Choctaws and Chickasaws announced last spring. The amounts stunned even until then.

2. Implementation of a new Cherokee Nation constitution that authorized a deputy chief and a 15-member elected council. This could provide not only a "check and balance" and a minority voice in the tribe's government at Table-quick but also a stronger representation of the second largest American Indian tribe as an influence in Congress and in eastern Oklahoma politics.

3. The Harjo vs. Kloppe decision in a Creek Indian case which ordered reconstruction of the Creek Nation government centered at Okmulgee. The Creeks must include legislative features of their 1870 Constitution in a new constitution they have planned.

More important than the local political impact on the Creeks, the court also held that the Bureau of Indian Affairs had overstpped its authority considerably, using bureau
cratic policy decisions to impose unwritten law upon the Creeks since Oklahoma statehood.

According to the court, the BIA must back up, loosen its hold on the Creeks and let them exercise more freedom in deciding their own affairs. This development is not lost on many other tribes which have meekly followed the BIA decision for years.

4. The American Indian Policy Review Commission hearing in Oklahoma which provided a platform for airing Indian grievances and expressing Indian ideas. They were

masy and serious. Problems concerning health, housing, employment, tribal rights were examined.

Several tribes, notably the Creeks, submitted a comprehensive recommendation for reform of Indian policy. The com- mission is authorized to present such recommendations to Congress for consideration. Many Indians are hopeful that enlightened Indian law will result, but those experienced in Indian-government relations are not holding their breath until then.

5. The recent Cherokee claim that federal revenue derived from generation of electric power from surplus unappro-priated water by the Southwestern Power Administration in streams covered by treaties and patents in the old Cherokee Nation is theirs. This is symptomatic of the Indians' new legal aggressiveness, standing up for their rights which were ignored 75 years ago when Oklahoma became a state. They point out the BIA is as much their trustee as any other part of the federal government.

If there is anything to this claim, it could provide a source of continuing revenue for the Cherokees that might validate the government of considerable expenditure for Indian af-fairs.

6. Delay of a proposed water sales contract between the City of Tulsa and Public Service Co. of Oklahoma for Verdigris River Water within the Creek Nation Reservations covered by a 1913 act of Congress that is now pending before the Supreme Court. The issue has stepped up the BIA's efforts to safeguard its legal rights in the area.

The developments cited are new but the principles upon which they are based are old. They have been ignored for years, and the Indians have until recent times been virtually powerless to protect themselves even from their own legal guardians, the United States government, in many instances.

Whatever guilt feelings there may be about Indian treat- ment among some elements of the American public aside, the provisions cited here are based on law, not emotion or sympathy.

The Indian wars are over and the battles on the plains are history, but the historic documents—the solemn treaties, the acts of Congress—are alive.

They are inspiring the late 20th century Indian legal warri ors to take their fight for existence into the white man's arenas--the courts, the Congress, the Indian Claims Com mission.

And it is hoped in some quarters that those locations need never be seen as a lost cause. Honorable and responsible men reviewing established facts and law regarding Indian rights should be able to reach reasonable settlements of Indian issues without always entering litigation.
A boy to commend

October 8, while in Billings on an impromptu personal and business shopping trip, I lost a Circuit holding my personal credit cards and a sum of money from parent fees from the Ashland Child Development Center which I direct on the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation. My container was found by an unknown person, the money and the holder and the credit cards discarded in the parking lot of the grocery store where I lost it.

Young David Carpenter, 1324 Stillwater Avenue, found the items, took them to his parents and they called me Saturday night and told me of the discovery. I want to publicly commend David for his honesty and his parents for their concern in getting the found items back to me.

It certainly is to be regretted that the first party that found my holder did not have the same honest character that David has. The 13 Indian children that come daily to the Center surely need the food that the money could have purchased.

The Center is having to operate on a very limited budget and the project is no longer funded by the agency that supported it last year, and we are trying to keep the Center open for the benefit of the children and their working mothers who are trying to provide for their families.

Again, I want to commend David and his family for their willingness to assist me. It surely would be wonderful if the party who first found my money and cards could recompense their action and mail the money and the items back to me. I certainly would love to write a thank you note to that person in the name of the children of the Center.

Barbara B. Metford

Lame Deer

Cherokee council to meet Dec. 4

TAHLEQUAH - Cherokee Chief Ross Swimmer has announced he plans to convene here Dec. 4 the new tribal council being elected this month.

The Cherokees are electing by mail endorsement of 15 candidates by tribal members or advisory board more than a political body. He said he will express himself to the new council with confidence and emphasize that political differences should be settled to the councils efforts can be directed toward getting on with important tribal business.

The political campaign to elect the deputy and council chief took the chief in a bind recently when he approved an endorsement of 15 candidates by tribal business manager Vance McSpadden.

He has opposed slate tactics.

"The McSpadden endorsement is not a slate," Swimmer said. "Vance showed the names to me and asked if I approved of the people he listed and I told him I did, but there are others who encouraged to run for the council and they would be acceptable to me if elected.

"Some of the people on McSpadden's list did not even know he was endorsing them, so they could hardly be considered a slate," the chief said. "They didn't get together and organize themselves and activity campaign together.

Swimmer named Richard Spohn, Nelson Smith and Frank Coon as candidates he had encouraged to run in addition to telling McSpadden those on his list were "acceptable."

A TULSA CANDIDATE on the McSpadden list, Lowell Townsend, said he appreciates the McSpadden endorsement but emphasized he is an independent candidate and not on any slate.

Townsend, who owns a claims business, said he is a halfblood Cherokee and that if he were elected he would not be amenable to Swimmer but he would work with him for programs he considered best for the Cherokees.

A powerful force in the campaign has been a slate of candidates headed by Tulsa Indian lawyer, seeking the deputy chief post, and supported by a new Indian political party, Cherokee for Responsible Government.

Tulsa County Sheriff Dave Faulkner has been campaigning as an independent for deputy chief. Swimmer has endorsed Sallisaw Mayor Perry Wheeler for the deputy job.

NOV 1 1976

Indians win state fight

TACOMA, Wash. - Puget Sound Indians who carried out a work stoppage occupied a state juvenile facility here and left after getting a promise the 20-acre facility would be turned over to the tribe.

Tribal Leader Ronness Bennett signed the agreement minutes before a court-ordered deadline for removal of the Indians. When the settlement was announced, several Indians burned a large cross set up on the front porch of the main building, raising curled hubs to the sky and sings tribal songs.

The Tacoma Tribune
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**Horizons**

BY ROBERT H. MORTON

The Puyallup Tribe is using its 5-month-old Indian fishing business as a means to raise the capital it needs to move into a wide range of new economic enterprises, a tribal spokesman declared yesterday.

Richard Elsich, manager of the tribe's Community and Economic Development Enterprise, outlined the plans for the Industrial Committee of the Tacoma Area Chamber of Commerce.

**The Plan** includes possible construction of a 125,000-square-foot utility fabrication plant on land within the Puyallup Reservation; negotiations with a real-estate construction firm for possible conversion of a briefly owned, joint-venture construction company; creation of a renewable-museum on the reservation; reconstruction of a tribal school at what is now the Canada Junction Industrial Center; and development of plans to deal with the whale fishing, boatbuilding, aucticulture potential of the reservation area.

The Puyallup Tribe, an enterprise, already pumps about $2.5 million a year into the Tacoma area's economy, Elsich said, obtaining it from federal grants and other sources.

"Our plan objective should be to have the money circulate in this area," he said, "whether it be in the active community or the passive community. It's good for the area."

Elsich said that objective is not being met in connection with the tribe's cigarette business. It buys its cigarettes outside the state, he said, because it fears local suppliers could be too easily cut off by state officials considering the tribe's project to sell untaxed cigarettes in non-tin cans.

"But people are going to continue to buy cigarettes," he said, "and we're going to continue to handle the state. We're not going to shut down."

Developments in the tax dispute with the state that would allow the tribe to buy its cigarettes from local wholesalers "would be beneficial to the community," he said.

**Indians seek help in tagging salmon**

The Small Tribes Organization of Western Washington has called sportsmen to cooperate in a tagging study under way in the northwestern Salish-Fisha Holida Marine Park Sound.

The project is being conducted jointly by the Suppahnut Indian Tribe, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Small Tribes Organization.

The organization is participating in the study includes the Semiahmoo, the State Vierinia Department and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; it involves the tagging of fish and other salmon areas of the border and other salmon areas of the state in order to estimate the numbers and the paths of their migration into Elys and Sinclair Islands.

The aim is to tag 500 fish a day, with an ultimate goal of 5,000 taggings, a spokesman said. The purpose is to determine if chinooks from the Alaska and Baja Pacifics in streams on the Kitsap Peninsula, to estimate the rate of migration and to estimate the density of different species on the spawning grounds.

The organization has asked sportsmen who catch tagged fish to return such tags to John W. Hunter of the University of Washington, along with information on the time and place of capture, the condition of the fish, its sex and its tag.

The project ends Nov. 24.
Boldt rule still standing

U.S. District Judge George Boldt's 1974 order granting special fishing rights to Indians covered by a series of 19th century treaties has survived yet another legal test.

On Monday, the U.S. Supreme Court, refused to consider a challenge to Boldt's order by a Seattle commercial fisherman. So the Boldt decision remains in effect.

But the latest action — or refusal to act — by the high court probably won't put an end to legal and legislative efforts to mitigate the effects of Boldt's decision. Other legal challenges are in process or planned. Legislators promise efforts on the state and national levels to do something about the 1974 ruling. And some fishermen, notably the gillnetters working Puget Sound, continue attempts to change the law by demonstration and protest.

It isn't likely the Boldt reading of the old treaties will be changed in court. Every time the Supreme Court acts as it did Monday, the body of precedent supporting Boldt grows. Nor are the treaties likely to be abrogated by Congress.

Sen. Warren Magnuson, D-Wash., touched on the matter during a visit to The Columbian last week. He said that even if Pacific Northwest congressmen were to introduce a bill, it would never pass. Furthermore, if any bill modifying one treaty were introduced, it would immediately become the target of hundreds of amendments dealing with every Indian treaty the government ever signed.

About the only hope Magnuson could hold out was that the federal government would continue to increase the amount of money spent on enhancing the fish runs so that Indian and non-Indian fishermen will have abundant fish to share.

That's what it finally comes down to. The fisheries have to be improved. And state officials and non-Indian fishermen have to recognize that the Boldt decision is the law of the land and must be lived with.

Whether Dixy Lee Ray or John Spellman is elected governor today, fisheries in general and the Boldt decision in particular should be given priority attention in the weeks ahead.
Ramona Bennett—a Cool, Witty, Charming Leader

By JACK WILKINS
P-I Southside Bureau

TACOMA — Ramona Bennett scheduled a demonstration three years ago at the Cascadia juvenile detention center — and concerned Tacoma police worried that she might be planning a takeover then.

Two police intelligence officers went to her mobile home near the town of Rainier, held brown-eyed Indian children on their knees and listened to a lecture on American history.

“She was so charming, we almost forgot what we went there for,” one of the officers recalled.

To ask Bennett, 38-year-old chairwoman of the Puyallup Tribal Council, the number of demonstrations, arrests, sit-ins and other confrontations in which she has played a part is like asking German Gen. Heini Guderian how many Russian tanks he saw in 1944.

At times, her blue eyes have been like ice, freezing a zealous Game Department officer or an aggressive newsman in his tracks.

Yet, despite her guilelessness she obviously hates violence. Recently she referred contemptuously to some armed Indians as “The Puyallup Tribe’s answer to John Wayne.”

Whenever she is around children, Indian or non-Indian, the eyes dance, and invariably the children go to her.

Who is this lithe wisp of a woman, whose face and biting wit could place her in County Court but whose family tree contains some roots planted in this continent long before the first Caucasians arrived?

There are many Ramona Bennetts, but she maintains strongly that there is one thing she definitely isn’t.

“The press creates a whole set of so-called Indian leaders, but there are no Indian followers,” she said yesterday at Cascadia while waiting for a decision from U.S. District Court Judge Morell Sharp on whether he would accept jurisdiction in the state’s suit to force the Indians to leave the building.

“If there had been Indian followers, there would be no Indians left now. Indians would have been wiped out. We are individuals, acting through our hearts and h
Postscript: Catch 22 for Indians: U.S. Gives Them Land but They Can’t Use It

It has been two years since President Ford signed a bill in which the government tried to make things up to the tiny Bridgeport Indian colony of Storey County by handing over 40 acres of federal brushland as a new home.

But the Bridgeport colony—fewer than 20 Paiute families who in 1872 suddenly found themselves "squatters" on land they thought they owned—have yet to move from their shack to promised new housing on the adjacent property deeded to them under the bill by Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.)

It turns out someone found some Indian artifacts on the colony's newly won property, which means that under federal law an archaeological clearance must be obtained before federal funds can be granted to build low-cost housing.

In effect, the Bridgeport Indians face more delay because some long-dead ancestors were careless enough to leave a few tools and rock scratchings around.

“Very wet and waited and still don’t have anything to show for it,” says Henry Glazer, 55, reservation project director. “Some of our people don’t think there will ever be a home.”

Over the decades, things have changed in the shantytown colony in the Sierra, since 1972 when a court order returned the land to the Indians long before.

They were suddenly told they were to be evicted for a subdivision. The colony members learned they lost ownership when the U.S. Senate refused to ratify a treaty way back in 1851.

And then they found that a succession of new owners began in 1874 when someone took over the property by the simple means of swearing there were no Indians living on it.

The current owner is not pushing the eviction and is willing to wait for the latest problem to be worked out.

The Western Archeological Center in Tucson, an agency of the National Park Service, is about to award an archeological environmental study contract, probably to the University of Nevada.

Presuming a significant number of Indian artifacts are found on the property, the government will have to decide how to construct low-cost homes for the Bridgeport colony without too much archeological damage.

“We're thinking in terms of having the study completed by the end of the year,” says John B. Clonts of the center.

But most of the Bridgeport Indians have long since stopped thinking in terms of time at all.
The Cherokee Indians have “vested” rights in millions of dollars of federal revenue derived by the Southwest Power Administration’s sale of electric power, a tribal lawyer claimed.

The claim was made by attorney Earl Boyd Pierce of Fort Gibson, who has been studying the matter of Cherokee water rights for years.

He said revenue from electric power generated at Tenkiller, Fort Gibson, Robert S. Kerr and Webbers Falls Dams and sold by the SPA belongs to the Cherokees because the dams are on streams in which the tribe has rights to the surplus unappropriated water used to make the power.

The attorney said he is confident litigation can be avoided by a review of historical facts and law in the matter and through cooperation of government officials with the Cherokees, and the Choctaws and Chickasaws who have ties with the Cherokees.

The Choctaws and Chickasaws have official contact with the Cherokees, and the SPA has a legal obligation to respect the tribe’s property rights.

All the above figures are from SPA’s 1975 annual report.

A CHEROKEE concern expressed over the proposed sale of unappropriated surplus water in Osage Reservoir by the city of Tulsa to Public Service Co. of Oklahoma apparently has stalled signing of that contract.

Tulsa has a contract with the Corps of Engineers to store water in Osage and an allocation of water from the White River for Osage Reservoir, but neither state nor the city has proven title to the unappropriated surplus water in the Verdigris River claimed by the Cherokees.

The state attorney general’s office has begun legal research into that question and the Bureau of Indian Affairs area office at Muskogee has said the matter will be examined by its new Rights Protection Office when it is established.

Pierce is perhaps the foremost authority on Indian legal affairs in Oklahoma.
Indians sue to void CAP's water order

By BRENTRY WHITING

The Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Tribe filed suit Wednesday in federal court seeking to void an Oct. 23 order designating the amount of water the tribe will receive from the Central Arizona Project.

The suit could delay the release by the State Water Department of recommendations of organizations to receive CAP water allotments according to statements about the threatened suits made last month by State Engineer Wesley E. Steiner.

The suit was filed against Secretary of the Interior James E. Watt, who issued the order allocating CAP water to five central Arizona Indian tribes, including the Salt River Tribe, and the Central Arizona Water Conservation District.

Kleppe's order provides for 25,900 acre-feet per year to the Salt River Tribe - out of an Indian allocation of 35,000 acre-feet - from the commencement of the CAP in about 1980 to 1989, the suit said.

The order will harm the Salt River Tribe because the allotment is insufficient for the Indians to survive as an agricultural community, the suit said.

The water allocation to the tribe is based upon 4,900 acre-feet per acre per year when the reasonable requirement for the irrigation of reservation lands is 6,200 acre-feet per acre per year, the suit said.

"The allocation substantially favors non-Indian lands held in private ownership in excess of 100 acres and not occupied by the owners in continuous disregard of longstanding congressional directives that federal reclamation projects be operated to subdivide large, commercial farm interests," the suit said.

Kleppe's order is invalid because it constitutes a major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment without the preparation of an environmental-impact study as required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the suit said.

Kleppe's order provided 98,000 acre-feet for arportionment to non-Indian users in Maricopa, Pinal and Pima counties. An additional 4,900 acre-feet would be available to the non-Indians if Owyhee Dam, proposed for construction at the confluence of the Salt and Verde rivers east of Phoenix, is not built.

An acre-foot is 315,000 gallons of water and covers one acre to a depth of 12 inches.

The other four Indian reservations and allotments of water are:

- Salt River, north of Phoenix in Maricopa and Pinal counties, 170,000 acre-feet.
- Upper Verde, south of Phoenix in Maricopa and Pinal counties, 176,000 acre-feet.
- Agua Fria, south and west of Tucson, 1,390 acre-feet.
- Ft. McDowell, east and north of the Salt River Reservation, 4,900 acre-feet.
- The Ft. McDowell reservation, home of the Mohave-Apache, will receive the water if Owyhee Dam is built because the lake created by the dam would flood their agricultural lands watered by the Verde River.

Steiner said last month that the State Water Department was ready to name those recommended to receive CAP allotments.

He added, however, that any legal challenges to Kleppe's order could delay the release of the recommendations.

The State Water Commission will decide who gets CAP agriculture and municipal water allotments. The Central Arizona Water Conservation Board will manage the contracts.

Steiner said that if there were no legal challenges, the allotment list would be released by the State Water Commission and reviewed at a public hearing.

He said the state has received applications for 1.1 million acre-feet of water - twice the amount that will be available in the best water years. Much of the water has been requested by land developers in Maricopa, Pima and Pinal counties.

The mainstream of the American economy...
“THE CHEROKEES are of one mind in their faith that the trustee in the end will make matters right for them. They foresee the next president, whoever he may be, joining hands with the Congress in urging all responsible agencies of the federal government to work concertedly with tribal leaders in a fair adjustment of the entire matter,” Pierce said.

“It is a universal principle of law that the guardian should not profit at the expense of a ward by use of the ward’s property and that’s exactly what the government has done,” Pierce said.

He said an act of Congress in 1906, placed the residual of Indian affairs below regulation of the expense of a ward by use of the hands of the government.

“The lawyer said there is no law that permits Indian affairs below allotment in trust in the hands of the government. Pierce said.

“‘THE CHEROKEES

with impact of modern era

on her quiet village

ANCHORAGE, Alaska - Maggie Johns, 81, is the matriarch of Yakutat, a woman who has outlived 11 of her 13 children and still teaches beadwork to the young girls of the village. She has successfully weathered the impact of the modern era on her quiet village.

Yakutat, a town of 475 white and native people is now the headquarters for extensive offshore oil exploration in the Gulf of Alaska.

Maggie, a Tlingit Indian, grew up there in a community house with 50 families sharing the labor. Now she sees jet planes land near her home and oil drilling in the bay that once provided the food for the village.

“This used to be the richest village for food,” she said. “We ate halibut, herring, red salmon and hooligan in the spring, and salmon in the summer.

“We put up our winter supplies from around our house — blueberries, strawberries and sometimes salmonberries. It’s hard to get the food now.”

The Tlingit Indians lived a fairly isolated life during Maggie’s childhood with only an occasional trader or miner coming to town. The Indians lived in split-log houses “placed up into planks as shiny as little buttons.”

Today, Yakutat has modern housing developments with modular units built of metal siding.

Although not bitter about the inevitability of progress, Maggie clings to the memory of early native ways.

“We had a law for everything. We knew the Ten Commandments before the white man came. There was no divorce among us. We weren’t greedy or selfish and the native people had no enemies. When we hunted for food we didn’t take more than we could use and we all shared. The natives lived like one body.”

Maggie’s religious faith is rooted in both the older native religion and the beliefs of missionaries and she regularly attends a Protestant church. She learned English reading the scriptures. She has lived in the same village all her life and remembers well three of Alaska’s most devastating earthquakes which occurred in 1896 and 1899. But her most memorable adventure came when she was 13 years old and accompanied her uncle, by canoe, to a gold mine, the only woman among 600 men.

In those days Indians would travel as far down the coast as Vancouver by canoe, a distance of some 1,000 miles.

“At first, before the white man came, we had no money,” she said. “I never got seasick on a canoe.”

The matriarch was first married at 14 to a Tlingit hunter, who died from German measles. They had six children.

Later, seven more children were born of her union with a Mexican miner. Although most of her children have died, 113 grandchildren survive. “I love children and if you do things with love you make success,” she said.

As a village midwife, she delivered 43 children and took care of 63 more who lost their parents. The native taught each other love and charity and trust long before the white man came, she said.

Maggie Johns has seen native values change. “The native kids go to school and they forget everything,” she said.

“It’s the school teacher’s fault that we don’t talk Tlingit. Our kids were forbidden to talk Tlingit in school.”

When statehood came, Mrs. Johns was asked to sign citizenship papers.

“We were born here and God created this country for us. How could we have citizenship papers when it’s our own country? Now it’s oil. The whole key is nothing but white people striking.”

By continuing her beadwork, she is holding onto her heritage and trying to teach it to others. She also makes mukluk, parkas and woven baskets. “I knew how to make everything.”
The secret of Maggie's rich and long life appears to be her faith. "It's because you're willing to die that you live long," she said. "If you're scared to die, you go a long time ago."

Mrs. Johns has lived long enough to see the U.S. Congress settle her people's claim to their land. In 1971, Congress passed the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act granting Alaska natives 40 million acres of land and $962.5 million. Corporations have been formed to manage the land and Maggie, her children and her grandchildren are eligible stockholders in these corporations no matter where they live.

Anyone who is at least one-quarter Alaska Indian, Eskimo or Aleut, and a U.S. citizen who was living on Dec. 18, 1971, the date the act was signed into law, is also eligible to share in the settlement.

Applications may be obtained from: Pouch 7-1971, Anchorage, Alaska, 99510. Applications must be submitted by Jan. 2, 1977.

NATIVE — "We were born here, and God created this country for us," believes Maggie Johns of Yukutat, Alaska. Maggie (pictured above working traditional Tlingit bead patterns) was born in the remote Indian village 81 years ago, and has lived to see her home become a thriving modern community and to see her 113 grandchildren grow up in a modern world far different from her own childhood world.
By Cathie Carter
Journal Staff Writer

The Bureau of Indian Affairs paid $16,000 to the Omaha Tribe this year to allow the tribe to plant and harvest about 3,000 acres of corn, according to court testimony.

The money was for farm equipment and seed but to an adjacent landowner for the privilege of access to the land, it was brought in opening day testimony Monday of an Indian land dispute trial in U.S. District Court here.

Charles Cork, a Bureau of Indian Affairs official, said the tribe negotiated with Harold Foreman to use a road across his property to get to the disputed land, called Blackbird Bend.

The property is on the east side of the Missouri River near Onawa, Iowa. Foreman is one of several defendants being sued by the tribe and the U.S. government to determine ownership of Blackbird Bend.

In all, about 11,000 acres in that area are under dispute, but this trial is concerned only with the 3,000 acres in the immediate Blackbird Bend area.

The Omaha tribe contends the government deeded the land to Indians under a treaty with the tribe in 1864. Landowners say they have title to the property.

Cork said he is a hydrology engineer and has worked with the Iroquois along the Colorado River to solve boundary disputes. He said he has been studying the Omaha claim for the past three years.

He said the tribe had access to the Blackbird Bend area in 1975 and planted a crop of corn. That access was across a road owned by Sorenson. In the fall, before harvest, Sorenson closed the road.

At that time, Cork said, the tribe paid Sorenson $8,000 to open the road. This year, he testified, the tribe paid $16,000 for access to the land.

In both instances, Cork said he gave to it that the tribe was reimbursed.

Cork's testimony followed that given by Edward Cline, solicitor of the Omaha Tribal Council at Macy, Neb. Cline was the first witness.

He said he first became aware of the Blackbird Bend situation while working as a financial advisor for the tribe in 1962.

At that time, Cline said, he negotiated up for the tribe with Indian and non-Indian landowners to create a situation whereby the tribe would be reimbursed.

In the course of one of those negotiations, he said, he had access to flat books belonging to the neighboring Winnebago Tribe.

Cline said it was at that time that he and other members of the tribe decided that land across the Missouri River from the reservation was in reservation boundaries.

Between 1962 and 1966, he said, the tribe began communicating with the BIA about ownership of the land. During that period the BIA approved funds for the tribe to hire an attorney to have the title researched.

It was not until the spring of 1973 that some members of the tribe decided to do something about the question of ownership and occupy Blackbird Bend.

This occupation lasted for about 10 days. Cline said, and ended with his arrest. After that occupation he said he had to appear before a Madison County grand jury, but the jury never indicted him.

Cork later testified that it was the 1973 occupation of the land that brought immediate attention to the case. It was then, he said, that funds became available for technical investigation of the land.

Cline said the tribe occupied the land a second time in 1975.

Jack Peters, one of five defense attorneys, asked Cline why he and others decided to occupy the land. After asking the question several times, Peters indicated to U.S. District Court Judge Andrew Bogue he was not happy with the response.

Bogue, of Rapid City, S.D., who is trying the case without a jury, said he did not think the question was irrelevant to the case.

"This lawsuit has to do with movement of a river," he said. "Let's go forward and hear about what the river did.''

A couple of different times Bogue stopped questioning by both the tribe's attorneys and the landowners' attorneys and asked that they keep to the relevant matters of the case.

Tribal counsel is Don O'Brien with William Veeder acting as trial counsel.

James Clear is representing the government's interest in the case on behalf of the Omaha Tribe.
Navajo Police Face $3 Million Lawsuit

Fifteen Navajo and two other youths filed a $3 million lawsuit against the Navajo tribal police department in Navajo tribal court Tuesday for alleged unlawful arrests during a high school graduation party May 20.

On behalf of the youths, the lawsuit was filed by DNA-Peoples Legal Services of Window Rock, Ariz., and the National Indian Youth Council of 201 Hermano C in Albuquerque.

The youths, 15 Navajos and two Anglos, allege they were "unlawfully, willfully and illegally" arrested by 30 Navajo officers. They are seeking $30,000 each for physical and mental suffering and for after their arrest.

The suit, filed by Daniel Dechantay of DNA and Marcia Wilson of NYLC, said that on May 20 about 80 youths held a graduation party at the ranch home of Jack Jackson out of Navajo, NM.

The party in a house enclosed by a fence was conducted in such a manner that the event did not disturb or disrupt any of the neighboring residents' rights to peace and quiet.

At approximately 1:30 a.m. May 21, Navajo officers Roy Bilagody and Raymond Cooke, wearing civilian clothes and a uniform car, entered the ranch home and mugged with the students for several minutes, the suit alleges.

The officers then left the house but returned later and identified themselves. The suit alleges the officers drove out again and parked outside the fence gate, "which caused plaintiffs to suspect a threat of some kind of action..."

The suit said the students began to scramble, ending the graduation party abruptly. More officers began to appear. Officers Bilagody and Cooke entered the fence area with other officers without a warrant, the suit said.

The Navajo officers with their weapons drawn immediately began arresting the students, the suit alleges. When asked for a warrant, one officer replied that no warrant was necessary, the suit said.

The youths claim that officers were unlawfully making arrests and that officers tangled tear gas into the evidence. As the youths came through the front door, officers clubbed, shouted and grabbed them without provocation, the suit said. The students were also beaten, maced and thrown to the ground, they allege.

About four hours later, the students were booked and processed at the Navajo tribal jail but were not allowed to contact their parents, the suit said. Later most of the charges were dismissed by a tribal prosecutor.

One girl was tried in a tribal court but charges against her were dismissed because the prosecution could not establish she violated any law, the suit said.

Girl's Slaying Brings Count

Albuquerque Journal

A P. Defiance, Ariz., man has been charged with second degree murder in the death of a 54-year-old Indian girl.

Phillip Solomon is named in a federal indictment returned in Albuquerque, charging him with first-degree murder of Brenda Notah, 14, on the Indian reservation in P. Defiance.

Miss Notah was shot Oct. 6 and died Oct. 8.

According to an agent's report filed with the court, witnesses reported Solomon was looking at bales and shot Oct. 6 when he offended him. He said, "Who wants to get shot?"

The report says he then allegedly shot right to the face.

Attorneys for the defense include Edison Smith, representing Roy Tillman Wilson, Harold Jackson and Charles Lakin, all landowners; Jack Peters, representing BPD, Inc., an insurance company, and Otha Petersen, a landowner; Maurice Holzad representing Harold, Lass and Darrell Sorensen; Bennett Collison, an assistant attorney general, representing BPD, and Lowell Rupke, representing Travelers Insurance Co.

Attorneys for both sides estimated the trial will last anywhere from 10 days to two weeks. Testimony begins at 8 a.m. today with Cork on the stand.
PART FOUR: THE AMERICAN INDIANS
BY VINE DELORIA JR.

From fishing to mining rights, territorial title to basic equality, no other minority group has been as systematically despoiled of this land, their land, as the American Indian. Hollywood is not the only American institution with a penchant for changing the historical Indian script—Washington and the U.S. courts are good at it too. Patience is a time-honored tribal tradition, but there's a new feeling deep within Indian country: they're no longer willing to pass that peace pipe and bury that hatchet when it comes to equal rights.
Delores Tidrick
(Pueblo)

Actress, artist, and the first president of the National Friends of Public Broadcasting, Delores Tidrick represents a new generation of Indian women who seek professional competence in the larger society while maintaining a strong sense of personal identity with the Indian past. Although a Pueblo from New Mexico, Delores played the leading role in the drama about the Cherokee Removal put on by the Eastern Cherokees in North Carolina as part of their summer activities and ran for three years beginning in 1954.

A graduate of Colorado College, Delores studied at the Chicago Art Institute and Oberlin College, achieving proficiency in weaving, sculpture, painting flat-pattern design, and jewelry making. She follows a highly traditional tendency among Indians: using arts as an expression of practical things and refusing to allow her best creations to be sold commercially.

The interest in art led her to organizational work in a variety of groups. She became an active member in fund raising and exhibits for the Denver Art Museum and for the educational television station KDMA-TV in Denver. Her enthusiasm led to increasing responsibilities until she was elected president of the National Friends of Public Broadcasting in 1975. She is currently reorganizing the organization, moving it westward where it can represent a broader constituency of interests, and advancing the fields of interest which the group will pursue in the future.

The mother of three children, Delores is hardly a stay-at-home. For nearly a decade she has spent the summer climbing mountains, rafting western rivers such as the Colorado, the Yampa, and the Green, and in 1973 she hollered an obscenity across the Grand Canyon which, superstitious friends believe caused a flash flood that washed out Highway 66 from Peach Springs, Arizona south.
which is not yet finished some fifty-six years later, involved a determination by the Indian Claims Commission and the Court of Claims of the exact date when the lands were taken away from the Siouxs. In a decision in 1942, the Court of Claims maintained that the Government had faithfully kept the provisions of the treaty of 1868 regarding the cession of lands by the Siouxs, and the court found that the Government had maintained an armed force in the Black Hills until February 28, 1877. The Court of Claims decided that the Grant administration did not remove the troops or it didn’t remove the troops.

The actual situation should be fairly easy to determine, considering how extensively the Custer era has been researched. But the Government seems to have the power to maintain simultaneously that the troops in fact did stay in the Black Hills until February 1877 for some purposes, and that the troops were removed from the Black Hills in November 1875 for other purposes. The purpose in each instance is that the Government does not want to pay for the Black Hills and it does not want the Siouxs to have their day in court. And the best way to prevent any decision favorable to the Siouxs from being rendered on the Black Hills case is to simply change the historical facts to suit the situation. That is how the Federal courts treat Indian cases.

The Western Shoshone case is another example of frivolous litigation being conducted by the Government. In 1863 the United States was engaged in the Civil War, and the nation badly needed the gold and silver produced by the Comstock Lode in Nevada. But the southern route from Virginia City, the “capital” of the lode, to Missouri was threatened by the Confederates. A northern route was badly needed, so the Government called together the various bands of Shoshones for some making. The Western Shoshone agreed to allow the passage of mail and freight through their land, and in one of the articles of the treaty they agreed to allow the United States to send miners into their country to prospect for gold. Additional rights which the United States received allowed settlers to establish ranches to support mining activity. Agricultural products and cattle were essential to mining camps.

The treaty promised that at some future date the United States would establish a reservation for the Western Shoshones. The future date, one might suspect, never arrived. Settlers came and went, and as the mining camps dwindled, eastern Nevada fluctuated between the unoccupied desert which the Shoshones had once roamed and sporadic waves of settlement as civilization followed the trail of the miner. Nearly twenty million acres were not permanently settled by either the miners or their supporting ranchers, and in the Thirties this land was placed under the Bureau of Land Management in accordance with the Taylor Grazing Act. The Shoshones still considered the land theirs because the only rights granted to the United States in the treaty involved mining camps and supporting ranches, not the cession of all the Shoshone lands. In 1930, as the five-year period began to expire in which Indians could file claims against the Government at the Indian Claims Commission, a claim for these lands was filed on behalf of the Western Shoshones. Except that the Western Shoshones were not informed that a claim was filed for them. The case was in court for nearly two decades and neither the Government nor the attorneys handling the case spent much time on it. The crucial question, whether the land had in fact ever been legally ceded by
the Western Shoshones, was carefully sidestepped and the Government and the attorneys stipulated that at a certain date the United States had officially taken the lands of the Western Shoshones, and one day the Bureau of Indian Affairs was to send a person out to ask them how they wanted to spend the money. He got a not too pleasant reception, and the traditional Shoshones rejected the settlement out of hand. In an environment-laden meeting, the Bureau of Indian Affairs officials informed the Shoshones that the Constitution had a provision which enabled the United States to take their lands. But when confronted, he refused to point out exactly which article of the Constitution gave the Government this power. The traditions are today fighting the Government and the Shoshones who favor the settlement and are simply trying to get a fair hearing on the issue of how and when their lands were taken. The attorneys, be it noted, received approximately two million dollars for their work.

The land claims are one continuous horror story of fraud, misrepresentation, and trickery, and they have been for a century. The only modern twist is the long-term lease, which is used in place of the outright land cession. Indian lands are subjected today to all kinds of leases under the guise of "development," but in most cases the development creates immense wealth for the whites and reduces the tribes to poverty status. Because of the increasing mine stripmining and because Indian tribes own nearly two-thirds of the soft coal reserves in the western states, it will be only a matter of time before Indian reservations and Appalachia are both desolate areas, stripped of everything except a sulphurous residue of stripmining.

The land tragedy stands out clearly as a condition unique to the Indians because no other minority group has its property systematically despoiled by the Federal government. And compounding the irony is the fact that while Indians rank the lowest of any minority group in indices of social welfare, on a per capita basis Indians are the wealthiest single group in the nation. Reasonable estimates of Indian wealth—lands, timber, minerals of all kinds including gas, oil, coal, lead, uranium, and gypsum and miscellaneous sources of income—would reach nearly sixty billion dollars. Yet all but a tiny portion of this immense wealth goes to non-Indians who seem to have absolutely incredible luck in securing beneficial arrangements from Federal officials charged with finding ways of developing Indian resources.

The first inclination of everyone discovering the desperate condition of Indians is to inquire how such a situation could come into existence. Discovering the causes of Indian poverty and discontent was the specific congressional charge given to the American Indian Policy Review Commission, established in 1975 to review the conditions of Indians in the United States. Headed by Senator James Abourezk of South Dakota and co-chaired by Congressman Lloyd Meeds of Washington, the commission was initially viewed by most Indians as a welcome relief from the continuous efforts of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to cover up its misdeeds. But the commission has been one of the greatest disasters in Indian history. The commission began its life by establishing eleven task forces which were charged with the job of determining the problems in such fields as treaty rights, education, health, economic development, alcoholism, tribal government and so forth. Appointment to the task forces became a political grab bag wherein senators, congressmen, and influential Indian politicians handed out positions to fulfill old political debts or to create new political obligations. So instead of sending experts out into the field to survey the conditions of Indians, some thirty-nine assaults political campaign followers tramped around the nation holding hearings and making vaguely worded promises of the radical changes they were intending to create once their reports were filed.

The commission's two major staff positions, executive director and general counsel, were filled by two former Bureau of Indian Affairs employees who carefully avoided using the commission's subpoena powers to investigate instances of fraud or misrepresentation by Federal employees. The goal of the major staff members seemed to be the creation of sufficient evidence to justify the creation of a new super agency with a budget double or triple the present Federal expenditure allocated for Indians. Speculation on who will head this new agency seems to be concentrating on the staff people, although others have also been mentioned in connection with the new agency.

The report of the Abourezk Commission is not due for another year, but the task forces have now all returned their reports and the materials strongly read like the traditional nonsense which the Bureau of Indian Affairs has spoon-fed Congress for several decades. In short, the great push for reform which Indians believed to be in progress with the establishment of this special commission has proven to be the ultimate cover-up—and it has been performed for the most part by Indians themselves, particularly by those Indians who were already beholden to either the Bureau of Indian Affairs or to particular senators and congressmen with aggressive white constituents.

One would suspect that deep within Indian country a consensus has emerged in the last decade. Indians have become more vocal about their rights and a consensus does in part exist. The American Indian Movement, a militant group that occupied Wounded Knee in 1973 and in the last half decade provided many minor disturbances to draw public attention to the conditions of Indians, seems to have gathered many traditional people together in a national alliance. A.I.M.'s tactics have bordered on violence at times, and this tendency has driven many Indians into the waiting hands of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. But on the
nies Banks, is presently in California fighting against extraction to South Dakota. William Janklow, Attorney General of South Dakota, has been pressuring California Governor Jerry Brown to surrender Banks to South Dakota officials so that Banks can be returned to that state for sentencing in a conviction of rioting in Carter, South Dakota in 1975. All indications seem to be that the move to return Banks to South Dakota is merely a ploy to get him back into the hands of state officials who intend to dispatch him forthwith.

The harassment of traditional Indians would be greatly reduced if Indian political groups such as the National Congress of American Indians and the National Tribal Chairmen's Association (N.C.A.I.) opposed legislation which came several education organizations in the field of education great progress is being made. About five years ago Indians began to demand control of their own schools, and out of this movement plans to make Indian control of schools a reality. The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards, a Denver-based group which assists local school boards operating at both the primary and secondary level. The Coalition now has a constituency of some 160 school boards and has developed into a major influence for Indian-operated schools, has now built a major budget item which will finally free local Indian schools from the clutches of Federal officials.

Hank Adams (Assiniboine)

The brightest and best of the current crop of Indian activists, Hank has "paid his dues" to social reform in a life filled with danger and intrigue. The target of vigilantes in the Pacific Northwest during the struggle for fishing rights, Adams was nearly killed by unknown assassins in 1971, in a dawn attack, and when admitted to the hospital, was accused by state police of shooting himself to attract attention. When he demanded an impartial witness to a lie-detec
test, the police quietly dropped their accusations.

The leading negotiator during the occupation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1972, Adams in his quiet, soft-spoken, low-profile manner attempted to get the Government records returned and was arrested, along with Les Whitten, by the F.B.I. Charges against him for possessing stolen documents were dropped by the Government when presented to the grand jury, and Adams worked out a suitable compromise to end the seventy-one-day protest at Wounded Knee, narrowly avoiding death several times, and earning the respect of both sides in the controversy.

Generally regarded as the "saint" of Indian country, Adams spends long hours tracing down treaty rights, violations of laws by Federal officials, and suggesting reasonable solutions to some of the pressing problems in Indian country. Hank is perhaps the only Indian that has the confidence of every interest group that works in the field of Indian Affairs.

As a result of Indian law. With nearly a dozen young Indian attorneys,
whole. A.I.M. has made good progress all over the nation in bringing Indians to an awareness of their common plight. Traditional people in many tribes have begun speaking out when they feel that the tribal council or the Bureau of Indian Affairs has been double-dealing them, and at least a part of this resistance is due to the activities of A.I.M.

But A.I.M.'s very ability to draw Indians together has made it a target of federal security agencies who have begun using Indians as test projects for training federal officers to quell domestic disturbances. The Otoe Indians of western Washington have been designated the "enemy" in summer training of the National Guard by that state. And Operation Cablesplitter, a national plan to round up any potential subversive in times of either crisis or bureaucratic paranoia, seems to be partially designed to counter Indian resistance to government policies. But the worst and most systematic oppression of Indians by federal agencies is the continuing harassment of the Oglala Sioux by the F.B.I. on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota.

Since Wounded Knee in 1973, nearly a hundred Indians, mostly full-bloods and traditional people, have died of violence on that reservation. Carloads of tribal police, aptly labeled the "goon squad" by reservation residents, follow people suspected of anti-Government or tribal council activities, often shooting at their cars and houses with Shotguns whenever they are "innocently attempting to harass the reservation residents whenever they attempt to fight back. Reporting acts of violence to the Government, which is supposed to provide law and order on the reservation, had few results. F.B.I. officials routinely refuse to find the culprits whenever a traditional Indian is murdered, although they seem to have amazing luck in finding suspects whenever a tribal official or Government agent is killed.

In June 1975, two F.B.I. men were killed at a small reservation settlement. Almost immediately the reservation was covered with some two hundred federal officials flying helicopters and dressed in combat gear. Initial news reports claimed that the two agents were ambushed by a cleverly disguised Indian fortress in which bunkers and trenches were prominently. According to the government, the two agents were innocently attempting to serve warrants when they were thoroughly mowed down and executed by a swarm of seventeen armed Indians.

Closer examination of the situation indicates that the "goon squad" was mainly an abandoned root cellar, and that the seventeen Indians were composed mostly of women and children who were living in a tent camp. But four Indians were indicted for the slayings and two, Dino Butler and Robert Robideau, were tried for the killings in Cedar Rapids, Iowa last summer. The best evidence the Government could muster from informers was that the Indians were all sitting around their campfire cooking lunch when someone started shooting at them, and the Indians returned the fire, hoping that in the confusion the women and children who were in the camp could reach safety. Butler and Robideau were fortunate to have a good defense team headed by William Kunstler, and they were found innocent. Two others, Jimmy Eagle, a teenager, and Leonard Peltier, now fighting extradition from Canada on the same charge, remain to be tried for the killings. The evidence against them is less convincing than that which was presented in the Butler-Robideau trial.

Members of the American Indian Movement remain under perpetual surveillance by the Federal government. A.I.M. leader Russell Means has already been through seven trials on a variety of charges ranging from inciting a riot to first-degree murder. Means has been acquitted in every trial and it is now apparent that the Government is using spurious charges against Indians to keep them in court and away from their homes with the hopes that the movement will die without its charismatic leadership. The other leader of the Wounded Knee occupation, Dennis Banks, was acquitted in every trial and it is now apparent that the Government is using spurious charges against Indians to keep them in court and away from their homes with the hopes that the movement will die without its charismatic leadership. The other leader of the Wounded Knee occupation, Dennis Banks, has also been acquitted in every trial.

A hypnotic poet, Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist (House Made of Dawn, 1969), and literature professor at Stanford University, Momaday is transforming traditional oral legends of Indians into a new format, bringing the written word a new sense of beauty and purpose. A member of the prestigious Black-Legging Society of the Kiowa tribe of Oklahoma, he yearns for those rare times when he can dwell in solitary splendor in the sacred Rainy Mountain, center of the Kiowa universe.

As an orator Momaday is spellbinding, a speaker who stands as a historic figure in a tribe noted for its picturesque and incisive language. Although he attended Government schools for part of his life, Scott's parents being art teachers in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Momaday has little patience with the lethargy of Government educational programs, and seeks to inspire younger Indians to take pen in hand and preserve their tribal histories in the language of the white man. But his major emphasis is transforming the traditional Indian propensity for action into poems and novels which energize both reader and writer and leave a sense of growth in their wake.

Perhaps the leading American Indian writer and poet today, Momaday is now branching out into television, writing scripts, narrating films, and generating interest in Indians in a media which has long shunned such Indian demands for authenticity. The image of the Indian will change beyond recognition when Scott is finished with his work - and Indians will be content that he has been a war nor with words.
Sandra, developing Indian programs. Headed by woman who produced a ten-program Media and Communications organization, has been in the forefront of digital cinema, has gone before. Sampson's success is expected to lead a general movement in the film of economic development in some unique ways. The Lummi Indian tribe of western Washington works in aquaculture. The tribe raises oysters, salmon, trout, and clams. Originally designated as "hopeless" by the Bureau of Indian Affairs which wanted the Lummi, natural fisherman for thousands of years, to become weavers, the tribe went through a period of benign neglect during which the Bureau refused to even visit them. Being studiously avoided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs meant that the Lummi could put some "injun-uity" to work and they decided that the scientific cultivation of seafood suited them. They initially built a four-acre pond as a test site to see if the program was feasible. It was, and they became so excited by its prospects that they raised sufficient funds to expand into an 800-acre pond. They presently raise literally billions of oysters, under-cutting Japanese producers of oyster seed by half the price.

The success of the Lummis was so startling that other tribes began to investigate such innovations as hydroponic farming and freshwater aquaculture. The Paiute Indians at Pyramid Lake, Nevada have started scientific fish farming at their freshwater lake, and the Quechan Indians at Yuma, Arizona along the Colorado River are now looking into new farming methods which will utilize the latest knowledge in hydroponic techniques. In the eastern states some of the Indian tribes such as the Senecos on Long Island are developing their version of aquaculture, planning in the near future to raise lobsters commercially.

The basic statistics which outline the poverty conditions of Indians remain much the same, however, in spite of the advances in economic development among the tribes. Reservations as a whole have desperate housing needs with an estimated 40 percent of the families living in substandard homes. Unemployment remains a serious problem for the larger reservations with a national figure of some 35 percent unemployed and some reservations, notably the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, reaching as high as 75 percent. This figure, of course, describes a condition so severe as to make figures irrelevant.

It is difficult to find reliable figures on the drop-out rate of Indian school children because the families, in order to make a living, travel from place to place seeking work. Children are often enrolled at several schools in the course of a year, on many of the northern reservations. Indian educators maintain that it is less a drop-out problem and more of a push-out situation, because Indians are not made welcome in the schools and eventually disappear through being neglected. The suicide rate of teenagers reflects this condition, and Indians have the highest rate of young suicides in the nation. The young people, with no future in front of them, contemplate another world as much as they consider this one.

The average life expectancy of Indians is about fifty years today, although nearly every Government agency dealing with Indians creates its own estimate for this figure, coinciding, quite often, with the programs and budget requests of the agency. A major factor in determining this figure is the appalling accident rate on the reservations and the many deaths which are alcohol-related. Indians rank first nationally in these statistics. The crime rate is also high but artificial in the sense that Indians have an extremely high rate of arrest for drunkenness, loitering, and other minor crimes, which indicates a general inability to behave in non-Indian terms, rather than a propensity for hard-core criminal activities such as bank robbery, auto theft, drugs, murder, and armed robbery.

Of the nearly one million Indians today, nearly 65 percent live in urban areas.
The reservation population is primarily full-blood and traditional lands or make accommodations to the white society. It is this group, which fails to understand how to manipulate the traumatic statistics, for they are always the last recipients of Government largess. The Indians of mixed blood who know bureaucratic methods long before took the major portion of funds available for Indian programs.

BETTER M.D.

The community college movement is strong on several reservations because Indians want to avoid the culture shock of the large university and to tailor their higher education to fit the needs of the reservation community. In the past fifteen years, Indians have accomplished tremendous gains. Whatever activity a few Indians were timidly attempting in 1960 is today being aggressively mastered by hundreds of Indians working like experts.

It is this great surge of confidence and activity that makes the present conflicts and confusion in Indian Affairs tolerable. For one can easily see that the political leadership in the field of Indian Affairs has not kept abreast of the rank and file of Indian people, and that the administrative structure of the Federal government which has always hemmed Indians in about to collapse from its inability to keep pace with developments. Indians have made a quantum jump of centuries in a mere decade and a half and would have developed even more significant pro-

When we compare Indians with other minorities in American society, the real strength of Indian culture begins to assert itself. Indians seem somehow to maintain the important aspects of community life to a much better degree than other groups. No matter if the oral tradition has now become partly a written tradition, and that students today learn some of their tribe's customs from books. Or that cassette tapes are the better means of preserving traditional songs. Scandinavians don't troop about in Viking costumes, the Anglo-Saxons have shed their armor, and the Italians no longer go about in togas. So there is no reason for Indians to continue to act as if the twentieth century has not had its effect on them. The real issue is always how many people want to help when a crisis occurs in a community. In the determination of the traditional full-blood Indian, he is of the Sioux, Iroquois, Hopi, Lummi, or Cherokee, we see a brighter day ahead. After all, part of our problem is that we have not had a very good group of immigrants to educate, and it has taken four centuries to zero in on their shortcomings. But we have been here for thousands of years, and until the other groups have had a chance to adjust to this land, we can't expect them to understand law, economics, religion, art or any of the things that enables a people to exist in a civilized manner. So we will be patient.
Probe Hits Sterilization Of Indians

United Press International

A congressional investigation revealed yesterday that more than 3,400 American Indians, mostly women, were sterilized by the government's Indian Health Service over a three-year period.

The investigation was conducted by the General Accounting Office at the request of Sen. James Abourezk (D-S.D.), who said he had received numerous complaints that Indian women were being sterilized in a birth-control procedure without their consent or knowledge.

The GAO report said that 3,001 sterilizations were performed by the Indian Health Service on women of child-bearing age between 15 and 64. It said that 30 per cent of the sterilizations were done outside IHS facilities and were performed by doctors or in facilities which had contracted with IHS for payment.

The report also said that 36 women under the age of 21 were sterilized during this period despite a court-ordered moratorium on sterilizing persons under the age of 21.

The report indicated that there may not have been informed consent by the sterilization patients as required by law and that the consent forms in the IHS medical files "were generally not in compliance with the Indian Health Service regulations."

Abourezk said that "given the small American Indian population, the 3,400 Indian sterilization figure would be comparable to sterilizing 452,000 non-Indian women in the U.S."

Council Raises $70,000 for Crow Dog's Defense

Indian Religious Leader Serving Time After Battle at Wounded Knee in 1973

By Janis Johnson


The council's division of church and society has raised about $70,000 since July for Crow Dog's legal defense through direct mail appeals that portray him as "a victim of outrageous injustice."

Earlier this year, the council's governing board declared in a resolution that Crow Dog, 33, a Sioux medicine man, has been "pursued, prosecuted, imprisoned and victimized for what were at most minor offenses, suggesting that his real offense has been to lend spiritual force and dignity to the struggle for Indian rights."

The Justice Department's position is that Crow Dog's record of criminal charges, trials and convictions speaks for itself, a department spokesman said.

Since the council has attempted to reduce what its religious and civil affairs director, the Rev. Dean Kelley, terms Crow Dog's "excessive" punishment, several of the Indian leader's sentences have been reduced.

The council now is pushing for a parole hearing for Crow Dog in December and to have him transferred from maximum security at Terre Haute, Ind., to a medium security prison.

Crow Dog is serving two concurrent terms, one reduced last month from 8 to 3 years, and the other for 3 years, for "interfering with federal officers" during the 11-day Wounded Knee siege in which two persons died and many others were injured.

The council says Crow Dog was per-
forming religious and medical services in the occupied area and had nothing to do with assaults against postal inspectors and the theft of an officer's pistol. He was convicted of both offenses.

Crow Dog was given two five-year prison sentences for assault convictions in connection with incidents in September, 1978, when two individuals trespassing on his property were beaten with a rifle.

In sentencing him last year, U.S. District Judge Robert B. Mehdige Jr. of Richmond, said that Crow Dog, "though himself not striking a blow, should have prevented this fight, because he, a medicine man and leader, was the responsible person on the spot."

In September, Judge Mehdige commuted the sentences to five years served.

Crow Dog also is on five years probation for a conviction of attacking with a chain saw and a tomahawk a man who had entered his home uninvited and made passes at his wife in January, 1976.

The council, a cooperative agency of 30 Protestant and Eastern Orthodox churches, has committed money to parties in several highly political cases, such as some Mississippi Freedom Riders in the 1960s and parents of Kent State victims.

In a resolution adopted last week, the council said the council would be "forming a coalition to attack with a chain saw and a tomahawk a man who had entered his home uninvited and made passes at his wife in January, 1976."

The council, a cooperative agency of 30 Protestant and Eastern Orthodox churches, has committed money to parties in several highly political cases, such as some Mississippi Freedom Riders in the 1960s and parents of Kent State victims.

In a resolution adopted last week, the council said the council would be forming a coalition to attack with a chain saw and a tomahawk a man who had entered his home uninvited and made passes at his wife in January, 1976.

The council, a cooperative agency of 30 Protestant and Eastern Orthodox churches, has committed money to parties in several highly political cases, such as some Mississippi Freedom Riders in the 1960s and parents of Kent State victims.

This year, the council has been fighting to establish a clinic at Rough Rock. He said it still may be awhile before a clinic is established, since there are more steps the tribe has to take before a contract between Rough Rock and HHS is written. Then the contract must go to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, a governmental agency, for approval.

On two other items on the agenda, the council voted to go into executive session, thereby barring non-Navajos and the press from attending.

The first subject to be discussed during the executive session was a report from the Navajo Tax Commission on proposals to establish a tax system on the reservation. The commission was expected to recommend to the council a program by which large utility and mineral companies doing business on the reservation would be taxed.

Second in the executive session was a report from Manuel Pete, director of the Navajo Land Dispute Commission, on the status of the stock removal program from the Joint Use Area.

The full session of the council was expected to adjourn Friday, possibly as early as noon, according to Navajo tribal chairman Peter MacDonald.

Most items did not be discussed with amendments to this year's tribal budget. MacDonald said the council had to carefully consider these requested appropriations, since the tribe is trying to work under a balanced budget for the year.

(Continued from Page 1)
By SCOTT SANDLIN

Daily Times Staff
SHIPROCK — "The system of government on the Navajo reservation is like a three-legged stool, with one leg shorter than the other two," says Charlie John. "All branches need to be strengthened."

But John, the first permanent, full-time judge in Shiprock in the more than a year since Judge Joe Benalley resigned, focuses his attention on one branch of Navajo government: the judicial.

"I've always felt that to strengthen tribal sovereignty, it must be done through the judicial system and civil law," he says. One problem John sees is the limited jurisdiction on the reservation: tribal courts have jurisdiction over misdemeanors committed on the reservation by Indians, but not permitted to try non-Indians.

He says, however, that a recent case in a federal circuit court of appeals decided that Indians have jurisdiction over any person committing a misdemeanor on an Indian reservation.

The "major" crimes are handled by federal authorities such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

A ruling, John says, "has to come from the (Navajo tribal) council permitting us to assume jurisdiction over Anglos."

John also sees a need for amendment of tribal codes. "With all the complexities arising from contractual obligations on the reservation between Anglos and Navajos, there is a need to amend the codes."

John, who was approved as judge by the tribal council at the end of October and assumed his duties Nov. 1, is no newcomer to the tribal court system.

He was one of four tribal advocates when DNA Legal Services in Shiprock first opened in 1967, working with former Shiprock Judge Benalley, the late Shiprock Councilman Fred Johnson and current DNA advocate Perry Garnenez.

A Central High School dropout who later joined the Marines and saw duty in Cambodia, Thailand and Laos in the mid-1960s, John attended the summer Indian Lawyer Training Program at the University of New Mexico in 1971 and later enrolled at UNM full-time. He received his bachelor of arts degree last May in political science and philosophy.

In 1972, he was associate director of the National Indian Youth Council. "I wanted broader experience on Indian problems in the U.S.," he says. While at NIYC, he says he was involved in negotiations on behalf of various Indian tribes.

"In Oklahoma, for example, they were expelling kids from school who braided their hair in traditional fashion." Other NIYC work involved dealings with U.S. Civil Rights Commission on employment problems and health care delivery.

John lives with his wife, Marian, son Gabriel and daughter Richanda in judge's quarters in Shiprock.

Tribal Court Judge Charlie John

Navajo tribal court judge Charlie John, who assumed duties Nov. 1, is a former DNA Legal Services tribal advocate and former associate director of the National Indian Youth Council.
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- A big step in congressional reform, the Interior Department is taking a fresh look at how the government administers federal lands, which make up one-fifth of the land in this country.

This move is expected to have sweeping effects.

The reform was ordered in legislation known as the Bureau of Land Management Organic Act, passed in the closing days of Congress and recently signed by President Ford.

The legislation removed some 3,800 outdated laws from the statute books. The aim was to update and streamline administrative policies.

The law directs the Interior secretary and the bureau to examine and review all the possible uses of public lands and determine whether a section is to be set aside for grazing, recreation or wilderness.

The Department Act was made possible by the enabling laws removed from the books by the new law. Homesteading had served to populate the West, but it had virtually ceased for lack of suitable farmland.

However, Congress did leave the Interior secretary the discretion to allow homesteading in Alaska for 30 more years. And, it allowed a similar approach for developing prominent desert lands, notably the land in the region of Abo.

This move has led to a new enforcement effort to protect and guard the lands. It proved in a binding effect: timber and Christmas trees were being clipped, cactus, rare desert flowers, and ancient Indian paintings and carvings were being carried off for sale in the cities, and game was being poached.

Under the new law, the bureau may contract for law enforcement with local sheriffs, but it may field its own force of trained and armed agents who will have full powers of arrest, search and seizure.

The Interior Department did not seek this power, and sources there talk in terms of only a small force of agents to begin with.

In Western states, up to 10 per cent of the land may be federally owned. This creates problems for owners who want to exploit it. This situation is especially urgent in the coal and oil shale towns of Montana, Utah, Colorado and Wyoming.

AS IT STANDS, federal land could be transferred only in token amounts or in larger blocks only for recreation purposes.

Under the new law, the secretary can sell up to 2,000 acres in a town, at the going market price, if he thinks the sale is for the general public good. Larger sales can be arranged, but they require review by Congress.

Some two per cent of the nation's beef herd is raised on western range land, 140 million grazing permits issued by the bureau.

For years, ranchers have fought birds in the grazing areas which were being pushed in an effort to bring the big game line with the costs of grazing cattle on private lands.

Congress eventually sided on a compromise grazing provision freeing the bee at $3.25 per animal per month while the white mist is studied for a year. Also, Congress decided to extend the rancher-dominated grazing advisory boards for 10 more years and to earmark the annual total of $3 million for range improvements.

RANCHERS also have fought for stepped-up roundups of wild horses, which come under expanded federal protection in 1971. The protection law banned all mechanical vehicles in roundups.

But the bureau said the roundups were proving to be too lengthy, costly and dangerous by horseback and said, even the protests of humane groups, Congress decided to allow everything from four-wheel-drive motor vehicles to helicopters.

Some other provisions in the law would:

Review all the land that has been put off limits to mining and to require that any future mining bans on tracks in excess of 3,000 acres be approved by Congress.

General procedures for certain transfers of public lands to other federal agencies and states for recreation.

Require the Interior Department to complete a comprehensive plan for use and protection of Southern California desert lands -- an area equal in size to West Virginia -- by Sept. 30, 1973.

Require procedures for granting rights-of-way on federal lands for everything from transmission lines to water flumes. The general aim is to restrict future rights-of-way to specific corridors to minimize environmental damage.

Review all the land that has been put off limits to mining and to require that any future mining bans on tracks in excess of 3,000 acres be approved by Congress.

Provide for the first time the federal assistance to landowners.

General procedures for certain transfers of public lands to other federal agencies and states for recreation.

Require the Interior Department to complete a comprehensive plan for use and protection of Southern California desert lands -- an area equal in size to West Virginia -- by Sept. 30, 1973.

Require procedures for granting rights-of-way on federal lands for everything from transmission lines to water flumes. The general aim is to restrict future rights-of-way to specific corridors to minimize environmental damage.

Review all the land that has been put off limits to mining and to require that any future mining bans on tracks in excess of 3,000 acres be approved by Congress.

Provide for the first time the federal assistance to landowners.
The Pueblo unchangeable

EDITOR'S NOTE: Pete Lee, editor of the El Paso Herald Post, recently visited the Mesa Verde and other cliff dwellings in the American Southwest and wrote the following series of editorials to be reprinted here. Pete Lee is a columnist who wrote as his expression.

Tao pueblo unchangeable

According to Hopi legend, Taos the Creator made the planet long ago, and deep in the earth he placed life in the form of insects, expecting them to live together peacefully.

But the insects fought, and Taos sent Spider Grandmother down to lead them up to a new level within the planet, and to a different life.

When they emerged into this second world they formed themselves changed into bear, rabbit, wolf and bear. Even in this form, however, they fought amongst themselves, so Spider Grandmother came again to lead them up to a third level of existence, just below the surface of the Earth.

In this new level, the creatures found themselves in the form of men. And still some of them fought, stole and gambled.

SO SPIDER Grandmother came for the last time, to lead the good people up to the surface of the Earth, sending them across the land in the form of different tribes.

And the whole through which they emerged to the open air was called "sipapu."

In each of the circular kivas of the cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde you will find a sipapu — a small hole dug in the ground to commemorate that long ago emergence of man on Earth.

The legend of sipapu was not confined to the Anasazi people who built the cliff-dwellings, for you will find similar holes in the kivas of pueblos built along the Rio Grande. It seems a common thread which binds together the many tribes of ancient days.

AMONG THE pueblos of the Rio Grande, one of the greatest is Taos, whose terraced apartments, linked by ladders, have been inhabited for hundreds of years.

It was to Taos our vacationing party went after having traveled the routes of Mesa Verde and swung north through the San Juan Mountains and the Black Canyon of the Gunnison before turning again to cross the Gorge of the Rio Grande to Taos Pueblo.

For pueblo visitors unchangeable since the last time my bride and I saw it some eight years ago. The big plaza between the north and south structures was always sure for a few picture-taking tourists like ourselves, and some Indian youngsters — all in modern dress — playing along the limbs of the trees that border the plaza.

Taos was a place that was substantial enough to have its own dress — living along the limbs of the trees that border the plaza.

But if the pueblo has changed very little the same cannot be said for the city of Taos, just below it. Knew that we were there it was a small and quiet village, with the remains of ancient — and not very much activity at all — centering in the town plaza.

We found the town originally expanded — mostly because it was a center where once had been empty ground, art galleries and saloon stores everywhere. And people. Taos was jumping in the times of one of its frequent art and crafts fairs. The narrow streets were clogged with cars, and a parking space was scarcely to be found.

I guess I should not object to the march of progress, but somehow I resented the fact that we were6.t to be found.

WE PULLED OUT OF Taos after a few hours' visit, spent as the sun was dying in Old Santa Fe, and drove down next morning to have us visit the Museum of Old Town in Albuquerque, and then headed down the long road home to El Paso.

I won't say I'm glad to be home. It would have been nice to have spent a few nightsありません in one of the kivas of an abandoned cliff dwelling in Mesa Verde, looking at the sipapus and listening to the ghosts of the Anasazi tell tales of Taos and Spider Grandmother and how it was long ago where man first emerged from the Earth into a quiet and peaceful world.

But it's likely that those ghosts wouldn't talk to a white man.
JUA relocatees to be provided with facilities

WINDOW ROCK - The Office of Environmental Health and Engineering of the Navajo Area Indian Health Service (IHS) is developing plans to provide water and sanitation facilities for homes into which Navajo residents of the Joint-use Area will be relocated in settlement of the Navajo-Hopi land dispute.

Office Director Don Myer said the services will be provided in accordance with legislation passed in 1974 establishing guidelines for relocation and requiring that all relocatees be provided housing that is "safe and sanitary." He said this provision required hot and cold running water, flush toilets and electricity.

Myer estimated that the 3,500 persons who would be relocated under terms of a plan currently being considered by the Tucson Federal District Court represent about 673 families. To provide water and sanitation facilities for 673 units would cost about $5 million, he said. Myer noted that the IHS would not be involved in providing services to persons who relocate off the Navajo reservation.

He further noted that development of electrical facilities would be done by the Navajo Utility Authority (NTUA).

The IHS will also undertake a massive program to provide water and sanitation facilities to the half of the Joint-use Area which will be turned over to the Navajo tribe in partition. He said about $8.5 million would be needed to provide water and sanitation facilities to persons in this area, where public works have been virtually frozen since 1966.

About 8,000 persons now live in the half of the Joint-use Area that would become exclusively Navajo under the plan now before the district court.

The secretary of the interior ruled that public works projects to benefit Navajos in the Joint-use Area could proceed only with Hopi approval.

"safe and sanitary housing" for all relocatees will pose several practical difficulties in some cases, Myer said. He said that if a family chose to relocate in an area remote from existing or planned public works projects, they will probably have to be served through cisterns, septic tanks and generators.

Myer said his office has not been contacted by the Navajo-Hopi Relocation Commission to coordinate plans for providing services for relocatees.

more about ...
WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. (AP) — The Navajo tribal chairman says the tribe has the right to tax energy-producing companies operating on the reservation, not the state of New Mexico.

Peter MacDonald, chairman of the Navajo tribe, said the tribe will challenge in New Mexico courts a state law which allows the state to tax companies doing business on the reservation, such as the Four Corners power-producing companies.

“Of course, the Navajo tribe has a right to tax the companies doing business on the reservation,” MacDonald said. “The companies don’t mind paying taxes to the tribe of tribes; they have to pay taxes to the state.

“The big problem here is that the companies do not want to be double taxed,” MacDonald said. “The companies operating on the reservation, such as the Four Corners power-producing companies, have to pay taxes to the tribe if they don’t want to pay taxes to the state.

Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald said the tribe has a right to tax the companies and will challenge New Mexico’s law, which says the state can tax companies doing business on the reservation.

The taxation would affect El Paso Natural Gas, Peabody Coal, all on the Navajo reservation.

A state law would take “leasehold interest” taxes from the companies and other outside non-Indian companies doing land and operating facilities on Indian reservations, the law was passed last spring.

Waldo Antone of the state Legislative Finance Committee said the Navajo, Mescalero and several pueblo tribes have filed suits challenging the state law. The suits, all being created as one, are expected to end up in the Supreme Court, he said.

Currently no taxes are being taken from the companies pending the outcome of court action, he said. The Navajo suit involves the Four Corners energy-producing companies, he said.

“The Navajo tribe has a tax commission which has been charged with the responsibility of researching and investigating types of taxes and at what level we can levy on these companies,” said MacDonald.

“We are expecting the determination to report to the tribe on our findings and their recommendations. The tribe has a right to tax as a government unit.

“The big problem here is that the companies do not want to be double taxed. The companies do not mind paying taxes to the tribe, they don’t have to pay taxes to the state.”

“Of course, the state’s position is that...”

Continued on A-2

Navajo, Mescalero, and several pueblo tribes have filed suits challenging the state law. The suits, all being created as one, are expected to end up in the Supreme Court, he said.
Navajos and Hopis Still Differ over Pasture Canyon Despite Order

By L. Joy Botzert

WINDOW ROCK—Although a permanent injunction barring the Hopi Tribe from further construction in the Pasture Canyon area near Tuba City was issued by Navajo Tribal Court Judge Maryw Lynch October 22, the Hopi still maintain, as they have all along, that the "Navajo Tribe has absolutely no jurisdiction in the area."

There were the words of John Boyden, Sr., general counsel for the Hopi Tribe, in an interview Monday. He added further, "We have a right to be there and have always been there." He said that he has no idea if the tribe plans to comply with the Navajo court order.

Contrary to Hopi opinion, Judge Lynch in announcing his decision to grant the permanent injunction, said that based on the testimony given by Samuel Felts, former director of the Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute Commission, Pasture Canyon is within the exterior boundaries of the Navajo reservation and therefore within territorial jurisdiction of the court.

In his ruling, Lynch said further, that based on the testimony of BIA officials Val McBroom and Dwight Marable he would grant the injunction because of BIA and Justice Department action in the matter and the Hopi failure to comply with orders issued by BIA officials ordering them to stop fencing in the area.

Lynch had earlier granted a preliminary injunction authorizing removal of a fence built by the Hopis in Pasture Canyon. It was also at that earlier hearing held August 24, that three BIA officials refused to testify because "we work for the U.S. Attorney's Office of the Department of Justice. In a hearing held late last month assistant U.S. attorney for the Department of Justice said that the Secretary of the Interior had granted the three permission to testify in the future.

At the October 22 hearing former acting area director for the Navajo BIA Office, Val McBroom, testified that when the Hopis constructed a fence in July in the area, he ordered them to immediately cease from any further fencing activity.

Several days later on July 28, understanding that fencing had started again and that a group of people there had begun to remove it, testified McBroom, he ordered that no action be taken to remove or do damage to the fence around Pasture Canyon.

He testified that his first order was sent to the Justice Department in Phoenix but he has received no results.

Dwight Marable, area special officer for the BIA testified that he served Hopi officials with McBroom's first order and was informed that the Hopi Tribe ceased construction for two days, then resumed.

He testified that following the July 28 order he was informed that Hopis had completed the fencing (later removed by Navajo police).

In other testimony, Frankie Paul, Tuba City Agency superintendent for the BIA testified that since removal of the fence July 28 he was not aware of any reconstruction of it around Pasture Canyon.

Navajo Presenting Attorney, Raymond Tso, in his summation asked the court to recognize previous and current testimony, the preliminary injunction be made permanent.

"Testimony by Val McBroom and Dwight Marable of the BIA indicated that the BIA did nothing and has no plans to do anything. The only way we can protect peace is with the granting of a permanent injunction. This will allow the Navajo Tribe to pursue its prayer in this cause of action," he concluded.

After granting the injunction, Judge Lynch asked Tso to prepare the order.

No Hopi representatives appeared at the hearing because of their contention that the Navajos lack jurisdiction in the matter. The tribe maintains that since passage of the Navajo-Hopi Settlement Act jurisdiction in the matter belongs to federal court.

The land in the Pasture canyon area is administered by the Navajo Agency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs but any construction activity requires approval of both the Navajo and Hopi tribes.
Court to Get Navajo Tax Plan

Continued from A-1

it does not want to relinquish its right to tax. Our position is that the states have no right to tax activities on the reservation.

"Very shortly we will be in court with the state over this," said MacDonald in an interview at his office.

He was explaining the tribe's plans to produce the nation's much needed energy. The reservation, spreading over parts of three states, contains billions of dollars worth of coal, uranium, oil, and gas, he said.

During 1975, companies exported from the reservation, 10.3 million barrels of crude oil, 5.6 billion cubic feet of natural gas, and more than 13 million tons of coal. Uranium production is just beginning.

Most of the raw materials were shipped out, and some of the coal was converted to electrical power relayed to Los Angeles, Phoenix, Albuquerque and places in Texas.

MacDonald explained that the current energy production, industry has tapped only 10 per cent of what is believed to lie under the reservation. Coal and uranium are believed to be more abundant than gas and oil, he said.

The 46-year-old Navajo leader said the known raw materials are in the middle and eastern side of the reservation and the western side is yet to be explored.

MacDonald said the tribe has leases with three major companies. They are El Paso Natural Gas, Utah International, and Peabody Coal. El Paso and Utah International are in the Four Corners area and Peabody owns Black Mesa south of Kayenta.

Arizona Public Service Co. operates the Four Corners Power Plant with purchased coal from other companies. McKinley Mine is mining coal partly on the reservation east of Window Rock.

MacDonald said the energy industry provides 78 per cent of the tribal government income. All of the money comes from royalty payments through lease agreements. The tribe does not tax the companies now.

When tax levies are begun, he said, tribal income should double. In addition to the taxation, the tribe will increase its royalty payments from the companies, said MacDonald.

The tribe has reopened lease negotiations with Utah International which pays the tribe 20 cents a ton in royalties. It is the second coal mining company to be asked for the higher rate of royalties.

Tribal officials recently completed negotiations with El Paso Natural Gas. The tribe was receiving 15 cents per ton for coal from the company. An agreement reached will mean that El Paso will now pay 55 cents per ton or eight per cent of the selling price, whichever is more.

"We have now established a minimum—55 cents per ton is the lowest they could pay us. If the coal is worth $8 per ton, we will take eight per cent, which is 64 cents per ton. If the price goes up to $10 per ton, we will take 80 cents, instead of 55 cents.

"Now we are moving to Utah. It is national. They are still paying us 24 cents per ton. The way the present lease is they will pay us 20 cents until they mine all the coal in the lease.

"With the latest initiative on our part, we have been able to get them to agree to sit down and renegotiate the lease. I am very optimistic that the lease will be renegotiated, so we can have a higher royalty structure.

"We are shooting for the same type of arrangement we have with El Paso, if not better."

MacDonald said Peabody Coal will come last in the renegotiations. Peabody pays 25 cents' in royalties which is divided equally between the Hopi and Navajo tribes.

There is some concern about the raw materials being depleted within 20 to 25 years, he said. However, the tribe believes it has enough raw materials for the next 100 to 150 years, he said.

He said the 10 per cent now being dug up will be gone in 35 years, but the remaining 60 to 90 per cent of the deposits will be leased out proportionately during the next century.

MacDonald explained that energy extraction will be done only with caution and in a way to bring the highest benefit to the tribe. Such steps are being taken in the plans for WESCO coal gasification plants, he said.

"We have taken into consideration the environment, and the kind of development where we have outside0 people coming in, overtaking the reservation by setting up construction camps and boom towns."

He said tribal officials are continuing talks with WESCO and El Paso Natural Gas for plant its mines. The companies would buy coal from other companies and convert it into natural gas.

Undoubtedly there will be "social and environmental impacts," he explained. These must be researched and brought out before development, he said.
Traditionalists meet with Chairman; proposed land settlement discussed

KYAHQTSMOV -- Fourteen misinformed Hopi "traditionalists" gathered at the Hopi Tribal headquarters Tuesday afternoon (Nov. 9) and demanded to meet with tribal Chairman Albert Sekaquaptewa to hear him explain what the proposed $1 million settlement agreement with the federal government was all about and what it meant.

The three-hour meeting took place in the Tribal Council chambers with tribal Chairman Sekaquaptewa and Vice Chairman Ahlin Duhee representing the Tribal Council. Sam Sling, interpreter and sgt. of arms for the council, also sat in on the meeting.

Mrs. Nina Lanzi, self-proclaimed chieftain of Old Oraibi, and Thomas Balqayra, a spokesman for the traditionalist group, both led the group.

The meeting began with traditionalists charging that the Tribal Council was selling Hopi land for money when they never authorized the council or the tribal attorney, John Monongye, to enter into any land settlement.

Publicity regarding the proposed settlement was inadequate, they said, and if the settlement was approved, it would end the Hopi way of life.

After various charges against the council and Chairman Sekaquaptewa were expressed by several traditionalists, Sekaquaptewa told the group there was not much point in explaining to them the proposed settlement and what it meant, because they had already made up their minds that they would not believe any explanation by him or the council.

Other questions raised in an orderly manner later turned the topic back to the settlement offer.

At one point during the discussion David Monongye of Betvilia said Qua'toqti was merely a "fancy paper."

Chairman Sekaquaptewa later explained to the group the history behind the Indian Claims case. He said the proposal settlement with the government was the result of Tribal Council efforts to protect Hopi race in court designed to give land, not to sell it.

He said the Hopi Tribe will be getting almost 1 million acres of land in the near future that is now in the hands of the Navajo tribe.

"This is some of the same land that we have supposedly just sold," he said.

A map was posted to help explain the land races, with both the chairman and vice chairman explaining the tribal position. They explained that the Hopi Tribe was in a better position to acquire land than any other U.S. tribes, explaining two other cases under which the tribe is working to get the land back.

The meeting ended with an agreement that the traditionalists would bring their own attorneys to look into the settlement agreement and interpret it for them. They feel a meeting with both attorneys would satisfy their doubts of the explanation given by the tribal officials. The meeting date was not set.

Meanwhile, tribal delegations are in Washington, D.C. this week to testify before the Indian Claims Commission that the settlement offer was explained and discussed by the tribe on Oct. 30 in a general meeting, which was canceled in accordance with law.

If the Indian Claims Commission approves the out of court settlement offer and all the approval procedures are completed, it goes to Congress who will include the payment in an appropriations bill.

How the settlement money is to be utilized by the tribe, if it is approved, is a matter that has to be settled by the tribe in the future.

Mechem Drops Navajo Lawsuit

A $6 million breach of contract suit against the Navajo Housing Authority has been dismissed by U.S. District Judge Edwin Mechem.

Mechem said he did not have jurisdiction over the case.

Window Rock Constructors Inc. filed the suit Sept. 30 claiming the housing authority failed to honor portions of contracts for construction and improvements on 310 low-income homes sites on the Navajo Reservation in New Mexico and Arizona.

The Window Rock, Ariz., firm had asked a jury trial and $5,644,376 in damages.
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**Reliable telephones for Navajos**

The first regular telephone service for the tiny Navajo community of Halchita, Utah, will begin in December via a unique solar-powered microwave repeater.

The repeater system, designed by GTE Lenkurt, a subsidiary of General Telephone and Electronics Corp., can be installed for about one-fourth the cost of existing repeater systems. Installation of the system on Hunts Mesa, Arizona, to serve Halchita (also known as Mexican Hat) marks the first commercial use of the solar repeater.

**PRELIMINARILY no more than 80 of the estimated 100 residents of Halchita will take advantage of the new phone service, said Jess Robinson, toll radio and equipment supervisor of Navajo Communications Co., which purchased the Lenkurt solar repeater.**

The tiny village, 35 miles north of Kayenta, Ariz., had had for a year or two, mobile unit telephone service which is party line "and not too reliable," Robinson said.

The Hunts Mesa repeater will connect a microwave terminal at Halchita with the national telephone network through a microwave link to Kayenta.

**THE TWO solar panels charge the battery which runs the repeater, explained Bill Buckley, GTE Lenkurt's supervising staff engineer in Albuquerque.**

Developers estimate the repeater will work about seven days without sunshine.

The system, tested for two years prior to installation at Hunts Mesa, will operate in 140-degree heat and requires only four watts of power — about that of a household highlight.

---

**ANCIENT SKILLS, MODERN TECHNIQUES**

**Growing Use Of Indians In Drug Patrol Pays Off**

A growing problem of illegal drug smugglers along the U.S.-Mexican border near Sells will be met with the addition of five Papago Indian patrol officers, the U.S. Customs Service said.

The recruits bring to 15 the number of American Indians assigned by Customs to the smuggler-infested 60 miles of border.

**U.S. COMMISSIONER of Customs Vernon B. Acree said that in the past non-Indians Customs officers had a problem detecting drug presence and negotiating the rough terrain, along with communicating with the Papagos.**

"The Papago speak an unwritten language almost impossible for outsiders to learn," Acree said.

The first seven members of the Papago Tribe were appointed as Customs patrol officers in 1972. Later the number was increased to 13.

Since their appointment, the Papago have made 42 drug busts involving 2,571 pounds of marijuana. Fifty-four arrests have been made and 14 vehicles and 24 horses have been seized.

"WE PUT MANY of the horses to work with the Customs Service in the Sells area and around Lukeville," an officer declared.

"The Papago speak an unwritten language almost impossible for outsiders to learn," Acree said.

"They are excellent horsemen, familiar with every inch of this area," Acree said. "They are able to combine ancient Indian skills with the most modern law enforcement techniques and equipment available."

**THE INDIAN officers speak English and Spanish as well as Papago. On several occasions they've confronted drug runners by converting in their native language.**

---
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Last year alone, the Papago raked in more than eight tons of smuggled marijuana — almost 50 per cent of the amount seized in the entire Nogales, Ariz., district.

Most of the Indian officers have had experience in law enforcement and are well matched to their jobs, said Acree.

"They are excellent horsemen, familiar with every inch of this area," Acree said. "They are able to combine ancient Indian skills with the most modern law enforcement techniques and equipment available."

**THE INDIAN officers speak English and Spanish as well as Papago. On several occasions they've confronted drug runners by converting in their native tongue.**
By SCOTT SANDLIN

Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald had one way of putting it: "In 1974, after our first reservation and voting drive, the headlines read, 'The Navajo sleeping giant is awakening.' In 1978 they should read, 'The Navajo sleeping giant is awake and active.'"

Both sides have recognized that the Navajo have become a political force to be reckoned with, as demonstrated in most of the recent county races in which they were the deciding factor.

Overall participation in the recent election was 79.83 per cent. In 1974, prominent Navajos presented their views in Shiprock, Nizhoni, Tuba City, Blanding, and Farmington.

And, as is now known, most voted a straight Democratic ticket—much to the chagrin of county Republican candidates, who were hardest hit by the vote.

Get Out the Vote

The major thrust of pre-election publicity on the reservation—chapter meetings, posters, radio and in the newspapers—was to get out the vote. MacDonald and other well-known Navajos personally taped Navajo language radio spots pushing the get-out-the-vote campaign, and the tribe offered free meals at chapter houses (not polling places) and rides to polls.

Public access programs on radio stations featuring Navajo were presented chapter presidents and other Indian officials urging individuals to register, and, later, to vote.

Jim Gober, owner-manager of Radio Station KWYK, said the Navajo voter registration drive launched this year was the first time a major effort has been made—"at least, in relation to this station."

Political Advertising

Political advertising revenue for the reservation increased markedly for the first time, a major effort has been made—"at least, in relation to this station."

Political advertisements featured the names of the candidates, the party they represented, and a call to vote.

Gop county chairman Ron Jones disagrees. He said Republican candidates attended several chapter meetings where candidates were invited to speak, and several, notably State Corporation Commission candidate Jimmy Glenn, dropped extensively with the reservation.

"Harrisonibt who defeated Montoya for the U.S. senate seat made a complete tour of the reservation," Jones said, near primary time, speaking at schools.

Influencing the reservation vote was a statewide GOP concern, he said. The state organization worked and worked on the matter for six months before the election.

"Really," Jones said, "we were defeated from the very start. It was pretty obvious where the (Navajo) sentiments were. First the tribe announced $26,000 for getting out the vote, and a week later comes out with an endorsement for the Democrats." (The endorsements, which were not exclusively for Democrats, were made about a week prior to the election.)

GOP county convention candidates, according to Jones, had worked extensively with the Navajos. He points to candidates like Hank Pohlsman, who worked for the tribe for several years. Pohlsman lost.

Grassroots Organization

While Jones may disagree on the degree of organization and campaigning on behalf of the GOP on the reservation, he said the "big push" for registration came from the Democrats. "There was quite a drive," he said, "from Montoya's group and from the labor unions."

Jones noted the lack of local candidates running on the reservation. "We lost some election officials from party ranks to work at polls," Jones said. "They said they were harassed at the polls, and wouldn't work again."

Commenting on the overall Republican effort, Jones said, "Under the circumstances, I think we did the best we could."
vocal in its opposition to Window Rock than any other area of the Navajo Nation. There was suspicion from this corner to tribal leaders since the Navajo Tribal Council's inception in the 1920s.

The present administration, despite its endorsement of primarily Democratic legislative and presidential candidates, in Republicans. Tribal Chairman MacDonald was close to the Nixon White House.

With all not well in Window Rock, judging from recent news stories, it is not too far-fetched to think that just may have had a bearing on the election.

Trust Relationship

Also worthy of consideration, particularly with the presidential race, is the special trust relationship that exists between Indian tribes and the federal government. Technically considered wards of the U.S. government, Navajos and other Indians are more directly affected by the Washington power centers than most Americans. This commissioner of Indian affairs, setting policy for tribes throughout the U.S., is a case in point: It is an appointive post.

Then, too, Democrats have traditionally supported social welfare programs which Republicans, and traditionally conservative San Juan County, have opposed. The programs, of course, include such controversial measures as food stamps, but also include work training programs through the U.S. Labor Dept., geared toward generating employment. Navajos, with an average $400-a-year income, stand to benefit from these programs.

Amendment Five

One item that received little attention from any quarter of the country was Amendment Five, which would have benefited not only Navajo voters, but also citizens in Blanca, Bloomfield, Aztec and other northern parts of the county. Providing for a five-member county commission elected by district, the two additional commissioners would have represented the eastern and western reaches of the county.

The Navajo straight ticket vote is perhaps indicative of an unphilosophical attitude. Like newly-registered voters from other ethnic groups, many Navajos are unable to read and write.

With the right to vote comes the responsibility of knowing who and what you're voting for. And there are plenty of educated voters, we'll wager, who voted a straight ticket or close to it.

With an uneducated minority, there is ample space for political chicanery, and there are rumblings from members of both parties of unethical doings in the recent election. But the Navajo turned in sheer numbers indicates an enlargement to become part of the electoral process, and that is not a bad starting point.


Veteran Land Surveyor at Trial Here

The trial of an ownership dispute over Monona County land continued Tuesday in U.S. District Court in Sioux City with testimony of a veteran land surveyor.

Elmer M. Clark of Denver spent most of the day testifying about various maps and surveys of the Blackbird Bend area, claimed by both the Omaha Indian Tribe of Nebraska and several Monona County farmers.

In dispute in the trial is about 300 acres of the Blackbird Bend area which more than 100 years ago was on the Nebraska side of the Missouri River and part of the Omaha Reservation. The river changed course in the early part of the century, leaving Blackbird Bend on the Iowa side of the river.

Clark discussed features of the various surveys and maps made of the area in the 1860s and 1870s, at about the time the Omaha Tribe claims the land was deeded to them.

Also testifying Tuesday was Charles Clark of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in Washington. He overlaid testimony begun during the trial's first day.
A federal judge ruled Monday that the city of Albuquerque cannot condemn land on the Navajo Reservation in northwestern New Mexico and pay off its owners a total of $6,600.

In March, federal judge Robert Warren was asked to resolve an ongoing dispute between the city of Albuquerque and the Navajo Tribe over land sold by the tribe to the city for an airport expansion.

The city wanted to condemn 15 acres of land on the Navajo Reservation to make way for a new airport facility.

The tribe, however, refused to give up the land, citing a long-standing legal battle with the federal government over the land.

Warren ruled in favor of the tribe, saying that the city had no legal right to condemn the land without paying just compensation.

The city had offered the tribe $6,600 for the land, but Warren ruled that the offer was inadequate.

The city had also argued that the land was not part of the Navajo Reservation because it was leased by the tribe to a private company.

Warren ruled that the land was indeed part of the Navajo Reservation and that the city had no legal right to condemn it.

The city has said it will appeal Warren's decision.

Warren's ruling is the latest in a long series of legal battles between the city of Albuquerque and the Navajo Tribe over land and resources.

The city has been trying to expand its airport for years, but has faced numerous legal challenges from the tribe and other groups.

In 2012, the city reached a settlement with the tribe over land that had been used for airport expansion.

The settlement will cost the city $6.8 million, but it will allow the city to continue its expansion plans.

The city has said it will continue to work with the tribe on land and resource issues, but has also said it will pursue other options if necessary.
Indians accuse city of discrimination

Oklahoma City officials today were accused of discrimination against American Indians in hiring practices and appointments to citizen boards and commissions.

The charges came from four Indian representatives who appeared before the city council and pleaded for more Indian employment and health and welfare services for urban Indians.

Mrs. Robert Giago, whose husband directs an Indian employment and welfare services program, said urban Indians are denied any assistance from the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs.

She said 50 per cent of the preschool children of urban Indians are denied any assistance from the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs.

"We have such cases as a man who hitchhiked to Lawton with a broken arm and of Indian women who have babies in their apartments without help," Mrs. Giago told the council.

City Manager Jim Cook specifically denied, point by point, some charges leveled by Robert Gardiner, who directs an Indian employment program. Gardiner had charged that nothing came of his complaints to Cook and Mayor Patience Latting several months ago.

Cook said he resentcd the allegations very deeply, and pointed out as a result of meetings between mayors and representatives of the human resources department at the same time 20 other staff members were laid off.

Cook said more than 600 Oklahoma City Indians have been "cycled through" the human resources training and employment programs.

Goree James, Ward 7 councilman, said Indians in Oklahoma City must do some things to help themselves. He invited participation in a meeting Wednesday with representatives of the Health Center, and called for the group to provide lists of names for appointment to city boards and commissions.

Gardiner responded angrily:

"You get your own list. You do your own aggressive recruitment... do your own initiating of an affirmative action program for Indian people. It's your fault, not ours."

Gardiner referred to the existing situation for urban residents as "genocide economical stranglehold."

"We are denied," he declared.

Mayor Latting and several council members indicated they were interested in working to improve the lot of Indians, and asked for copies of a "blue book study" which was compiled earlier this year to depict the situation of city-dwelling Indians.
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Grant to Improve School for Tribe

Special to The Sentinel

The Indian Community School, Milwaukee, Educational Model, $150,000; Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin, $254,686; Lac des Plaines, Indian, $24,686; Menominee, $17,490; Red Cliff Tribal Council, Boys' Field, Teacher Training, $63,970.

The largest is the eight federal grants totaling $1.1 million to Indian schools, tribes and organizations in Wisconsin for special educational projects and programs, officials said.

Other grant recipients and the amounts are:

Superior Indian Organization, Superior, Early Childhood Program, $61,326; Wisconsin Tribal Women, Inc., $128,000; Indian Community School, Milwaukee, Educational Model, $150,000; Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin, $254,686; Lac des Plaines, Indian, $24,686; Menominee, $17,490; Red Cliff Tribal Council, Boys' Field, Teacher Training, $63,970.
Indians to Control Head Start School

Special to The Journal
Mole Lake, Wis. — The Head Start School here was reopened Tuesday morning and Indian parents who closed down the school last week will take control of the program in January.

That was the agreement reached here Monday night between the Sokaogen CHIPPEWA Tribal Council, parents and officials of the Community Action Program in Oneida who now administer the program. The Indian parents blocked access to the school last Wednesday because they said local Indian children were excluded even though the school is on Mole Lake Reservation land.

"Indians want self-determination and that means administering our own programs and educating our own children," said Albert McGeshick, a spokesman for the parents.

The Indian parents will form a subcommittee of the tribal council and apply to the federal government for funds to run the school. The current Head Start program will continue to be administered by CAP in Oconto until its funds expire Dec. 30. It will then be moved to another location in the area, CAP officials said. "We prefer to have you people control the school. That's the only way you'll have an Indian Head Start program," said LaDaine MacLaughlin, executive director of CAP.

MacLaughlin pointed out that more children in the area would be served by the Head Start program with the additional school.

Criticism Planned

Worries of the chairman of the Great Lakes Intertribal Conference have scheduled a news conference for 11 a.m. Thursday at the Mole Lake Community Building to criticize federal policies toward Indians.

Charles McGeshick, president of the council and tribal chairman at Mole Lake, said the Indians would complain most about the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The tribal chiefs are unhappy that the new area superintendent selected for the Great Lakes area was not approved by them.

Ex-Oneida-Chief, Wheelock, Dies

Services for Morris Wheelock, 76, a former chief of the Oneida Tribe of American Indians and a liaison officer for "The Disabled American Veterans (DAV) at the Veterans Administration Center here were held at 10 a.m. Thursday at the United Methodist Church in Oneida.

Wheelock died of congestive heart failure Saturday at Mount Sinai Medical Center. He lived at 1321 N. Cambridge Ave.

He was chief of the Oneida Tribe when the tribe was reorganized under the Wheeler-Hollander Act in the mid-1930s. A federal charter was granted to the tribe. He served as president for seven years.

He later served on the national council of the Consolidated Tribes of the American Indians and as president for its Midwest region.

In 1958 the Wisconsin DAV appointed Wheelock as a liaison officer. He served 18 years with the department's Rehabilitation and Hospital Committee here.

Wheelock was a native of Morris, Minn., and attended Indian schools at Carlisle, Pa., Washington, D.C., and Topeka.

He served with the US Army 9th Division in World War I and was wounded behind the German lines at Yendon, France.

At the end of the war he attended the Conservatory School of Music in Green Bay and played clarinet with the Green Bay Civic Band from 1920 to 1924.

Letters From Adesens

Wheelock later played with the Green Bay Symphony Band and Uncle Louis's Band, which broadcast daily over WITG radio station in Green Bay. In 1940 when Konrad Adenauer, then chancellor of West Germany, came to Marquette University to receive an honorary degree, Wheelock greeted the chancellor and conferred on him the title of "War Leader of Many" on behalf of the Consolidated Tribes of American Indians.

They corresponded for many years before Adenauer's death. His wife, Eleanor, died in 1971 six months before their golden anniversary. He is survived by a son, William, and a daughter, Mrs. Ray (Colleen) Flynn, both of Milwaukee.

The body is at the Schmidt & Bartlett Funeral Home, 800 W. Vliet St., and will be at the Ryan Funeral Home in De Pere after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Burial will be in Oneida Methodist Cemetery, Oneida.
Tribal center gets $28,000 as health aid

The Dallas Inter-Tribal Center has received a $28,000 grant from the Texas Department of Community Affairs for a new project called Parents for Healthy Children.

The grant, according to assistant administrator Flo Kellett, will increase the size of the center's health staff by three, including a registered nurse.

Parents for Healthy Children, aimed at parents of children up to three years old, is designed for the urban Indian population of the Dallas-Fort Worth area to explore how parents of children can better acquire attitudes, knowledge and skills to promote health and prevent injury and illness among young children." Mrs. Kellett said.

The funds also will allow the addition of two outreach workers to work with the estimated 20,000 American Indians in the metropolis area, she said.

The Dallas Inter-Tribal Center, located at 120 1/2 W. Jefferson, was established five years ago and includes manpower, alcoholism, arts and crafts and health programs.

Delaware Indians' dispute heard by Supreme Court

WASHINGTON — Arguments in a dispute over the distribution of a $13 million settlement to the Delaware Indians were heard by the U.S. Supreme Court today.

The dispute involves money awarded to the Delaware for land acquired by treaty from the tribe in the 1800s and centers around whether those Delaware known as the Kansas-Delawares should share in the settlement.

The main body of the Delawares, known as the Cherokee-Delawares, located mostly in Oklahoma, claim the Kansas-Delawares renounced their membership in the tribe in 1868 and therefore should not receive what has been estimated at about 5 per cent of the settlement.

The Kansas-Delawares, on the other hand, contend that at the time of the settlement there was no such thing as an official Delaware tribe and that descendants of all those who were members of the tribe at the time the land was ceded to the United States should share in the settlement.

The case was argued by attorneys Raymond Halpin of the U.S. Justice Department, which is party to the suit, and George Christensen. The Kansas-Delawares were represented by Delmar Bogner.

It is not known when the court will issue a decision.

Indian Portlander Wins Lenin Prize

Dr. Herbert R. Fowler, grandson of America's second Indian physician and director of the Whiteside Center at the University of Oregon Health Sciences Center, has won the Lenin Prize in science.

Fowler is first American Indian to receive the prize. The last American to receive a Lenin Prize was Dr. Louis Faucon, who received an award for peace in 1971.

According to the Soviet government announcement, Fowler is being recognized for his accomplishments in Michigan with unique and effective methods of administering a large state hospital; for his extensive work in genetic psychiatry; definitive writings about psychoterapy in the U.S.S.R. and current work at the Whiteside Center.}

Dr. Fowler will make a speaking tour of scientific societies in Russia in May and will be presented May 15 to the Supreme Soviet Presidium in Moscow, where he will be awarded the prize, which consists of an engraved breast shield and money. The sum varies, but it usually is $50,000.

One-quarter Sioux, Fowler is one of only eight native Americans...
psychiatrists.

He was reared in South Dakota's Pine Ridge area and has been a psychiatric consultant to the Utah and Wyoming State Hospitals, the Peace Corps, and several Veterans' Administration hospitals. He was director of mental health education for the University of Utah's College of Medicine from 1962 to 1970 with responsibilities for programs in six Western states.

In Portland, Fowler heads the only center for American Indian and Alaska Native mental health research and program development in the United States. It is funded by the National Tribal Chairman's Association with money from the National Institute of Mental Health.

$1.8 million for Indian education set

The state of Oklahoma has received 23 grants totaling $1.8 million from the federal government for Indian education programs, it was announced today.

The grants, which provide funds to Indian tribes, institutions and organizations, are among 238 which were awarded by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare under the Indian Education Act of 1972.

Another 1,900 grants totaling $1.8 million were given to public elementary and secondary schools earlier this year.

Among the awards granted in Oklahoma, was one for $31,636 for the Tulsa Urban Indian Center, one for $23,225 for the Tulsa Urban Indian Center, Inc. and a $379,000 grant to the Tulsa Indian Youth Council, Inc. for a dropout prevention and tutoring center.

Happy hunting ground

Because Cheyenne-Arapaho chiefs who signed an 1889 treaty with the U.S. government allegedly didn't know what they were doing, a definition of the beneficiaries. Would only Cheyenne-Arapahos have hunting rights, or all Indians— even Iroquois and Hopis?

Secondly, would a one-hundred-second Indian have the same hunting and fishing privileges as a full-blood? This might require graduated bag limits—100 does a day for a full-blood but only one dove a week for the guy whose great-great-aunt Minnie thought that somehow the family was related to Pocahontas.

If it is decided that no white or black man may discharge hunting guns in this large area the over-population of animals might become a serious problem unless a number of qualified Indians quit their jobs and contributed to the public weal by shooting coyotes and wolves and keeping the deer from eating the crops.

Naturally, in the good old days those plains Indian men who weren't making war found hunting a full-time occupation and it is only just that these jobs be restored. Since, under present federal guidelines, all old-time hunter-Indians were below the poverty level some federal subsidies, all old-time occupation found hunting a full-time occupation and it is only just that these jobs be restored. Since.

There remains the problem of the fences. When the treaty was mistakenly signed there weren't any fences in the nine counties, but now the free movement of large animals is impeded everywhere and a man with a spear on an Indian pony can hardly get up to speed anywhere.

How about a government issue of wire-cutters?
Tribes Not Satisfied With US Allocation

Special to The Journal
Mole Lake, Wis. — Wisconsin Indians face double jeopardy with regard to funds from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

That's the opinion of representatives of the Great Lakes Intertribal Council who were notified last week of their 1977 BIA allocations. The council is composed of 10 Wisconsin tribal chairmen and serves as an advocate for the Wisconsin Indian population.

Wisconsin tribes depend on the BIA's area office in Minneapolis for funds. Council representatives said the area office was understaffed and that Wisconsin Indians received less than their fair share of this inadequate budget. The Minneapolis office deals with Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa and Minnesota tribes.

The allocation for the Wisconsin tribes for the 1977 fiscal year is $1.9 million. The allocation for this fiscal year was $2.7 million, but that amount covered Wisconsin's Menominee tribe and Michigan Indians, who are not included in the 1977 allocation.

The funds cover education, social services, road maintenance, housing, law enforcement, forestry and other programs.

Allocations Explained

Jerome Arbuckle, program officer at the BIA's Great Lakes Agency in Ashland, met with the tribal chairmen last week to explain the 1977 allocations. Arbuckle told the Indians that their funding was on a par with other Indian populations in the country.

Council representatives pointed out that six Chippewa tribes in Minnesota received almost $1 million more in BIA funds per year than 10 Wisconsin tribes. They said the population of the two groups was the same.

"BIA funding forces Indians to fight one another when we want to concentrate on working together toward self-determination," said Pete Christensen, council director.

Charles McGeshick of Mole Lake, chairman of the tribal council, said that BIA allocations were based on the number of Indians living on the reservation while programs were expected to serve Indians who lived far from tribal lands.

Figures Questioned

Council representatives questioned the accuracy of the population figures upon which their funds were allocated. They said that 1970 census figures were used while many Indians had moved back to the reservations from cities since then.

Arbuckle said there were

Turn to Indians, page 4, col. 2
Due process was ignored
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The tribe had deeded the violence and serious property damage to be considered in the decision.
Huge Zinc Find Troubles Crandon, Wis.

By PAUL DELANEY

The New York Times, Friday, November 26, 1976

The town of Crandon, Wis., was not among the list of Exxon's plans, such as how much mineral is in the land, whether there will be open-pit mining as well as deep shaft and whether an actual sale will be held. Company officials at meetings with local and state authorities added that people may not know how big the find is now and what their plans are.

The discovery in these last few months has startled the residents. Besides avoiding themselves, they are avoiding each other because they have been told that they might have to pay for services the "considerably" stranded residents say would be needed, such as fire and police protection and social services. A state official said the company would need about 1,000 workers for the mining process, which would generate another 5,000 jobs in allied industries with a potential population of up to 20,000.

"People are already drifting into town looking for work, a lot of lower class people. And there's no work yet," said D. McMillion, who owns the Crandon Hotel on North Lake Avenue, the town's main business street.

Moreover, there is a suspicion of Exxon by many residents. Some believe the company is withholding information about the quality of the zinc deposits. In the minds of some people, Exxon officials are city slickers trying to take advantage of country folk.

Furthermore, some people feel overcome by the prospect of a multinational corporation determining their future.

"All of a sudden, everything we do is shaped by outside forces. Our future is now in the hands of somebody in Denver," commented Rolland W. Yocum, a real estate man.

There is also a feeling of pessimism among the locals.

Mr. Yocum said: "Exxon will get what it wants. Who are we to fight such a big company?" We only hope we can get help from the state and federal governments to make sure Exxon doesn't rape the land, destroy our way of life and leave.

In essence, Crandon does not want to become a company town, a mining town. Residents point to other mining towns and former mining towns in northern Wisconsin and Minnesota as examples of what could happen. One noted that Hibbing, Minn., was the scene of a big taconite operation that left a huge open scar in the earth after the town was reclaimed a short distance away and another deposit. Now the company has gone.

Exxon's Position

Exxon officials have attempted to reassure citizens that this will not happen here. John L. Ledbetter, a senior vice president, and Richard Rohn, an exploration manager based in Denver, came to town to explain the company's position. Mr. Ledbetter is the official spokesman for Exxon. He attended meetings held last Wednesday and in Milwaukee the next day.

The controversy has led to the formation of new organizations, defining the Little Sand Lake Association and the Upper Wolf River Water Shed Group.

"We are not against the mining operation, but we don't want to see 10,000 people on welfare and high unemployment when the mine closes," commented Mr. Yocum, a former schoolteacher. "We want to see this thing done right. We want to see it regulated. It could be so good if done right or so rotten if not.

Mr. Yocum said the small cottages on the many lakes in the area are owned by small-town supermarket owners, small-town restaurateurs, local officials and middle-class suburbanites from Chicago.

Zinc in the Area

Most of the zinc find is on land owned by the Conners Lumber Company. Exxon had little trouble obtaining leases from Conners and from the state in the area. However, the corporation hit a snag in negotiations with the Schubas, of an Indian tribe in the area.

They offered us $20,000 for leasing and exploration of our land," said Charles P. McDonald, the 75-year-old head of the tribe.

The Schubas have been living off the land and cordwood for 50 years. They plan to continue doing so.

"It's a good start on our lives," Mr. McDonald said. "We don't want to be left high and dry."
The Last Americans

By Tom Wicker

Legend has it that on the first Thanksgiving, when the Pilgrims celebrated the good harvest of 1621, their neighborhood Indians were witness to the proceedings and even shared the turkey. If they didn’t, they should have, since they had taught the settlers how to plant corn. Thanksgiving Day, 1976, therefore is a reasonable occasion for reminding the well-fed majority that the first Americans have become the last Americans.

A 1973 report of the Bureau of the Census showed that the Indian population of about 800,000 formed the poorest of all American minority groups. About 40 percent of the Indians were below the poverty level compared to an overall proportion of 13.7 percent of Americans in poverty; and times have got worse since 1973, no doubt the number of Indians in poverty has too.

Indians, therefore, offer a good starting point for the activist Administration. President-elect Jimmy Carter has seemed to be promising, and even militant Indian leaders, long wary of white man’s government, seem optimistic about the new Administration. Mr. Carter, for example, is not only promising to reduce unemployment, which has hit Indians hard, but is talking of “targeting” his programs where they’re most need. The reservation is one such place.

He has promised Government reorganization, and militant Indians would be happy to see him recognize the Bureau of Indian Affairs right out of existence. He also pledges zero-based budgeting, as a means of annual program reevaluation, and some Indian leaders believe that would disclose outrageous administrative “costs” in Indian programs. Finally, Vice President-elect Walter Mondale is favorably regarded among Indians for his previous support of some of their causes.

On the other hand, the Carter newcomers to Washington might all too easily be captured by the established Indian affairs bureaucracy, and by an older Indian leadership that has—in the words of Susanne Harjo of the National Congress of American Indians—“stuffed Indian programs for the last decade.”

Just last week, for example, Joseph Brewer, a conservative who quit the Carter transition team, charging political interference with his efforts. For his part, Mr. Brewer said that when he put forward Harris Arthur, a young Navajo as an “objective” Indian spokesman, “lobbyists” talked Carter headquarters into noming him an- other Navajo leader, Peter McDonald, the two are tribal rivals, Mr. Arthur having once favored an El Paso Natural Gas Company proposal to strip-mine Navajo coal lands.

Many younger Indian leaders, those associated with the American Indian Movement in particular, fear they may be regarded as “too militant” by the incoming Administration. In the past, though leaders believe, they have been targets of harassment by the FBI, state agencies and U.S. Army Intelligence.

That might make it harder for Mr. Carter to consult them now on his Indian policy, but if he does seek out such men as Dennis Banks, Vine Dallcourt and Haskell Armstrong, all associated with AIM, he will find them ready. Among their proposals:

- To abolish the Bureau of Indian Affairs, now in the Interior Department, and replace it with an independent Indian agency—as Indian leaders hope.
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at the Cabinet level. They see the B.I.A. as corrupt, out of Indian control, biased in conflicts of interest, and less concerned for Indians than for the corporate giants that want to exploit Indian lands and resources.

Whatever the form of the new agency, A.I.M. leaders say it should consolidate budget and policy functions now scattered through the Interior, Labor, Commerce and I.E.W. Departments, multiservice inefficiency, duplication, lack of responsibility and dispersal of available funds.

Zero-based budgeting, as well as retroactive audits of Indian lands for the last five years, should be undertaken to eliminate swollen administrative and inequitable programs.

One of Mr. Carter’s promised unemployment programs should be “targeted” on jobless Indians. Their unemployment rates range from 20 to 75 percent on the various reservations, according to Hank Adams; for urban Indians the figure is above 40 percent. Sixty percent of Navajos, for one grim example, are said to be unemployed—while the U.S. Civil Rights Commission reports that only 20 percent of those working on the development of Navajo mineral resources are Navajos.

Indian leaders have numerous other ideas, ranging from the control and development of Indian resources to the honoring of 271 treaties now in existence. But their first problem is the Indians’ oldest—to be heard.
chairman of the tribal council. "We lost them, we wanted $20,000 the first year, $50,000 the second, $4 million advance negotiations in the third year and $3 million a year after that."

They went to issue our entire land, including our habitat ground that dates back to the beginning. We said they'd build, but I2 feet below the surface. We've spoken three times. We've talked to them on the telephone several times, but we're nowhere near an agreement.

Mr. McGeshick said he was concerned about what would happen to the clean waters of Lake Mead and other waters of pure, clear, drinkable water that is important in the production of the tribe's major crop, rice.

'an agent he could make a lot of money from quick deals, but he refuses to do so. Besides men coming in looking for jobs, some people are concerned about another class that often shows up in town.

"You might not believe this, but I used to see a median and two people crossing the town over the other day," one resident said.

Havasupais' Hideaway Loses Remoteness

SUPAI, Ariz. - The Havasupai Indians, who have lived in a village isolated in the Grand Canyon for at least 1,000 years, have been discovered and they're not sure they like it.

Helicopters sweep down with visitors and a few Colorado River runners soar to Havasupai Canyon, one of the most picturesque sights in the world, to reach the Indian village of Supai, where fewer than 300 now live.

The Havasupais contend with this traffic by laying a $5 visitor's fee for those who wish to walk across their land. It is not all that different from the big cities' room tax.

Until recently the U.S. mail arrived at Supai twice a week, by pack train. The telephone line runs 14 miles to Tepocora Hilltop and then another 26 miles to Grand Canyon Village, where it hooks into the international Bell System.

IF YOU WANT to visit here in the most conventional way, and cheapest, you leave Route 66 near Peach Springs and travel 82 miles northeast over a dirt road, then follow a rugged trail eight miles down to Supai, where the Indians have chosen to remain for generations.

Their main livelihood comes now from tourism, which the Indians lead on pack trains down the steep canyon trail to their homeland.

Havasu Canyon, which leads from Supai down to the Colorado River, is in the

end
The University has one of the few American Indian studies (AIS) departments in the country, but according to Director Russell Thorton, it is overburdened and under-budgeted. "San Diego State is the only other university I know of that has a complete Indian studies department," Thorton said. "Because we have a department here, University officials expect it to meet all of the University's obligations to Indian students."

As a consequence, AIS also must provide recruiting and counseling of Native American students even though most of its $50,000 budget is channeled toward instruction. AIS was started in 1969 as a reaction to protests that alleged the University was neglecting the needs of minority students, particularly Native Americans.

The department's goal is to provide a place where Native American students can feel comfortable in the unfamiliar environment of the University and to help them gain an awareness of their cultural heritage. "We try to help the students adjust to the University atmosphere while helping them retain their 'Indianness,'" Thorton said. "For many students it's like having a foot in two different cultures."

Many students find themselves unable to cope with the conflict as the 60 percent dropout rate indicates. "It's scary as hell," said Harold Goodsky, a student employed by AIS as a community resource worker. "We have to play roles, and if we go back to the reservation we're perceived as totally different persons by our own people."

There were 400 Native American students at the University last year. Now there are only 238. In addition to the high dropout rate, poor recruiting and a lack of qualified faculty and source materials has fostered the decline.

The University has a part-time Native American recruiter, but the position remained vacant most of last year. "I guess the University didn't think we were important enough to fill the position faster than it did," Thorton said. He added the University has also failed to recruit Native American students to enter other fields of study.

Even when students enter AIS, their needs are not always met. "When we teach a course, we usually have to develop the texts ourselves," Thorton said. "It's often hard to find faculty who can do this because of the lack of Indian studies programs."

Despite the problems, AIS has faced, Thorton is encouraged by its community resource program, which uses Native American University students to teach a course, we usually have to develop the texts ourselves," Thorton said. "It's often hard to find faculty who can do this because of the lack of Indian studies programs."

Another successful facet of AIS is its community resource program, which uses Native American University students to teach Native American culture and heritage to students in elementary and secondary schools in the San Diego area.

"A lot of people think that all Indians are the same," Goodsky said. "They don't realize there are over 300 different tribes with just as many different languages and cultures." Goodsky, a Chippewa, is active in the program (which operates primarily in the Minneapolis Public Schools) along with Sioux and Winnebago co-workers.

Goodsky says he has to correct many misconceptions about Native Americans as they are portrayed by television and movies. "Students will often ask me what the word "Lhe' means or if I rode a horse to get to the school," Goodsky said. "A lot of them think that Indians get checks from the federal government for being Indians. They're just small questions, but they rip me up inside."

"We have a lack of Indian studies just as they are portrayed by television and movies. "Students will often ask me what the word "Lhe' means or if I rode a horse to get to the school," Goodsky said. "A lot of them think that Indians get checks from the federal government for being Indians. They're just small questions, but they rip me up inside."

Goodsky has worked in the Native American community for many years and claims that he, not Dennis Banks or Clyde Bellecourt, founded the American Indian Movement (AIM). "I was working to develop the concept of AIM when Clyde was working in a better room and Dennis was pumping gas." He drifted away from AIM because he said it "over-sensationalized" issues, although he feels it has served as an important voice for Native Americans.

Goodsky eventually wants to become a Native American recruiter for the University. "I want to show people that Indians are interested in getting an education and have a lot of offer."
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Times readers have their say:

The fishing dispute—the
Boldt decision and beyond

Editor: The Times: (oriously:

REGARDING Judge Boldt's in-
terpretation of the 1855 Point
Elliott Indian treaty:

The gillnetter has been discour-
gaged, frustrated and ignored, and
now some of these frustrations have
come to the fore in their recent con-
frontations with fisheries patrol of-
cers.

Although we do not, personally,
agree with using violence or mob
methods in this or any other dis-
greement, we can, at the same time,
understand why some of the fisher-
men have gone to such lengths.

The governor, making his first di-
rect response to the fishermen since
the Boldt decision, publicly repre-
manded them, calling their actions
criminal.

Yet the truth is that for more
than two years now, the governor
and his director of fisheries have
used unjust and illegal means to im-
plement a ruling which is in itself
discriminatory and, therefore, most
likely unconstitutional.

By bestowing special fishing privi-
elies and rights on a racial minori-
ty, Judge Boldt is denying the very
essence of the Constitution that he
wrote to uphold.

Thousands of citizens of Wash-
ington State are being denied their
right to make a living because of
the ideological dream of one man,
who seems to be answerable to no
one and who holds a position that
seems to be out of reach of nearly
everyone.

A ray of hope is that the judicial
community of Washington State
does not agree with Judge Boldt. In
April of this year, State Supreme
Court Justice Hugh Rosellini went
into detail explaining that accord-
ing to Indian treaties, including the
treaty in question, "the Indians
shall have all fishing rights that all
the citizens have, and no Indian or
non-Indian shall have any superior
rights."

The intention of the treaties was
"that Indians were not to be barred
from an opportunity to fish any
more than the settlers were dened
the right to do so."

Indians and non-Indians were to
share, in common, fishing rights
and privileges. Nothing was said
about giving any percentage or por-
tion of the fish runs to either Indo-
as or non-Indians.

It seems that the governor and
the State Department of Fisheries
have segregated out the gillnet fleet
to take the brunt of Boldt's deci-
dion. Nearly all regulations result-
ing from it have been directed to
the gillnetter:

Gillnet fishermen who have
worked hard over the years learn-
ing how to fish given areas, keeping
records of fish runs and environ-
mental factors, have been forced
out of these same areas and permit-
ted to fish only in what are called
"terminal" and "subterminal" areas
where they are not familiar, where
the quality of fish is greatly
depreciated, where so many boats
are crowded into such small areas
that it is impossible to fish effec-
tively...

The gillnetters' incentive, motiva-
tion and freedom have been sev-
erely trampled on that there is little
wonder tempers have flared.

Men are in jeopardy of losing
their businesses and the only means
of making a living that many of
them have ever known. It is not fair
to ask one small group of citizens to
pay a debt of guilt for the whole na-
tion instead of seeking advice from
fishermen and utilizing some of
their practical experience, the Fish-
eries Department has ignored them.

Instead of trying to solicit coopera-
tion and understanding from the
fishermen, the department has ma-
sipulated and controlled them.

There is no empathy, no "gut
feeling" for the needs of the fisher-
men, no attempt to work together.
The fishermen no longer trust the
Department of Fisheries, because
all too often the director has prom-
ised them one thing and then turned
around and done just the opposite.

A real credibility gap exists... cer-
tainly not fertile ground for
cooperation.

MRS. MRS. CARL TORMALA,
SEQUIM.

I am writing in response to Oscar
Heard's letter (Times readers have
their say, October 18). He said that
the Indian treaties were never to be
changed, modified, repealed or for-
gotten. Yet, in effect, Judge Boldt
has rewritten the treaty.

There is no way that we can ac-
cept the Boldt decision giving three-
fourths of 1 per cent of the popula-
tion more than 50 per cent of the
salmon. To give some Americans a
special status because of their an-
cenity is repelling the concept of
equal rights and opportunities for
all Americans.

It is to our shame that some did
not have equal rights, and we had
to have the Civil Rights Act to es-
tablish equal rights for all. We have
come a long way toward equal
rights for all.

Boldt has taken from one citizen
to give special rights to another
citizen, because that citizen hap-
pened to be born with the right
ancestry...

DON SJOGREN, Mount Vernon
I am a gillnetter and have fished Puget Sound and Southeast Alaska for the past 19 years and would like to comment on the present fisheries anarchy.

Three years ago, Judge Boldt ruled that the Indians are entitled to one half the fall salmon catch, but nobody but the Indians took his decision seriously. Judge Boldt certainly didn’t, because he assumed control of this fishery and the first fall he went to Africa on a safari.

The state didn’t take this seriously because, in my opinion, it assumed that this decision would be overturned on a state’s rights argument and proceeded to issue regulations and fishing periods that were capricious and unenforceable.

The fishermen didn’t take it seriously either and were relying on public opinion and the courts to reverse this decision, and entered into protest fishing. The state had no enforcement and no laws to implement its regulations and were powerless to stop this activity.

As in any segment of society, there are a certain amount of greedy, avaricious and just plain cutthroat in the gillnet fleet. These people quickly moved into this power vacuum and have been fishing illegally for three years (seasons) with great success.

As a solution, I have none, but there are several points I would like to make.

Judge Boldt should disassociate himself from the day-to-day rulings on this question.

The state should make no regulations that it is not prepared to enforce vigorously. I can’t see why net fishermen were required to suffer a near-total closure for three years when the commercial trawlers’ commercial gillnet catch has not been curtailed at all.

— R.C., Seattle

Oscar Hearld is advocating backward methods when he praises the Boldt decision. Two wrongs in our history don’t make a right.

Henceforth, the ethnic whites got three fourths of the ethnic pie. Now it’s the Indians who get to beg down on their knees.

Yet the spirit of Uncle Sam is to reward individual effort and merit regardless of origin. The Indians should be paid for their treaty rights and then all of us should stand on our own two feet as individual Americans.

— G.L.H., Seattle
The Miccosukees' Troubled Promise

By ROBERT LISS
Special to The Miami Herald

It is through a legend — not through legali-
ties — that Florida's Miccosukee Indians undei-
stand a legal assault by the state on land rights
guarded the tribe in 1965.

"In the beginning God gave us a book," Chief
Buffalo Tiger told an interviewer during a recent
hearing on the issue. "But we didn't do so well
with the book. So he gave us a bow and arrow
and buckskin and told us to go out and live in
nature.

"Then he gave you the book. Because you
have the book you can make guns and bombs
and you can dominate, and you think Indians are
selling because we can't read or write."

If the usually polite chief sounded bitter, he
had reason. In 1960, the state had given the Mic-
cosukees and Seminoles a license to hunt, fish,
bond religious ceremonies and operate commer-
cial enterprises without competition on a
143,000-acre Everglades tract bordering the Ta-
miami Trail. When the Miccosukees organized in
1961, they began making commercial use of that
tract, where they have taken advantage of the
date license ever since.

IN 1975 the state suddenly turned around and
declared that the license was based on "uncertain
legal foundations," bringing the tribe back to the
firing line as litigants. In the complex and lengthy harangue that followed, and still
continues, new conditions have arisen at several turns — conditions that threaten the tribe's deli-
cate economy.

Buffalo Tiger, a slim man who appears at
such hearings wearing a cream-colored, buckskin
jacket and a string tie, conveys an air of dignity
surviving attack. He and his 450-member tribe
are proud of their philosophy — far more separa-
tist than the Seminoles from white culture — and
their ties to the land they inhabit.

Miccosukee-speaking Indians and Creek-
speaking Indians have long been lumped together
by whites under the heading. Seminoles. But
though the state and federal governments have
long encouraged the two groups toward unity,
and frequently dealt with them together, they
are quite different and often must communicate
through a translator.

BOTH GROUPS have been allies in Florida
since pre-colonial times. The Creeks held the
northern part of the state, having come
down from other parts of the South, while the
Miccosukees, from known origin, inhabited the
south of Florida, including the 143,000-acre tract
now under dispute.

When the Seminole tribe incorporated in
1957, the northernmost Miccosukees — about
half the total — joined the tribe. The rest re-
mained unorganized until 1961, when Tiger or-
ganized the group living along the Tamiami
Trail. Others then left the Seminole organization
to join Tiger's band.

The Creek-dominated Seminole tribe, far
more assimilated than the Miccosukees, never at-
tempted to exploit the Miccosukees tract, even
though the state, in its usual style, "lumped to-
gether" both groups when granting the 1960 li-
cense. The Seminoles, then at least, knew the
distinction.

The Miccosukees have generally received far
less in the way of federal assistance than the
Seminoles and have sought economic indepen-
dence. They have been innovative educationally,
taking over their elementary school from the BIA
in 1951, and developing a written Miccosukee
language.

AND WHEN the Seminole voted to accept a
$100 million federal — grant for the Indians
law of mind of Florida, Tiger said this:

"We Miccosukees will never accept a cash
settlement in exchange for land. The white man
does not understand the Indian feeling about
land. The land was not to be bought or sold for
money. The land does not belong to men."

The 143,000 acres on which the Miccosukee-
dwell border and stretch north of the Tamiami
Trail, starting about 12 miles west of Route 27.
Along the trail itself, the Miccosukees, sometimes
called the "Trail Indians," have their recreational
enterprises — craft shops, alligator shows, Indi-
an villages and so on. The carpet-patch genius
and always has been Miccosukee land used for
hunting, frogging, fishing and holding secret reli-
gious ceremonies, such as the Green Corn Dance.

THE TRIBE also has a state reservation —
76,000 acres straddling Alligator Alley, but it is
essentially worthless for commercial purposes.
Those who live on that remote tract drained by
Flood Control District canals are mostly mem-
ers of the Seminole tribe, and they are the least
successful, economically and educationally, of all
Florida Indians. So the 143,000 acres is all the
useful land the Miccosukees have. It is their
country, and for them, the renegotiations have
been tense and pressured.

The origins of the negotiations are complex
and obscure. More clear in the probable, unfortu-
nate outcome of the bargaining, in which the state
has held all the cards during one and a half
years of dealing.

With the backing among the various inter-
ests in the dispute — the Game and Fresh Water
Fish Commission, the Miccosukees, the Sem-
inoles and the state —
miles, the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District and white hunters' groups were meeting.

In exchange for these losses, the tribe is receiving 

what is billed as a "definitive assurance" that any agreement will be much more legal than the 1960 license. In addition, the "rights" will be extended to include a large adjacent tract in the middle of the swamp, where Indians have always been hunting, fishing and frogging for several hundred years.

The agreement provides that:

- The Indians will have rights to hunt, fish, trap and cut off certain areas for religious ceremonies, with no license or fees required.

- The Indians, but not the Miccosukees, will have exclusive rights to run tourist enterprises and charge fees, and the tribe will not erect any revenue producing facility within or adjacent to the area without Indian approval.

- The public will have the right of access to the area for fishing or frogging.

- The commission will be the enforcing agent regarding fees, licenses and other game and fish laws and regulations.

"We don't understand all this. We thought we already had these rights," protested Buffalo Tiger. "The state cabinet gave us these rights and our attorney, they didn't have the authority to do that. We want to be sure that after we negotiate this there won't be another "Frisco' body saying the state didn't have the authority."

State officials queried said they didn't recall the reason for the previous negotiations. One said he thought the Indians initiated the matter. But records show the timber began in 1973-74 to the Everglades Reclamation Planning Board - a temporary body under the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission - included three, large-scale recreational facilities in a five-year plan for the Miccosukee tract. The facilities appeared to be in violation of the 1960 license, which forbade non-Indian commercial facilities.

WHEN HE heard of the ERFB plan, Tiger protested to the governor. Gov. Reuben Askew unhesi
tantly requested an opinion from the attorney general as to the meaning of the 1960 Miccosukee license.

In March 1975, a cautiously worded, 21-page reply came to the governor from Robert Shevin's office. Shevin said that in 1960 "it is abundantly apparent that the Governor and the Cabinet ... believed they had taken a final action to commit certain lands for the use of the Indians." He also noted that "there is more evidence that a license was created than evidence that no license was created," and that "although the legal obligation is indistinct, the moral promise is clear."

But in order to protect the 1960 agreement from further attack, Shevin recommended that it be re-opened and better legalized, incorporating the same terms as before.

The new negotiations have not been controlled by that "moral promise."

The first unpleasant surprise for the tribe was the entrance of the white hunters. The Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, having long worked with the hunters, wanted to do well by them. In the words of Gene Wallace, the commission's deputy director, "the public had to be satisfied too."

THE HUNTERS had a legitimate interest. The 1960 agreement had not excluded them from 143,000-acre, Tamiami Trail land, and they wanted to be sure the new agreement would be the same. They went beyond that, however, when they pushed for hunting rights on the state reservation - the unrelated, 76,000-acre tract in the north. Nevertheless, the hunters got the right under the new agreement to enter that reservation, despite there being no logical reason why that land should have been considered in the negotiations.

"We didn't want to take anything away from the Indians," said Gil Cowherd, president of a coalition of seven sporting groups. "They don't use that reservation land for much anyway, and we would pay them a penny an acre for hunting there."

The penny an acre would provide about $1.70 for each Miccosukee to enjoy every year. But reservation land is supposed to be secure. Forcing the tribe to give up its hunting rights under the pressures of difficult negotiations was an affront to its dignity and rights.

Far worse than the intrusion of the white hunters, however, was the later entry of the Seminole tribe.

UNDER AN informal arrangement, the Seminoles had always refrained from setting up any activity that would compete with the Miccosukees on their land, even though, under the 1960 license, the Seminole had the right to do so. The Seminoles have had federal, state and commercial charters since 1941.

But the reopening of the license issue disturbed that informal balance.

State officials declared that the agreement would have to be signed by both the Miccosukees and Seminoles, even though the Seminoles had nothing to do with the land through the history of the two tribes.

The present leaders of the Seminole tribe are very different from those of 1960 and earlier. They are younger, considerably more materialistic, and less apt to give up any economic benefits that can be gathered from the situation. Seminole Chief Howard Tommie let the negotiations run for some time, and then decided that his tribe had much to gain by becoming involved.

AT A February 1975 hearing, after saying nothing for nearly a year, Tommie surprised all parties by announcing that he would not sign. "This is not good enough for the Seminole Tribe . . . there is going to be revenue from that land, from recreational things, and we feel the Seminoles should get some of it," said Tommie.

In March the Seminoles proposed a geographic division of the area - one which would allow them to open activities several miles closer to Miami than the Miccosukee operations. Tribal officials confirmed that plans are being made for a Tamiami Trail crafts shop.

Such a move would deeply hurt the Miccosukee economy. Seminole resources are far greater, their location would be better, and tourists would most likely choose the more famous Seminole name when stopping to buy.

"THOSE THINGS (the recreational enterprises) are the only source of revenue we have out there," said Tiger. "Any competition from the Seminoles would hurt the tribe . . . I hope they don't want to step on our toes."

Negotiations over the land are at barely the same stage they have been stuck in for months, with the Miccosukees and Seminoles still unable to iron out their differences and the state refusing to sign any agreement that does not meet the approval of both tribes.
Indian rights mess

Refusal of the U. S. Supreme Court to consider the case of a Seattle commercial fisherman who charges discrimination because of fishing rights awarded Indians by federal District Judge George Boldt points again to the need for Congress to act in a broad way on Indian rights in general.

Judge Boldt's landmark decision denied the authority of the State of Washington to regulate and manage salmon and steelhead runs, except to prevent their extinction, on which treaty Indians in Western Washington are given (by Judge Boldt) the right to catch 50 per cent of the fish destined to pass "usual and accustomed" (historic) Indian fishing places and stations.

Washington and Oregon state fish and game agencies have been required by these decisions, which have been upheld by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, to drastically curtail non-Indian fishing to make sure the courts' allocation of 50 per cent of the runs, including hatchery fish, are available for the Indian commercial, subsistence and ceremonial fisheries.

Among the results have been illegal fishing, ramming of boats, gunfire in Puget Sound, with one non-Indian fisherman shot in the head, and a general tension which portends more violence. The inability of the states to manage the fishery has caused a wastage in the resource and a threat to perpetuation of the runs.

The courts are interpreting 19th Century treaties with Indian tribes with the same consideration they would give to treaties with foreign nations. And Indians are also claiming vast acres of land and waters in many states where treaties never existed, or where reservations or treaties have been terminated. Indian lawsuits in Maine claim ownership of $25 billion in property.

Two tribes assert ownership of two-thirds of the state. Cities, school districts and other governments have been stopped from issuing bonds, pending resolution of lawsuits.

Two resolutions introduced late in the last session of Congress recognize the problem without dealing with it.


"That in accordance with and in furtherance of the purposes of any treaty with American Indians that secures to them a right to hunt and fish at off-reservation locations, in common with other citizens, any state may enact and enforce laws of a purely regulatory nature concerning the time and manner of hunting and fishing outside an Indian reservation that are for the purpose of conservation, and that are equally applicable to Indians and all other citizens without distinction. Any state legislation enacted pursuant to this joint resolution is hereby declared to be in furtherance of and not in derogation of the treaties involved."

The Dingell resolution is a starting point for the next Congress. But, obviously, it does not cover the broad claims being made by and for Indians. Not of treaty or reservation status. The subject is much broader than fish and game, although these resources are of primary importance and must be conserved. The 95th Congress has a job to do. It is the voice of final authority in the amendment of treaties and preservation of the nation's resources.

The Oregonian, Portland
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Denver AIM Chapter Elects New Officers

The Denver chapter of the American Indian Movement (AIM), elected new officers Thursday night at a reorganization meeting.

Richard Peters retained chairmanship of the local AIM group. Frank Black Elk was named director of information and communications. Vera Mitchell and Ethel King were chosensecretaries, Grace Black Elk became treasurer, and Thecla Polasky was designated state coordinator.

The next AIM meeting will be 6:30 p.m. Thursday at the Denver Indian Center, E. 16th Ave., and Gaylord St. A potluck dinner also will be held that evening.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Warrior Indicted by Grand Jury

Neil Hawpotooss, 30, a spokesman for the Menominee Warrior Society, was indicted by a federal grand jury in Milwaukee Thursday on two counts of harboring and concealing a fugitive.

Hawpotooss, of Keshena Falls on the Menominee Reservation, is accused of helping a man escape from Menominee County authorities Aug. 14 in a car with Daniel A. Webster, who was seeking to evade federal charges.

Hawpotooss also is accused of aiding a fugitive Sept. 15 that a man was traveling with him was Edward Nakwith, 21, Neopit, who was being sought by the FBI for allegedly helping a prisoner escape from Menominee County Jail in Keshena Sept. 22.

Nakwith subsequently was arrested and charged in the jail escape.

Hawpotooss, a spokesman last year for the Menominee Warrior Society during his 34 day takeover of the Alaskan Brothers novitiate near Greenbush, was released after questioning by the FBI Sept. 24 when a bowler man was found dead of bullet wounds in Hawpotooss' Keshena Falls home. The dead man was Lyle Welch, 24. No arrests have been made in the slaying.
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Menominees Acquitted in Assault Case
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Memories of Luster Motors on North Clark street have to be a shoe-in for the firm's sales award this fall. He sold a $6,400 Commander last week. The buyer would rather not be identified.

The first American Indian Advertising agency, Black Elk Inc., has just opened for business. The agency will help promote next month's Indian Pow Wow at the Chicago avenue armory.

Bennet Westra, of Variety Auto Supply recently became a grandfather for the second time. His first grandchild was a girl, Shana. This time it's a boy, Noah.
PARKER (AP) — Twenty youngsters were saved from possible injury or death when Galen Howard, a quick-witted 8-year-old Mohave Indian boy, took command of a driverless school bus, officials said.

Jack Utehs, 51, was driving the students to their homes on the Colorado River Reservation on the heavily traveled road late Wednesday.

BATHE SLOWED down to turn on a side road about six miles south of here, but did not shift down or make the turn. Officials said he apparently suffered a seizure of still undetermined origin and slumped in the seat with his foot off the accelerator.

The bus continued about a half-mile down the road and headed for the shoulder, which is bordered by a concrete-lined irrigation ditch.

While others screamed, Galen jumped into Bathe's lap, grabbed the wheel and turned the bus back across the road into a flooded lettuce field. The bus was stopped by the mud.

There were no injuries.

ANTHONY Querice of the Colorado Indian tribal police said he was driving behind the bus and went to the aid of the children.

Galen said he was not scared "until the bus stopped."

GALEN HOWARD

Without the power steering on the bus, Galen would not have been able to guide the 70-passenger-capacity bus, officials said.

Hospital officials said yesterday Bathe was listed in fair and stable condition. They declined to specify for what he was being treated.
State Law Requires Custody; Gallup Needs Treatment Center

By PATRICK LEWIS

GALLUP — In 1972, the state legislature demanded treatment centers, and 27 of the state's 32 counties report that this helped to reduce drug and alcohol problems. But for Gallup, the new law seemed to have set opening the revolving door between the city jail and local bars.

As one city official put it, "Gallup's jail looks like Pioneer's last stand every morning."

But detoxification is as popular in states all over the country. Twelve of the state's 32 counties have created treatment centers under the Federal Uniform Alcoholism Rehabilitation Act and it has created some kind of treatment legislation. Twelve have legislation pending, and only five have never removed any detoxification know-how.

New Mexico's 1972 Detoxification Act defines an intoxicated person as anyone who is "apparently so intoxicated in a public place that he has become disorderly or has become unable to care for his own safety." Anyone that police deem "intoxicated" by that definition may be taken to a treatment facility or to jail for 12 hours, but the person isn't charged with a crime or listed on an arrest record.

The person is held responsible for the cost of transporting him or caring for him during those hours in protective custody. Gallup doesn't collect any money from the 2,000 persons the city transports to the city jail each year, since a majority of the people who end up in protective custody don't have money with them.

So the city pays a $30 fee for each pick-up and will continue to pay unless Gallup finds some way to decrease the number of persons who get drunk here or develop a method for protecting alcoholics for their illness, instead of punishing them for their over-indulgence.

The Detoxification Act is a progressive piece of legislation. City Attorney James Parmenter said: "The philosophy of it is good, but in practice it doesn't work without a health care facility."

A New Mexico law establishes standards for detoxification centers which are not part of a health care facility. The state is required to be licensed by the state health department and to meet certain standards. The standards are set by the state health department, and the state is required to inspect the facility at least annually.

The standards include requirements for staff qualifications, equipment, and procedures. The facility must have a medical director and a registered nurse on duty at all times. The staff must be trained in the treatment of alcohol and drug addiction.

The state health department licenses the facility and requires it to meet certain standards. The facility must have an emergency plan, a policy on confidentiality, and a policy on the management of medical emergencies. The facility must have a policy on the management of medical emergencies.

In addition to the requirements of the state health department, the facility must also meet federal requirements. The facility must be licensed by the federal government and be in compliance with federal standards.

To get that money, the state would have to be in compliance with the Federal Uniform Alcoholism Rehabilitation Act and New Mexico law. The law is lacking in this area, said G. P. Royal, director of the Alcoholism Division of the State Department of Hospitals and Institutions. "The law's standards are strictly in the language," he said.

NIAA standards require a policy statement about the state's position on alcoholism. Under the Detoxification Act, an intoxicated person cannot be arrested for being drunk, but the law doesn't specifically state how an intoxicated person will be treated.

New Mexico's laws state that for the state to be in compliance with NIAA standards, a specific statement must be included in the law. The Uniform Code specifies that the law must include a statement that the person must be examined by a physician. The law must also state that the person must be examined by a physician.

The other revisions necessary for the state to meet NIAA standards are a specific statement about treatment. The state's law doesn't specifically state that the person must be examined by a physician.

These changes would probably be included in the next revision of the law. A new law would probably be introduced in the next legislature, Royal said. And these revisions are needed, he said.
Kindergarten Building Destroyed at Naschitti

By HELEN SHAFFER Journal Correspondent
Naschitti, N.M. — An early morning fire Wednesday destroyed a portable metal building housing Kindergarten facilities at Naschitti Elementary School located about 50 miles south of Shiprock.

Keller Haynie, fire chief of the Valley Volunteer Fire Dept. at Kirtland, said his group responded to the alarm about 6 a.m. after the Tohatchi Fire Dept. refused to respond to the call. Haynie said that by the time the Valley Volunteers arrived at the scene more than an hour later, actions were limited to securing the utilities and keeping the blaze from spreading to nearby propane tanks. Efforts were hampered by a water shortage in the area, Haynie added.

A spokesman for the Central Consolidated School District which operates the Naschitti School said school officials are in the process of estimating the loss, adding that early estimates indicate it will amount to more than $40,000.

Medicine Men Banding To Thwart 'Oppression'

By JIM LARGO

Navajo medicine men are forming an organization to thwart what they call "Anglo religious oppression" and to attempt to bring back "the corn pollen road" as it was in the old days.

The group, the Navajo Medicine Men Assn., will not only be a strong advocate for ancient religious beliefs but will attempt to make those beliefs a prime practice among modern Navajos, according to its organizers.

Among its goals, said Eugene D. Anderson of Ford Defiance, Ariz., chairman of the association, is to help Navajo alcoholics by performing religious ceremonies for them.

Another goal is to set straight the damage done to Navajo religious beliefs by an "extreme sect" near Greasewood, Ariz., that burned medicine man tools and paraphernalia.

He said the religious group last March gathered a truckload of medicine man tools, piled them up on a hill, poured gasoline on the collection and set it afire.

Realizing what was happening, some men ran to the fire and put it out by throwing dirt on it, said Chee. Among items burned were arrowheads, symbol of Navajo strength, he said.

Chee said the burned tools were impounded by Navajo police for evidence in an criminal court action. Anderson said tensions over the burned
"The Navajo tribe is like an outcast toward the problem," Larry Dickerson, chairman of the GIA/C board of directors, said.

Alcoholism has not been a tribal priority; hence, the tribe is not wrapped up in the Navajo Hopi land dispute now, David Eason, executive director of the GIA/C Central Administration, said.

They are beginning to become more aware of the problem,..." he said.

"When they started their programs, they should have started with education, instead of with treating the chronics," he said. "But they are shooting more into alcohol education now.

The Indian Health Service is also accepting more responsibility, he said.

The Public Health Service Hospital in Gallup doesn't handle detoxification now, and Dr. Joe Maruko said that taking on that job would be impossible without increasing the staff and the hospital budget.

The Attitude of PHS is efficient right now," he said. "Otherwise we would be chasing hallucinating patients around all night and it would be a tremendous drain on manpower."

"We couldn't ease into it or do it on a trial basis," he said. "We would have to start right over with the capability of certain number of beds and enough money to run the program."

He estimates that the program would require at least 40 nurses, four doctors and a couple of registered nurses and paramedics.

Solutions Are Varied

Various solutions have been offered for the alcoholism problem in Gallup, and though none of the Detoxification Act is a popular preference here, that isn't likely to happen, state Rep. Steve Kennedy says, though he would favor it.

An increase in the protective custody time limit from 12 to 48 hours is very possible, he said.

"We need to get the people who are drunk and stranded here home," Mayor Ed Junker said.

"Our most basic need is housing," Friendship House Counselor Roger Palski said of the lack of half-way housing and shortage of live-in rehabilitation facilities in Gallup. "At least those people have somewhere to go and end up back on the streets," he said.

"We need to take a more assertive stand on public drinking and crack down on the few bars that are a nuisance," Larry Dickerson says.

"More education is the answer," City Mgr. Paul McCallum says. "The tribe needs to take a more active role, especially the city needs a rehabilitation center to take alcoholics through the cure."

Options for the city in dealing with alcoholism are much more numerous than those available in the individual alcohol. There are only three things that can happen to an alcoholic, Frank Chavez of the Turquoise Club says. "He can either get sober, go insane, or die."
Medicine Men Forming Group
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ing is a main reason for the association organization.

Based on Navajo religion, said Chee, the burning means some misfortune will fall on the Navajo nation. He urged, with the backing of several Navajo speakers at the meeting, that a ceremonial blessing be done to erase the expected bad times.

But the problem now is to find a medicine man who knows the ceremony, he said. Anderson explained the Navajo people have gone too much the Anglo way, and finding such a medicine man will be difficult.

Anderson told of historical events. Long ago, "people who drag their clothes" (Catholic missionaries) came, he said, bringing with them schools and a religion from across "the great water." They were not against Navajo religion, he said.

After the Navajos were taken into captivity at Fort Sumner, missionaries from other denominations came and began "confusing (the people about) Anglo religion as well as the Navajo way," he said, "Our way became confused and lost."

"Today, the Navajo people are going crazy with the white man's education," he said. "Our ancestors predicted that when we all began speaking one language, that will be the end of the Navajo people."

Anderson admonished his listeners, most of them older generation Navajos and medicine men, that the Navajo people should cleanse themselves with corn pollen and return to Navajo religion and way of life.

Now, with the Anglo world being dominant on the reservation, the Navajo medicine men are brushed aside, said Anderson. One medicine man said he does not receive the respect he once commanded. "Once I asked (Navajo) police to help me but they just laughed at me and would not help," he complained.

Anderson said the Navajo medicine men should be recognized as being equal to Anglo doctors. He said one thing the association would do is give licenses or certificates to practicing medicine men.

With that authority, Navajo medicine men could gain back respect, he said. When the recognition is received, the medicine men can begin teaching the younger generation, he said. "We want our leaders to return to leading us through Navajo religion."

Anderson did not advocate a complete turn away from the Anglo religion and life, but expressed a desire for medicine men to be better recognized in their communities.

"Let the doctors do their thing and the medicine men do theirs. Let us not argue. All we want is to put into the system our way of life and religion."

He said the Navajo people must return to the corn pollen, which he said is a basic blessing agent in Navajo religion, and use it with prayers "to have happiness rain on the people."

That was done long ago, he said.

Anderson took as an example the swine flu shots being administered on the reservation. He said Navajos have their own medicine to combat the disease. "I have my own herbs to drink; that's why I will not take a swine flu shot," he said.

Chee blamed the Anglo culture for bringing alcoholism to Navajo people. "They brought with them guns, cards and a bottle of wine," he said. "They have swallowed up our way and now they run our lives."

Carl Gorman, a member of the organization, said he grew up among white people. They asked him about Navajo culture but he could not explain, so he had to return to the reservation and learn, he said.

Elizabeth Edison of Steamboat, Ariz., said it took her 15 years to learn to be a medicine woman. She complained that medicine men are becoming few and that she believes the association would make youth aware of Navajo religion.

The association would have five board members from across the reservation. The group would be consulted on nearly every aspect of Navajo life and become the authority on Navajo religion.

The group is now conducting public hearings at different communities. The leaders received a favorable response from Lukachukai community Sunday. The next meeting may be held in Crownpoint or Tuba City, Ariz.
ALBUQUERQUE (AP) — A U.S. District Court jury returned a verdict in favor of six Farmington city police officers in a $3 million lawsuit filed against them by the mother of a man who died in the city jail.

The five-man, one-woman jury found for the defendants late Thursday after just two hours of deliberation.

Grace J. Begay of Kirkland, N.M., alleged in the suit that her son, Kenneth Begay Davis, died because police failed to provide him with proper medical attention after his arrest last July for drunken driving, assault and battery.

U.S. District Court Judge Howard Branson earlier Thursday ducked from the case.

Farmington Mayor Marlo Welsh, City Atty. Dwight Arthur, and city council members Robert Calpopper, J.A. Drake and Erich Johnsen.

He allowed the jury to consider the plaintiff's claim against Police Chief Robert Schmerheim, Capt. Donald William Ritters, Sgt. Michael Davis Smith, Sgt. Calvin Williams, and officers Timothy Williams and J.R. Brown.

Schmerheim said today that the jury verdict "certainly reaffirms my faith in the system," he added, "I think the verdict is indicative of the fact that are doing our job and do have concern and compassion for all people without regard of race, color or creed."

Doctors testifying in the case presented conflicting testimony.

Dr. Stewart Lock of Farmington, who performed the autopsy on Davis, testified Thursday that the victim's liver was in poor condition from alcohol intake, and that his life could not have been saved by medical attention.

Drs. Robert Henry of Presbyterian Hospital in Albuquerque, who said Davis died of alcohol intoxication (DfA) — a reaction caused by withdrawal from alcohol. He testified that Davis might have been so filled with alcohol that DfA is a threat to life, and needed medical treatment.

Chief of Police Calvin Davis, died July 4 and died five days later.
Doctors in Trial Argue
Jailed Man's Chances

By DENISE TESSIER

The state's chief medical examiner said Wednesday it is difficult to say whether the life of Kenneth Begay Davis, who died last year in the Farmington city jail, could have been saved had he received medical treatment.

Another doctor testified Wednesday that he feels medical treatment would have saved the man's life.

The testimony was heard in Albuquerque federal court before U.S. Dist. Judge Howard Bratton in a $2.5 million suit filed by Davis' mother, who claims her son died because he was denied medical treatment in jail.

The suit was filed against the City of Farmington and individual city officials.

State Medical Examiner Dr. James T. Weston, who examined slides of body tissue from Davis, said liver tissue contained a great deal of what he called "fatty change," caused by a large intake of alcohol.

Witnesses Tuesday testified Davis was suffering delirium tremens (DTs) before he was found dead in his cell July 8, 1975.

Davis' mother, Grace J. Begay of Kirtland, N.M., testified Davis was arrested and jailed on a charge of driving while intoxicated.

Weston was asked by one of Mrs. Begay's attorneys, Charlotte Touloos, if Davis' death was associated with the "fatty change" in the liver.

"That's the way I prefer to put it," Weston replied, explaining that it is difficult to determine a cause and effect relationship in cases such as Davis'.

"I find it difficult to say that (Davis' death was directly caused by fatty change)," Weston said, "but some others do say that."

Weston also said he could not rule out the possibility Davis died from the DTs.

He read from Davis' death certificate that the cause of death as determined by his office was "severe fatty infiltration of the liver."

When asked if medical attention would have prevented Davis' death, Weston said, "I can't say. People like this die unexpectedly and suddenly and sometimes there isn't anything indicating they need medical attention. It is difficult to say whether medical attention would have helped."

Dr. Robert Henry, head of the emergency room at Presbyterian Hospital in Albuquerque, testified he would attribute Davis' death to DTs.

He said a person experiencing DTs can have lucid intervals that can last longer than 12 hours. Witnesses have previously testified Davis was coherent after his DTs and appeared to be recovering from them. He was last seen about 10 minutes before he was found dead and was coherent at that time as well, witnesses said.

Henry said Davis should have received medical attention despite the apparent recovery after the DTs.
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The said had jail employees been told DTs is a life-threatening situation, it "would have helped save this man's life."

Tuesday Farmington Police Capt. Donald Rogers testified police are not told in training that persons suffering from DTs need medical attention.

Late Wednesday San Juan County Magistrate Roy Markham of Farmington said he had "no idea someone could die" from DTs. He has previously worked as a patrolman, deputy sheriff and sheriff and has worked with jails.

Testimony will continue in the trial today.
Farmington police innocent in death

A U.S. District Court jury returned a verdict in favor of six Farmington city policemen in a $2.5-million lawsuit alleged by the mother of a man who died in an alley.

The five-man, one-woman jury ruled in favor of the defendants late Thursday after one hour of deliberation.

Grand J. export of Kirkland, alleged in the suit that her son, Ronald Ray Lee, died by police failure to properly treat him with proper medical attention after his arrest for drunk driving, assault and battery.

U.S. DIST. Judge Howard Bratton earlier Thursday dismissed the case against Farmington Mayor Mario Webb, City Attorney Dwight Arthur, and City Councilmen Robert Cueto, J.A. Drake and Erick Johnson.

He allowed the jury to consider the claims against Police Chief Robert Schmer­heim, Capt. Donald W. Rogers, Sgt. Michael D. Smith, Sgt. Calvin Shields and Police­man Timothy Williams and J.R. Brown.

DOCTORS testifying in the case presented conflicting testimony.

Dr. Stewart Coth of Farm­ington, who performed the autopsy on Davis, said the victim's life could not have been saved by medical attention because his liver was in such poor condition.

But Dr. Robert Henry of Presbyterian Hospital in Albuquerque said Davis died of extreme trauma and his life might have been saved by proper treatment.

In his closing argument, Leonard Delano, Mrs. Be­gley's attorney, said the case concerned, "The conflict of human beings toward other human beings."

Delano said, "That's what this case is about. This case speaks to the attitude of one group of people toward another in a certain physical condition."

Delano made an appeal on behalf of Davis family, saying the policemen should have helped the man.

"I question the type of people we have in this coun­try who can let a man suffer for 52 hours in jail."

DEFENSE attorney Robert McCorkle told the jury, "I have sympathy for the deceased and his family."

"It's unfortunate, tragic when human life is destroyed by alcohol. But we must put sympathy behind us."

McCorkle said that since money was involved, the case had to be looked at for its facts.

Those facts, said McCork­ke, didn't amount to the cruel and unusual punishment that was charged.

"His liver just quit," said McCorkle, "Medical atten­tion would not have saved his life."

MCORKLLE said, "These officers have seen people in worse condition."

"These men were his friends. Would they have sub­jected him to cruel punishment?"

DeLano said, "Life (Davis) was going through obvious agony. Police officers didn't consider him sick or injured. Is that reasonable?"
Lawyers Bring Varied Backgrounds to DNA Cases

BY SCOTT BANDELIN

Daily Times Staff

SHIPROCK — The most unusual thing about Tom and Judy Flynn-O'Brien is probably not their last name, but it seems to confuse people as much as the legal terminology they deal in daily.

It's not too complicated, although it has prompted a number of explanations. She is Judy Flynn, he is Tom Flynn-O'Brien. Married, they changed their names to a hyphenated combination of the two.

But explaining and dealing in legalism is their stock-in-trade. The Flynn-O'Briens are the new attorneys in residence, and in charge, at Shiprock DNA People's Legal Services.

Both in their mid-thirties and both graduates of the University of California at Berkeley Law School, they come to DNA with varied backgrounds. For a little over a year, they worked for various public-interest groups.

Tom, director of Shiprock DNA, is experienced in questions of Indian law, working with both Seattle, Wash., and California legal aid services.

After his first year of law school, he worked on cases involving Indian law, such as the Hopi versus the Navajo Indian Law Unit of the Indian Legal Services.

The two years prior to his return to DNA, he served as the Indian Legal Services.

The three years prior to his return to DNA, he served as the Indian Legal Services.
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Investigators are probing alleged mismanaging of thousands of dollars of federal funds, said the U.S. Attorney's office. However, the U.S. Attorney declined to elaborate on MacDonald's appearance.

Nixon, while president, awarded MacDonald a presidential appointment for his work with the poor.

MacDonald is in his 18th year as elected tribal chairman of the estimated $300,000 Navajo tribe's reservation in portions of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. The reservation covers about 5,000 square miles.

He was first elected in 1973 and was a second, four-year term in 1974.

The Associated Press learned last month that a top Navajo tribal official had received an estimated $5,000 in cash from a federal grand jury's air charter service.

The money, believed to be coming from bank accounts in each of the Navajo tribe's executive at Window Rock, Ariz., according to a police case, was used to pay the executive at Window Rock, Ariz., who was being paid the maximum amount of $1,000 per day.

The checks, which were paid by the tribe's bank, were deposited at the Navajo tribe's bank at Window Rock, Ariz., according to the police case, which is still under investigation.

The federal jury, assisted by a special Justice Department task force and the FBI, has been delving into the alleged corruption since last spring.

President Jimmy Carter was elected in November 1973.

TG&E Vice President Thomas Via Jr. said the $50,000 in kickbacks were made to help overcome an opposition by Navajo to a $300,000 federal transmission line across Navajo lands in northeast New Mexico.

MacDonald was subpoenaed last week by federal investigators.

The grand jury, assisted by a special Justice Department task force and the FBI, has been delving into the alleged corruption since last spring.
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Tiny Indian tribe wins right to own reservation

(C) NY Times News Service
TRUMBULL, Conn. - The nation's smallest Indian reservation won the first round here last week in a fight for its survival when state officials decided that a one-quarter-acre suburban plot did indeed belong to the Golden Hill Tribe.

The state's ruling, which rejected a competing claim by a neighboring Indian claimant, was the first time that the territory of the 78-member Golden Hill tribe - which had been sold off in the 1970s and 80s - was awarded to the tribe.

When the dancing ended at dawn and this quiet residential community on the fringe of Bridgeport returned to its customary calm, work resumed on a log cabin next to the reservation to live and die in peace, and we respect our elders. But now times have changed and the national mood of Indians has changed.

KUCEF, WHO could not be reached for comment, is expected to pursue his claim in the courts in what could be a long battle retracing the tribe's history and its sometimes stormy relationships with the early settlers.

Interior Dept., Indians Agree on Water Rights

NOV 17 1976

From the Journal's Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON - The Dept. of Interior has announced it has reached an agreement with the Jicarilla Apache Tribe on water rights that frees 13,300 acre feet of San Juan-Chama water from municipal and industrial use by five New Mexico communities.

The agreement was reached during the late summer.

As part of the agreement, the Interior Dept. agreed to reserve 29,000 acre feet of water from San Juan-Chama for permanent use by the Jicarillas.

The determination will be made through a study to be conducted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Bureau of Reclamation.

As part of the agreement, the tribe withdrew its opposition to the use of the remaining 13,300 acre feet available for municipal and industrial use.

The 39,300 acre feet involved became available when communities opted not to carry out programs for which the water was originally dedicated.

"Pending a determination of the feasibility of that use."
Coal Tax Plan 'Uneconomical'

ALBUQUERQUE (AP) - Firms developing New Mexico coal would have a tough time competing in most markets if the state imposes a tax rate of 36 percent, an industry spokesman said.

John J. Schmidt, executive vice president of Santa Fe Industries Inc., said the proposed tax hike would make "our coal uneconomical and noncompetitive with most other markets."

He said Santa Fe is negotiating with a handful of companies to sell its vast coal reserves in the San Juan Basin. The firm is asking for $1.5 billion.

"I don't think the message has gotten through to the people of New Mexico that the proposed taxes would mean it would cost three times as much to mine coal here as in Wyoming or Montana," he said. "It's just going to make a tough job tougher."

Economists, state energy officials and Gov. Jerry Apodaca all are backing hefty tax increases on coal and uranium mined in New Mexico.

Naschitti Class Building Destroyed in Morning Fire

By SCOTT BANDOLIN

NASCHITI - A portable metal building that housed the kindergarten at Naschitti School burned to the ground in a fire that started at about 5 a.m. today after the school principal's unsuccessful attempts to reach fire units in Shiprock, Shiprock and Window Rock, Ariz.

The official said further damage was prevented by four teachers who manned water hoses to keep four butane tanks located about 15 feet from the building from blowing up.

The school, part of the Central Consolidated School system, is located 35 miles south of Shiprock on the Navajo reservation.

The fire was extinguished at about 6:15 a.m., after a fire truck from the Valley Volunteer Fire Dept. responded to a call. By then, said Dr. Pearl Warner, school principal, the building was gone.

No one was injured in the blaze, but Dr. Warner is angry. "I'm mad," she said. "None of the fire departments would come. If we'd had fire protection, three quarters of the building could have been saved."

Dr. Warner said she was awakened by a call from a teacher and looked out the window of her home to see flames shooting up from the building in the corner where the heater was located. The lights were out, she said, and she could not see to dial numbers. An operator made the calls to the fire units and the district superintendent.

She said the Tohatchi Fire Dept., located about 10 miles away, apparently declined to respond to the call because it was in McKinley County and the school is in San Juan County.

Concern about the possibility of fire, Dr. Warner said, prompted her to buy water hoses about a month ago. "They're the only reason those tanks didn't blow," she said.

A good sense of humor got her through the experience today, she said. "We'd like to keep the water storage tanks near the school," she said. "And we're going to prevent it from igniting.

The Valley Fire Dept. arrived about 7 a.m., about 15 minutes after the fire was reported.

Dr. Warner said persons living in the school area were alerted immediately to the danger and moved from the area. She said he notified the persons in the neighboring community.

The principal estimated cost of school equipment in the kindergarten building at $75,000.

Dr. Warner said she was a representative of the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development about four days ago about fire protection.

"They said the (Navajo) tribe would have to look into it," she said. "I think we'd better look into something about it."

The fire is the second in three years at the school. Dr. Warner said. About two years ago, the area and grass burned.

Arrangements were made this morning for returning utility service, disconnected when the fire broke out, but Dr. Warner said she was unsure of whether school would be in session.

Although she confided being shaken by the experience, she said she planned a school supply officer that she wanted to requisition a new building.

"I never counted on having a firefighter when I took the job," she said.
Indian Policy Vague

WASHINGTON — President-elect Jimmy Carter's first official statement on Indian policy, a 32-line policy paper, deals largely in generalities and does not get into the sticky questions raised in the Indian community in recent years.

Carter appears to support the idea of "self-determination without termination."

He also promises a complete review of all federal programs for Indians conducted "with the full participation of Indian leaders from tribal, urban and national organizations."

His statement does not deal with such touchy issues as the Indian preference program for hiring by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the "beneficial use" position of the BIA on Indian water rights or the longstanding request of tribal leaders for a special Indian legal counsel.

Carter opened his statement by saying he believes programs for Indians should be "designed, implemented and managed by Indian tribes" to the greatest extent possible.

"Indian people should be able to make their own decisions regarding budget priorities, the operation of their schools, the best use of their land, water and mineral resources, and the direction of their economic development," his statement continues.

He decries the "duplication of effort, waste and neglect" he says prevails in the programs and suggests a large percentage of the federal funds for Indians is lost as a result.

He also promises a review of federal laws relating to Indians and a long look at the BIA.

Paul R. Wieck is chief of the Albuquerque Journal's news bureau in Washington, D.C.

Tribal Taxation Proposed

WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. (AP) — The Navajo Tax Commission has released a statement saying that a tax on companies leasing land from the tribe that pays low rental or royalty payments would be "too low." The current cap on income from the lease of a member tribe is about $600 per year and the unemployment rate is about 65 per cent.

Companies which lease land from the tribe would be expected to protest the double taxation in the courts.

Commissioners have said they would not recommend taxing Indians' income for property at the present time because Navajo income levels were too low. The current cap on income from the lease of a member tribe is about $600 per year and the unemployment rate is about 65 per cent.

Monday proposed setting up a tribal tax structure that would be kept at a minimum level, the commission said in a statement. The tax on companies leasing land from the tribe that pays low rental or royalty payments would be placed on companies leasing land from the tribe that pays low rental or royalty payments. The three-man commission said that any tax system would probably produce extensive litigation between the Navajos and Arizona and New Mexico over the rights of the states to tax interests on Indian reservations.

New Mexico and Arizona currently assess a tax on the removal of mineral resources from the Navajo Reservation, which amounts to millions of dollars each year.

Commissioners have said they would not recommend taxing Indians' income for property at the present time because Navajo income levels were too low. The current cap on income from the lease of a member tribe is about $600 per year and the unemployment rate is about 65 per cent.

Companies which lease land from the tribe would be expected to protest the double taxation in the courts.

Commissioners have said they would not recommend taxing Indians' income for property at the present time because Navajo income levels were too low. The current cap on income from the lease of a member tribe is about $600 per year and the unemployment rate is about 65 per cent.
Navajo Crafts Enterprise Looks

By LARRY BURKE
WINDSOR ROCK Arts (Like Before)

Offices of the financially-troubled Navajo Arts and Crafts Enterprise (NACE) were converted yesterday to the appointment of a new manager as their attempt to get the enterprise back into healthy operating order.

Meanwhile, NACE officials are unclassified by severe declines in the Indian jewelry market, maintaining that quality Indian jewelry will remain a good investment for years to come.

The new NACE manager, Easterly, was manager of the Navajo Arts and Crafts Guild for four years before it was converted into the tribal enterprise in 1973.

A jewelry buyer for several Gallup stores before managing the guild, Easterly was appointed Monday by the tribal council to oversee NACE operations.

Roger Davis, committee chairman, would not predict what NACE would receive from its present deficit operation, saying, "it takes a long time to rebuild an enterprise once its name has been destroyed, but we are pulling out of the red gradually."

NACE's financial problems stem from mismanagement, according to Davis. The former manager, Ernest Apodaca, a non-Navajo, assumed the top position in the enterprise upon its formation. He was subsequently terminated by the Navajo Tribal Council in November 1975.

Would Improve Image

"We are trying to burnish the inferior merchandise purchased by that management," Davis said. "People have been reluctant to buy from us because of publicity about the low quality merchandise we have acquired."

NACE was set up by the Navajo Tribal Council, according to Davis, to provide an outlet for Navajo all-crowns and crafts.

"But with the dismantling of the guild and the formation of the enterprise, the attitude changed to one of profit making," he said, and that is when the problems started.

Under the former management NACE agreed to supply various large national department stores, including Sears, but back, with Navajo jewelry, but was unable to fill the orders, he said.

"Navajo craftsmen were told they produced too slowly, and NACE began purchasing from various non-Navajo wholesalers in Gallup," he said. "Most of the merchandise was of inferior quality, and was mass produced with low-grade turquoise."

"People buy from wholesalers and other sources and still expect to be competitive," he added.

"Everyone Got Into Art"

The recent boom in Indian jewelry led to a glutting of the market with inferior goods, resulting in public loss of confidence in the merchandise and eventually in the Navajo tribe the market is now suffering.

"The profits of the boom was in 1973 when Wall Street listed it as second in the list of standards," said Easterly. "It took a whole year to get into the art. It was Mexican, Navajo, and Hopi."

It will take a long time to build another Indian jewelry store now that all of a sudden the public realized that the guaranteed worthlessness of the jewelry was not always quality," he said. "We will never take it off its kinks and the value dropped considerably.

Indian jewelry sales have declined 60-80 per cent nationwide since the boom, and are still dropping, as evidenced by the continual changes of the jewelry stores in Gallup, which became abundant during the boom."

"NACE Can't Beat Quality"

However, Davis maintains that quality jewelry is still a good investment, and will remain so.

"A person who knows Indian jewelry can spot quality," he said. "There will always be quality goods produced, and their value will remain high."

He predicts that young Navajos who entered the business during the boom will drop out, but those craftsmen who already have established names, and those who have their heart in it"
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An Exclusive Report by HILL, DONOVAN WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. (Ore-Bee)
Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald is considering calling the Navajo Tribal Council into special session in early December to consider recommendations made by an outside firm on ways to improve the running of the tribal government.

The recommendations are part of a management review study conducted over the past two and a half months by the other Little Co. of Los Angeles.

The Little study, although it has not been released to the press and probably won't until it comes before the council, has already caused waves within the tribal government and has been the subject of several staff meetings.

Almost no department head has come out in support of the conclusions made by the study, and most would just as soon see the tribal council discard the findings and forget about the thousands of dollars the tribe spent to get it made.

Suggestion Consolidation

According to interviews with various tribal officials, the Little study stresses throughout its recommendations the consolidation of various tribal departments to eliminate duplication of services and better use of tribal funds.

If the council acts and approves the recommendations made by the study, almost all division within the tribal government will be eliminated.

Most division heads feel that the changes would hurt their departments without saving much money.

The tribe has already begun its own restructuring separate from the one being proposed under the Little study. This restructuring is being conducted by Perry Allen, who is MacDonald's administrative assistant.

Already Correcting Problems

Several division heads questioned whether there was even a need for such a study in the first place, since they feel that the tribal reorganization was beginning to correct many of the problems within the tribal government.

The main criticism made by division heads before Allen took the job with the chairman's office five months ago was that there was an emphasis on the chairman's office and that this made it difficult, if not impossible, to make any changes in policy or programs.

This situation has changed over the past few months and division heads said that at least now with the busy staff meetings Monday morning, departmental problems can be brought up and some type of solution devised upon.

May Depend on Politics

The question then is whether the council will go with the recommendations made by the study and, according to some tribal officials, this may depend on who is running the tribe.

If the study is approved, one result will be strengthening of the chairman's office, whereas the recommendations in the report would give the chairman's office more say in day-to-day operation of various departments.

The question that some department heads raised, then, is whether the council would approve changes that take power away from its various committees and turn it over to the chairman's office. Most tribal officials think this is unlikely.

The only section of the study which has a good chance of being approved by the council, according to one tribal official, is the salary revision schedule. This part of the study was undertaken to determine if some tribal employees were being paid enough in relation to their duties and responsibilities.
Editorial Page

A Newsman's Faith

Howard Graves of Albuquerque, who heads the Associated Press' operations in New Mexico, almost single-handedly has been uncovering one of the most significant stories in the Four Corners region.

Primarily through his efforts, a federal grand jury has been investigating alleged wrongdoings within the Navajo Tribal government operations. 

People in high places and millions of dollars in federal, tribal and corporate funds have been involved. A number of indictments already have been returned by the grand jury.

Graves has been working on the self-imposed assignment for the past several years. During that time he has filed numerous stories—none based on sensationalism; all based on the facts as he has been able to put them together, after hours, days, and months of interviewing people and studying documents.

The Navajo Nation, encompassing about 25,000 square miles in Arizona, Utah and New Mexico, plays an important role in the economic, political and social life of the entire Four Corners region.

Because of the intricacies—frequent unique manner in which tribal business involves the federal government, reporters through the years frequently have been stymied in their attempts to accurately report news about the Navajo Nation.

Graves, nonetheless, has been successful. We believe that his success can be attributed mostly to his penchant for the truth and the objective manner in which he has been reporting the facts. He has no axe to grind, no cause to champion, no scores to even.

Howard Graves has an unwavering belief that the truth is a journalist's only real stock in trade and that he can best serve his fellow human beings by exercising that belief.

If not, we would not be a bit surprised to see Graves nominated for some sort of award within the journalism profession. To us, he exemplifies the finest in newspapering.

Program Seeks Applicants

WINDBURG, Ariz. — A special training program developed by the Navajo Nation and the University of Arizona to train 20 teachers a year in special education is now recruiting students for a program starting in January 1977.

The Navajo Nation contracted with the university for the program, funded by a grant from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, to fill vacancies for qualified Navajo teacher personnel to work with handicapped Navajo children.

The two-year program, which fulfills Arizona's certification requirements, focuses on preparation of teachers in mental retardation, behavioral disorders and learning problems. The program involves four semesters of junior and senior level courses offered at the College of Science campus, with two full summers of instruction on campus at the University of Arizona in Tucson.

The reservation-based training model allows students to work as teacher aides in their communities while completing coursework. Students also receive benefits of a full-time university program and obtain on-campus credit for student teaching on the reservation.

The program is designed to avoid cultural and linguistic and economic problems encountered by some Indian students.

Instruction is provided by university personnel who fly in to campus for all-day sessions Friday and half-day Saturday. The summer session includes field trips to observe programs serving handicapped students.

Selected students also attend the National Council of Exceptional Children convention in Atlanta, Ga.

To qualify, interested persons must have completed 36 or more hours of college credits transferable to the University of Arizona. College and high school transcripts should be forwarded, along with the tribe's application and university admission forms, to Charlene Tappin, coordinator, Navajo Special Education Teacher Development Program, P.O. Box 368, Window Rock, Ariz. 86515.
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Graves, nonetheless, has been successful. We believe that his success can be attributed mostly to his penchant for the truth and the objective manner in which he has been reporting the facts. He has no axe to grind, no cause to champion, no scores to even.

Howard Graves has an unwavering belief that the truth is a journalist's only real stock in trade and that he can best serve his fellow human beings by exercising that belief.

If not, we would not be a bit surprised to see Graves nominated for some sort of award within the journalism profession. To us, he exemplifies the finest in newspapering.

Program Seeks Applicants

WINDBURG, Ariz. — A special training program developed by the Navajo Nation and the University of Arizona to train 20 teachers a year in special education is now recruiting students for a program starting in January 1977.

The Navajo Nation contracted with the university for the program, funded by a grant from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, to fill vacancies for qualified Navajo teacher personnel to work with handicapped Navajo children.

The two-year program, which fulfills Arizona's certification requirements, focuses on preparation of teachers in mental retardation, behavioral disorders and learning problems. The program involves four semesters of junior and senior level courses offered at the College of Science campus, with two full summers of instruction on campus at the University of Arizona in Tucson.

The reservation-based training model allows students to work as teacher aides in their communities while completing coursework. Students also receive benefits of a full-time university program and obtain on-campus credit for student teaching on the reservation.

The program is designed to avoid cultural and linguistic and economic problems encountered by some Indian students.

Instruction is provided by university personnel who fly in to campus for all-day sessions Friday and half-day Saturday. The summer session includes field trips to observe programs serving handicapped students.

Selected students also attend the National Council of Exceptional Children convention in Atlanta, Ga.

To qualify, interested persons must have completed 36 or more hours of college credits transferable to the University of Arizona. College and high school transcripts should be forwarded, along with the tribe's application and university admission forms, to Charlene Tappin, coordinator, Navajo Special Education Teacher Development Program, P.O. Box 368, Window Rock, Ariz. 86515.
SHIPROCK—People may have acquired hard or started in disbelief when the idea was first proposed, but Dorm Seven of the Shiprock Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding school is no joke now. What it now an honor dorm started off a year ago as the "experimental" dorm for eighth and ninth graders. Among its features were co-ed living, once a week family-style cooking among students and student planning for activities.

The main problem now, in fact, is that "kids from other dorms are jealous," says student activities director Manuel Montoya.

The honor dorm was the brainchild of Charles Williams, dormitories supervisor for the past year. A former state policeman in Nevada and former youth parole officer, Williams says the program's working so well they hope to institute a similar plan with seventh-graders next year.

A careful screening process, including recommendations from adults and students' listing their reasons for wanting to live in the experimental situation, determined the students selected initially. Now students may apply to live in Dorm Seven. If a student is rejected, he's told why, and may reapply after 30 days.

"It gets away from regimentation," Williams says. "It's a more homelike atmosphere. People at first just didn't believe it, but we've received nothing but good reports."

The only restriction Williams makes in an otherwise loose living situation is alcohol. If a student is found drunk on campus, he is expelled immediately from the dorm.

So far, he says, there has been only one expulsion. The situation, he says, just "seems more natural." Instead of boys and girls seeing each other only at a dance, they are accustomed to working together.

Williams, who has worked with Angles and other ethnic groups in his work as a parole officer, says "Navajo kids are more responsive, I really don't why—it must be cultural."

Personnel were also carefully selected. Williams says, and he is now considering a plan to have dorm aides move along with students as they progress from grade to grade.

Montoya, who has worked for the BIA the past 16 years, says he has heard of programs working in the honor dorm "in the first time they've enjoyed their jobs. It's a whole new outlook."

Among the new program's benefits are a reduction in absenteeism and a greater stimulus for study. Williams says. Some students have volunteered to work as aides in the nearby dorm housing the trainable mentally handicapped program. Students are divide in eight according to sex, and there is behavior supervision at the dorm, but the key word seems to be responsibilities. Williams says students include both good students and slow students, but notes that three of the four members of the student council live in the honor dorm.

Next year, he says, all seventh grade students will be in an honor dorm situation, though a segregated one.

"Next year," he says, "will really be more experimental than this year."

"We're trying anything that will improve on what I think is the old BIA situation," Williams says. Next year's experiment may or may not have the same results as Dorm Seven. But Williams, and the members of the staff, are willing to give it a try.
By BILL DONOVAN

WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. (Dine bureau) - A high ranking official for a company proposing to build two coal gasification plants on the Navajo Reservation says his company probably will drop the plans if it does not receive tribal approval in January.

Robert Rudzick, general manager of the Western Gasification Co. (WESCO), said Friday any further delays in the project would make the plants too expensive to build.

"In 1977 when we first approached the tribe, we estimated that the cost to build the plants would be about $300 million," he said. "The current cost estimate is more than $1 billion dollars."

He told members of the Navajo Tribal Council's Resources Committee that inflation was adding about $25 million a day to the cost to build the plant.

"If it does not get out of the tribal council during its January session, it will probably be dead," Rudzick said.

He indicated the company will not be able to allow the council to discuss the proposal and then establish a committee to negotiate with WESCO officials. This has been the procedure in several instances when a major agreement came up before the council for approval.

WESCO still has to go to Congress for a federal loan guarantee, he said, because the cost to build the two plants is more than the company can afford. A loan guarantee would allow the company to borrow the funds needed to build the plants at the lowest possible interest.

A similar bill failed in the past session of Congress by one vote, and Rudzick said company officials re-evaluated the proposal and decided that "we want to try one more time."

"It's absolutely essential that if the Navajos want the project, they must back us when we go back to Washington," he said.

WESCO has spent about $50 million in getting the proposal this far, he said, but WESCO needs a decision by the council as soon as possible about whether it wants the plants. "If they decide they don't, we might as well pack up and go home," Rudzick said.
Company Offer Totals
$5-7 Million a Year

WINDOW ROCK, Ariz. (Dino Burros) - The Navajo Tribe will receive about $5 million in 1980 if it approves construction of two coalification plants on the Navajo Reservation, a high ranking official for WESCO said Friday.

In 1981, the tribe's revenue from the plants will be about $7 million, according to Robert Rudzick, general manager of the Western Gasification Co. (WESCO).

The WESCO proposal, which has generated a great deal of controversy on the reservation, is scheduled to come before the Navajo tribal council for consideration during its winter session in January.

Rudzick said the tribe will receive a one-time payment of $1.7 million for various rights-of-way. It will then receive $300,000 annually for lease of the 4,000 acres WESCO officials need for the plants and the small community which will be established to house workers at the plants.

The tribe will also receive one-half of one percent of WESCO's gross receipts, which company officials expect will bring the tribe about $12 million annually from each plant.

The company has also agreed to what company officials call a resource utilization fee. Under this proposal, WESCO has agreed that the tribe will receive $1 for every ton of coal it uses at the plants from Utah International.

Claim Coal Price too Low

Utah International operates a coal field near the proposed plant site and has a contract with WESCO to furnish the 10 million tons of coal that will be needed annually to fuel the plant.

Tribal officials have complained recently that the 18 cents a ton average that the tribe gets as royalty from Utah is not enough.

Tribal representatives are currently attempting to get the coal company to renegotiate its contract to provide the tribe at least 18 cents a ton royalty, which in what the tribe will get when the renegotiated $1.5 billion contract is approved by the Secretary of the Interior. WESCO, in the meantime, has agreed to make up the difference to the tribe in the amount Utah International is paying as royalties and what the tribe thinks it should get.

Rudzick said that if the tribe in its negotiations with Utah International, gets the coal company to raise its royalty rate, the amount of money that WESCO pays the tribe will be likewise reduced.

Tax Legality in Question

As for whether the company will allow itself to be taxed by the tribe, Rudzick said that WESCO "will pay all legal taxes." The question then is whether a tax imposed by the tribe on companies such as WESCO doing business on the reservation would be legal and this question would have to go to the courts for an answer.

Rudzick explained that WESCO is an utility company and therefore is strictly regulated by the federal company as to how much profit it can make and what kind of expenses it can pass onto its customers.

He indicated that the company may not be able to pass on a tribal tax to its customers.

Larry Ruzow, a member of the tribe's general counsel firm, told WESCO officials that the tribe is upset that everyone will make more money from this project than the tribe will. Utah International will get $60 million annually or $6 a ton for coal and the state of New Mexico will get $8 million annually while the tribe will get between $5 million and $7 million.

World Move Site

Ruzow proposed that the company move its proposed plant site a couple of miles which would make it easier for the tribe to impose its own tax.

He explained that there are two types of land involved - treaty reservation and executive order reservation.

Federal regulations allow states to tax various industries in executive order land, he said, but has more restrictions on what states can tax on treaty reservation land.

The proposed site for the plant is on executive order land, he said, but by moving the site only a couple of miles it would be on treaty reservation land.

Rudzick replied that WESCO could not, at this time, agree to any change in plant location.

"To move the site would be too expensive to us," he said. "A change in our proposal such as that would delay the project another two years. We must stick with our proposed location."

He added that a change in the site would require the company to prepare another environmental impact statement and require all kinds of paperwork dealing with right-of-ways and customary grazing areas.
Whole Crash Story Untold

by DOB GREEK, Managing Editor

The National Transportation Safety Board report from Washington listed as "probable causes" of the crash which killed four persons as "continued VFR flight into adverse weather conditions" and "improper in-flight decisions or planning" by the pilot. Friends of the pilot, Jimmy D. Vaughn, 55, of Window Rock, didn't believe those conclusions when they were announced recently, and the almost-complete NTSB report gives the conclusions only weak support at best.

The crash of the twin-engine Pima Apache plane occurred just west of Grants and Window Rock, with passengers, Clare Thompson, a Bureau of Indian Affairs employee from Window Rock, Fred Johnson, Navajo tribal councilman from Shiprock; and Donald Noble, tribal councilman from Steamboat Canyon, were killed.

The Independent's Dave Bera in Window Rock received a copy of the body of the report this week from Washington. Although parts of the report are missing, it indicates to local observers that NTSB's conclusion in Washington should have been: "We don't really know what caused the accident." Indeed, the powers in Washington attributed the Vaughn crash to the "probably cause that is easiest to assume when they don't really know -- pilot error."

The report shows several things which would lead observers other than flying into a snowstorm and being led down by it. For instance:

---The left engine tachometer was missing, while the right tachometer read 2,500 revolutions per minute after the crash.

---The airplane's trim tabs were set in the full nose-up and nose-right positions.

---Extensive crash damage made it hard to read the following information unavailable: engine control settings, flight control settings, and positions of switches.

---Both the plane's powerplants were "high-time" engines. One had run 1,679 hours since its last major overhaul and the other had run 1,912 hours.

"The normal operation of the left magneto (in the right engine) could be debated... That is, one engine could have been operating on half of its normal ignition system..." The pilot reported to Albuquerque Federal Aviation Administration controllers 38 minutes before the estimated time of the crash that he was level at 8,500 feet (2,000 feet above the surface) and mentioned no change in conditions since 9:10 a.m. before the crash.

---The pilot was rated for instrument "blind" flying, had flown more than 10,000 hours in his career, and had flown 2,500 hours in the type aircraft in which he crashed. Two thousand of his total flying hours had been at night.

The report makes a great deal of weather conditions that night, in fact assigning as a probably cause the pilot's misjudgment of it. Vaughn was briefed by the weather an FAA employee by telephone, and the weather forecast was substantially correct. Yet, the NTSB's statement, which the report says "is attached to this report," was not attached to the Independent's copy. Local pilots recall that there were fast-moving scattered snow showers or squall lines an experienced night pilot should fly around.

In the absence of the briefers' statement, it might be assumed that the forecast was called for scattered snow showers, normally not in themselves sufficient for a "no-go" decision by a pilot of Vaughn's qualifications. It is doubtful specific locations of the showers 60 miles away could be provided at Albuquerque.

Further, Vaughn was known in this area as an extremely safety-minded pilot. He was one of the most professional and conscientious pilots with the other way," said an experienced Gallup pilot. A former Gallup FAA employee characterized Vaughn in the same way, adding that Vaughn, more often than not, reported weather conditions in route to the FAA for the benefit of other pilots and asked whenever another flyer needed help.

A local twin-engine-styled pilot says "the only explanation" for full right rudder trim is to maintain directional control with right engine inoperative. He was at a loss to explain the full nose-up control, "unless it was trying to slow the plane down, was in a descent... maybe toward Grants."

When the plane hit a vertical cliff in near-level flight position, it was headed in the general direction of Grants.

Standard time between overflying for the type of engine on the Apache is 2,000 hours, but engines often need overhauling before that time. With the aged right engine stepped and a left engine having half-dead ignition system, a descent might have become mandatory regardless of the weather. NTSB, faced with contradictory evidence in the wreckage, chose to believe the tachometer reading rather than the rudder trim setting.

With normal power available, an instrument setting and extensive night flying experience, it stands to reason that Vaughn would have turned around when he encountered the snow. He would normally seek to gain more altitude for safety and go around the weather. Lack of power would be the overpowering reason for flying close to the ground, unless there were some kind of distress emergency not discernible now.

There was no alcohol in Vaughn's blood or any other pertinent evidence found in an autopsy. The report does not contain any post mortem examination of the passengers.

He have no conclusion to draw from the report other than to differ with anyone who reaches a definite conclusion from the information available. The report shows that the "probable cause" listed in the official summary of a plane crash doesn't tell the whole story, it is a conclusion reached from evidence that can be contradicting and sketchy, and is debatable at best.

The prevalent suspicion that the NTSB statistic-makers can be too quick to assign a cause to a mishap, pilot error and continued flight into bad weather, seems to be borne out here.

And local people who knew Vaughn believe that the abilities and character of the pilot were given particularly slight consideration in this case.
Many at hearing ask HEW for child care policy

By LATHY HAY

A sobbing mother tells a local child welfare office saying she has just severely injured her child and she wants help.

A caseworker meets the mother at the county hospital emergency room and the two discuss what will happen to the mother, the child and what kind of help is available to the family.

Will the child be removed permanently from the home? Will the mother receive counsel? What kind? Will a qualified person make the decisions that will affect the family’s future? What criteria will be used? And will the agency seek a solution to fit the family’s problems, or try to force the family to fit a formula solution?

These were some major concerns voiced by social workers, educators, and social service organizations at a Department of Health, Education and Welfare public hearing Wednesday at the Dallas Convention Center.

About 120 representatives from Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas presented local and regional problems and solutions in the areas of foster and adoptive homes for children.

Many asked HEW to instigate a national child care policy and try to set up some basic standards for removing a child from a home.

A national policy for the support of the family needs to be developed along with increased funding for preventative services,” one participant said.

“We felt our responsibility to play God and remove a child capriciously from their home,” said another.

Other speakers expressed a need for specific criteria other than “in the best interest of the child” for removing a child.

Many comments concerning the qualification of caseworkers drew applause from the group.

“A person is not qualified just because he has a lot of degrees hanging on the wall,” said the director of a private social service agency. “We need to look at competence instead of professionalism.”

 Representatives from Indian agencies in Oklahoma noted several additional problems special to Indian homes.

“I told the parents to keep the baby,” a mother from a central Oklahoma group said.

Most of the speakers agreed more effort should be directed at preventing problems and keeping children in their homes instead of immediately removing them the first time a problem crops up.
Gay Head voters will decide on Indian land claim

By Samuel Allis
Special to The Globe

RAY HILL — It has been almost ten years since the Wampanoag Indians in this tiny town at the tip of Martha's Vineyard filed suit to recover more than 300 acres of common land they say belongs to them.

The suit against the town had all the earmarks of a long, drawn-out legal battle. Until the warrant for the Nov. 23 special town meeting was drawn up last month, it was expected that the suit would consume a good deal more time in Federal district court.

But now, the 180 registered voters in Gay Head will be able to decide if they want to keep on fighting the Wampanoag common-land suit which would instruct the selectmen to take the necessary steps to survey the common land back to the Indians.

The land in question includes a part of the famous Gay Head cliffs overlooking Horseneck Bay, the Herring Creek and a number of cranberry bogs.

The Wampanoags are holding their suit against the town on grounds similar to those of their brothers in Mashpee and in two Maine tribes which violated the Indian Non-Interruption Act of 1783, which mandated that any land taken from Indians be restored as it grew. In all three disputes, the Indians allege that land was taken without congressional approval.

At the moment, the Wampanoags are not federally recognized, because they are not formally land-based. The common town land would afford them that status, and, as close to half of the people in Gay Head are Indians, they would benefit indirectly from Federal grants. Particularly during the winter, when jobs are scarce on Martha's Vineyard, Federal recognition could make a big difference for a lot of people.

"We're quite evenly divided," Winnie Silva conceded. "The Indian population in total here has never been told the truth about what went on. They were schooled in white schools with textbooks written by white men."

The fact of the legal battle which the Gay Head residents must shoulder also has grown to be a factor leading to the suspension of the article on the warrant.

"The mood has changed here," Town Treasurer Harold Montemay said. "Many people recognized the hopelessness of the situation. Tom Tureen (Wampanoag attorney) can go on forever; he has unlimited funds, but..."

The Indian population in total here has never been told the truth about what went on. They were schooled in white schools with textbooks written by white men."

WINONA SILVA
Tribal council leader

This town has a total budget of about $300,000. It's a matter of practical necessity. We may bow to the invincible reality.

Tureen, in a lawyer with the Native American Rights Fund who is also spearheading the suit for the Pan-amaquid and Paunskus tribes against the state of Maine for 12 million acres in that state they claim as their ancestral land. The Native American Rights Fund is a national organization based in Boulder, Colo., which is funded by a number of private organizations.

Tureen and Douglas Randall, the special council retained for this suit by the town, met for three hours Wednesday in Boston to discuss the possibility of a settlement. According to Tureen, the major problem area involves the question of future suits by the Wampanoags for more land in Gay Head. It is conceivable that they could sue for other land in towns in the same way that the Wampanoags in Mashpee have done in the Massasoit tract of 16,000 acres, which includes virtually all of the town and parts of neighboring Sandwich.

"The article was put on the warrant by the Wampanoag Tribal Council after a motion was passed at a regular town meeting in May to put the question before the voters. If it passes, it could end a great deal of the divisiveness which has rippled the town spirit since the suit was filed in November of 1974.

"There has been an element of tragedy through this whole thing," Harold Montemay said. "Both sides made mistakes. The tribal council entered the picture with a law suit instead of trying an open, friendly approach and it ended up hardening the positions of the other side."
Menominee Vote
Might Be Rerun

Special to The Journal
Keshena, Wis. — Charges
by Menominee County Sher-
iff Kenneth Fish that there
was illegal voting in the sheriff-
iff's election last week may
force a new election, coun-
ty authorities said here
Thursday.
Meanwhile Fish has fired
William Waukau, the deputy

who won the election, for
what he called personal rea-
sons, and he asked that Was-
aukau's name be removed from
the payroll.
Waukau was one of four
full time deputies overseeing
the activities of up to 20 part-
time employees of the sheriff's
department.

Louis DeCelle, Menominee
County clerk, said Thursday
that numerous votes appar-
tently were cast by persons
who were under age or non-
residents of Menominee
County.

The area, although now
called the Menominee Reser-
vation, still operates under
state and county election
laws.

Fish lost the sheriff's elec-
tion by a margin of 33 votes.
A recount completed Tuesday
gave each candidate one more
vote, thus restoring the 33
vote margin. Fish said he
would appeal the election to
the Circuit Court.

Fish has been a controver-
sial sheriff and earlier this
year was under investigation
by the state after a shooting
in which he killed two men-

Cigaret tax may bring
boycott, say
Indians

The Seattle Times
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BY DEBIE LOWMAN

Representatives of 29 Indian
tribes yesterday threatened to call
an "economic boycott" and promot-
ed a lawsuit if the state tried to
impose a tax on Indian cigarette
sales.

The State Revenue Depart-
ment will consider adopting rules
requiring sales tax to be paid on cigarettes
sold to non-Indians on Indian land
at a 9:30 a.m. meeting in Olympia
tomorrow. The department esti-
mates that the state loses about $3
million a year through tax-free In-
dian cigarette sales.

The proposed tax violates In-
dian treaty rights, said Mel Tonas-
ket, vice chairman of the Colville
tribes, at a press conference.
"Indians have been trying to
build our own economic stability," he
did. June DeLaCruz, chairman of
the Quinault Tribe. "We believe the
state should be helping us rather
than hindering us and nickel-and-
dime Indians to death."

De LaCruz estimated that Indian
enterprises contribute more than $1
billion to the state economy through
such things as timber sales and the
fishing industry.

"Just as federal military reserva-
tions generate the circulation of
money into a state's economy, so do
the transfer of federal funds and
income generated from sales by non-
Indians to Indians," Tonasket said.

We must warn the state
that the consequences of attempting
to impose (the tax) will be disas-
terous. The tribes will go out of
the state to make their purchases.
Businesses within the state will
be the ultimate losers."

De LaCruz said. "We know if
we don't agree to this. We'll be
in the state, the tribes will go out
and do business there."

Treaties give Indians the right to
set up their own tax systems on re-
servation lands, De LaCruz said.
Most of the tribes have set up, or
are in the process of setting up, tax
systems, he said.

"We will not agree to any form
of state taxation within Indian coun-
try," Tonasket said.
Suit hits bilingual vote law

The city of Tulsa and two school systems have filed suit in federal court seeking to overturn a federal regulation that election ballots be printed in English and Cherokee in two adjoining counties.

The suit, brought by the city, Independent School Dist. No. 1 and the Tulsa County Area Vocational/Technical School, alleges there is no language other than English used by native American Indian population in Osage and Rogers County.

The suit also alleges that English is the only historic written language in those counties.

In 1975, Congress amended the Voting Rights Act of 1965 to enable members of language minority groups to participate more effectively in the electoral process.

Attorneys for the plaintiffs contend no recent voters have cast ballots in Cherokee in the two counties.

NAMED AS DEFENDANTS in the suit, for which no hearing date has been set, are the Tulsa County Election Board and U.S. Att'y. Gen. Edward Levi.

The amendment allows the use of a minority language if the U.S. Census Bureau determines that more than 5 per cent of the voting citizens of a political subdivision are members of a language minority and the literacy rate of each person in a group is higher than the national literacy rate.

Plaintiff's attorneys said, however, that according to the amendment, only oral instructions are required if the minority language is either historically un Written or not commonly used in a written form.

"THERE IS NO Indian language in either Rogers or Osage County, which is commonly used in a written form or which is a historically written language," the suit alleges.

The suit claims that neither Osage tribal members or other tribes in that county have generally used a written language and that the Osage language has been almost completely replaced by English.

Approximately 50 per cent of the Indian population of Rogers County is comprised of Cherokees and that, while a written form of that tribe's language does exist, it is not commonly used there, the suit claims.

"There are now Cherokees in Osage County who are known to be able to read the Cherokee language... only a very small number of Cherokees in Rogers County can read Cherokee.

"THERE ARE NO traditional Cherokee-speaking communities in either county. There are no members of the Cherokee tribe in either county who are literate in Cherokee who are not also literate in English," the suit continues.

The schools and city contend the vast majority of Cherokees in both counties who speak only Cherokee can read neither that language nor English.

The suit asks that any requirement to provide election material be printed in Cherokee be voided, that the Cherokee language be declared a historically un written language and that the plaintiffs only be required to furnish oral instructions in aid of registration or voting.

---
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Plaintiff's attorneys said, however, that according to the amendment, only oral instructions are required if the minority language is either historically un Written or not commonly used in a written form.

"THERE IS NO Indian language in either Rogers or Osage County, which is commonly used in a written form or which is a historically written language," the suit alleges.

The suit claims that neither Osage tribal members or other tribes in that county have generally used a written language and that the Osage language has been almost completely replaced by English.

Approximately 50 per cent of the Indian population of Rogers County is comprised of Cherokees and that, while a written form of that tribe's language does exist, it is not commonly used there, the suit claims.

"There are now Cherokees in Osage County who are known to be able to read the Cherokee language... only a very small number of Cherokees in Rogers County can read Cherokee.

"THERE ARE NO traditional Cherokee-speaking communities in either county. There are no members of the Cherokee tribe in either county who are literate in Cherokee who are not also literate in English," the suit continues.

The schools and city contend the vast majority of Cherokees in both counties who speak only Cherokee can read neither that language nor English.

The suit asks that any requirement to provide election material be printed in Cherokee be voided, that the Cherokee language be declared a historically un written language and that the plaintiffs only be required to furnish oral instructions in aid of registration or voting.
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The suit claims that neither Osage tribal members or other tribes in that county have generally used a written language and that the Osage language has been almost completely replaced by English.
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"There are now Cherokees in Osage County who are known to be able to read the Cherokee language... only a very small number of Cherokees in Rogers County can read Cherokee.

"THERE ARE NO traditional Cherokee-speaking communities in either county. There are no members of the Cherokee tribe in either county who are literate in Cherokee who are not also literate in English," the suit continues.

The schools and city contend the vast majority of Cherokees in both counties who speak only Cherokee can read neither that language nor English.
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Housing Shortage Splits Fire Victims

Special to The Sentinel

Lac du Flambeau, Wis.—A severe housing shortage on the reservation of the Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians here has kept a mother separated from her 8 of her 10 children since the family's home was gutted in a fire Oct. 14.

But efforts to renovate Yvonne Wolfe's four-room bungalow are nearing completion and the family should be able to move back into its repaired home in about 10 days, according to William Wilson Sr., Lac du Flambeau Tribal Council president.

The renovation is being paid for by the council, Wildcat said.

While Elizabeth Gatlin, director of the Lac du Flambeau Housing Authority, refused to comment on why the family was not able to find temporary housing, Wilson said that the tribal council is dealing with a housing shortage.

"No one has people living in tents and sleeping in cars in this weather," he said. "It's hard to work as best as we can to alleviate the problem."

Mrs. Wolfe has charged that the housing authority has ignored her numerous pleas to place her temporarily in either a four or five-bedroom apartment. Mrs. Wolfe, who works at a private electric company here, says both apartments have been vacant since she lost her home.

Meanwhile, her 8 children ages 12 to 24 who were still living at home have been housed by friends and relatives, she said.

"I'd like to be back in my home in 10 days, but I think it would be impossible. There's still a lot of work to be done," Mrs. Wolfe added.

WORLAND, Wyo. (AP) — The Crow Indian tribe claimed jurisdiction over a 7-mile-long cave on the Wyoming-Montana border that currently is jointly administered by the National Park Service and the Crow.

Roger Stoops of the Crow Agency in Montana made the claim Thursday at a meeting of a Bureau of Land Management (BLM) citizens advisory board here.

Horse Thief Cave begins in northern Wyoming, but crosses the Montana state line and ends in Montana's Big Horn Cave.

The citizens advisory board also heard Stoops say the tribe wants permission to make a tunnel into the cave on land to which the tribe holds mining rights.

A spokesman asserted the tribe's right to mine uranium in the area.

Several speakers also testified at the hearing, calling for the expansion from 700 acres to 4,000 acres of protected lands near the cave.
Indians Assigned Education Funds

By Associated Press

The U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) has earmarked nearly $318,000 in education grants for Arapahoe and Shoshone Indians in Wyoming.

About $15,000 will go to St. Stephen Indian School south of Lander, $125,000 to the Wind River Indian Education Association, Inc., and $82,000 to the Arapahoe Education at Fort Washakie.

The grants represent only three of 42 HEW grants totaling $5 million to Indians in the six states that comprise the Department's Region 8: Wyoming, Colorado, Montana, Utah and the Dakotas.

Tolbert's Texas

Don't call the Kiowas' Mrs. Longhorn a 'squaw'

BY FRANK X. TOLBERT

SARAH LONGHORN, known as "Aunt Sarah" to her good Indian friends, lives in the Hog Creek community near Stambaugh, Okla., and she is the best cook of the Kiowa Indian nation.

Mrs. Longhorn is 76 years of age and she is a grand daughter of one of the greatest of Kiowa leaders, Satanta or White Bear, known in the history books as Catoosa. (White Bear lived from circa 1805 to 1878 and for the story of this magnificent warrior and orator see my paperback book, The Double Plain.)

Mrs. Longhorn was at the annual Chillicothia chili cookoff the other day, this event held in an almost-ghost town, Medicine Mound, near Chillicothia. Sarah Longhorn wasn't cooking chili. She was frying Indian bread and selling it to the palefaces.

AUNT SARAH doesn't like one designation

Mrs. Longhorn has a mind of her own. Even in the old days, Kiowas were somewhat liberated. Women could get a divorce by ganging up on a war party and returning to an unbartered village.

"I can cook good chili con carne," she told me. "But my specialty is blue corn stew." The Kiowas raise blue corn now. In the days when they were free-ranging horse Indians they bartered for blue...
Creek suit ruling challenges BIA authority in Oklahoma

By BILL SAMPSON
Associate Editor

OKMULGEE—The most serious challenge to Bureau of Indian Affairs authority in Oklahoma since statehood has been posed by a Creek Indian law-suit judgment.

The case known as Harjo vs. Kleppe was decided last September by U.S. Dist. Judge William B. Bryant, Washington, D.C., and has thrown the Creek Nation government into turmoil.

The BIA’s policy of dictates to the Creeks what it has considered to be the law was called “bureaucratic imperialism” by the judge.

The court made it clear that federal agencies must respect the sovereignty and power of tribal government and abide by tribal law in their dealings with the tribes.

THE COURT HAS ordered the Creeks to vote on three issues before the constitution proposed by Chief Claude Cox and his appointed council can be voted upon. They are:

1. Whether tribal legislature will be unicameral or bicameral.
2. Whether representatives to the legislature will be based on modern geographic districts (such as Oklahoma counties now located within the old Creek Nation boundaries) or on traditional tribal towns organizations.
3. Whether there will be a deputy chief.

Many tribal towns became inactive after statehood but some have retained functional and meetings have begun to reactivate others since the court’s ruling.

After these decisions are made, they must be written into the draft of the constitution which then must be ratified by yet another tribal election.

The court has said all this must be done by Sept. 1, 1979, or it will杜绝 any further expenditure of tribal trust and judgment funds.

Creek Chief Claude Cox is none too happy with the decision, which he and his co-defendants, Secretary of Interior Thomas J. Kleppe and subordinate employees of the federal government decided not to appeal.

“It’s a big thing, the court will come in 1979,” Cox said of the tribal functions centered at Okmulgee.

They may come to a halt sooner than that if the plaintiffs who won the case have their way. They are Allen Harjo, a Tulsa oil company accountant, and his supporters who brought the suit because of concern over the Cox administration’s expenditure of tribal trust and judgment funds.

These are funds the tribe has won in claims against the government for lands taken in the 19th century, or trust funds held by the government for the tribe, such as those derived from tribal land sales or leases.

“The Chief Pledged some of these funds to build the new Creek Nation complex at Okmulgee and asked them to pay for it,” Harjo said. “That was a major consideration in the decision to file the suit.”

Harjo ran against Cox for the chief’s job in the 1975 tribal election, but was defeated.

The funds expenditure for the complex was an issue in that election.

Harjo contended that the chief and the federal government had no authority to spend the money.

Harjo’s lawyers have drafted a motion they believe could speed things up by a year. It asks the court to allow four court-recognized tribal towns to determine which of the original 44 traditional towns are still in existence, grant each one a certificate of existence, and give them until Sept. 1, 1977 to meet and choose their representatives to the bicameral legislature authorized by the 1867 Creek constitution.
corn with the sedentary Pueblo Indians of New Mexico, but they have never learned to like blue corn tortillas favored by the Pueblos.

BLUE CORN flour was made originally with buffalo meat. Now it's pork or beef with the Indian corn of dry colorations and hues.

The blue corn raw would be too starchy for most. However, Mrs. Lona- born's fried bread recipe is rather simple, although it can be easily botched. The ingredients are one tablespoon of shortening, three heaping tablespoons of baking powder, one pint of sour milk, one teaspoon of soda, one teaspoon of salt, and enough white flour to handle easily.

Knead all this together smoothly. Roll out to about one-half inch deep dough and cut into round cakes about three inches in diameter. Cut two slits in each cake, not quite all the way through, and then fry in deep shortening, semi-enough.

AUNT SARAH and her nephew, Jerry Reid, were the leaders of a delegation of 12 of White Bear's descendants who came to cook Indian style food, dance and beat the drums at the cookoff in Medicine Mound.

John Reid, another of Aunt Sarah's nephews, who drums and sings for the dances, said that among Mrs. Long-born's most delicious specialties are bread and cakes made from mesquite bean meal. The cakes are frosted with wild plum.

Medicine Mound village derives its name from four messes just to the west. And the crests of these mounds were scenes for religious and healing ceremonies by the Kiowas and their allies, the Comanches, in the old days. (There will be more on Medicine Mound in Sunday's column.)

MEDICINE MOUND'S neighbor there in Hardeman County, Chillicothe (pop. 1,200) gets its municipal label from a phrase in the agglutinative Shawnee Indian dialect. Chillicothe translates as "the-high-village-in-which-we-lie." Chillicothe is at least 600 miles from the nearest seaport. So it is a surprise to some that John Potts, captain of the 23,000-ton freighter Joseph Lykes, chosen to make his home on a family wheat and cattle ranch near Chillicothe.

The way it works out, though, Captain Potts only roams the world as master of the freighter for about two and one-half months and then a relief captain takes over for a cruise of similar duration. And Captain Potts goes home to Hardeman County for 10 weeks or so on the ranch.

The sea captain sometimes com­penses in his airplane to where the Joseph Lykes happens to lie up at the end of a voyage.

John Potts is pictured in the attached photograph in Medicine Mound with Jerry Reid of the Kiowas.

INDIANS JOIN ADVISORY PANEL

CODY, Wyo. — Joe Medicine Crow of Crow Agency, Mont., and John Woodruff of Billings have accepted appointments to an Indian advisory committee for the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in Cody, and will work on plans for the Plains Indian Museum, one of four major museums at the Center.

Medicine Crow is an anthropologist and director of the Crow Central Education Commission. Woodruff is a member of the Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council.

Other members of the committee are John Warren of Arapahoe, an Arapahoe language and culture instructor; George Horse Capture of Great Falls, Mont., an instructor and Indian curriculum researcher at the College of Great Falls; Marie Vartic of Fort Washakie, counselor for Indian career students, Lived Now of Sata P., N. M., and Pete Red Horse Elk of Browning, Mont.

Also on the committee are Dr. Donald Domnick, vice chairman of the Center's board of trustees, Mrs. Henry H. B. (Joe) board chairman, and Peter H. Hassrick, director of the Center.

The organizational meeting of the committee on Nov. 3 also included a discussion of plans for a new Plains Indian Museum building and means of producing Indian input on issues related to the display and disposition of Indian materials.

The new building will be designed specifically to house the Plains Indian collection. A drive is under way to raise more than $3 million to erect the new building.

Among topics discussed was the controversial nature of displays which utilize burial materials or religious items, but no specific recommendations were made. The consensus seemed to be that skeletons or mummies should be restricted from public display. Gene Bull, education and information officer at the Center, said.

Members of the advisory committee will serve two-year and three-year overlapping terms. Their next meeting will be early next year.
Tribal towns are traditional Creek political entities that since the Creek removal from Alabama to Indian Territory in the 1830s have virtually lost any geographic identity. Creek Indians relate individually to their tribal town heritage because of family ties to the towns.

One of the towns, for example, was located in Tulsa and held its meetings at the historic Council Oak near 17th Street and Cheyenne Ave. It is no longer active but many Creeks still consider themselves members of it.

The motion also asks that Chief Ox be ordered to convene the new legislature on Sept. 17, 1977 and that no trust or judgment funds be ordered to be spent by the new legislature until it is approved by the council. The requested order would except federal grants received by the tribes for existing programs being conducted by the Creek Nation.

"The case is a revolutionary one in Indian affairs, according to officials of the National Indian Youth Council who financed the case resulting in the Harjo v. Kleppe decision. They are: (from left) Marcia Wilson, staff attorney; Gerald Wilkinson, executive director of NIYC and Steve Nickeson, NIYC director of research. (Tribune photo)

The court cited four vital acts of Congress the BIA apparently had misinterpreted in regard to Creek government. They are:

1. The Act of June 28, 1898, known as the Curtis Act. It authorized allotment of Creek land, establishment of towns within the Creek Nation, abolished tribal courts and established federal courts. It did not abolish the Creek constitution of 1867 or the Creek legislative body known as the Creek National Council. (Tulsa's incorporation as a municipality in 1886 was authorized by this act).

2. The Act of March 1, 1901, known as the Creek Agreement. The Creek Nation, acting under pressure of the Curtis Act, agreed to terminate certain tribal functions, schools, administrative offices and other activities. But the constitution, chief and legislature were to be continued "until dissolved," presumably after termination of all tribal claims. (Some are still outstanding).

3. The Act of April 24, 1906 known as the Five Civilized Tribes Act. This provided for termination of the tribal governments of the Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks and Seminoles but two sections were added that saved them from extinction.

One placed all residual tribal property after allotment in the federal government's hands to be held in trust for the tribes. The other continued the tribal governments so they could settle their claims. The tribal governments generally were reduced to a chief to sign documents but they were not dissolved and the Creek constitution of 1867 was not terminated.

This is one of the least-known and least-understood federal acts pertaining to eastern Oklahoma and the Indian tribes. It is the basis for many modern claims the tribes have against the government."
Many Oklahomans, encouraged by BIA interpretations, believe the Five Civilized Tribes exist only as some sort of honorary recognition of their past. Due to the trust and continuance sections, the tribes are still "nations" in the eyes and language of the courts.

The Act of Oct. 22, 1970, which provided popular selection of the chiefs of the Five Civilized Tribes by tribal members instead of selection by presidential appointment. This had no effect on the legislative branch of the Creek Nation government, the court said.

This COURT concluded after reviewing these laws that the "federal defendants, through their policies and practices, have acted illegally in recogniz­ ing the Principal Chief as the sole embodiment of the government in the Creek Nation, and that according to ex­ isting federal and Creek law tribal funds may not be disbursed by the federal defendants for general tribal purpose without the approval of the Creek national legislature." The court said the Creek government has been "solemnly guaranteed by treaty after treaty."

It said the federal government illegally invested tribal chiefs with the sole authority to determine tribal expenditures and the BIA had used "its raw power over the tribe to bring about that result."

The court said the "current situation" of the chief's arbitrary power over tribal funds was brought about by "illegal policies of the Department of Interior."

The STRONG language of the court has not been lost on other tribes which have followed the dictates of their chiefs and the BIA without question, but not always without dissent. For example, Chief Ross Swimmer of the Cherokees—the nation's second largest tribe—has asked tribal council to brief the Harjo vs. Kleppe decision to be sure his administration is not in conflict with the court ruling.

CONTROVERSIAL CREEK COMPLEX—This is the Creek Nation head­quarters at Okmulgee, financed by tribal judgement and trust funds. Controversy over its financing was a factor behind filing of the Harjo vs. Kleppe lawsuit. The complex contains Creek Nation administrative offices, the council meeting room, the tribal housing authority office, a dental clinic and offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Okmulgee agency. Construction at the rear of the building is an expansion of administrative office space. (Tribune airphoto by Royce Craig)

The Creeks have attained a strong level of government funding through grants for day-to-day tribal operations and their new complex at Okmulgee has been under expansion to accommodate this increased activity.

But Kleppe vs. Harjo is putting a stop to further expenditure of judgment and trust funds until a new legislature in accord with the 1867 tribal constitu­tion is organized and passes upon such spending.
Pueblo asks halt to mining project

By Paul J. Halvorson
The Albuquerque Journal
The Santa Fe Pueblo tribal council asked Gov. Jerry Apodaca Thursday to stop the proposed Occidental Minerals Corp. mining project near Corrillo.

"In other words, we want it stopped," pueblo executive director Ernest Lovato told a meeting at the pueblo of the state councilors and Corrillo residents, until the company provides "clear answers."

Lovato declared after the meeting directly answers a question on whether the pueblo will file its own site of the proposed project.

During the meeting Lovato said "that white area" has a "certain significance importance in Indian belief." He added, "it will go on into detail that.

Director Fabian Covarrubias of the state Department of Development (DOD) told the pueblo not to relay the council's request to Apodaca today.

Chaves added the warning that Apodaca can't order a delay to the project, and that Occidental is under no obligation to comply with a request.

Chaves has heard the mining site of approximately 20 acres from a private land owner, David Henkel, in the DOD told the meeting.

Chaves, the chairperson of a state task force charged with changing the project, also said he has been careful to avoid being used for obvious political purposes.

There were no Apodaca representatives at the meeting Robert Silverthorn of Oxymin, the Corrillo project manager, has been scheduled later for comment.

Apodaca said just a few days ago that he would try to stop the project until Oxymin "satisfactorily answered questions on the safety and environmental aspects of the project.

Henkel told the meeting that Oxymin has yet to answer a number of questions on the project.

A project until Oxymin has proposed to dig a test mine and what for.

"The mining method Oxymin plans to use is Corrillo has resource hunting and 'drilling water' in the soil surface with radioactive mud,"

Chaves said Oxymin's proposal is not "consistent with the public forever the tribally held.

"In response, Apodaca turned the task force of five state agencies, which he referred to both answers to Oxymin on efforts of the project.

"The group met for the first time in August at the Capitol in a meeting centered on questioning of a large delegation of Oxymin officials.

"It was agreed then that questions would be submitted to Oxymin by writing.

"Henkel said the Environmental Improvement Agency, Energy Resources Board and Frederick app., a Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory consultant, seeks a volunteer consultant to the task force, submitted questions in late August and early September.

"Gov. Burnett, attorney for Concerned Citizens, said the task force can't do its job "unless Oxymin cooperates." "Information that has not been forthcoming from Oxymin "Burnett said.

"He said the absence of Oxymin from the meeting was a "severe discouragement" to the pueblo and the task force.

"Chaves added later in response to that comment that Oxymin had been informed of the meeting but had not been notified on the setting of the date and time of the meeting.

"Chaves added that he understood means meetings.

"Burnett pressed Chaves hard to officially request, as chairman of the task force, that Oxymin make the project until questions have been answered:

""I have to consult with the governor," Chaves replied. "We have no information that what are doing cannot be interpreted don't do that at all."" "

"Chavez added that the New Mexico Supreme Court has eliminated legal barriers by government officials found to be "arbitrary and abusive" in doing their jobs.

"Burnett indicates that the earliest legal "handicap" to Oxymin in the company's obligation to seek a new drilling permit from the state Engineer's Office.

"Burnett said, "We have yet to test drilling of a test in the case of an application and testing it.

"Jim Williams of the State Engineer's office at Oxymin hasn't applied for the permit yet.

"He added that the company's application is currently "in process" to apply under a state law which requires that permits be granted at the State Engineer's Office.

"The company "states that the proposed use will not permanently impair any existing water, rights of others."
The Seminole
And Thanksgiving:
Store-Bought Bird

By GEORGE DE VAULT
Staff Writer

Back in the early winter of 1621, the wealthy
Wampanoag Chief Massasoit got a dinner invita-
tion from his new neighbors.

The Pilgrims' colonists decided their
Indian benefactor to help celebrate their first harvest — the result of his bountiful agriculture course with a
feast of wild turkey, goose, duck, wood pigeons,
partridges, box-cock, and Indian pudding.
The chief said he'd be glad to attend, but apparently
neglected to mention that 90 of his bravos also
required a free feed.

The unexpected hungry horde soon depleted the
Pilgrim's food stores, but the Wampanoag weren't
done with dinner.

They disappeared into the woods, took the
meat, and returned with five deer and many bushels of oysters
— enough to keep the
party going for three days.

Massasoit and friends apparently had the right idea,
because their feast is still going on 300 years later.

The present-day Thanksgiving turkeys, however,
are a far cry from those of 1621, while some histori-
"ors argue never granted the mistakable turkeys at
Plymouth because the Pilgrims were such busy shots
they couldn't even hit the broad side of the Mayflower
let alone a wily gob bler.

Turkeys, for the most part, are now packed
in caged, all ready packed, come with their
own carrying handles — from the frozen foods section
of the supermarket.

Athens is the Seminole Indian of South Florida who
can always get fresh pineapples or the Mobb
source, the Thanksgiving without taking off on
their.

Years ago, the Seminole used to move the screen
from Feast, but days of alternate heating and tasting
called all night dancing in July, but nearly all have
abandoned it.

Now, says Dan Uncina, great-grandson of the
famed Seminole chef, it's just the regular
turkey and cranberries.

On Thanksgiving, Seminole families are no dif-
ter than other folks.

Cont'd
Minneapolis Tribune
Fri., Nov. 19, 1976

Study: Minorities jailed more often

By Doug Stone
Staff Writer

American Indians and blacks are twice as likely as whites to be sentenced to jail for felony convictions in Hennepin County District Court, according to a comprehensive study released Thursday.

The study also found that, unexpectedly, minorities represented by the Hennepin County public defender's office are more than four times as likely to receive straight jail sentences than are whites represented by the office. In addition, minorities represented by the office are more than three times as likely as minority-group members who have private attorneys to receive jail sentences, according to the study.

The two-part study was prepared by Augsburg College sociologist Robert Grams and a researcher, Rachel Rohde, in conjunction with the 10 district judges and the department of court services. The two researchers made similar findings in a study earlier this year of municipal court.

The first part of the study analyzes 3,300 convicted felons sentenced between 1973 and 1975, or more than 90 percent of the total convicted during that period.

Twenty-five percent of the convicted Indians received straight jail sentences, compared with 20.7 percent of the convicted blacks and 10.8 percent of the convicted whites. There were 2,601 whites, 610 blacks and 179 Indians in the study.

The second part of the study focused on 462 convicted felons in 1975 in an effort to analyze the effect on sentencing of such factors as the type of crime, criminal record, marital status, occupation and educational level. Taking all those factors into account, the study found, minority members are still twice as likely as whites to receive a straight jail sentence.

(A straight jail sentence means a definite period of incarceration, as opposed to a modified sentence, which may include a short-term incarceration combined with a period of probation or residential treatment).

The study made no charges of racial discrimination against the judicial system, nor did it offer explanations for the disparity in sentencing, saying, "The actual cause of the difference is open to conjecture."

But Grams and Rohde noted that the "substantially greater likelihood that American Indians and blacks receive straight jail sentences than whites for the same crime seems inconsistent with the constitutional requirements of equal treatment under the law."

The study of the 3,300 felons found that, taking into account of the person's race, crime and previous convictions, "neither marital status, occupational prestige nor years of formal education are significantly related to serving a straight jail sentence."

"Family just got together for Thanksgiving. That's what we usually do."

Thanksgiving fare this year for Native Americans in Minnesota breaks from the native tradition, will be a blend unique with cooking and customs from the immigration past.

A few other Indians, however, will be dining away from reservation land. The tribes say the boarding schools, although they say the schools are becoming more, they said that while most people will be sitting down on Thanksgiving, others will be sitting in jail, the new treatment reserve.

The study, prepared for the private attorney services, found that, "The actual cause of the difference is open to conjecture."

But Grams and Rohde noted that, "The substantially greater likelihood that American Indians and blacks receive straight jail sentences than whites for the same crime seems inconsistent with the constitutional requirements of equal treatment under the law."

The study found that, taking into account of the person's race, crime and previous convictions, "neither marital status, occupational prestige nor years of formal education are significantly related to serving a straight jail sentence."
The second study of a smaller group of felons last year confirmed those findings and elaborated on them. It found that minorities are more likely than whites to receive jail sentences even when the sentence is recommended by the probation officer in a presentence report or by the prosecutor and defense attorney as part of a plea negotiation. Judges often follow those recommendations. The vast majority of defendants plead guilty to crimes rather than stand trial.

Racial disparities in sentencing were not present, the study said, when private attorneys handle cases. But the study of the 1975 felons found that 34.5 percent of the 139 blacks or Indians represented by the public defender's office received jail sentences. That compares with 7.8 percent of the whites represented by the office. In contrast, only 10.3 percent of the 58 minority-group members in the study who were represented by private attorneys received jail sentences.

When other factors such as criminal records and type of offense are considered, minority-group clients of the public defender's office are three times as likely as their white counterparts to receive a straight jail sentence, according to the study.

The differences are not explained in the study. There is no accusation that some public defenders mishandle cases or that judges look less favorably on clients represented by public defenders.

The authors suggest that consideration be given to the possibility that some public defenders may treat cases involving blacks and Indians differently from whites. "For example, they might not pursue their role as advocate as thoroughly as they should," the study said.

The study also suggested that perhaps "the unintentional racial biases of people involved in the decision-making process are operative or reinforced in those cases where the offender does not hire a private attorney."

The combination of the defendant's race, his illegal behavior and his "inability or unwillingness to obtain private counsel encourages decision-makers to see rehabilitation programs involving probation, residential care or a modified jail sentence as inappropriate," the study said.

If either explanation is correct, the authors said, the relationship between race and sentencing is because of "unintentional biases" of the court's decision-makers.

William Kennedy, chief Hennepin County public defender, was not available for comment yesterday.

Thomas Lavelle, assistant director of court services, who worked with Grams on the study, said yesterday, "I keep looking for some clear explanation (for the results). I'm frustrated. We don't have data that show differences in defendant's motives or attitudes or on what resources are available in the community (as opposed to jail)."

He said it may be impossible to determine the factors that account for the differences in sentencing among racial groups. Lavelle said that his department will study the report and that as a result probation officers will give careful consideration to their sentencing recommendations.

District Judge Allen Oleisky, who headed the judges' committee responsible for the report, said the district judges will examine the study "to see if we are doing anything wrong. There are intangible factors in sentencing that we didn't hit, such as a defendant's contacts in the community."

He predicted that judges would be sensitive to the study's findings and would examine their sentencing procedures.

Chief District Judge Donald Barbeau reserved comment on the report until he has studied it.
The Senate Committee presiding over the interests of the Department of Interior may receive a redefinition of duties and jurisdiction. The Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, now chaired by Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Washington, is being studied to see if revision would make it more effective. The analysis is being undertaken by a special committee put together earlier this year by the Senate itself. Descriptively entitled, "The Select Committee to Study the Committee System," the committee was organized as a short term study group to examine the structure, jurisdiction, number and optimum size of all the Committees and subcommittees within the Senate. The ultimate goal is to make better use of Senators' time and effectiveness.

The review committee, after six months of study, has said it will recommend a substantial number of changes for the Senate's 23 Committees and nearly 150 subcommittees. Some committees might be combined in order to alleviate overlapping jurisdictions. Senators will be asked to sit on fewer committees so they might specialize and devote more time to their chosen interests. The Senate will be asked to create two new entities, The Human Resources Committee and a Committee for Energy and Natural Resources. These committees would absorb the jurisdiction of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs would then be divided between the two committees with most of the BIA programs falling within the perimeter of the Human Resources Committee. All trust obligations would naturally remain within the Energy and Natural Resources Committee. A third component of the proposal is to place all Indian Claims matters within the jurisdiction of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

The Review Committee says it will offer details in a November report to the Senate.

Chairing the review committee is Sen. Adlai Stevenson, D-Ill. Co-Chairman is Bill Brock, R-Tenn.
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Interior Committee Being Studied by Senate

A PROCLAMATION

It is especially appropriate during our Bicentennial Year to recall the impressive role played in our society by American Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts. Native Americans have made notable contributions in education, law, medicine, sports, art, the military, science and literature. The culture and heritage of our native Americans are unique. In renewing the spirit and determined dedication of the past 200 years we should also join with our native Americans in rebuilding an awareness, understanding and appreciation for their historical role and future participation in our diverse American society. We
should do so with the same spirit and dedication which, fostered with reliance on Divine Providence and with firm belief in individual liberty, kindled and made a reality of the hopes for a new life for all who inhabited this land.

In recognition of the importance of the contributions made to our many-cultured society by native Americans, the Senate (September 30, 1976) and the House of Representatives (October 1, 1976) have requested that the President proclaim the week of October 10, 1976, as the American Awareness Week.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, GERALD R. FORD, President of the United States of America, do hereby designate the week beginning October 10, 1976, and ending October 16, 1976, as Native American Awareness Week.

I call upon all the people of the United States to join in observing this week with appropriate ceremonies and activities.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this eighth day of October, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy-six, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred and first.

THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
August 26, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Secretary of the Treasury
The Secretary of Defense
The Attorney General
The Secretary of the Interior
The Secretary of Agriculture
The Secretary of Commerce
The Secretary of Labor
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
The Secretary of Transportation
The Director, Office of Management and Budget
The Chairman, Civil Service Commission
The Administrator, Small Business Administration
The Administrator of Veterans Affairs
The Director, Community Services Administration
The Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency
The Acting Chairman, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
The Governor, Farm Credit Administration

I am today designating Bradley H. Patterson, Jr., of the White House Office of Policy Planning and Research, as special envoy with full powers and functions as special representative of the United States to represent the United States in American Indian affairs. It will be Mr. Patterson’s specific responsibility to work with all who will cooperate in the planning and coordination of the annual conference of Federal agencies with programs that serve the Indian people.

It is important that you insure the effective delivery and efficient operation of Federal Indian programs and services. I request that priority attention be given to coordination of these efforts among the Departments and Agencies and within the Executive Office of the President.

In addition, I request that you continue to work with American Indian community leaders to plan and implement programs that will meet the needs of the American Indian communities.

I authorize you to consult with such other agencies as you may consider necessary to the proper discharge of your duties.

In the event of an emergency, you may refer to the Assistant for Indian Affairs.

Sincerely yours,

Gerald R. Ford

THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
September 28, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Director of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

The director of Indian education programs for Bureau of Indian Affairs said Monday that full cooperation and responsibility for educating Indian children should be given to local community leaders.

Dr. William Demmert said the Bureau of Indian Affairs should get away from running schools for Indian people and let local Indian officials control their children's education.

Demmert said, "Our best information tells us that one way to improve education programs serving Indian communities is to give program authority and responsibility to school superintendents and principals.

"That would ensure community direction through authority over policies concerning budget and program direction from representatives of tribes whose children are being served."

He explained that an "intergovernmental" program between school and community officials would make it easier for those schools to be run by government officials under the direction of Washington bureaucrats.

"Once that becomes a reality, the most critical factor of program quality and success becomes teacher confidence and commitment. This means training and inservice programs to ensure not only dedicated but highly skilled educators where needed.

"Where we have teachers with appropriate skills, it means this process is dependent on their ability to pull programs together that meet the objectives jointly set by professionals, parents, tribes and students."

Dr. Demmert was one of several speakers at the eighth annual conference sponsored by National Indian Education Assn. of Minneapolis, Minn. The conference is held at Albuquerque Convention Center through Thursday.

About 4,000 to 5,000 conferences are expected at the conference. Approximately 2,000 were at the opening session Monday morning. Afternoon workshops use every available room at the convention center.

Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, D-N.M., Albuquerque Mayor Harry Klawez, and Definn Lovato, chairman of the All-Indian Pueblo Council, were among the morning speakers. Kinney and Lovato gave welcoming remarks. Montoya gave the opening address.

Dr. Demmert, who took office as director of Indian education last March, said changing to locally-controlled Indian education would require active participation of teachers, students and members of Indian communities.

Indians Charged Tribal Rule Undermining

By Jim Largo, Albuquerque Journal, Sept. 29, 1976

Community-controlled Indian schools that are funded directly by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and other federal agencies are "undermining" tribal sovereignty as recognized through federal-Indian relationships, said a tribal group and a BIA official Tuesday.

"The BIA and other federal agencies must not circumvent tribal councils of federally-recognized tribes when granting monies or contracts for all services, including educational programs to Indian people," said Larry Snake, a member of the education committee under the National Tribal Chairman's Assn.

"To do otherwise undermines and erodes the sovereignty status of the federally recognized tribes," said Snake. His comments were heard in a workshop panel discussion at the National Indian Education Assn. convention in the Albuquerque Convention Center.

"The bureau, I think it is fair to say, particularly on education, created entities below tribal government and dealt with those entities in the name of "self-determination" and "community control" and bypassed the legitimate tribal governments," he said.

"It is this practice of bypassing tribal governments that weaken their ability to govern," said Butler, who is a member of the Cherokee tribe. He spoke at a workshop session.

In discussing the same topic, some members of the education committee under NTCA, including Snake, demanded that the BIA deal with tribal governments in granting funds to local Indian school boards and other local Indian organizations.

"We insist that BIA educate comply with the Indian Self-Determination and Education Act (PL 93-638) by asking direct monies to 'Indian organizations' only
with expressed consent and approval of the tribes," said
Snake, reading from a position paper.

Orick Baker, chairman of Lac Que Oreille tribe in Wisconsin, said, "You people should consider what might happen when we have community-controlled schools under

Dermining the sovereignty of the tribes.

"We have advocates within our various groups say-

ing we should have independent school boards. Yet tribal

members come to me and say if we want these educa-

tors to run this reservation, we ought to elect them.

"They say, we elected you, and you ought to make

the policies for this tribe," he said.

Butler explained that direct BIA and other govern-

mental funding to community-controlled schools resulted

from confusion over the philosophy of antipoverty pro-

grams designed for non-Indian minorities.

He pointed out the Public Law 93-638 in several

paragraphs specifically recognized tribal governments as

being the official head for individual Indians on reserva-

tions. Butler is recognized to be in contention for the

next Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

between the federal government and Indian individu-

als except through tribal governments.

But BIA officials in 1969 and 1970 "did not under-

stand the unique relationship" and began to apply poli-

cies for federal assistance programs for the poor to the

BIA's relationship with Indian tribes, said Butler.

"Some administrators of BIA education programs

began applying in regard to bureau programs the concept

of 'self-determination' and 'community control' to en-

titles below tribal government level," he said.

He explained that antipoverty programs, such as the

Office of Economic Opportunity, were conceived for the

poor people who were being overlooked by school pro-

grams. "School systems and school curriculums were
designed for middle and upper class students," he said.

"The social engineers who structured the education

portions of antipoverty programs started with the prem-

ise that public schools were insensitive to the needs of

children of poverty," he said.

"Governmental entities that had been established were
given an opportunity for 'self-determination,'" he said.

Veto of Bill Concerning Certain Employees of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service

The President's Message to the House of Representa-

tives

Returning H.R. 5465 Without His Approval,

September 24, 1976.

To the House of Representatives:

I am returning, without my approval, H.R. 5465, a

bill which would provide special retirement benefits to

certain non-Indian employees of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs (BIA) and the Indian Health Service (IHS) who

are adversely affected by Indian preference requirements.

I strongly support the objective of having Indians ad-

minister the Federal programs directly affecting them.

I am familiar with and understand the concern of non-

Indian employees of these agencies about their long-term

career prospects because of Indian preference. But H.R.

5465 is the wrong way to deal with this problem.

This bill is designed to increase employment opportu-

nities for Indians by providing special compensation to

non-Indian employees in BIA and IHS who retire early.

It seeks to accomplish this purpose by authorizing pay-

gment of extraordinary retirement benefits under certain

conditions to non-Indian employees of these agencies who

retire before 1986—benefits more liberal than those avail-

able to any other group of Federal employees under the

civil service retirement system. I believe that this approach

will result in inequities and added costs that far exceed

the problem it is attempting to solve—a problem which is

already being addressed through administrative actions

by the agencies involved.

H.R. 5465 would provide windfall retirement benefits to a relatively small number of the non-Indian employees of these agencies. The Indian employees and other non-Indian employees in these same agencies would not receive these benefits. The eligible employees are not in danger of losing their jobs. Because they may face a limited outlook for promotion, the bill would pay these employees costly annuities even though they had completed substantially less than a full career. Payments could be made at age 50 after only 20 years of Federal service, of which as little as 11 years need be Indian-agency service. Their annuities would be equivalent to the benefits it would take to average Federal employee until age 60 and 27 years of service to earn.

This would seriously distort and misuse the retirement system to solve a problem of personnel management for which there are far more appropriate administrative solu-

tions. The Departments of the Interior and Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare have established special placement programs to help non-Indian employees who desire other jobs. I am asking the Chairman of the Civil Service Com-

mission to make certain that these placement efforts are

rigorously pursued with all agencies of the Federal Government.

Further, these Departments assure me that many non-

Indian employees continue to have ample opportunity for

full careers with Indian agencies if they so desire. Accord-

ingly, H.R. 5465 represents an excessive, although well-
motivated, reaction to the situation. Indian preference does pose a problem in these agencies, but it can and should be redressed without resort to costly retirement benefits.

I am not prepared, therefore, to accept the discrimina-

tory and costly approach of H.R. 5465.

GERALD R. FORD

The White House,

September 24, 1976.

White House Appoints New Board Members to the National Advisory Council on Indian Education

New Board members to the National Advisory Council on Indian Education (NACIE) were announced

at the NIEA convention in Albuquerque, New Mexico

before it convened October 1.

New members appointed by the White House in-

clude:

Joe Abeyta (Santa Clara Pueblo), Superintendent

of Albuquerque Indian School; Linda Belarde

(Tlingit), teacher at Zuni Alternative School, New Mexico; Wes-

ley Bonita Apache), Tribal Director of Education; Cal-

vin Isaac (Mississippi Choctaw), Tribal Administrator; Earl Oxendine (Lumbee), Principal of Upchurch Jr.

School, Raeford, N.C.; Paul Piatoiro (Navajo), Associate Director of the Native American Materials

Development Center in Albuquerque; Donna Rhodes (Creek), President of Indian Women Consultants, Inc.,

Tuba, Okla. ; James Sapetero (Penobscot from Maine),

Development Coordinator of the Passamaquoddy Tribe; Thomas Thompson (Blackfeet), Teacher Corps.,

Eastern Montana College; Minerva White (Mohawk), Director

of Native American Special Services, Canton, N.Y.

Reappointed to the 15 member Board were: Patricia

McCree, David Risling, Ted George, Ellen Allen and

Will Antell.

Agreement With Alaska Arctic Slope-Regional

Corporation

It was a happy day for one Alaska delegation when

Interior Secretary Thomas Kleppe began the movement
toward transferring land back to their regional corpora-

tions this August. Alaska's 12 native corporations are

entitled to about one-eighth of the state under the


Kleppe put his signature on an agreement that will

make it easier to weave through the complicated

paperwork involved in the massive land transfer.

The Alaska Arctic Slope Regional Corporation was

the first of the native organizations to work out an

administrative approach with the Department of Interior.

Kleppe commented, "This agreement will remove legal

obstacles to conveyance of about four million acres of

land, about 10 per cent of the 40 million acres due to

the
Historically, boxing had taken a nosedive in the Bureau following a period when young athletes were permitted to fight out of their weight bracket or experience class. Beginners were allowed to square off against experienced fighters and the results were not conducive to good boxing. The sport was abolished from Bureau schools.

But five years ago, the Phoenix Area received permission to conduct a well-supervised program based on stringent guidelines concerning the health and well-being of the student fighters and the Stewart Camp literally took off.

"It's unbelievable," says Rolly Swartz, manager of the U.S. Olympic team, "these kids have very little experience or history in the sport and they come in here and win on shoe heart."

Dennis and Turner have been winning pretty steady since those words were spoken and racking up some high class experience.

During the last school year, when Turner was a senior and Dennis a junior, they tore up the ropes and canvas around the country. They racked up wins and credibility at the Pacific AAU Championships, the Western Regional Golden Gloves, the National Indian Boxing Tournament, the National AAU Tournament and the Western Regional Olympic Trials.

Both fighters made it to the Olympic finals in Cincinnati, Ohio where Adrian Dennis had the fans in pandemonium when he narrowly lost a decision to Louis Curtis of Washington, D.C. He would have been the first American Indian to represent the United States in the Olympic ring. Turner had been knocked out of an earlier Olympic bid by New Yorker, Howard Davis who went on to win a Gold Medal in Montreal.

Turner, a 19-year-old Paiute from Bishop, California, has since turned pro with six professional bouts under his belt this summer. He's won five out of the six. He also entered the University of Nevada this fall majoring in Physical Education.

Dennis is back at Stewart for his final year and is still inciting crowds to riots. He'll garner some international experience this fall when he travels to Poland as part of a United States boxing team. The Americans will see action in three major cities.

It's not unlikely, however, for the 17-year-old Hopi from Flagstaff, Arizona, to have the fans on their feet shouting his name ... it's just part of his style.

**Loretta Helle, Only Eskimo Physician**

The tiny student body in Nome, Alaska could barely muster 35 kids. The graduating class consisted of nine ... which certainly shortened the commencement exercises. It doesn't take too long to hand out nine diplomas.

In that small cluster of students waving high school degrees were the clenched hands of a young girl determined to become what very few of her background had ever achieved ... in the white world.

Today, Loretta Helle is the only Eskimo physician in the country ... says the Alaska Federation of Natives. At least as far as they have been able to determine.

There were sacrifices. When one knows one has got to be a doctor and there are no courses even remotely geared to this dream ... there is that realization that you're going to have to study harder, desire more intensely, and give up more of everything in pursuit of that goal ... than others who may have easier access to chemistry, mathematics and laboratories.

Max Bieberman knew about the intense goal of Loretta Helle. And as the math teacher at Nome High School, he stayed after class with her and offered extra math courses for her and another student. He encouraged that dream.

Still deficient in so much, Loretta Helle had to pull together every ounce of self-discipline, organization and study time she could find to overcome what was called, "a poor academic background." She allowed herself one night occasionally for relaxation. "I would go out and howl," she says.

Because she knew she had to hurdle such severe obstacles, she reached out. "I was never bashful to admit I was dumb and needed help. If you let them know that you need help, they're willing to bend over backwards to help you."

Still, medical school is heartbreakingly hard to get into. She was advised at Washington State University to prepare for another profession to fall back on. She studied for an extra summer and picked up a degree in bacteriology and public health as well as one in the basic sciences. And with that added touch, she landed a job as a lab technician in a Seattle hospital. While working nights and weekends ... she did get into medical school and put herself through.
Nine years of rigid discipline and numbing sacrifice achieved what she had always wanted to do. "There's something really satisfying about having somebody come in to you with an injury or health problem of some kind, and you sitting down and diagnosing it...and treating it...and watching the patient respond. You really feel like maybe you've accomplished something."

After five years in private practice as a General Practitioner, Dr. Helle went back to school again. This time for a law degree from the University of California at San Diego. Today, she does counseling and practices industrial medicine.

Her advice to students? "Ask questions and never be afraid to ask for help," she says. "Don't stand back. Just don't stand back."

Sherwin Zephier Wins Poster Contest

If the Yankton Sioux Zephiers ever incorporated, they could probably keep the Bureau of Indian Affairs in-house as sort of a family run enterprise.

There is Harley Zephier, a low-keyed reserved figure who holds the post of Area Director in Aberdeen. His brother, Richard Gine, holds down the Tribal Operations office in the same area and another brother, Andy is the Athletic Director at the Flandreau Indian School in South Dakota.

Keep that straight because there's more. They're all first cousins to another "Bureau Brat", Richard Lynn Zephier, who is an Enrollment Specialist in Washington, D.C. Do not confuse Richard L. with Richard G.

Now...the lovely lady who became the mother of Richard L. is none other than Gertrude Trimble Zephier who related the whole Zephier clan to the Trimble bunch when she married Alvin R. Zephier. Gertrude is a sister of Al Trimble who retired from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to become Chairman of the Ogala Sioux Tribe. She is also sister to Shirley Trimble Plume who heads the BIA Standing Rock Agency at Ft. Yates, North Dakota. And of course, she is sister to Charles (Chuck) Trimble who is Executive Director of the National Congress of American Indians.

And at least one of the Zephiers is related to Sid Mills, Executive Assistant to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, somehow.

This story however is about none of the above. It is about Sherwin Zephier who is the son of well-known artist, Adelbert Zephier. (And Adelbert is first cousin to Antoine and Alvin R. Zephier. Antoine is the father of Harley, Andy and Richard G. Remember them? And Alvin R. is responsible for little Richard L. Not to be confused with Richard G. Right?)

Now...back to the story: Sherwin is an aspiring young artist who just won a nationwide poster contest sponsored by Brigham Young University. The Zephier poster, which supports an anti-alcoholism drive, will be reproduced and distributed to Indian Centers, half-way houses, high schools and reservations...courtesy of the Lockheed Missile and Space Company.

Nineteen-year-old Sherwin, who was honored in special ceremonies at BYU, is in his last year as a middle-college student at the BIA's Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe. He will receive an Associate of Fine Arts Degree next year and has indicated he would like to go on to become a physical education teacher. He was a Golden Gloves boxer in high school.

There is a little more to this story as related by the active typewriters in the BYU Communication Department...Second place winner in the poster contest was Wilbert Talashoma of Tuba City. John Womer of Nespelem took Third...which just might relate the rest of the BIA to the world of art.

Sharon Zephier, poster winner.
Harley Frankel Leaves B.I.A.

The Deputy Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Harley Frankel left the Bureau of Indian Affairs in September to join the Virginia presidential campaign. At 33, Frankel was the youngest Deputy Commissioner to be appointed when he assumed office in February of 1975.

He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Social Sciences, a Bachelor of Science degree in Operations Research and a Masters Degree in Business Administration from Harvard.

Theodore (Ted) Krenzky, Director of Indian Services for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has been acting as Deputy Commissioner in the interim period.

Martin Seneca Accepts New Position With FEA

Martin Seneca, Director of Trust Responsibilities for the Bureau of Indian Affairs has taken a position with the Federal Energy Administration. He is the new Deputy Assistant Administrator for Energy Conservation and Environment. In this capacity, he supervises over 200 technicians and is involved in planning and policy making decisions.

In his stead, Ralph Keene is the Acting Director of Trust Responsibilities for the Bureau. Keene narrowly lost a bid for the Republican seat in Congress last year. He ran against Ted Risenhoover to represent the Second District.

Sequoyah High Receives Chronicle

In the library of Sequoyah High School in Tahlequah, Oklahoma is a fantastic chronicle of man's grope through time. It is a gift to be studied by the youth of today. bequeathed by the family of a man who gave nearly all his yesterdays to the education of Indian students.

Dr. A. B. Caldwell put in seventeen years as Assistant Area Director for Education in Muskogee, before his death last year.

His wife and two children, Alex Jr. and Nell, wanted all that time to account for something so they donated their private collection of "The Story of Civilization" to the high school as a living memorial to the husband and father of the Caldwell clan.

The ten volume set, written by Will and Ariel Durant, is now part of Sequoyah High Library.

Indian Lass Named to Air Force Academy

In 1980, a certain young officer will begin five years of service in the regular Air Force.

Hardly anything to throw confetti or blow horns about! Except this particular 'second Louie', in the lineup of several hundred commissioned officers on that fine spring commencement day four years hence, will be shorter, darker and of the opposite sex.

And the Air Force Academy of the United States will have graduated its first Indian woman.

She comes tearing out of Oklahoma, bearing the name Mary Sue Hatton, to take her place among the first group of women ever appointed to the "wild blue yonder" halls of the nation's great Air Academy.

That's worth, at least, a small hurrah! Waving their hands in the background are Sam and Edna Hatton, who watched their Oklahoma born daughter raise a cloud of dust through Buffalo Valley High School in Tahlequah before taking on the long blue line.

Come 1980, they'll be there at Colorado Springs watching Ms. Hatton add a little sparkle of history to the world of air defense. (That's Second Lieutenant Hatton to you!)
The Great Potomac BIA Picnic and RAINFEST was a smashing success. Especially for those who were smashed.

Two years in the making (they just couldn't get it together last year, something about finding the right place to cook the buffalo... or maybe it was finding the right buffalo...) Anyway, after two years of planning, scurrying around hallways to confer with fellow committee members, mucho dinero telephone calls, selling tickets, counting noses and drafting volunteers—IT FINALLY HAPPENED!

The First Annual (?) BIA Employees Picnic. JUNE 19, 1976 ???

It rained.

B.I.A. RAINFEST

170 of Today’s Drugs Were First Used by Indian Medicine Men

Indian medicine men were not the feathered quacks Hollywood made them out to be, decked out in belts and beads and frenetically rattling their bones. In many ways, they were ahead of their time. Early settlers looked down their noses at Indian cures because of ignorance and “racial arrogance,” says Dr. Virgil J. Vogel, associate professor of history at Macfayr College in Chicago.

“Whites thought Indians were savages,” he said. “But American Indians were mixing a list of potent, valuable drugs with their rituals, and producing successful cures, treatments and medications.”

Among the sophisticated medicinal compounds they concocted from bark, seeds, plants or other natural ingredients were fever reducers, oral contraceptives, astringents and drugs remarkably similar to antibiotics. Roughly 170 drugs that have been listed in the official Pharmacopoeia of the United States—a listing of doctor-approved drugs—were first used by North American Indians, Dr. Vogel revealed. About 50 more were used by Indians from Latin America and the Caribbean, he said.

Here are some examples of “primitive” Indian medicines and drugs that later proved valuable to the white man:

Oral contraceptives. “Various Indian drugs that were used to suppress ovulation and control the menstrual cycle startled researchers on the road that led to “The Pill,” Dr. Vogel said. “Among them was prunella, which was tested on laboratory rats and found to be an effective contraceptive.”

Childbirth medicines. “Indians used numerous medicines to ease and hasten delivery in childbirth,” Dr. Vogel said. “Two of them, corn meal and cotton root bark, were later adopted by physicians for the same purpose.”

Antibiotics. “It’s possible that some Indians may have stumbled onto the working principle of antibiotics, although they were unaware of how and why the desired results were obtained,” Dr. Vogel said.

Among the antibiotic-type drugs used by Indians were rattle corn, for treatment of leg ulcers; a slimy ground fungus, for boils, and heated dirt from the top of a grave, for treatment of boils and ulceration.

Astringents. Indians used various leaves, flowers, roots, fruits and seeds to make astringents to treat sore mouth, bleeding and diarrhea.

Fever reducers. “The greatest of all botanical fever drugs, the comstock bark, from which quinine is extracted, was a discovery of South American Indians,” Dr. Vogel said. “And North American Indians used numerous drugs to reduce fever, including dogwood bark, herb of boneset and bark of yellow poplar—all of which later became official drugs.”

Grants to Native Americans (1975-1976)

Information about private funding to Native American projects and programs, until recently, has been difficult to obtain. In 1973, however, the Foundation Center, an organization with public reference files in New York and Washington, D.C. center offices, which gathers various kinds of data on foundations and their activities, began categorizing information on grants to Native Americans.

The Center issues a bimonthly Foundation Grants Index which is a record of currently reported foundation grants of $5,000 or more. Grants of more than a year old are generally not included in the Index. While the Center also gathers data on grants of less than $5,000, their greater number does not make it feasible to publish that information.

For the information of Native Americans, the following data on foundation grants to Indian programs gathered by Sibohan Ogpinheiner-Nicolai of the Ford Foundation in January 1976, covers the period from January 1975 to January 1976 and does include grants of less than $5,000 for that period. All of the grants in this report are in the Foundation Center’s bimonthly Index entered in a computerized file.

The foundations are listed alphabetically with a record of their grants to Native Americans arranged by amount, name of recipient, location and grant description.

Information about grants in 1973 and 1974 is available upon request from the Phelps-Stokes Fund, 1832 Corcoran Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Abhardt Foundation, NY
$10,000 to American Indian Lawyer Training Program, Oakland, CA. For general program support.
$5,000 to Youth Project, Inc., Navajo Coal Development Impact Study, D.C. For research and information office, Shiprock, NM, re coal gasification plants, Navajo reservation.

Abner Fund, II
$10,000 to American Indian Treaty Council Information Council, NYC, NY. For research on Sioux and Iroquois treaties.
$5,000 to Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards, Denver, CO. To cover costs of annual membership meeting.

$20,000 to Dineh Cooperatives, Chinte, AZ. For revolving loan fund for Navajo Nation community cooperatives. Continuing support.
$10,000 to Northern Cheyenne Landowners Association, Lame Deer, MT. For operating support.
$30,000 to Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council, Lame Deer, MT. For legal expenses related to protection of natural resources. Continuing support.
$30,000 to Quinault Tribal Council. Law Program, Tahola, WA. To meet costs of on-reservation legal counsel to tribe. Continuing support.
$60,000 to Crow Tribe, Crow Education Committee, Crow Agency, MT. To establish a Crow educational research and development office.

$67,750 to Hawaiian Coalition of Native Claims Corporation, Honolulu, HI. To assist corporation in establishing organizational base and to enable it to render legal protection with aid of Native American Rights Fund, to land base of Native Hawaiians.

$97,000 to Navajo Tribe, Window Rock, AZ. To help establish tribal budget and management offices.

$55,000 to Oklahoma City Indian Health Council, Oklahoma City, OK. To enable clinic to employ a full-time physician and to provide supplies to make health delivery services more accessible to Indian community. Two years.

$112,830 to University of New Mexico School of Law, American Indian Law Center, Albuquerque, NM. To establish National Institute of Tribal Government to assist Indian tribes with legal and administrative problems and to research for assistance to American Indian Policy Review Commission in its comprehensive review of Indian affairs. Two years.

Educational Foundation of America, CT

$12,000 to Northfield Mount Hermon School, East Northfield, MA. For financial aid for Native American students.

Edward Elliott Foundation, NY

$2,500 to Native American Educational Services, Inc., Chicago, IL. For development of higher educational program known as Reservation-Urban Learning Exchange (RULE).

$150 to Fort Sill/Shoshone-Bannock School Board, Ft. Hall, ID. For planning tribal school system on Ft. Hall Reservation.

$500 to Ramah Navajo School Board, Ramah, NM. For the summer training of a staff member.

Field Foundation, NY

$8,000 to Alaska Legal Services Corporation, Anchorage, AK. To enable litigation costs of suits to enforce equal educational opportunities for Eskimo and Indian children.

$40,000 to National Indian Youth Council, Albuquerque, NM. For general support during 1975. Continuing support.

$16,700 to Native American Rights Fund, Southwest Indian Natives and Tribal Health Board, Boulder, CO. For general support during 1975.

$60,580 to National Indian Health Board, Denver, CO. To enable planning of a national institute to train American Indian Health Board personnel for work on and off reservations.

$72,000 to Coalition of Eastern Native Americans, DC. For research and legal assistance to eastern Indian tribes with community development-related problems, in particular non-federally recognized tribes willing to form nonprofit charitable corporations for purpose of applying for federal funds and services.

$60,000 to Crow Tribe, Crow Education Committee, Crow Agency, MT. To establish a Crow educational research and development office.

$2,500 to Native American Educational Services, Inc., Chicago, IL. For development of higher educational program known as Reservation-Urban Learning Exchange (RULE).

$150 to Fort Sill/Shoshone-Bannock School Board, Ft. Hall, ID. For planning tribal school system on Ft. Hall Reservation.

$500 to Ramah Navajo School Board, Ramah, NM. For the summer training of a staff member.

Field Foundation, NY

$8,000 to Alaska Legal Services Corporation, Anchorage, AK. To enable litigation costs of suits to enforce equal educational opportunities for Eskimo and Indian children.

$40,000 to National Indian Youth Council, Albuquerque, NM. For general support during 1975. Continuing support.

$16,700 to Native American Rights Fund, Southwest Indian Natives and Tribal Health Board, Boulder, CO. For general support during 1975.

$60,580 to National Indian Health Board, Denver, CO. To enable planning of a national institute to train American Indian Health Board personnel for work on and off reservations.

$72,000 to Coalition of Eastern Native Americans, DC. For research and legal assistance to eastern Indian tribes with community development-related problems, in particular non-federally recognized tribes willing to form nonprofit charitable corporations for purpose of applying for federal funds and services.
ment of food production programs (jointly with Equal Opportunity Program).

San Francisco Foundation, CA
$17,000 to Humboldt County Schools, Northern Indian California Education Project, Eureka, CA. For Indian Education Coordinators working toward improvement of school materials for Indian students. Continuing support.

Seattle Foundation, WA
$5,000 to Seattle Indian Health Board, Seattle, W A. Toward purchase of medical equipment for examining rooms.

Ann Maytag Shaker Foundation, NY
$3,500 to Nevada Indian Legal Services, Reno, NV. For educational program concerning tribal jurisdiction.

$3,000 to Native American Committee, Inc., Chicago, IL. For development of higher education program, Reservation-Urban Learning Exchange (RULE).

Weiboldt Foundation, IL
$7,000 to Central YMCA Community College, Seven Nations Project, Chicago, IL. For Seven Nations Talent Search program.

Woods Charitable Fund, IL
$5,000 to American Indian Center, Chicago, IL. To support budget of Center for American Indians in metropolitan Chicago. Renewal grant.

$3,000 to Native American Committee, Inc., Chicago, IL. For development of higher education program, Reservation-Urban Learning Exchange (RULE).

Weiboldt Foundation, IL
$7,000 to Central YMCA Community College, Seven Nations Project, Chicago, IL. For Seven Nations Talent Search program.

Woods Charitable Fund, IL
$5,000 to American Indian Center, Chicago, IL. To support budget of Center for American Indians in metropolitan Chicago. Renewal grant.